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   Preface   

 This edited volume contains selected expanded papers from the CELDA (Cognition 
and Exploratory Learning in the Digital Age) 2010 Conference (  www.celda-conf.
org    ). It addresses the main issues concerned with problem solving, evolving learn-
ing processes, innovative pedagogies, and technology-based educational applica-
tions in the digital age. There have been advances in both cognitive psychology and 
computing that have affected the educational arena. The convergence of these two 
disciplines is increasing at a fast pace and affecting academia and professional prac-
tice in many ways. Paradigms (such as just-in-time learning, constructivism, 
student-centered learning and collaborative approaches) have emerged and are 
being supported by technological advancements such as simulations, virtual reality 
and multi-agent systems. These developments have created both opportunities and 
areas of serious concern. Hence, this volume aims to cover both technological as 
well as pedagogical issues related to these developments. 

 We organized the papers included in this volume around fi ve themes: (a) Student-
centered Learning, (b) Collaborative Learning, (c) Technology, Learning and 
Expertise, (d) toward Web 3.0 in Education, and (e) Exploratory Technologies. Each 
of the editors took lead responsibility for reviewing and editing the papers associ-
ated with one theme. 

 In Part I, student-centered learning, several issues are described and discussed. 
The authors address the issue of technology enhanced learning environments and 
propose an architecture to dynamically identify students’ learning styles from their 
behaviour in a learning system, and updating their learning styles based on their 
behaviours. These learning styles’ information is later accessed by an adaptivity 
module to provide students with customize feedback about their learning styles as 
well as about how to improve their learning processes (Graf, Kinshuk, Zhang, 
Maguire & Shtern, Chap.   1    ). Other way to enhance learners’ effi ciency is through 
the proposal on an annotation-based pedagogical process called SQAR (Survey, 
Question, Annotation and Review). SQAR aims to help the learners to enhance their 
learning activity and fosters learners’ evolution (Mostefai, Azouaou & Balla, Chap.   2    ). 
Also an important issue in student-centered learning is the students’ assessment. 
A survey is presented to analyse and infer from current and future online formative 

http://www.celda-conf.org
http://www.celda-conf.org
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assessments. The results provide insights on how to better plan online formative 
assessments having into account the expectancies of both students and tutors 
(Minder, Schmitz & Schär, Chap.   3    ). Lastly, informal learning and assessment has 
also been addressed by authors that investigated learners’ performance and attitude 
toward a community-based project management learning system and the role of 
participatory media and Web 2.0 technologies in the whole process (Mohamed & 
Koehler, Chap.   4    ). 

 In Part II, chapters focus on collaborative learning issues. One way to achieve 
collaborative learning is through the use of games. A game has been devised specifi -
cally to accomplish this goal using mobile technologies (Sultana, Feisst & Christ, 
Chap.   5    ). Other authors propose a generic framework that complies with the rules 
of both higher education and life-long learning, and propose a virtual collaboration 
prototype (Porumb, Orz & Vlaicu, Chap.   6    ). 

 In Part III, chapters address technology, learning and expertise issues. Authors 
start by reporting the results of a survey conducted in an Australian University to 
explore the types of learning outcomes academics target in their curricula. This is 
assessed in lign with having in consideration how technologies are used to assess 
the referred outcomes (McNeill, Gosper & Hedberg, Chap.   7    ). The next chapter 
introduces mashups as a realistic method to develop new educational tools. The 
educational mashups can operate as a tool that combines data from an extensive 
variety of sources on the web, which can motivate students to share their learning 
experiences (Karavirta & Korhonen, Chap.   8    ). After that, three projects are pre-
sented to draw attention to several e-mentoring issues for example the nature of the 
mentoring process and the timing of the mentoring intervention. These projects 
demonstrate that a successful communication is critical to the improvement of the 
interaction between mentor and mentee (Lord & Coninx, Chap.   9    ). Finally, the 
authors recommend a new instructional design framework called IPTEACES 
(Involvement, Preparation, Transmission, Exemplifi cation, Application, Connection, 
Evaluation and Simulation), which propose a suitable learning strategy for different 
learners in order to fi t different learning profi les (Pena & Isaías, Chap.   10    ). 

 In Part IV, the chapters focus the issues of Web 3.0 in Education. Firstly, the 
authors compare two different representation methods that can encourage interaction 
behaviors between students within Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs). They 
believe that learning is a dynamic process of knowledge creation made by the learn-
ers’ community with the help of the teacher (Pasqualino, Barchiesi & Battistoni, 
Chap.   11    ). Next, it is presented the results of a learning exercise in which students 
from two universities in the United States create a Website to promote a fi ctitious 
product online. In this exercise they must apply several different Search Engine 
Optimization (SEO) techniques to establish those which are the most useful 
(Frydenberg & Miko, Chap.   12    ). Other authors explore 3D Virtual Worlds (VWs) as 
an environment, which can introduce new educational benefi ts. By using 3D VWs, 
teachers can foment more interactive learning experiences to their students through 
the high representation fi delity that 3D Virtual Worlds can offer (Sampson & Kallonis, 
Chap.   13    ). In order to establish more adaptive e-learning environments, it is critical 
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to focus on the user as an individual with his own characteristics. To fi nish, it is 
described an exploratory study, which examine several cognitive processes of under-
graduate students throughout mental rotation tasks (Mazman & Altun, Chap.   14    ). 

 In Part V, exploratory technologies are presented. Educational games are 
described as potential successful learning environments, due to the fact that they can 
stimulate the player by mixing casual and familiar content with educational content. 
It is described a solution on how motivation can be calculated and assessed during 
the game play (Ghergulescu & Muntean, Chap.   15    ). Other authors show that there 
is a common tendency of using merely acceptable-answer frequencies to evaluate if 
a student learning is both mathematically and psychologically unacceptable (Powell, 
Bernauer & Agnihotri, Chap.   16    ). Next, it is explored how an interactive cubic user-
confi gurable modular robotic system, called Number Blocks, can facilitate the 
learning by 7–8 year old children regarding numbers and their pronunciation. This 
system merges physical interaction, learning and immediate response (Majgaard, 
Misfeldt & Nielsen, Chap.   17    ). Last, it is explored several reasonable ideas to 
produce devices for children through Computer-controlled Fabrication. The design 
and printing of physical objects has been growing and can be used for numerous 
educational purposes (Eisenberg, Ludwig & Elumeze, Chap.   18    ). 

 This is the third edited volume to result from a CELDA conference. We are con-
vinced that this work covers the current state of research, methodology, assessment, 
and technology. When we have so many outstanding papers as were presented in 
Freiburg, Germany 2008, Rome, Italy 2009, and Timisoara, Romania, 2010 we will 
certainly seek to also have future edited volumes, as this benefi ts the entire profes-
sional community. 

 Lisbon, Portugal Pedro Isaias 
 Mannheim, Germany Dirk Ifenthaler 
 Athabasca, AB, Canada Kinshuk 
 Piraeus, Greece Demetrios G. Sampson 
 Athens, GA, USA J. Michael Spector        
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     Introduction
Is Web 3.0 Changing Learning and Instruction?   

 Dirk Ifenthaler 

 Abstract   This chapter addresses the evolution of Web generations and their infl uence 
on learning and instruction. The development of current Web generations and their 
major distinguishing functions are addressed. Next, implications for learning and 
instruction will be discussed. This chapter concludes with remarks about future 
perspectives of Web generations and how they might infl uence learning and 
instruction. 

 Keywords   Web generation, Web 2.0, Web 3.0, Semantic Web 

   Introduction 

 Almost 20 years ago, Rheingold (1993) described virtual communities as social 
aggregations of people which form webs of personal relationships by sharing inter-
ests and human feeling. Since then, the Web evolved from a primarily read-only 
information medium to a collaborative information vehicle (Lassila and Hendler 
2007). The next evolution of the Web will include  intelligent technological behavior  
which enables meaningful interaction between human users and the Web technol-
ogy (Ifenthaler 2010). In this way, the Web could provide the basis for  free learning 
environments , which have been regarded by educational theorists as the quintessen-
tial form of learning environment for decades. 

 This rapid development of information and communication technology has 
strongly infl uenced advances and implications for learning and instruction. A review 
of scientifi c databases (ERIC, PsychINFO) shows the development of publications 
focusing on Web generations and learning and instruction (see Fig.  1 ).  

 Interestingly, almost 4,000 publications focusing on Web 2.0 and learning and 
instruction were found. They increased from less than 20 publications (2005) to 
over 1,200 publications (2010). A query regarding Web 3.0 and learning found less 
than 200 publications in total with a slow increase so far. As technology is rapidly 
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advancing towards Web 3.0 applications, an increase of publications focusing on 
the new technological possibilities for learning and instruction is expected for the 
next 5 years. 

 In this introductory chapter, we address the evolution of Web generations. The 
refl ection of Web generations (Web 1.0, Web 2.0, Web 3.0) provides a short over-
view of their technological functions and limitations. Next, implications for learn-
ing and instruction will be discussed. Clearly, it is diffi cult to predict new 
developments in the domain of learning and instruction, however, new develop-
ments of information and communication technology will continue to guide them in 
a sustained manner. We conclude with remarks about future perspectives of Web 
generations and how they might infl uence learning and instruction. Future CELDA 
conferences will provide the research community a perfect podium to discuss latest 
developments of learning and instruction in the digital age.  

   Web Generations 

 A common misconception regarding Web generations is that the newest Web gen-
eration will replace or suppress previous ones (Blumauer & Pellegrini 2009). In 
order to overcome this misconception, Fig.  2  illustrates the development of current 
Web generations and their major distinguishing functions.  

 Clearly, the core of the Web mainly consists of (X)HTML documents which 
contain static information (e.g., text, pictures, animations, etc.). The architecture of 
an individual website is usually represented in a tree structure including a hierarchical 

  Fig. 1    Development of publications focusing on Web 2.0 and Web 3.0       
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array of (X)HTML documents. Further, specifi c information is connected through 
hyperlinks which refer to other documents all over the Web. Accordingly, the Web 
1.0 generation connects information which is predominantly offered by a small 
group of experts who are able to develop these (X)HTML documents. The larger 
number of Web 1.0 users are passive, i.e. they browse and read single websites but 
are not able to add additional information to the Web. 

 One of the main strengths of Web 2.0 is the increased possibilities for  user gener-
ated content  (Ifenthaler 2010). Further defi ning characteristics of Web 2.0 are infor-
mation sharing and a decentralization of its management and use. Accordingly, Web 
2.0 represents a shift toward a  read and write  environment, inasmuch as the users 
themselves can participate actively in the creation and management of content. Web 
2.0 already offers many so-called APIs (application programming interfaces) which 
allow users to use and exchange available data and services. Essential characteristics 
of Web 2.0 are (a) community, (b) tools, and (c) collaboration (Knappe & Kracklauer 
2007).  Community  stands for the virtual union of users sharing common interests 
(e.g., XING, LinkedIn). This is where specifi c interest groups actively share their 
knowledge (e.g., Wikipedia).  Tools  are the technological foundations which enable 
users to interact with other users or groups of the Web. Vitally important is the high 
usability of the tools and low computer skills (e.g., no programming) needed for 
using them.  Collaboration  provides the basis for closed communities working on 

Web X.0

Web 3.0

Web 2.0

Web 1.0

• Connecting intelligence
• Semantic web technology
• Information is part of the network

• Connecting users
• User-generated content
• Social networking

• Connecting information
• Shared read-write hypertext space

  Fig. 2    Web generations and their key functions       
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specifi c projects using specialized applications and virtual workfl ow (e.g., Google 
Docs, WebLogic). Information of Web 2.0 is therefore self-organized, user gener-
ated, and primarily open source. Last, quantity is an additional characteristic. The 
more users actively participate in a Web community the more people get attracted. 
Accordingly, certain information gain in importance and quality (e.g., Wikipedia). 

 Web 3.0 has now been coined to describe the coming wave of innovation (Yu 2007). 
Accordingly, Web 3.0 will go a step further and will understand or rather learn what the 
user wants and suggests the information fi tting to the users’ needs. This requires that all 
information which is available in the Web is accessible by a certain standard and that 
the technology is able to  understand its meaning . Thus, Web 3.0 is intelligent offering 
a data network consisting in a collection of structured data records published in the 
Web in repeatedly reusable formats (e.g., XML, RDF). Besides the service-oriented 
architecture, Web 3.0 will be the realization and extension of the concept of the 
Semantic Web (Lassila and Hendler 2007; Yu 2007). Web 3.0 operations will be 
designed to perform logical reasoning using a multitude of rules which express logical 
relationships between semantic meaning and information available in the Web. 

 What about Web X.0? There are of course many opinions as to the course further 
development of the Web will take – starting with concepts like  emergent technolo-
gies  or the  Semantic Web , which will change the way we use the Web and constitute 
a step in the direction of artifi cial intelligence, and ranging all the way to the predic-
tion that due to the increasing amount of connections to the Internet modular Web 
applications and improved computer graphics will play a key role in its further evo-
lution. The next Web X.0 generation will be imminent.  

   Implications for Learning and Instruction 

 Although the advantages of current and future Web generations for learning and instruc-
tion are all beyond question, the pedagogically signifi cant question as to how learning 
can be supported effectively is sometimes left out of the picture (Ifenthaler 2010). 

 When defi ning Web 3.0 as intelligent, one could assume that the future technol-
ogy will take on the part of the instructor. Still, we assume that Web 3.0 learning 
environments do not make the instructor redundant. Although, it is expected that the 
role of the instructor is changing (Devedžic 2006; Morris 2011). The possibility of 
Web 3.0 will assist the instructor by creating reusable learning objects and provid-
ing immediate feedback to a learner at a specifi c stages of the learning process 
(Ifenthaler 2011). 

 Considering the inseparable interaction between the learner and the learning 
environment, three factors may be distinguished:

    1.    The learner’s beliefs and expectations before the learning experience.  
    2.    The learning experience itself and the inherent change of the learner’s cognitive 

structure (both intended and incidental).  
    3.    The learner’s beliefs and expectations after the learning, both considering atti-

tudes towards the learning experience and the content.     
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 These factors may be supported by personal learning systems (PLS) which are 
regarded as intelligent learning environments in Web 3.0. In PLS, learners develop 
their individual learning by selecting various Web tools to meet their specifi c learn-
ing goals (Ifenthaler 2010). So far, PLS are expected to include four major charac-
teristics: (a) portal, (b) integration, (c) neutrality, and (d) symbiosis. A PLS is an 
open portal to the Web which is connected with various tools and collects and struc-
tures information from sources of the Web. The content can be created by both 
learners and instructors using simple authoring tools. The required information is 
accessible in standardized formats which learners can subscribe to and synchronize 
with their mobile desktop applications. In this way, the learning environment is 
integrated into the user’s daily working environment and connected to it. 
Individualized tasks are designed in such a way that the learners themselves can 
choose which application they wish to use to work on them. Also, PLS allow learn-
ers to collaborate with others on a specifi c topic under study (Oliver 2007). The PLS 
can make recommendations and provide meaningful support. Instead of creating 
new spaces, a PLS uses existing resources and information. The PLS works with 
existing free static content, social networks, reusable learning objects, databases, 
wikis, blogs, etc. All in all, PLS require increased personal responsibility, both from 
the learner and from the instructor. At the same time, however, they offer more free-
dom for individual learning.  

   Future Perspectives 

 A practical taxonomy for Web features might help instructors to develop meaningful 
learning environments for the digital age. Such a taxonomy may contain (1) the name 
of the Web feature, (2) a short description of the Web feature, (3) a classifi cation of the 
Web feature with regard to the three design elements  information ,  instruction , and 
 learning , (4) the Web feature’s association with instructional functions, and (5) exem-
plary recommendations for instructional use (Ifenthaler & Pirnay-Dummer 2011). 

 However, the development of such a taxonomy requires empirical research. This 
will enhance the understanding of the underlying psychological and educational 
principles of online learning. On the basis of these results, new instructional design 
principles for online learning could be introduced for classroom practice. 

 Closely linked to the demand of new approaches for designing and developing 
up-to-date learning environments in Web 3.0 is the necessity of enhancing the design 
and delivery of assessment systems (Spector 2010). Recently, promising method-
ologies have been developed which provide a strong basis for applications in 
research and instruction for the Web 3.0 generation (Isaias and Ifenthaler 2011). 
However, only a few assessment methodologies are available which have the poten-
tial to meet the requirements of future Web 3.0 learning environments so far. Future 
systems need to accomplish specifi c requirements, such as (1) adaptability to differ-
ent subject domains, (2) fl exibility for experimental and instructional settings, 
(3) management of huge amounts of data, (4) instant or rapid analysis of specifi c data, 
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(5) immediate feedback for learners and educators, and (6) generation of automated 
reports of results (Isaias and Ifenthaler 2011). 

 The CELDA conferences have been and defi nitely will be a perfect podium to discuss 
these highly important developments for learning and instruction in the digital age.  
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           1   Introduction 

 Technology enhanced learning environments provide many new ways of facilitating 
learning as well as teaching. One of the possibilities that are available in such learn-
ing environments is to get information about how students learn and use online 
courses by tracking their learning paths and activities in the system. Such informa-
tion can be very valuable in many ways and can be used, for example, for identify-
ing when students have diffi culties in learning and to get feedback about the course 
materials such as whether particular types of learning objects/activities (e.g., vid-
eos, exercises, etc.) are actually used by students as well as which learning objects/
activities seem to be diffi cult for students, indicating the need for improvement of 
the respective learning materials. Furthermore, information from students’ behav-
iour in an online course can be used to identify students’ characteristics such as their 
learning styles (e.g., García et al.  2007 ; Graf et al.  2009 ; Özpolat and Akar  2009  ) , 
cognitive abilities (e.g., Kinshuk and Lin  2004 ; Lin  2007  ) , and affective states (e.g., 
Khan et al.  2010  ) . 

 In this chapter, we focus on the consideration of students’ learning styles in 
technology enhanced learning environments as well as on the dynamic identifi ca-
tion of learning styles from students’ behaviour in an online course. Knowing 
students’ learning styles and considering this information in the learning process 
can lead to many benefi ts for students. First, students can be made aware of their 
learning styles as well as the implications of their learning styles for learning, 
including general strengths and weaknesses of students in the learning process. 
Such information can help students to understand why learning is sometimes dif-
fi cult for them and builds the basis for developing their weaknesses. Second, the 
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information about students’ learning styles can be used to match the teaching 
style with the students’ learning styles. Providing students with learning material/
activities and personalized recommendations that fi t their preferred ways of learn-
ing can make learning easier for them. This matching hypothesis is supported by 
educational theories. Moreover, studies such as those by Bajraktarevic et al. 
 (  2003  ) , Graf and Kinshuk  (  2007  ) , and Popescu  (  2010  )  demonstrated supportive 
results and showed that students can learn easier and faster if their courses are 
adapted to their learning styles. 

 To consider learning styles in education, the students’ learning styles need to be 
known fi rst. Brusilovsky  (  1996  )  distinguished between two different ways of stu-
dent modelling:  collaborative  and  automatic . In the collaborative approach, the stu-
dents provide explicit feedback which can be used to build and update a student 
model, such as fi lling out a learning style questionnaire. In the automatic approach, 
the process of building and updating the student model is done automatically based 
on the behaviour and actions of students while they are using the system for learn-
ing. The automatic approach is direct and free from the problem of inaccurate self-
conceptions of students. Moreover, it allows students to focus only on learning 
rather than additionally providing explicit feedback about their preferences. In con-
trast to learning style questionnaires, an automatic approach can also be more accu-
rate and less error-prone since it analyses data from a time span rather than data 
which are gathered at one specifi c point of time. 

 Additionally, student modelling can be classifi ed as  static  or  dynamic . Static 
student modelling refers to an approach where the student model is initialised only 
once (mostly when students register in the system). In contrast, a dynamic student 
modelling approach frequently updates the information in the student model and 
therefore allows responding to changes of the investigated student characteristic. 
A dynamic approach has two advantages over a static one in the context of identify-
ing learning styles. First, dynamic student modelling can consider exceptional 
behaviour of students and can extend static student modelling by incrementally 
improving and fi ne-tuning the information in the student model in real-time, learn-
ing students’ learning styles until the learning styles have been identifi ed reliably. 
Therefore, dynamic student modelling can contribute to identify students’ learning 
styles with higher accuracy, considering new data whenever students use the system 
for learning. Second, since many of the major learning style models argue that 
learning styles can change over time, dynamic student modelling allows monitoring 
students’ behaviour, identifying changes in their learning styles, and updating the 
learning styles once they changed. 

 When looking at the student modelling approaches that are used by adaptive 
learning systems that aim at providing adaptivity based on learning styles, it can be 
seen that a lot of these systems use questionnaires (a static and collaborative 
approach). Examples of such systems are CS383 (Carver et al.  1999  ) , IDEAL 
(Shang et al.  2001  ) , and LSAS (Bajraktarevic et al.  2003  ) . Recently, more and more 
research has been done on developing automatic student modelling approaches by 
considering students’ behaviour in a course. However, these approaches typically 
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use a predefi ned amount of behaviour data for identifying students’ learning styles 
at one point of time and are therefore automatic but still static approaches (Cha et al. 
 2006 ; García et al.  2007 ; Graf et al.  2009 ; Özpolat and Akar  2009  ) . Very little 
research has been conducted so far on developing approaches which aim at dynamic 
and automatic student modelling of learning style, where the system monitors a 
students’ behaviour and uses this behaviour data to frequently update learning styles 
of students. 

 In this chapter, an architecture is introduced which integrates dynamic student 
modelling into existing learning systems, enabling them to monitor students’ behav-
iour, analyse these data for detecting and frequently updating students’ learning 
styles, and storing the information about students’ learning styles in a student model 
which can be accessed by the system in order to provide adaptive and personalized 
support for students. The introduced architecture has been integrated in a learning 
system and a module for providing students with adaptive support has been devel-
oped in order to demonstrate the benefi ts of dynamic student modelling of learning 
styles and the introduced architecture. 

 This research is based on the Felder-Silverman learning style model (FSLSM) 
(Felder and Silverman  1988  ) . FSLSM is a learning style model that describes 
learning styles in detail and is therefore highly appropriate for providing adaptiv-
ity in learning systems. Furthermore, the FSLSM is based on the concept of ten-
dencies, allowing handling of exceptional behaviour by considering learning 
styles as a main tendency rather than as an obligatory type. FSLSM assumes that 
these tendencies are “fl exibly stable”, meaning that they are more or less stable 
but can change over time, for example, if a student is training his/her weak learn-
ing preferences. Moreover, FSLSM is used very often in technology enhanced 
learning and some researchers even argue that it is the most appropriate learning 
style model for the use in adaptive learning systems (Carver et al.  1999 ; Kuljis 
and Liu  2005  ) . According to FSLSM, each learner has a preference for each of its 
four dimensions (active/refl ective, sensing/intuitive, visual/verbal, sequential/
global).  Active  learners prefer to learn by trying things out and working with oth-
ers, whereas  refl ective  learners prefer to learn by thinking things through and 
working alone.  Sensing  learners like to learn from concrete material like examples 
and tend to be more practical and more careful with details, whereas  intuitive  
learners prefer to learn abstract material, tend to be more innovative, and like 
challenges.  Visual  learners remember best what they have seen, whereas  verbal  
learners get more out of words, regardless of whether those words are spoken or 
written.  Sequential  learners learn in linear steps and prefer to be guided through 
the learning process, whereas  global  learners learn in large leaps and prefer more 
freedom in their learning process. 

 In the next section, the architecture for dynamic student modelling is described. 
Section  3  deals with the integration of the architecture into a learning system and 
describes the adaptivity module used for providing students with personalized rec-
ommendations based on their learning styles. Section  4  concludes the chapter and 
provides some directions for future work.  
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    2   Architecture for Dynamic Student Modelling 

 In this section, an architecture is presented that aims at enabling existing learning 
systems to build and frequently update a cognitive profi le of their students, which is 
stored within the student model and includes information about students’ learning 
styles based on the FSLSM. The architecture is illustrated in Fig.  1.1 . In order to inte-
grate the architecture into a learning system, a  Notifi cation Mechanism  needs to be 
added to the learning system, which notifi es the  Dynamic Student Modelling Module  
about students’ actions. After a student has performed a predefi ned number of actions, 
the  Dynamic Student Modelling Module  requests the  Learning Style Calculation 
Module  to recalculate the learning styles of the particular student based on his/her 
recent behaviour in the system. The  Learning Style Calculation Module  requests the 
relevant data for calculating learning styles from the  Data Extraction Module  which 
connects to the data sources of the learning system, extracts the requested data and 
delivers them to the  Learning Style Calculation Module  where the current learning 
styles of the student are calculated and then stored in the  Student Model  as intermedi-
ate result. Once this process has been completed, the  Learning Style Calculation 
Module  reports back to the  Dynamic Student Modelling Module  which requests the 
 Dynamic Analysis Module  to check whether the results of the  Learning Style 
Calculation Module  differ signifi cantly from the currently stored learning styles of the 
student in his/her cognitive profi le and update the learning styles if required.  

  Fig. 1.1    Architecture for dynamic student modelling       
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 In addition to dynamic student modelling, static student modelling is integrated 
in the architecture for providing an option to initialise the cognitive profi le in the 
 Student Model  from the data of a questionnaire. The  Static Student Modelling 
Module , which administers the learning style questionnaire, is called directly from 
the learning system, for example, when students register the fi rst time, and stores the 
results of the questionnaire in the cognitive profi le of the  Student Model . These 
results are then used as the student’s learning styles until information from the stu-
dent’s behaviour is received for fi ne-tuning and updating the learning styles. 

 The modules of the architecture are designed to be as independent as possible 
with respect to the learning system, so that they can be integrated in different sys-
tems. Only two modules are system-dependent: the  Data Extraction Module  aims at 
extracting relevant data from the data sources of the learning system (e.g., a data-
base that includes logs of students’ behaviour) and therefore has to consider the 
different structures of data sources in different learning systems. Furthermore, the 
 Notifi cation Mechanism  has to be directly integrated in the learning system for 
sending notifi cations whenever a student performs an action in the learning system. 
In addition, a link to the  Static Student Modelling Module  has to be provided within 
the learning system for integrating static student modelling. 

 In order to use the information about learning styles identifi ed through the pro-
posed architecture for dynamic student modelling, adaptivity modules can be added 
to the learning system. These adaptivity modules can access the cognitive profi le in 
the  Student Model  and use the information about students’ learning styles, for 
example, for providing students with personalized recommendations and/or adap-
tive courses based on students’ learning styles. The implementation of such an 
adaptivity module is described in Sect.  3 . 

 In the following subsections, the modules of the architecture are described in 
more detail. 

    2.1   Static Student Modelling Module 

 The  Static Student Modelling Module  aims at providing an option for initialising the 
cognitive profi le through the use of a questionnaire. Such a questionnaire enables a 
system to quickly gather information about students’ learning styles, which can then 
be refi ned and updated through dynamic student modelling once students use the 
system for learning. Therefore, by combining static and dynamic student modelling, 
adaptivity can be provided right after a student fi lled out the questionnaire rather 
than having to wait until enough information from student’s behaviour is available 
for calculating his/her learning styles. 

 The  Static Student Modelling Module  is called through a link that can be added 
in the learning system, for example, when students register in the system or for their 
fi rst course. Once students click on this link, the  Static Student Modelling Module  
presents them with the Index of Learning Styles questionnaire (Felder and Soloman 
 1997  ) , a 44-item questionnaire that has been developed by Felder and Soloman in 
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order to identify learning styles based on FSLSM. Once students fi lled out this 
questionnaire, the results, four values between +11 and −11 indicating the prefer-
ence on each of the four learning style dimensions of FSLSM, are normalised to 
values between 0 and 1 and stored in the cognitive profi le of the  Student Model.  
These values are used as currently identifi ed learning styles which are later refi ned 
and updated through dynamic student modelling. Students can choose not to fi ll out 
the questionnaire. In that case, no information is stored in the cognitive profi le and 
dynamic student modelling is used to build and update information about students’ 
learning styles from students’ behaviour in the learning system.  

    2.2   Notifi cation Mechanism 

 The  Notifi cation Mechanism  is a system-dependent component which is integrated 
in the learning system and can be seen as the interface between the learning system 
and the  Dynamic Student Modelling Module . The  Notifi cation Mechanism  is respon-
sible for notifying the  Dynamic Student Modelling Module  when a student is per-
forming an action in the learning system. Actions are defi ned as visits of learning 
objects/activities so that when a student is going through the course, each learning 
object/activity that he/she is visiting is considered as an action. Whenever such an 
action occurs, the  Notifi cation Mechanism  sends a message with the student ID and 
the course ID to the  Dynamic Student Modelling Module .  

    2.3   Dynamic Student Modelling Module 

 The  Dynamic Student Modelling Module  is responsible for managing the dynamic 
student modelling process. This includes two activities. First, the  Dynamic Student 
Modelling Module  monitors students’ activity levels, in terms of how many actions 
they perform, based on the messages received from the  Notifi cation Mechanism . 
Second, the  Dynamic Student Modelling Module  requests recalculations of students’ 
learning styles once a student performed a predefi ned number of actions since the 
last recalculation of his/her learning styles. Such recalculations aim at considering 
students’ recent behaviour in the calculation process of their learning styles and 
checking whether their behaviour still refl ects the students’ learning styles as stored 
in the cognitive profi le of the  Student Model  or whether updates in the cognitive 
profi le are required. Therefore, the  Dynamic Student Modelling Module  fi rst requests 
a recalculation from the  Learning Style Calculation Module  and subsequently 
requests the  Dynamic Analysis Module  to check whether the newly calculated learn-
ing styles from the  Learning Style Calculation Module  differ signifi cantly from the 
learning styles that are currently stored in the cognitive profi le, considering cases of 
exceptional behaviour in students’ actions, and update the learning styles in the 
cognitive profi le if required.  
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    2.4   Learning Style Calculation Module 

 The  Learning Style Calculation Module  aims at calculating students’ learning styles 
from their behaviour in a learning system. This calculation is based on certain pat-
terns of behaviour, which provide indications of students’ learning styles. Such pat-
terns can be, for example, the number of visits of particular types of learning objects/
activities such as content, exercises, and quizzes, and the time spent on such types 
of learning objects/activities. 

 The  Learning Style Calculation Module  includes a collection of patterns where 
each pattern provides indications for identifying learning styles based on a particu-
lar learning style dimension of the FSLSM. Furthermore, information for each pat-
tern is included that states how the pattern affects a certain learning style dimension 
(e.g., whether a high number of visits of exercises is an indication for an active or 
refl ective learning style). Since different learning systems support different types of 
learning objects/activities, not all patterns can be used for each learning system and 
only the patterns that deal with types of learning objects/activities that are consid-
ered in the respective learning system are used in the calculation process. The col-
lection of patterns can be extended in the case that a learning system considers types 
of learning objects/activities that are not included so far. 

 In order to get data about a student’s behaviour with respect to each pattern that 
is considered in the learning system, the  Learning Style Calculation Module  sends 
a request to the  Data Extraction Module , which then returns raw data for each avail-
able pattern. These raw data (e.g., the amount of times a student visited a certain 
type of learning object or the number of minutes a student spent on average on cer-
tain types of learning objects) are then transformed to ordered data based on pre-
defi ned thresholds from literature. Ordered data are used to indicate whether the 
occurrence of a particular behaviour pattern is high, medium or low (or information 
about this pattern is not available). Subsequently, these ordered data are related to 
how the pattern affects a learning style of a student by using four values: 3 indicates 
that the student’s behaviour gives a strong indication for the respective learning 
style, 2 indicates that the student’s behaviour is average and therefore does not pro-
vide a specifi c hint, 1 indicates that the student’s behaviour is in disagreement with 
the respective learning style, and 0 indicates that no information about the student’s 
behaviour is available. 

 By summing up these values for each pattern that is relevant for a particular 
learning style dimension and dividing these values by the number of patterns that 
include available information for that dimension, a measure for the respective learn-
ing style dimension is calculated. This measure is then normalised on a range from 
0 to 1, where 1 represents one pole of the dimension (e.g., active) and 0 represents 
the other pole of the dimension (e.g., refl ective). 

 This calculation process is very similar to how learning styles are calculated in 
the learning style questionnaire but uses information from students’ behaviour 
instead of asking students explicitly about their preferences. The approach has been 
introduced and successfully evaluated by Graf et al.  (  2009  ) , using a predefi ned set 
of patterns for detecting learning styles in learning management systems. 
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 The results of the  Learning Style Calculation Module  are four values between 
0 and 1, each value representing the calculated learning style on each of the four 
dimension of the FSLSM. These results are stored in the Student Model as interme-
diate results, representing the students’ current learning styles identifi ed at one par-
ticular point of time from their behaviour while learning in the system. In the 
subsequent sections, these values will be referred as  ls_behaviour . After the calcu-
lation and storage of these values is completed, the  Learning Style Calculation 
Module  notifi es the  Dynamic Student Modelling Module .  

    2.5   Data Extraction Module 

 The  Data Extraction Module  connects to the learning systems’ database (or other 
sources of log data) and extracts data of available patterns in the learning system. 
Since the data extraction is dependent on the structure of the learning system’s data 
sources and where particular data are located, this module is system-dependent and 
has to be adjusted to each learning system that integrates the introduced 
architecture. 

 Once the  Data Extraction Module  receives a request from the  Learning Style 
Calculation Module  to collect data from a particular student, it extracts and returns 
the data of the available patterns to the  Learning Style Calculation Module .  

    2.6   Dynamic Analysis Module 

 This module is responsible for analysing how the learning styles calculated from 
students’ recent behaviour by the  Learning Style Calculation Module  change over 
time and whether these changes should lead to a change in the learning styles stored 
in the students’ cognitive profi les. For deciding whether such a revision should be 
done, two partially confl icting objectives have to be reached. On one hand, the cur-
rently stored information in the cognitive profi le should refl ect the current learning 
styles of students as good as possible and therefore should be updated as soon as a 
revision can be done. On the other hand, deviations of students’ behaviour have to 
be considered and the student modelling approach should avoid situations where the 
learning styles of students are revised and then briefl y afterwards this revision has 
to be reversed. 

 The  Dynamic Analysis Module  integrates an approach that has been introduced 
and evaluated by Graf and Kinshuk  (  2009  ) . This approach uses the intermediate 
results ( ls_behaviour ) identifi ed by the  Learning Style Calculation Module  as input 
data, representing the students’ learning styles over time calculated based on their 
behaviour. In order to decide whether a learning style stored in the cognitive profi le 
needs to be updated, three conditions have been formulated that have to be ful-
fi lled. The fi rst condition aims at updating students’ learning styles as soon as a 
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change in students’ behaviour is noticed and therefore compares the currently 
stored learning style in the cognitive profi le and the mean value of the last  A  identi-
fi ed learning styles (ls_behaviour), where an experiment by Graf and Kinshuk 
 (  2009  )  identifi ed that 3 is a suitable number for  A . The second and third conditions 
focus on detecting and considering deviations in terms of exceptional behaviour of 
students. The second condition looks into the difference between the currently 
identifi ed learning style ( ls_behaviour  

 t 
 ) and the previously identifi ed learning style 

( ls_behaviour  
 t− 1

 ) in order to detect exceptional behaviour. Once exceptional behav-
iour has been detected, the third condition investigates whether the next identifi ed 
learning style goes signifi cantly towards the learning style stored in the cognitive 
profi le or shows again exceptional behaviour (which then can indicate a change in 
a student’s learning style rather than exceptional behaviour). If all conditions point 
to a change in the student’s learning style rather than exceptional behaviour, the 
stored learning style in the cognitive profi le is updated by the mean value of the 
past  A  identifi ed learning styles.  

    2.7   Student Model 

 The  Student Model  aims at storing several types of information about students. First, 
it stores the cognitive profi le of students, which includes the four values of students’ 
learning styles based on the four dimensions of FSLSM. This information can be 
used by adaptivity modules, which can access the students’ cognitive profi les and 
use the information in these profi les, for example, to provide students’ with adaptive 
and personalized recommendations as well as with courses, learning objects, and/or 
learning activities that match students’ learning styles. 

 Besides the cognitive profi le, the  Student Model  also stores data about students’ 
activity level, past data from the cognitive profi le, intermediate results from the 
 Static Student Modelling Module  including data from the questionnaire, and inter-
mediate results from the  Learning Style Calculation Module  which represent the 
identifi ed learning styles over time based on students’ behaviour.   

    3   Application of the Architecture in a Learning System 

 The above described architecture has been implemented for an online learning sys-
tem. A  Notifi cation Mechanism  has been integrated in the learning system and the 
 Data Extraction Module  has been adjusted to the learning system’s data sources and 
the available patterns that can be extracted in the learning system. Furthermore, an 
 Adaptivity Module  has been developed that uses the information from the cognitive 
profi le in order to make students aware of their learning styles as well as provide 
them with personalized suggestions on how to improve their learning based on the 
elements available in their courses. 
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 In the following subsection, the types of courses and course elements of the 
learning system are described. The next subsection describes how the information 
in the cognitive profi le is used to provide students with adaptive feedback. 

    3.1   Course Structure and Available Behaviour Patterns 

 The learning system includes two types of courses: courses that focus on assessment 
only and courses that focus on learning and assessment. The assessment-only 
courses consist of exercises, quizzes and a study guide.  Exercises  are mainly for 
practicing the learned material through theoretical or practical questions which are 
randomly composed and can therefore be used by the students as often as they want 
to practice. An exercise can consist of multiple parts where each part includes a 
question. After a student answered the question, his/her answer is automatically 
marked and feedback about the correct answer is provided.  Quizzes  are more com-
prehensive tasks which are intended to be solved by students at the end of a section 
or course. Students are usually given a certain time limit (e.g., 60 min) for solving 
all the theoretical and practical questions within the quiz. Once a student submitted 
the quiz, his/her answers are automatically marked and feedback about the correct 
answers is provided. The  study guide  is a page that includes information about a 
student’s progress in the context of all the concepts of the course. 

 The courses for learning and assessment also include exercises, quizzes and a study 
guide but they additionally use elements for presenting learning material. Therefore, 
each course has chapters and each chapter consists of sections. Each chapter and sec-
tion includes an  outline , which consists of a short introduction, and chapter outlines 
additionally include a description of the learning objectives. Each section has a  lesson  
which consists of several  pages of learning material ,  applied self-assessment ques-
tions  which are very practical oriented questions that allow students to apply the 
learned knowledge in practise, and  theoretical self-assessment questions  which are 
theoretical questions about the learned material. Furthermore, a section can include 
 activity-related questions  which facilitate experimentation by providing immediate 
feedback even to parts of students’ answers. In addition, a section can have a  case 
study  which is a large practical problem with several steps to solve. 

 Table  1.1  provides an overview of the considered patterns based on the course 
elements mentioned above. The fi rst column includes the names of the patterns and 
the second column provides a brief description of the patterns. The last three col-
umns indicate which learning style is related with a high occurrence of the respec-
tive pattern. For example, an active learning style is associated with the pattern 
exercise_visits, meaning that a high number of visits of exercises indicates an active 
learning styles. The patterns and their indications are based on the learning style 
literature (Felder and Silverman  1988  )  as well as on the literature about detecting 
learning styles from behaviour patterns (Graf et al.  2009  ) .  

 The patterns in Table  1.1  were considered in the collection of patterns in the 
 Learning Style Calculation Module  and the  Data Extraction Module  was built based 
on those patterns.  
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   Table 1.1    Patterns of behaviour from course elements of the learning systema    

 Pattern name  Description of patterns  act/ref  sen/int  seq/glo 

 exercise_stay  avg. time spent on solving 
an exercise question 

 ref  sen 

 exercise_visits  avg. number of attempts to solve 
an exercise question 

 act 

 exercise_performance_
increase 

 avg. rate of grade increase 
on exercise questions 

 ref  sen 

 exercise_performance  avg. fi nal grade on exercise questions  sen 
 exercise_stay_results  avg. amout of time spent for studying 

the feedback of exercise questions 
 ref  sen 

 exercise_sequence_skip  number of time of skipping an exercise 
question a  

 glo 

 exercise_sequence_back  number of times of going back 
to a previous exercise question a  

 glo 

 quiz_sequence_revise  number of times of re-entering a quiz a   sen 
 quiz_stay  percentage of time took on avg. 

for submitting a quiz 
 sen 

 quiz_stay_results  avg. amount of time for studying 
the feedback of a quiz 

 ref  sen 

 studyguide_visits  number of visits of the study guide a   glo 
 outline_visit  number of visits of outlines a   glo 
 outline_stay  avg. amount of time spent on outlines  ref  glo 
 content_visit  number of visits on content pages a   ref  glo 
 content_stay  avg. amount of time spent 

on content pages 
 ref 

 content_back  number of times of re-visiting 
a content page a  

 glo 

 content_skip  number of times for skipping 
content pages a  

 glo 

 asa_solution_visit  number of visits of solutions of applied 
self-assessment questions a  

 sen 

 asa_solution_stay  avg. amount of time spent on solutions 
of applied self-assessment questions 

 ref  sen 

 tsa_solution_visit  number of visits of solutions of 
theoretical self-assessment questions a  

 sen 

 tsa_solution_stay  avg. amount of time spent on solutions 
of theoretical self-assessment questions 

 ref  sen 

 tsa_solution_back  number of re-visits of a solution in the 
same theoretical self-assessment page a  

 sen  glo 

 activityquestions_visit  number of visits of activity pages a   act  sen 
 activityquestions_

instances 
 avg. number of attempts tried for each 

activity page 
 act  sen 

 activityquesitons_stay  avg. amount of time spent on an attempt 
of activity-related question 

 ref  sen 

 casestudy_visit_same  avg. number of visits of a case study 
question 

 act 

 casestudy_visit_diff  percentage of solved case study questions  sen  seq 
 casestudy_stay  avg. amount of time spent on a case 

study question 
 ref  sen 

   a  Patterns marks with a which are related to parameters such as overall number of actions, solved 
questions etc  
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    3.2   Providing Adaptive Feedback Based on Learning Styles 

 The purpose of student modelling is to identify and frequently update information 
about students which can then be used to provide students with personalized courses, 
learning material, learning objects/activities, and/or recommendations based on this 
identifi ed information. Therefore, the introduced architecture is intended to be com-
bined with  Adaptivity Modules  which access the student model, retrieve students’ 
learning styles and use the information about students’ learning styles to provide 
students with adaptivity. Such modules have strong interdependence with the learn-
ing system since they have to consider the characteristics of a course, such as the 
available types of learning objects/activities, in order to provide students with adap-
tive courses and/or recommendations. 

 An  Adaptivity Module  has been developed that aims at providing students with 
adaptive feedback based on their learning styles. This feedback is shown within the 
 study guide  and consists of three parts. First, students are presented with their learn-
ing styles on each of the four dimensions of FSLSM, as they have been identifi ed 
through static and dynamic student modelling. A fi ve-item scale is used for each 
learning style dimension, distinguishing for example between a strong active, mod-
erate active, balanced, moderate refl ective and strong refl ective learning style. 
Second, each of the learning styles of a student (i.e., active or refl ective; sensing or 
intuitive, etc.) is explained in more detail, pointing out typical characteristics, 
strengths and weaknesses of students with the respective learning style in a general 
learning context. Third, students are provided with personalized learning advices, 
dealing with suggestions on how to learn more effectively based on their individual 
learning styles and considering the types of learning objects available in the stu-
dent’s course, distinguishing between assessment-only courses and courses that 
focus on learning and assessment.   

    4   Discussion and Conclusions 

 This chapter introduced an architecture for dynamic student modelling of learning 
styles based on the Felder-Silverman learning style model, aiming at building and 
frequently updating a cognitive profi le of students’ learning styles based on stu-
dents’ behaviour in an online course. For a faster initialisation of the cognitive pro-
fi le, a static student modelling approach in form of a learning style questionnaire 
has been added to the architecture which can be used by students optionally. 

 The architecture is developed in a generic way so that it can be integrated into 
different learning systems. Only two of the modules in the architecture require 
modifi cations if integrated in different learning systems. These two modules are 
the  Notifi cation Mechanism  which sends notifi cations to the dynamic student mod-
elling approach once a student conducts an action in the learning system as well as 
the  Data Extraction Module  which requires information on how and where data are 
stored in the learning system. Furthermore,  Adaptivity Modules  can be added to the 
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architecture which aim at providing adaptivity and personalization in the learning 
system based on the identifi ed learning styles of students, and are therefore system-
dependent as well. 

 The application of the introduced architecture has been demonstrated for an 
online learning system, considering the different types of courses and types of learn-
ing objects/activities within this system. Furthermore, an  Adaptivity Module  has 
been developed which presents students with adaptive feedback by making students 
aware of their learning styles, providing explanations on each learning style of a 
student in a general learning context, as well as presenting students with personal-
ized advices on how to learn more effectively given the learning styles of the student 
and the available learning objects/activities in the student’s course. 

 Adding dynamic student modelling of learning styles to learning systems has two 
advantages over using a static approach: (1) it enables the system to incrementally 
learn students’ learning styles and identify exceptional behaviour of students which 
can be excluded from the updating process, and (2) it makes it possible to identify 
changes in students’ learning styles over time and updating the cognitive profi le 
respectively. Both advantages lead to more accurate information about students’ learn-
ing styles and therefore facilitate more effective adaptivity in learning systems. By 
developing an architecture that can be easily used by different learning systems with 
few adjustments to the respective systems, dynamic student modelling can enable 
these systems to provide adaptivity based on students’ learning styles, for which ben-
efi ts such as less study time to achieve on average same grades (e.g., Graf and Kinshuk 
 2007  )  and higher student satisfaction (e.g., Popescu  2010  )  have been demonstrated. 

 Future work will deal with developing and providing additional adaptivity mod-
ules for the online learning system described in this paper, such as automatically 
modifying courses, learning objects, and/or learning activities in order to make them 
fi t to students’ learning styles. Furthermore, the collection of patterns is planned to 
be extended (e.g., with patterns about students’ navigational behaviour in a learning 
system as well as with patterns related to additional types of learning objects/activities) 
and the application of the architecture to other learning systems such as learning 
management systems is planned. In addition, a qualitative evaluation is planned in 
order to investigate students’ satisfaction with the provided adaptivity.      
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           1   Introduction 

 Adding annotations to learning objects has grown into a habit at learners. The main 
goal of most learners for annotating is to memorize his ideas directly on the learning 
objects to reuse them later. Available annotation tools were not conceived with the 
aim of assisting learners to succeed in their learning activities. In our approach, the 
annotation tool can be designed to help the learner to learn more effi ciently and to 
make sure his learning evolution in both knowledge and ability. The target is to 
study, propose and carry out a new process that use the learner’s personnel annota-
tions to enhance his learning activity. So, in order to provide students with such 
process, we integrate a learning process SQAR steps into a web-based annotation 
tool WebAnnot. This will enable learners to create their personal annotations directly 
on their pedagogical documents within their web based learning environment. 

 This paper is organized as follows: in fi rst section we present the annotation 
practice, then we describe the learner’s personnel annotation. After, the web annota-
tion tools are briefl y presented. In the fi fth section, we present our approach: the 
formalism of learner’s personnel annotation, the architecture of SQAR process and 
its modeling. Subsequently, we describe, in the sixth section, the implementation of 
WebAnnot as a prototype of SQAR process. Then we present, in the seventh sec-
tion, the experimentation participants, materials, method and disputed results. Next, 
we give a brief overview of related work. We fi nish with a summary and an outlook 
on future research tasks with respect to this topic.  
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    2   The Annotation Practice 

 In common parlance, the annotation is a critical or explanatory note, which is writ-
ten on a text. In computing, the annotation is a concept (predefi ned) attached to a 
piece of paper used for search and retrieval information. Formally, annotation can 
be defi ned as a value adding note or marking that is linked to an existent information 
object, representing a record of interaction between the reader and the information 
object (MacMullen  2005  ) . In the web environment, annotation is a fundamental 
aspect of hypertext, it increases not only the overall girth of the hypertext, but also 
its value (Marshall  1998a  ) . 

 Several studies examined the practice of making annotations on paper as well as 
the use of annotations and their functionality in the context of hypertext. For exam-
ple, (Ovsiannikov et al.  1999  )  carried out a survey to study how people make anno-
tations in an academic research environment. They summarized the joint uses of 
annotations as “to remember, to think, to clarify and to share”.  

    3   Learner’s Personnel Annotation 

 In pedagogical context, there is no formal defi nition about the learner’s personal 
annotation, but we fi nd that few authors, like (Marshall  1998b  ) , have attempted to 
study the characteristics of annotations among students. We also fi nd the work of 
 ( Mille  2005  )  documents; the author considers the annotation as a set of attributes 
organized in distinct but complementary categories. 

 Another study of the annotation (Azouaou  2006  )  which isn’t dedicated to learn-
ers, but it more relevant and closer to our context, it is the teacher’s annotation, 
where the author concludes that the annotation can be an activity and an object 
added by the user in a material and also a creative activity of the object annotation.  

    4   Web Annotation Tools 

 Generally, according to a study (Xin et al.  2005  )  that focuses on Web users’ explicit 
needs for personal annotation tools, the users’ annotation (especially learners) needs 
in the Web environment are similar to those in the paper environment. Thus, to har-
ness the power of new technologies and give electronic documents some of the 
same note-taking possibilities as paper documents, various kinds of annotation tools 
and many annotation systems are developed. So, the personal annotations constitute 
the vast majority of the annotations that Web users, learners included, currently 
make on the Web (Marshall and Brush  2004  ) . 

 Considering leaner’s annotation’s activity in educative application can have many 
benefi ts for learners such as providing them with personalized annotation. However, 
in order to enhance learners’ personal learning – fi rstly by leading theme to more 
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undressing and making good annotations on the work’s pedagogic document, sec-
ondly by providing them with personalized recommendations and advice – we pro-
posed, in our approach, the process SQAR that supply such functionalities in 
WebAnnot a web annotation tool.  

    5   SQAR Process: An Annotation Based Pedagogical Process 

 Our approach comes from the perspective that annotation, created by the learner on 
his documents during his pedagogical documents, is benefi cial and can be used to 
enhance his learning. Our goal is to propose a pedagogical process based on the 
learner’s personal annotations. To achieve this, we started by analyzing earlier 
works related to the use of annotation in pedagogical activities and we have identi-
fi ed two kinds of problems:

   The fi rst problem is how to design a learner’s dedicated annotation formalism.  • 
  The second one is how to use the annotation activity as a pedagogical activity in • 
a learner process in order to enhance the learning effi ciency.    

 In order to give a solution for the fi rst problem, we reuse the learner’s personal 
annotation formalism proposed by Azouaou  (  2006  )  (see Sect.  5.1 ), while for the 
second one we reuse the functionalities proposed by other personal annotation sys-
tems. In particular, we are interested by the teaching aspect functionality, so we 
propose a new architecture of an annotation tool that integrates the SQAR process 
steps (see Sect.  5.2 ). 

    5.1   Learner’s Personal Annotation Formalism 

 The following table shows our learner’s personal annotation formalism. We identify 
three facets with their attributes, the categorization of the annotation attributes in 
facets is inspired from Mille  (  2005  ) , and then the facet’s attributes are inspired from 
Azouaou  (  2006  ) .  

    5.2   Architecture of SQAR Process 

 We believe that the annotations made by learners do not only refl ect their personal 
interpretation of the document content, but can be adopted by learners within the 
context of a global process to learn more effi ciently and to make sure their learning 
evolution in both knowledge and ability. Starting from this, we conceive the SQAR 
process. 
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 To highlight the main expected features in SQAR process, we study some anno-
tation systems among the most popular (YAWAS (Denoue  2000  ) , Amaya (Koivunen 
and Swick  2001  ) , iMarkup  (  2004  )  … etc.). The result of this study shows that no 
annotation system is dedicated to the learners, however, these systems offer func-
tions related to the annotation’s management (creation, sharing, research … etc.). 
Consequently, we distinguish two modules in the architecture of our process:

   The “  – Annotation’s Management ” module. The functions included in this module 
are generic ones such as research and sharing annotations …, these functions 
usually exist in several annotation systems.  
  The “  – Assisted Annotation ” module. This module deals with the pedagogical 
aspect.    

 To introduce the pedagogical aspect in the “ Assisted Annotation ” module, we 
propose the pedagogical  SQAR process  (Survey, Question, Annotation and Review). 
It is an adaptation of the famous study method  SQ3R , an individual learning tech-
nique (Huang et al.  2008  ) . First we will model the SQAR process’ steps (see Sect. 
 5.3 ) then include it into the “ Assisted Annotation ” module. We present here the 
architecture including SQAR process. 

 Our model consists of these main entities: (a) the user who is also the annotator 
(learner), (b) the document (web page),(c) the annotation interface which includes 
the two modules: “Assisted Annotation” and “Annotation Management”, (d) local 
and distant database.  

    5.3   Modeling of SQAR Process 

 To make sure that learners could effectively get knowledge and progress in their 
learning during the learning activities, we propose the SQAR process for enabling 
students to access and familiarize themselves with course content and enhance the 
quality of their annotations. Defi nitions and modeling steps of SQAR are listed 
below:

    Step 1 – Survey:  In this step, learners quickly survey the material, to get an over-
view of the assigned topic. For modeling this step, we use the online free web ser-
vice  (  GreatSummary online web service  ) , which can automatically generate a short 
summary of a web page. This summary presents a signifi cant gain of time and effi -
ciency when the learner must regularly fl y over some texts or documents when he 
doesn’t have enough time to read all sites that he/she is interested on.  

   Step 2 – Question:  Once students have completed their survey, they use their gen-
eral understanding of the topic to generate a list of questions, which should serve to 
direct their efforts and focus their attention during a more thorough reading of the 
material. For modeling this task, we have two choices,

   In the fi rst one, the system automatically generates questions, which are  –
related to the text.  
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  In the second one, learner is free to put (use his intellectual efforts) the ques- –
tions which help him to focus his attention.     

   Step 3 – Annotation:  In this step, learners read the material more thoroughly, mak-
ing a concerted effort to fi nd the answers to questions they generated in step 2. 
During the reading phase, students can and should make annotations (such as high-
lighting, underlining, emphatic text or answers to their questions within the text….). 
By annotating the text with notes based on paraphrasing or summarizing, students 
not only increase their ability to recall key pieces of information, but also deepen 
their understanding. For modeling this task, we propose that the annotation system 
provides the learner with annotation forms in a single bar.  

   Step 4 – Review:  In the last step, in order to consolidate their knowledge, students 
need to review it thoroughly. This step can also help learners to fi nd any gaps in their 
knowledge and to refi ne any annotations completed earlier. With an aim of helping 
learners to check and evolve themselves in theirs knowledge, we propose to auto-
mate this step by using a questionnaire for evaluation of learner, afterwards we give 
him automatically the adequate recommendations. For learner’s evaluation, the 
questionnaire used is composed of both  survey  and  quiz  questions. The reason for 
using a composite questionnaire was to accurately assess learner’s knowledge and 
to which extent he can use it to answer the given questions. Indeed, a questionnaire 
compound is considered as an “advanced organizer (AO)” used to measure the 
degree of understanding of an individual of an e-learning course (Huang et al.  2008  ) . 
The survey questions are depending on the possible choice in second step quoted 
above:

   If we opt for the fi rst choice (see   – step2 – Question ), the system will answer 
questions and generate  survey questions  obtained from the document’s con-
tent on which the learner is working, so the learner’s responses of the survey 
questionnaire were classifi ed into one of the three groups: does not under-
stand, understands to some extent (medium), and fully understands. Each 
group was assigned a score, “does not understand” was worth one point, 
“medium” was worth three points, and “understands fully” was worth fi ve 
points. The score of a survey type questionnaire was calculated using the fol-
lowing formula:

     

No _ Understand _ Items 1 medium _ understand _ Items 3 Full-understand _ items 5
x

The number of the survey items 5

× + × + ×
=

×      

  Otherwise (second choice), where there is no questionnaire, the system asks  –
the learner to point out his own understanding degree by checking one of the 
three choices: “does not understand”, “understand to some extent” or “fully 
understands”. So the value of score x is assigned directly.  
  The other type of questionnaire (quiz questions) examines the learner with a  –
set of questions on the area of reading material. Then there is no effective 
strategy to make a good quiz questionnaire covering the topic’s content. 
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Furthermore, we believe that it is better to replace the score calculated from a 
quiz questions by another annotation score that will be calculated according 
to the learner’s annotation. More precisely, we propose to combine the attri-
butes “ Confi dence and Importance ” in each annotation (See Sect.  5.1 , 
Table  2.1 , semantics’ facet) by a value refl ecting its semantics (such as  abso-
lute-confi dence  by value 5,  null-confi dence  by value 1,  average-confi dence  by 
value 3…). Then the score concerning the quiz questions can also be calcu-
lated using the following formula:        

     ( ) ( )2

1
*

All Annotation

Confidenace Importance
One annotation

y Value Value
annotations number

= × ∑
    

 Depending on the score  x  and  y  with   a   coeffi cient, which is adjusted to the 
desired precision, the composite score  r  is calculated as follows:

     ( )* 1 *r a x a y= + −
    

 Depending on the value of “ r ”, the system determines the exact learner’s familiar-
izing degree with the document’s topic, and it provides him with appropriate recom-
mendation. Information’s recommendation technique can identify and provide 

   Table 2.1    Learner’s personal annotation formalism   

 Personal annotation’s 
facets for learner 

 – Episodic  – User (Learner) 
 – Date 
 – Place 
 – Remembrance situation 
 – Learning situation 

 • Domain 
 • Studied notion 
 • Level of study 

 – Cognitive  – Physical Anchor 

 • Document URL 
 • Location of annotation in the 

document 
 – Visual form 
 – Syntactic Anchor 

 – Semantics  – Free Content 
 – Objective (s) 

 • Objective (s) of active reading 
 • Objective (s) of memory 

 – Strength 
 • Importance 
 • Confi dence 

 – State 
 – Lifetime 
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automatically useful information for the learner. There are two different cases to assess 
the learner’s knowledge, the fi rst one is to use annotation system with a moderator and 
the second one is to use an independent annotation system (autonomous system). 

  Case 1 – Annotation system with moderator:  When reviewing the learners 
shared notes, the moderator (see Sect.  5.2 , Fig.  2.1 ) may add links to the learner’s 
documents, the links themes vary according to the different fi elds of knowledge 
relevant to the learners. The annotations can be classifi ed according to their scope 
and depth as being either  brief, medium and abounding:  

   The knowledge in brief annotations is dense-based information, rich in implica-• 
tion and concise.  
  The knowledge in abounding annotations is more detailed, more fully explained, • 
expansive and would be easier to understand by readers who are less familiar 
with the topic (Huang et al.  2008  ) .  
  The knowledge in medium annotations is between the brief en abounding anno-• 
tations according the suggestion of the expert annotators.    

 Then the moderator can make an agreement with experts in each fi eld to explic-
itly annotate on the meantime the interesting documents on each area so that each 
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  Fig. 2.1    The architecture of SQAR process       
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document will be annotated in three versions: brief, medium, and abounding 
annotations. 

 Thus, based on each learner’s performance (according to the value of score r), 
student would then be automatically provided with appropriates recommendations. 
The recommendation will be sent to the learner according to the strategy presented 
in the following table: 

  Case 2 – Autonomous annotation system (without moderator):  In this case, the 
documents would not be annotated by experts, so the recommendations will be made 
in the same way except that there are no brief, medium or abounding annotations.   

    6   Webannot a Prototype of PAML 

 To validate our proposals, we have developed WebAnnot a prototype of SQAR as 
an extension for the Firefox browser. Then, Firefox’s browser interface will incor-
porate the annotations’ WebAnnot tool bar (see Fig.  2.2 ). The learner clicks the 
button named “WebAnnot” to start an annotation session (session is used to identify 
user’s activities in the process with date, time and page’s URL) providing informa-
tion on the context learning (assess the attributes of episodic facets, see Table  2.1 ). 
Then, new buttons are displayed as shown in Fig.  2.3 . The button “Start” enables to 

  Fig. 2.2    The toolbar WebAnnot interface       

  Fig. 2.3    WebAnnot: learner’s annotations tools       
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begin the SQAR process, the other buttons are relating to other functions such as 
annotation searching and sharing.     

 To annotate with WebAnnot, the learner must click on the buttons “start”, so 
other buttons corresponding to the different SQAR steps are displayed. Then, 
the button “summarize” provides in new page an automatic summary of the cur-
rent page, the second step involves the questioning is letting for learner’s intel-
lectual effort, the third button displays annotation’s forms, and the last button 
will open a new tab containing the recommendations suitable for learners. To 
create an annotation manually learner selects the transition to annotate. Then, 
he chose the shape and form semantics appears, the student completed the form 
and record annotation (see Fig.  2.4 ). If a pattern exists learner may create an 
annotation-based pattern (semi-automatic annotation), to make it pass the selec-
tion then selects the pattern annotation. To create a pattern annotation learner 
chooses the form and the target patron, it is recorded last. The intended use of 
patterns uses is to allow the learner to create patterns (models) annotations and 
use them immediately to annotate documents. 

 Regarding recommendation, the system will fi rst calculate the score of the learner 
to evaluate his level. Subsequently, it queries the server to recover the recommenda-
tions according to the score calculated, and then a new page will open with appro-
priate recommendations (see Fig.  2.5 ).  

  Fig. 2.4    A web page annotated with WebAnnot       
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    7   Experimentation 

 The experimentation goal is to compare the results of learners after studying the 
same documents (lessons in web format) in three different situations:

     – Situation 1:  studying with annotation by using of WebAnnot tool (in this case 
the annotation activity is a part of the SQAR process steps).  
    – Situation 2:  studying with annotation without using WebAnnot (no SQAR pro-
cess), so we have developed a simple annotation tool made for making textual 
annotations.  
    – Situation 3:  studying without annotations.    

    7.1   Participants, Materials and Method 

 Thirty undergraduate students participated in various tests of this experimentation; 
we separated the students into three groups of ten persons in order to examine them 
in the three situations described above. Thus:

   Group A: Studying in the   – Situation 1 .  
  Group B: Studying in the   – Situation 2 .  

  Fig. 2.5    Recommandation page automatically generate by WebAnnot       
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  Group C: Studying in the   – Situation 3 . This Group is constituted of learners who 
are not used to annotate during their learning activities.    

 We trained the group of students that meet the Group C learners who are not or 
rarely used the annotation activity during their learning while the rest of the stu-
dents, whom identifi ed their annotation habit as medium or high, were assigned 
randomly to their groups. 

 To give more value to the experimentation, each group is examined in his situ-
ation several times using several tests, therefore we have prepared some docu-
ments related to different subjects but they are all in linked to the learners’ study 
themes. For each document we prepared a combined “multiple choice quizzes” 
with maximum score of 20. In regard to the group A which needs access to the 
distant database server (see Fig.  2.1 ), we have already alimented it using anno-
tated documents which are similar to documents that students are used during the 
experimentation.   

    8   Results 

 During the experimentation, fi ve different tests are performed. First, students read, 
a single document, depending on the situation we have previously set for each 
group. Then they are asked to answer the related QCM. 

 We present below the results of a single test and then the overall results. 
 In the fi rst test, the following table shows the number of learners in groups 

according to their results (note/20: score obtained after replying the QCM questions 
concerned the studied document), Thus, each result is considered:

   Good: if the score is higher than fi fteen,   –
  Middle: if the score is between ten and fi fteen,   –
  Weak: if the score is less than ten.     –

 Most of the learners in Group A have obtained good results, while less than half 
of students in group B, have good results, while in group C only one learner has 
good results. 

 Similarly, if we analyze the results for all the tests (see Table  2.3 ) we note that 
group A has better results, in many good and/or average scores, than the group B 
and C. The latter has the worst scores.  

 Figure  2.6  shows the number of learners by group according to their results, but 
this time we took for each learner, his average score in all tests, then we conduct a 
classifi cation according to his average score.  

 The fi gure below shows the consensus of sorted out average scores in each group, 
this graph displays a comparison between the students according to the method fol-
lowed during this investigation.  
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  Fig. 2.6    Number of students classifi ed according result type       

    9   Discussion 

 An interesting result comes out from our experimentation, is that the way followed 
by the learner to study (read) a handout has an important role on its concentration 
and its general understanding of the document to be studied:

   Group C learners, who don’t use any technique or method for reading the docu-• 
ments offered in different tests, are less effective comparing to Group B learners 
who use the annotation activity.  
  Group B learners are often less effective comparing to Group A learners who • 
follow the SQAR process.    

 In general, we can explain the advantage of Group A versus Group B, and both 
versus Group C, either in terms of numbers of students who are classifi ed good 
(Table  2.3  and Fig.  2.6 ) or in terms of overall consensus of their average scores 
(Fig.  2.7 ), by the following arguments: 

   Group B learners use annotation activity by putting annotations on several pas- –
sages and/or paragraph…. These annotations allow them to concentrate better 

   Table 2.3    Number of students by group depending on the 
results type   

 Results 

 Number of students 

 Group A  Group B  Group C 

 Good (score  ³  15)  6  4  1 
 Middle (10  £  score < 15)  3  4  4 
 Weak (score < 10)  1  2  5 
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and learn more concepts and ideas during the document reading, so they are bet-
ter memorized comparing to Group C learners.  
  The results of Group A are better than of Group B, because the learners of the  –
fi rst one are studying their documents in a more detailed and effi cient way com-
pared with those of the second group, they followed the SQAR process steps that 
requires them a lot more effort:

   Reading the summary of the studied document  • 
  Answering the related questions  • 
  Annotating the document  • 
  Consult the recommendation page (see Fig.  • 2.5 ) that enable them to see their 
colleagues shared annotations (see Sect.  5.3  – step 5).       

 Finally, we can confi rm that the process SQAR helps learners to work handouts 
effectively for their learning. This is due to the fact that that this process is inspired 
by the validated pedagogical method QA3R method (Marshall  1998a  ) .  

    10   Related Work 

 In this section, we fi rst compare the SQAR process with two other similar models, 
which use the annotation within a learning framework. Then we compare WebAnnot 
with some other prototypes and tools of annotation system. Several Models have 
been based on annotations; the most relevant to our project are Mille  (  2005  )  and 
Azouaou  (  2006  ) . 
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 The model of (Azouaou  2006  )  focuses on teacher’s annotation in order to use it 
as knowledge’s management tool for the teacher. This model has several similarities 
with our model (architecture of SQAR process); fi rst, they both are dedicated to 
educational. Secondly, they both are aimed to document annotation, the two 
approaches aim at providing semantic annotation. Thirdly, they are both designed to 
a personal use. In the other hand, there are the following differences; fi rst, whereas 
teacher’s annotation model is dedicated for teachers, then SQAR is dedicated for 
learners. Secondly, the model of teacher’s annotation is based only on the annota-
tion, while SQAR is a specifi c process to improve the effi ciently of the learners 
learning. 

 In (Huang et al.  2008  )  the authors propose a cooperative learning environment 
that uses the annotation services on handheld devices. The similarities between 
SQAR and ubiquitous is the use of pedagogical method, in Ubiquitous the SQ3R 
study method is introduced during the individual study phase of cooperative learn-
ing activities, but we use and modeling the same method improved to SQAR. 

 To compare our prototype WebAnnot with other prototype and annotation tools 
we studied some annotation system among the most popular (YAWAS (Denoue 
 2000  ) , Amaya (Koivunen and Swick  2001  ) , iMarkup  (  2004  )  …. etc.). The result of 
this study (see Table  2.4 ) shows the novelty and the advantage provided by our pro-
totype over some existing prototypes.   

    11   Conclusion and Future Work 

 The purpose of this paper is to describe SQAR a new annotation-based study pro-
cess to support the learner in his learning. We implemented this process as a per-
sonal web annotation tool, WebAnnot, by reason of enhancing the learner personal 
learning in the web environment. The evaluation and the comparison of our process 
with other study methods showed its very important aid and positive effect on the 
learner personal learning effi ciently. 

 With the SQAR process the learner will become an active reader of his web 
based pedagogical documents. The practice of interactive annotation (third step of 

   Table 2.4    Comparison between WebAnnot and some prototypes   

 Prototype 

 IMarkup 
(Marshal  1998b  )  

 Amaya 2001 
 ( Mille  2005  )  

 Yawas for 
IE 2000 
(Ovsiannikov 
et al.  1999  )  

 WebAnnot 
2010  Canon 

 Pedagogic aspect  �  �  �  ̧  
 Typing of annotation  ̧   ̧   �  ̧  
 The sharing of the annotations  �  ̧   �  ̧  
 The research by annotations  ̧   ̧   ̧   ̧  
 Semiautomatic annotation  �  �  �  ̧  
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SQAR process) allows more powerful and more effective reading for a better under-
standing such as the annotation is based on a specifi c formalism, which describes 
perfectly the characteristic of learner’s annotation at three different facets: episodical, 
cognitive, and semantic. 

 WebAnnot (the initial prototype of SQAR) shows interesting results to allow 
supporting the learner abilities at best. Annotation will help the learner to develop 
his capacity of memorizing and refl ective reading, while the recommendations 
(see Sect.  5.3  – Table  2.2 ) ensure the assistance of learner for evolving most quickly 
in his learning activities. Indeed, the architecture of SQAR process has a specifi c 
annotation system that is based on four principal parts: User (annotator), document 
(web page), annotation’s interface (SQAR steps, research, sharing…), local and 
distant databases. 

 Generally, the fi ndings of the superiority of the students’ whom guided by SQAR 
process showed several factors, such as personal annotation and recommendation, 
that enhance the learner’s personal learning. The main advantage of our process is 
that it enables the learner’s improvement of understanding and memorization of the 
document they are working on, indeed, according to the experiment results of stu-
dents whom used the Web annotation, the proposed process study methods can 
enable learners to engage with documents in a way that aligns with observed 
practice. 

 The appreciation of our study process SQAR and its prototype will continue, 
with more longitudinal studies for better understanding the learner’s activity. This 
will also build up an effective resource for use in the teaching activity as well as for 
those studying the teaching methods and processes. Therefore, in the next phase of 
our research, we aim to reach a larger learner population in the experimentation to 
generalize the obtained results. Further work would include also the integration of 
our model in an e-Learning platform such as moodle.      
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     1   Introduction 

 Assessments are formative if, on the one hand, they infl uence the way of learning by 
iteratively validating the learning activities with the learning goals by one’s self 
(Black and Wiliam  1998 ; Leung and Mohan  2004  ) . In that respect, the achievement 
of self-regulated learning is a desirable goal (Mc Donald and Boud  2003  ) . On the 
other hand, the formative aspect also aims at adequate teaching: Tutors need to be 
aware of their students’ performances at formative assessments (FAs), and given 
that they are informed, they should modify their teaching by addressing knowledge 
and comprehension defi cits (Bell and Cowie  2001  ) . Crucial are also the cognitive 
processes induced by the feedback on a student’s performance (Buck et al.  2010  ) . 
This feedback is conventionally given by the tutor in written or spoken form. In 
aiming for the effects conducive to learning, Nicol and Macfarlane-Dick  (  2006  )  
place feedback quality at the center of their considerations, and differentiate between 
seven feedback principles holding different formative impacts, i.e. clarify how good 
performance is, facilitate self-assessment, deliver high quality feedback informa-
tion, encourage teacher and peer dialogue, encourage positive motivation and self-
esteem, provide opportunities to close the gap, and use feedback to improve 
teaching. 

 The current FAs in the medical curriculum at the University of Bern (Switzerland), 
however, do not meet these requirements for two reasons. Firstly, our current FAs 
only take place in the form of paper and pencil based self-tests with open questions 
accompanied by standard solutions. Therefore a particular iterative validation of the 
learning process is not really supported. Secondly, the tutors have no access to how 
their students score in these assessments, and therefore, cannot give any feedback. 
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We pose the question of how the requirements for FAs, can be expressed in our 
medical curriculum, with its special circumstances: its problem-based approach 
with tutorials in small groups as well as plenary lectures with over 100 students. In 
order to set the stage for how to optimize our FAs, both the tutors and the bachelor 
students at our medical faculty were questioned about the use and the perceived 
effects of current FAs, as well as expectations for future FAs. 

 The individual grading of the performance in FAs by personal feedback is – given 
the sheer number of students per academic year exceeding 100 by far – diffi cult to 
implement. That is why the introduction of online and, among others, multiple-
choice-based FAs is evaluated. With a standardized answer-format it is possible to 
provide the students with ready-made feedback and the tutors with anonymous per-
formance data (Pachler et al.  2010 ), giving them the possibility to make educational 
changes (see Fig.  3.1 ). The change from paper-and-pencil to online FAs opens the 
door to data collection and analysis not only concerning students’ learning progress, 
but also in reference to students’ learning behavior. This data contributes to the cre-
ation of a didactic metadata layer leading to potential new insights in curriculum 
mechanics as discussed in the outlook section.  

 This chapter presents the results of a survey study comparing perceptions of 
students and tutors regarding our current paper-and-pencil FAs as well as expecta-
tions regarding future online FAs. These results should help us improve the quality 
of content, technology and didactical setting. Furthermore (in the outlook), we go 
beyond our primary results of this study and present an approach to online FAs that 
could be part of the medical curriculum at the University of Bern in the future.  

  Fig. 3.1    The lecturer prepares the learning material (1a), writes questions for FA as well as their 
ready-made feedbacks (1b) and later gives the lecture (1c). The student processes the learning 
contents (2a), answers the FA (2b), again interacting with the learning contents (2c), receives auto-
mated feedback on his/her performance in the FA (2d) which again confronts him/her with the 
learning contents (2e)       
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    2   Method 

 During the 2010 spring-semester, 477 bachelor students (60.4% women) and 131 
lecturers (75.6% men) of the medical faculty at the University of Bern were ques-
tioned with paper-and-pencil questionnaires. The students’ edition of the question-
naire was handed out during the last 15 min of an exam-related lecture (return rate: 
78.6%). Tutors received their questionnaire by mail with an enclosed reply envelope 
(return rate: 48.3%). 

 41.6% of the students’ sample was freshmen (fi rst year of training), 33% sopho-
mores (second year of training), and 24.4% juniors (third year of training). Over 80% 
of the lecturers’ sample represents lectures where FAs are given as traditional paper 
and pencil form without individual feedback. Both the students’ and lecturers’ ques-
tionnaires contained multiple-choice items focusing on the following areas: 

 Current FAs

   Students: frequency of use, learning benefi t, usefulness for exams, amount and • 
quality of questions asked in FAs  
  Lecturers: same areas as students with the perspectives what lecturers expect • 
from students concerning the usage of FAs    

 Future online FAs

   Students: same areas as for ‚current FAs’ with further questions concerning pro-• 
spective usage frequency of online FAs and willingness to give lecturers access 
to anonymized performance data  
  Lecturers: same areas as for, current FAs’ with further questions concerning will-• 
ingness for online authoring and online consulting of students’ performance data    

 Except for the question concerning FA-usage frequency, the students and lectur-
ers evaluated statements concerning the current/future FAs using a four-point Likert 
scale ranging from (1) “no” to (4) “yes”. In order to prevent the forcing of irrelevant 
answers, all participants were given the option to state that they could not answer 
the question sensibly (referred to below as (0) “do not know”). The statements in the 
questionnaire for students and in the one for lecturers regarding the rating of the 
current FAs as well as requests and expectations imposed on future FAs were for-
mulated in a way enabling comparisons between current and targeted states, as well 
as between students and lecturers.  

    3   Results 

    3.1   Current FAs 

 Over 60% of the student sample reported that they either use the FAs less than once 
a month (48.1%) or never (15.2%) during the semester. The data about the current 
use of the FAs shows that the monthly or more frequent use of FAs by freshmen is 
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59.6%, but that its frequency declines during the sophomore (14.0%) and junior 
(12.0%) years. The lecturers’ expectations differ: 39.7% of them report that stu-
dents should use FAs on a monthly basis, 23.7% say weekly and another 23.7% 
indicated that they could not answer this question (furthermore, 2% say daily, 9.2% 
less than once a month, 0.8% never, 1.5% missing). Table  3.1  shows that this dis-
crepancy is highly signifi cant.  

 Less than half of the students (47%) and lecturers (42%) rate the quality of cur-
rent FAs as high while more than 80% of students fi nd that especially the proposed 
answers to the problems are too diffi cult to comprehend. 1  Notably, 48% of the lec-
turers indicated that they could not judge the quality of the self-test questions (“do 
not know”). However, roughly three fourth of both groups underline the necessity of 
FAs. Table  3.2  shows that the students rate the current FAs signifi cantly worse than 
the tutors, but underline their necessity.  

   Table 3.1    Students’ stated usage of current FAs and lecturers’ expected usage of current 
FAs by students   

 Item 

 Answers a  

  t    df  

 Students (n = 462)  Lecturers (n = 98) 

  M    SD    M    SD  

 How often do you/should 
students use FA? 

 2.25  0.84  3.2  0.72  −10.53*  558 

  * p  < 0.01 
  a  Scale: (1) “never”, (2) “<1×/month”, (3) “ ³ 1×/month & <weekly”, and (4) “weekly”; 
answers (0) “do not know” excluded  

   Table 3.2    The current FAs’ quality, conformity, necessity, complexity of questions and solutions 
perceived by students and lecturers   

 Item 

 Answers a  

  t  b    df  b  

 Students 
(404  £  n  £  432) 

 Lecturers 
(65  £  n  £  104) 

  M    SD    M    SD  

 The FA-quality is good  2.47  0.77  2.88  0.48  −5.66*  122.74 
 The FAs match the subject 

matters of the lectures 
 2.32  0.81  2.85  0.64  −5.90*  98.93 

 The FAs are unnecessary  1.64  0.84  1.38  0.73  3.15*  176.02 
 The FAs are too complex  1.42  0.51  1.86  0.71  −6.48*  476 
 The solutions provided are 

too complex 
 2.95  0.77  1.90  0.65  10.67*  486 

  * p  < 0.01 
  a  Scale: (1) “no”, (2) “rather no”, (3) “rather yes”, and (4) “yes”; answers (0) “do not know” 
excluded 
  b  Rectifi ed where  p  

Levene
  < 0.05  

   1   Quite a few of them consist of a text fi lling an A4 page.  
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   Table 3.3    Comparison between students’ and lecturers’ point of view regarding current FAs: do 
they foster knowledge acquisition activities and when are they actually used?   

 Item 

 Answers a  

  t  b    df  c  

 Students 
(445  £  n  £ 450) 

 Lecturers 
(95  £  n  £ 102) 

  M    SD    M    SD  

 I/students consult lecturers because 
of FA (face to face or online forum) 

 1.16  0.41  2.37  0.76  −15.02**  105.74 

 I/students consult literature 
because of FA 

 2.03  0.95  2.66  0.66  −7.69**  190.80 

 I/students use the FAs synchronized 
with the respective lectures 

 2.09  1.05  3.08  0.61  −12.45**  235.67 

 I/students use FA to prepare exams  3.14  0.95  3.32  0.66  −2.37*  206.85 

  * p  < 0.05 
 ** p  < 0.01 
  a Scale: (1) “no”, (2) “rather no”, (3) “rather yes”, and (4) “yes”; answers (0) “do not know” 
excluded 
  b Rectifi ed where  p  

Levene
  < 0.05  

 The differing views – students vs. lecturers – become apparent in the optional 
free-text answers of our survey, too. The option to enter free answers regarding the 
issues “current FAs”, “future FAs”, and “further comments” was used by less than 
one fourth of the participants; their answers underline their positions: Some lectur-
ers repeatedly noted that the current system was helpful, while others noted that 
they were left out of the loop regarding the creative process and maintenance of 
FAs. Students noted that the FA-quality was heterogeneous – depending on the 
FA-authors. The following problems were noted by the students: missing exam rel-
evance; poor coverage of the subject matters taught in the lectures; not enough accu-
rate solutions provided; too complex solutions provided; types of questions/answers 
different from the ones used in the exams (the current FAs are based on short-
answer questions and multiple-choice questions, while Bachelor intermediate exams 
are oral, and fi nal exams are multiple-choice complemented by a skills exam 
[Objective Structured Clinical Examination] in the senior year). 

 Table  3.3  shows how students judge the effects of current FAs on certain aspects of 
knowledge acquisition – the consultation of tutors and literature – (namely, marginal), 
and how they apply FAs (namely, frequently for the preparation of exams). The tutors 
are far more inclined than the students to take it for granted that the FAs are the cause 
of the formerly mentioned effects (consulting literature and tutors); the discrepancy 
between tutors’ and students’ opinions concerning that point is highly signifi cant.  

 In their free-text entries, students repeatedly stressed that they use FAs mainly or 
exclusively for their preparation for the written exams, and therefore requested that FAs 
be tailored to the latter. Some lecturers noted that they would prefer to offer FA-support 
face-to-face. Table  3.3  at the top shows that – contrary to the lecturers’ signifi cantly 
more positive expectations – FAs hardly incite students to consult lecturers.  
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   Table 3.4    Introduction of online FA in the near future: Students’ compliance versus lecturers’ 
expectations   

 Item 

 Answers a  

  t  b    df  b  

 Students 
(459  £  n  £  463) 

 Lecturers 
(106  £  n  £  115) 

  M    SD    M    SD  

 You/students would use online 
multiple choice FA regularly 

 3.12  0.84  3.01  0.61  1.88  231.37 

 You/students would use online 
short answer FA regularly 

 2.70  0.96  2.56  0.67  1.78  241.49 

 You/students wish the solutions to 
unhide only after giving answers 

 3.16  1.01  2.77  0.89  3.56**  562 

      p  < 0.05 
 ** p  < 0.01 
  a Scale: (1) “no”, (2) “rather no”, (3) “rather yes”, and (4) “yes”; answers (0) “do not know” 
excluded 
  b rectifi ed because  p  

Levene
  <0. 05  

    3.2   Future Online FA: Students’ and Lecturers’ Expectations 

 An important feature of the new online FA to be introduced would be the anonymous 
backfl ow of the students’ performance data to the tutors. Both, students ( M  = 3.09; 
 SD  = 1.02) and tutors ( M  = 3.17;  SD  = .85), agree similarly on the necessity of this 
backfl ow ( t  

(192.22)
  = −0.76;  p  > 0.05). The tutor’s responses show us that the motivation 

to support a change is at hand: more than half of the tutors would basically be willing 
to co-create online FAs (50.4%), consult students’ performance data (64.8%), and 
during their lectures pick up items (74.8%) that many failed to answer correctly. 
Table  3.4  shows that – given the introduction of online FAs – students would be will-
ing to use them on a regular basis. There is one signifi cant difference in opinions: 
While students are reporting that they do rather not want to see the correct answers 
before having performed the FA, lecturers expect the students to prefer having the 
possibility to consult the correct answers in advance.  

 A 2 × 2 ANOVA ( students vs. lecturers (between subjects) × current vs. future FA 
(within subjects) ) shows the within-factor main-effect: New online FAs compared to 
the current ones should better support all domains shown in Fig.  3.2 , i.e. passing 
exams ( F  

(1, 475)
  = 225.07;  p  < 0.01), learning new subject matters ( F  

(1, 533)
  = 17.57; 

 p  < 0.01), detecting knowledge gaps ( F  
(1, 538)

  = 175.90;  p  < 0.01), knowing what to learn 
( F  

(1, 536)
  = 200.83;  p  < 0.01), and knowing how detailed to learn ( F  

(1, 534)
  = 351.08; 

 p  < 0.01). Further, each interaction in the latter domains is highly signifi cant (13.78  £  all 
 F   £  151.29; all  p  < 0.01), which points out a distinct divergence between students and 
tutors concerning the qualities of current  and  future FAs (see fi gure on next page).  

 Analyzing these effects in detail, fi rstly, students rate the current FAs signifi -
cantly worse than tutors in all domains, i.e. passing exams ( t  

(195.85)
  = −9.66;  p  < 0.01), 

learning new subject matters ( t  
(538)

  = −4.00;  p  < 0.01), detecting knowledge gaps 
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( t  
(541)

  = −2.66;  p  < 0.05), knowing what to learn ( t  
(178.48)

  = −4.55;  p  < 0.01), knowing 
how detailed to learn ( t  

(539)
  = −3.30;  p  < 0.01). Secondly, for future online FAs, stu-

dents expect signifi cantly higher enhancements than lecturers in the following 
domains: passing exams ( t  

(164.66)
  = 6.38;  p  < 0.01), detecting knowledge gaps 

( t  
(171.01)

  = 2.41;  p  < 0.05), knowing what to learn ( t  
(147.44)

  = 8.40;  p  < 0.01), knowing 
how detailed to learn ( t  

(146.96)
  = 8.54;  p  < 0.01). 

 Particularly striking is the fact that students rate the benefi t from current FAs in 
helping them pass their exams as somewhat limited, expecting a substantial improve-
ment in that respect. The data of control questions in Table  3.5  (two pages forward) 
underline the request of students for FAs that are more accurately aimed at their 
summative exams.     

    4   Discussion 

 Our analysis shows three main results. (1) The current FAs in the form of self-tests 
with open questions and standard solutions do not meet students’ and tutors’ expec-
tations. (2) Consequently, both groups express improvements towards interactive 
and online future FAs. (3) Usually students have more pronounced attitudes and 
expectations than the tutors regarding current and future FAs, respectively. 

 The current FAs neither offer feedback for students nor data access for tutors. 
Both features are central parts of FA (see Black and William  2009 ; Bell and Cowie 
 2001  ) . This is a theoretical link explaining why both, tutors and students, gave the 
current situation less than favorable reviews (especially the latter group). However, 
certain  asked  motivations for FAs differ: Students maintained that the FAs should be 
conductive to passing exams while tutors emphasize the establishment of a well-
rooted and cross-linked body of knowledge, as gathered from remarks entered on 
the questionnaires. So, the students’ focus on exams is very apparent in the data. 
They maintain that the current FAs offer little in that respect, and expect substantial 
improvements to be implemented in new assessment forms, e.g. the inclusion of 
problems that were used in former exams, but not of problems that go beyond the 
subject matter. Still, data show that the current FAs are indeed used in the prepara-
tion for exams even though students rated them as sub-optimal in that respect. 

 For the current assessments, there is no discrepancy in the views of tutors and 
students concerning the motivating effect on self-reliant knowledge research, be it 

   Table 3.5    Students’ wish for FA relevant to exams   

 Item 

 Answers from students a  

  N    M    SD  

 FA should only consist of questions relevant to exams  460  3.50  0.78 
 FA should deal with complex subject matters only  447  1.34  0.64 
 FA should consist of former exam questions  449  3.61  0.67 
 FA should contain special challenge questions beyond exam level  446  1.64  0.78 

   a Scale: (1) “no”, (2) “rather no”, (3) “rather yes”, and (4) “yes”; answers (0) “do not know” 
excluded  
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through literature, or by consulting tutors. Both groups rated this effect as small; 
this stands in contradiction to the concept of problem-based learning for which self-
reliant research is a fundamental mechanism of learning (Hmelo-Silver and Barrows 
 2006  ) . Although the literature on problem-based learning lists primarily the tutori-
als as motivational source for self-reliant research, FAs are considered thematically 
interwoven with the tutorials and could well contribute to this end. 

 The survey shows the need for a change in the system. The results show that 
tutors would be willing to create FAs online, consult the performance data of their 
students, and make educational changes accordingly. Students affi rmed their will-
ingness to employ FAs online on a regular basis and would welcome plenary fol-
low-up discussions (current FAs are used by students signifi cantly less frequently 
than their tutors would like them to). However, the data also show that the new 
online FAs should be implemented differently, not only concerning the formal 
aspects (online, with automatic feedback and infl uence on teaching), but also taking 
into consideration that there are needs concerning the content (orientation toward 
exams and model solutions that are easier to comprehend for students and genera-
tion of profound knowledge for the tutors). That means that fi rst of all, before the 
system is changed, the current self-test problems and their solutions must be revised 
with regards to content. However, the data of our survey is unclear about what direc-
tion to take, except that students request the inclusion of questions used in former 
exams. 

 As a subsequent step, quality standards for the new FAs must be defi ned that 
above all underline the term ‘formative’, but also connote attributes such as ‘moti-
vating’, ‘captivating’, ‘interesting’, and ‘inspiring’ to activate the discourse between 
tutors and students (Pryor and Crossouard  2010 ; Gamulin et al.  2010  ) . However, 
quality considerations are not confi ned to problems and their solutions, but also 
include feedback (Nicol  2010  ) . In the new system, tutors would deposit a variety of 
feedbacks as text elements to be displayed to students according to their answers. 
The question of whether these ready-made feedbacks can satisfy the requirements 
for good FA, and whether and how tutors can be successful at creating feedback text 
elements that are not only didactically sound, but also with regards to software 
usability will be the subject of our further investigations. Furthermore, the usability 
qualities of the learning management system giving access to the FAs is crucial to 
students’ learning success and motivation (   Chen et al.  2010  ).   

    5   Outlook 

    5.1   Requirements for Online FAs 

 For the launching of new FAs online that are managed in a Learning Management 
System, six measures and goals can be identifi ed:

    1.    The current paper-based FAs need to be revised regarding their content to meet 
tutors’ and students’ expectations in terms of their formative effects.  
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    2.    The current FAs need to be revised formally towards multiple choice questions 
since with many current FAs, students provide their solutions in the form of 
whole sentences or sketches, which cannot be automatically rated by a Learning 
Management System.  

    3.    The system is to provide tutors access to students’ anonymized (or more trace-
able: pseudonymized) performance data in order to address items during lectures 
at which students score particularly badly.  

    4.    The system shall make the correct answers available to the students only after 
taking the respective FA.  

    5.    The FA-authors must be able to deposit within the system precise feedback text 
elements depending on multiple choice answers checked by the student, as well as 
the solutions (correct answers with explanations). The solutions need to be revised 
(according to the results, students fi nd the current solutions too complex).  

    6.    The system must be easy to use for tutors and students, that is, must have a high 
usability (Wang et al.  2010  ) . Usability has a direct infl uence on cognitive load: 
mental resources are limited and must not be absorbed by operating the Learning 
Management System (Patsula et al.  2010  ) .     

 As a next step an analysis of how classic face-to-face feedback can be recon-
structed to ready-made feedback based on text elements called up depending on the 
choices a student makes during the FA should be made. The central question is, 
whether similar effects – formative, and implied, motivational ones – can be achieved 
with feedback consisting of text elements. Furthermore, possible changes in the for-
mative effects appearing as side effects of the transformation of essay or sketch tasks 
into multiple choice questions have to be investigated. There exist very few papers 
reporting the development  and  the evaluation of online FA (Costa et al.  2010  ) . 

 These analyses will defi ne the requirements for the system. Not only will the stan-
dard Learning Management Systems be evaluated; an in-house development is a pos-
sible perspective, too. In order to achieve good formative effects by means of FAs, they 
must have didactic qualities formed during their authoring process. So, it is assumed 
that the authoring process must be supported by a Learning Management System in a 
more dedicated way than the mere provision of entry masks for FAs. Current Learning 
Management Systems we have evaluated lack any option to allocate FA items to learn-
ing content stored in the system. Such allocations should enable tutors to perform a 
mapping of the weighting of FA vs. learning targets, thus controlling the FA authoring 
process (Su and Wang  2010  ) . Therefore, the goal is to implement an FA authoring sup-
port in Learning Management Systems conducive to high-quality FAs.  

    5.2   Creating a Didactic Metadata Layer 

 The use of online technologies in a curriculum employing either centralized or dis-
tributed systems produces a huge amount of trackable usage data. If this data is to 
be interpretable on the level of individuals and/or cohorts, the systems employed 
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must provide unique user IDs. In Switzerland, a centralized Authentication and 
Authorization Infrastructure (AAI) from the academic foundation SWITCH is pro-
viding this service. Hence, the technological structure for creating a didactic meta-
data layer is available. Four questions occur:

    1.    How can these data be incorporated in a didactic metadata layer describing 
aspects of a curriculum in a meaningful way, that didactic planning and activities 
can be operationalized?  

    2.    How can data in the form of full sentences (human-written text) coming from 
formative assessments, exams, and online forum discussions be made machine-
interpretable?  

    3.    How can these data entities be semantically connected?  
    4.    What is the legal situation of using such data for profi ling individuals and/or 

cohorts?     

 There are different ways to investigate these data sources: e.g. by cluster analysis 
of various student performance data, or performing controlled goal directed 
studies. 

 Table  3.7  shows three possible characteristics of the data sources introduced in 
Table  3.6 . Building a didactic metadata layer describing the students as individuals, 
the cohorts and the overall curriculum connotes building the ontology of the cur-
riculum. And building the ontology has requirements of how to connect the data: it 
is not only about connecting them in respect of correlation and causality; it is about 
extracting their  meaning  and connecting these derived entities (Feigenbaum et al.  2008 ; 
Hitzler et al.  2009 ; Weller  2010  ) . While correlation (the long way commuters 
missed morning lessons and many of them failed in the exams) and causality 
(the long way commuters missed morning lessons because of commuting, and that 
was the reason for exam failure) are calculated as direct relations and paths of relations, 
the ontology stands on a semantic network. The semantic network is the connected 
meanings introduced above, and it tries to catch the phenotypes as a whole and 
describes how the phenotypes interact. Our phenotypes are the individual student, 
the cohort, the knowledge domains (e.g. anatomy), the lecturers, and the curriculum 
as a whole. In other words, it is kind of profi ling the phenotypes and drawing didactic 
conclusions: how to support students, how to develop the curriculum (and how to con-
vince politicians for – may be costly – measures) (Fig.  3.3    ).   

 It is obvious that extraction of the meaning of data must be automated. For 
students, this can be operationalized by building classes of phenotypes. For example, 
a class can describe the curriculum compliance incorporating data from lecture 
attendance and formative assessment timing (formative assessments in the medi-
cal curriculum are assigned points in time at which they should be performed). 
Another class can describe the self-perception incorporating items, where this 
quality is asked for (we do this in online formative assessments and curriculum 
evaluation). In consequence, a student could belong to the class of “high self-
esteemers” and/or to the class of “low compliance”. These classes can be seen as 
equivalents to the meanings of data introduced above. In a similar way, the meaning 
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of performance in formative assessments is machine-interpretable as long as it 
consists of multiple choice items whose scores can be calculated automatically. 

 With this approach, one does not only profi le students concerning the domain, 
the domain itself got a profi le. And that is the real serendipity effect: it is becoming 
predictable as to students of which profi le could be appointed to teach which subject 
matters to other students. Students teaching students is not only a problem-based 
learning approach, it could become imperative when human resources at universi-
ties are becoming even more scarce.   

   Table 3.7    Data Sources   

 Source 

 Examples 

 1  2  3 

 Log-fi les  Usage frequency 
(e.g. forums) 

 Score in multiple 
choice formative 
assessment 

 Score in exams 

 Questionnaires  Perceived performance  Learning behavior  Curriculum quality 
 Unstructured web  Input in forums  Full-sentence answers 

in formative 
assessments 

 Quality of laboratory 
log 

  Fig. 3.3    From raw data to the ontology. The meaningful connection of data creates a semantic 
network of relationships called Grid in the Web 3.0 jargon       
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    6   Conclusion 

 This work examined students’ and tutors’ perceptions of current FAs conducted 
at the Medical Faculty of Bern, and their expectations regarding future online 
FAs. Results of the survey study show that especially according to students the 
current FAs are lacking in important properties such as overall quality and com-
prehensibility of the provided solutions. In addition, primarily students reported 
that the current FAs do not suffi ciently match the subject matters of the lectures 
and are not very helpful for passing exams. Furthermore, for both tutors and 
students the current forms of the FAs do not seem to be a supporting tool for 
learning new subject matters and it does not indicate to what depth a particular 
item should be learned. It became apparent that both groups clearly agreed upon 
appropriate enhancements of the current FAs in form of online FAs. Students as 
well as lecturers affi rmed their willingness to regularly work with online FAs in 
the future. 

 The introduction of online FAs provides important data describing aspects of the 
curriculum, in that on the one hand they evaluate the learning progress by means of 
multiple-choice questions, and on the other hand contain items such as learning 
behavior and students’ self-assessments. Because these FA-records constitute only 
a fraction of the body of digital data concerning the (medical) curriculum, we intro-
duced the construct of the didactic meta data layer which is the systematic but not-
yet meaningful junction of all data sources. The semantic crosslinking creates a grid 
from which statements can be derived with the potential to create both the transpar-
ent student and the transparent curriculum. 

 This data whose handling must be lawful and in consent with the people 
involved has the potential for new effectiveness in education. The effectiveness of 
the access to these data and to the higher taxonomies “Grid” and “Ontology”, 
respectively, needs to be high as well. Regarding future developments, effective-
ness of data access means, above all, that context-relevant ontology-snippets must 
be available on the spur of the moment. We might boldly picture the following 
scenario: If students and lecturers of a university collaborate on-site (i.e. not vir-
tually), this reality can be augmented through ontology-snippets being unhidden 
by means of goggles. 

 However, the question remains what the main goal in education is that uni-
versities should aim at. For the domain of medical education, we know the 
answer already: we want to produce good physicians. Success in this domain 
has several parameters: the doctors must be professionally sound, empathetic 
and effi cient, and there must be an adequate number of degree holders in each 
area of expertise.      
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     1   Introduction 

 In recent years there has been considerable interest in the possibilities of Web 2.0 
technologies for education. Sometimes these technologies are known as social media 
or social software, which are the platform for communication and social networking 
(Kear et al.  2010  ) . Kear et al.  (  2010  )  state that the educators are “excited by possibili-
ties such tools offer for making learning more shareable, collaborative and enjoy-
able”  (  2010 : p. 2). Many people collaborate, create, share new information on the 
web in order to reshape their experiences. Web 2.0 tools mainly social bookmarking 
systems, wikis, blogs and video sharing platforms are used during leisure time too. 
Also many users are informally involved in various Web 2.0 communities just for 
being connected and deal with research opportunities and informal activities. Lai and 
Ng  (  2010  )  pointed out that there are very few empirical studies on how to assess 
students’ learning in Web 2.0 environments. From this point of view explore this 
study the infl uences of using Web 2.0-based system for assessing postgraduate stu-
dents to produce one-paper-research. In addition, this study also examines whether 
or not the Web 2.0-based system provides a good environment for changing learners’ 
attitudes towards producing (writing, presenting, connecting) of scholarly research. 

 During last decade, ICT in Egypt and facilitating access to networks and ser-
vices has been highly developed. Concerning Egyptian law 15 in 2004, the 
Information Technology Industry Development Agency IT1DA has been estab-
lished as a governmental entity. This agency aimed to carry out the diffusion of the 
e-business services in Egypt. ITIDA facilitates increasing exports of ICT products 
and services and supports R&D in the ICT sector and implementation of its output. 
Accordingly, ICT events and services can be found in different places as IT-clubs, 
free internet, ICT training for universities staff members, the ‘PC for Every Home’ 
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initiative PCFEH, the DSL Digital Subscriber Line and some e-government appli-
cations (UNESCO  2007  ) .  

    2   Project-Based Learning and Informal Learning 

 Project-Based Learning (PBL) is a comprehensive approach designed to engage stu-
dents in the investigation of authentic problems and it is based on teaching and learn-
ing in the class environment. Accordingly, projects are complex tasks, based on 
challenging problems that involve students in design, problem solving, decision mak-
ing, or investigative activities. It gives students the opportunity to work relatively 
autonomously over extended periods of time (Tuncay and Ekizoglu  2010 ). PBL is a 
constructivist pedagogy that intends to bring out deep learning by allowing learners to 
use an inquiry based approach to engage with issues that are real, rich and relevant to 
the topic being studied. It is designed to be used for complex issues that require stu-
dents to investigate in order to understand. What makes PBL constructivist is coopera-
tion and collaboration between team members and group-based learning (Milentijevic 
et al.  2008 ). Cooperation, as a term, refers to the practice of working in line with com-
monly agreed goals and possible methods, instead of working separately in competi-
tion. It is an altruistic sharing, while learners’ collaboration refers abstractly to all 
processes wherein people actually work together at the same time. A project method 
in learning is always a challenging task due to the fact that projects can be complex 
and demanding for the management. Projects present what might be called a “learning 
paradox” on one hand, through their transience and interdisciplinary nature for creat-
ing knowledge in the context of its application. On the other hand the temporary natu-
ral of projects which seems to inhibit the sedimentation of knowledge (Bakker et al. 
 2010 ). Accordingly, projects suffered from project’s amnesia (i.e. not retaining proj-
ect insights) which shows that knowledge and experiences gathered from different 
projects are not being systematical and that there is a great discrepancy between the 
need for project debriefi ng and its actual deployment (Schindler and Eppler  2003 ).  

    3   Community-Based Project Management Learning Model 

 Community-Based Project Management CBPM learning model has been pub-
lished by Mohamed and Köhler  (  2009  )  as a pedagogical attempt for describing 
how informal learning for postgraduate and novice researchers occurs, in order to 
accomplish their projects’ scholarly research. Concerning to Fig.  4.1  study assim-
ilated it as the plane which carries the knowledge. Our Jumbo Jet learning model, 
CBPM is structured based on three main parts: the main part is the middle part 
(The Body), which concerns of project’s task workfl ow, the right and left parts 
(The Wings) related to communities of practice and the memory of the project 
(knowledge management) respectively. The body part of the model presents the 
tasks and activities workfl ow of scholarly research process. It should be considered 
by learners in order to accomplish and manage learning tasks. This construction 
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of this tasks conducted by adopting EMRAD methods of writing research scholarly 
paper (introduction, method, analysis, and discussion). The Body part has been 
supported by Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK), in order to 
manage, organize activities, map  relationships and paths between activities main-
streaming. The PMBOK Guide is process-based which means that it describes 
work as it is being accomplished by processes. These processes are: initiating, 
planning, executing, monitoring/controlling and closing. This method has been 
used recently in learning researches to works as a scaffolding tool for project-
based learning methodology. The fi rst wing of CBPM concerns Communities of 
Practice (CoP), which means that each project’s stockholder and team member is 
involved in one or more community of practice, in order to create, share, visualize 
and evaluate their knowledge. This process is known as collaborative informal 
learning. The second wing of CBPM is the memory of the project which is known 
– in the information system sciences – as Knowledge Management (KM), which 
are concerns the process of creation, sharing visualization and control of knowl-
edge (Fig.  4.1 ).   

    4   Web-Based Learning System: PHD-LAB as a Social 
Community Project Management System 

 The PHD-LAB (  http://phd-lab.com/ar    ) as a community-based project manage-
ment learning system has been developed based on CBPM learning model, in 
order to assess the infl uences of Web 2.0 technologies on developing scholarly 
generic skills and attitude of novice researcher for conducting scientifi c research 
paper. PHD-LAB has been developed by adopting one of the open-source content 
management systems which is known as JOOMLA CMS (  http://joomla.org    ). The 
system is structured conceptually as presented in Fig.  4.2  with three main tires: 
the tire of project management; the tire of community and the tire of project mem-
ory mainly knowledge management. Some special widgets mainly Jomsocial, 
Project-forg has been installed to the main CMS platform to make knowledge 
management, project management and activities easier for learners to manage. 
Fig.  4.3  PHD-LAB learning system (  cp. http://phd-lab.com/ar    ): this screen pre-
sented the homepage which includes the recently news and announcements of 
projects and group-based work. additionally, the recent assessed projects by 
supervisor.   

 The PHD-LAB system has been tested for both technical and usability purposes. 
The results of technical test by w3c css validator tool fi gured out fi ve sub errors 
concerning installing one incompatible widget Chat box. Therefore, the researcher 
uninstalled this component and reinstalled compatible software to make sure that 
system is without any confl ict with the whole main system. Usability has been tested 
by 22 users (users who participated with the test group). The result of usability test 
show that all items of ease of use, usefulness and satisfaction of the system had high 
positive levels between (2.4 to 3) in the likert 3 level scale.  



  Fig. 4.2    Community Based Project Management ( CBPM ) system architecture       

  Fig. 4.3    PHD-LAB learning system (cp.   http://phd-lab.com/ar    )       
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    5   Learning Content and Activities via PHD-LAB 

 Learning material has been developed based on the number of tasks which have 
emerged from CBPM. CBPM learning model encompasses fi ve main learning mod-
ules (Starting the project, Design the problem, Method, Analyzing data and 
Discussion), additionally four other referenced modules for helping and supporting 
(Writing references and citation, Instructional design, Active presentation and 
Academic writing). 

 Learning task concerning Wertenbroch and Nabeth ( 2000 ) is the idea that learners 
“have to ‘do’ things and that ‘doing’ must be meaningful” (p. 6). From this point of 
view PHD-LAB web-based system facilitate fi ve main tasks concerning CBPM learn-
ing model mainly (starting the project, design the problem, method, analysis, and 
discuss) scaffolded by project management method mainly PMBOK. For example, 
starting task includes sub-tasks which are PBL (defi ne the value, believes and mainte-
nance) and scaffolded by PMBOK (develop a business case, undertake a feasibility 
study, establish the project charter, appoint a project team and set up a project offi ce). 
Learners deal with each sub-tasks through the tasks’ life cycle concerning Fig.  4.4 . 
The learner starts with reading the tasks learning content (learning module), in order 
to know “what” the task and dealing with accomplishing it. The second and third 
points (Training and Review) are both on the level of knowing “how”. How learners 
can deal with it. The learners trains themselves by sharing the answer of some ques-
tions with peers. Finally, the learner is able to produce and accomplish the task and be 
able to know “why” the task. Around the concepts of knowing “what”, “how” and 
“why” the learner deal deeply with the problem that can occure understanding and 
learning.   

    6   Aim of this Study and Hypothesis 

 The study intends to fulfi ll two expectations:

    (a)    To assess CBPM learning model in both the online version with PHD-LAB 
and the offl ine version with the accomplishment of tasks and project 
performance.  

    (b)    To assess PHD-LAB as a web-based social project management system on 
learners’ attitude towards web-based research activities.     

Task

Mainstreami

Readi Traini Revie Produ  Fig. 4.4    learning tasks’ life 
cycle       
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    6.1   Hypothesis 1: Learners’ Performance Between Groups 

 The means of the two groups of the learners who are using online CBPM learning 
model (PHD-LAB system) in learning and those who are using offl ine CBPM learn-
ing model are signifi cantly different in performance:

   The means of the two groups of the learners who are using online CBPM learning • 
model PHD-LAB system in learning and those who are using offl ine CBPM learn-
ing model are signifi cantly different in performance for writing research’s report;  
  The means of the two groups of the learners who are using online CBPM  learning • 
model PHD-LAB system in learning and those who are using offl ine CBPM 
learning model are signifi cantly different in performance for sharing and social 
activities;  
  The means of the two groups of the learners who are using online CBPM • 
learning model PHD-LAB system in learning and those who are using offl ine 
CBPM learning model are signifi cantly different in performance for  presenting 
projects.     

    6.2   Hypothesis 2: Learners’ Attitude Between Groups 

 The means of the two groups of the learners who are using online CBPM learning 
model PHD-LAB system in learning and those who are using offl ine CBPM learn-
ing model are signifi cantly different in learners’ attitude.   

    7   Method 

    7.1   Research Design 

 The study was conducted in the educational technology departments, Faculty of 
specific education, Menofia University in Egypt from 11 April–13 May 2010 
(5 weeks) with the sample of 47 post-graduate learners from n = 65 post-graduate 
students who has fi lled the pre attitude scale, but the real number of n = 47 only, who 
have participated regularly untill the end of the experiment. 

 Concerning Fig.  4.5 , learners were fragmented into two main groups, one 
was learning online and the second was learning offl ine. Both groups were 
treated by the same CBPM learning model as mentioned before. Students were 
assigned to one of the learning groups randomly. All participants were asked to 
answer a questionnaire once before starting the learning project and a second 
time after fi nishing the learning project for both groups. During 5 weeks, the 
online-based group used the system of PHD-LAB to learn and share knowledge, 
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in order to fi nish writing their reports and presentations. However, the offl ine 
group was learning offl ine concerning the same CBPM learning model. The 
questionnaire included demographic data; IT, Web 2.0 and e-Learning students 
background skills; attitude scales towards CBPM learning model; and PHD-
LAB web-based system. Students were asked kindly to fi ll the questionnaire in 
a peaceful atmosphere without any stress. The total of 47 responses pre and 
post-project were collected. In order to assess cognitive performance for both 
groups, the researcher used the study’s scoring rubrics: writing rubric, activities 
rubric and presenting rubric.   

p
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  Fig. 4.5    Research method’s design       
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    7.2   Data Collection 

 Scoring rubrics (grading rubrics) are used frequently by teachers to provide students 
with a guideline for completing papers or projects and can serve to communicate what 
is required or expected. Businesses may also use scoring rubrics for employee evalua-
tions (wiseGEEK  2010 ). Four scales (instruments) have been conducted to collect the 
data. In order to determine the outcomes of performance and learners’ attitudes toward 
PHD-LAB online system four scoring rubrics have been conducted: (a) a writing rubric 
for measuring the fi nal research’s report; (b) an activities rubric for evaluating the 
 project’s social activities; (c) a presentation rubric for assessing the fi nal research pre-
sentation; and (d) an attitude scale.  

    7.3   Reliability of Rubrics 

 One method of further describing a scoring rubric is during the use of anchor 
papers. Anchor papers are a set of scoring responses that illustrate the nuances 
of the scoring rubric. A given rater may refer to the anchor papers throughout 
the scoring process to illuminate the differences between the score levels 
(   Moskal  2000 ). After every effort has been made to clarify the scoring catego-
ries, other evaluator may be asked to use the rubric and the anchor papers to 
evaluate a sample set of responses. Any discrepancies between the scores that 
are assigned by the evaluators will suggest which components of the scoring 
rubric require more clarifi cation. Any differences in interpretation should be 
discussed and right adjustments to the scoring rubric should be negotiated. 
Although this negotiation process can be time consuming, it can also greatly 
enhance reliability (Yancey  1999  ) . Table  4.1  illustrates the reliability of our 
study’s main rubrics.   

   Table 4.1    Reliability of rubrics   

 No. items  Mean/item  Variance/item  St.div/scale  No. stu  Cronbach’s Alpha 

 Reliability of writing report 
 39  3.477  1.194  22.31  47  0.930 

 Mean/scale  Variance/scale 
 135.58  497.98 

 Reliability of presentation 
 30  3.357  0.517  16.47  47  0.887 

 Mean/scale  Variance/scale 
 100.695  271.55 
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    7.4   Attitude Scale 

 The study’s attitude scale includes n = 21 negative items versus n = 79 positive items, 
total numbers are n = 100 items. The items were categorized into 9 main factors 
fragmented into 16 sub-categories, in order to determine learners’ attitudes toward 
the CBPM (PHD-LAB) web-based social system. The effects of CBPM learning 
model were assessed by a retrospective pre-test. In the retrospective pre-test, the 
learners (n = 20) were asked to state how much they would have agreed with each 
item in the scale before and after the running of their project. Responses were given 
on a three-point Likert scale (1 = Disagree, 2 = not decided, 3 = Agree). Seven poten-
tial outcomes of the CBPM learning model were assessed.  

    7.5   Reliability of Attitude Scale 

 Concerning Table  4.2  the internal consistency coeffi cient of original form of 
Cronbach Alpha is calculated as 0.985. The attitude scale includes n = 79 positive 
and n = 21 negative, a total of n = 100 items and n = 9 factors.    

    8   Results and Discussion 

    8.1   Hypothesis 1: Learner Performance Between Groups 

 The results presented in Tables  4.3  and  4.4  indicated that the p-value of the total 
students’ performance is 0.659 and, therefore, the difference between the two 
groups’ means it is not signifi cantly different from zero at the 5% level of signifi -
cance. There is an estimated change of 24.74% (SE = 12.28%). However, there is 
insuffi cient evidence (p = 0.659) to suggest that PHD-LAB web-based social project 
management system does not change the mean of learners’ performance. Therefore, 
this hypothesis is rejected. Accordingly, the difference between the two groups’ 
means it is not signifi cantly different from zero at the 5% level of signifi cance con-
cerning to sub-performance factors: writing the report, social activities/tasks and 
presentation’s students. Therefore, no signifi cant difference was found between 
groups relating performance in writing the report (SE = 6.7%; P = 0.913), as well as 
there is no signifi cant was found between groups relating performance in social 
activities/tasks (SE = 3.5%; P = 0.583). Finally, this study found also no signifi cant 

   Table 4.2    Reliability of attitude scale   

 No. items  Mean  Variance  St. div  No. stu  Alpha Coron 

 97  2.358  0.105  47  0.985 
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difference between groups relating performance in making presentation (SE = 4.9%; 
P = 0.051).   

 The Result of sub hypothesis 1 indicates that Web 2.0 technologies have no infl u-
ences on the development and enhancement of learners’ performance that was rep-
resented in: (a) writing skills; (b) social activities skills; and (c) presenting skills. 

 This result may be inconsistent with many studies which are researching in the 
direction of technology enhancing and developing research’s generic skills. Lai and 
Ng  (  2010  )  reported that wikis can develop IT, collaboration and organization skills. 
In the same context Cheng et al.  (  2011  )  believe that online discussion forums can 
improve student’s performance via reading and posting. Some studies were focus-
ing on special skills mainly writing and how it can be promoted via Web 2.0 tech-
nologies. Sorapure  (  2010  )  defends the importance of Web 2.0 for develop writing 
skills and critical thinking for learners, coming to the same results as many other 
studies: that Web 2.0 tools play an important role for providing opportunities to help 
students to think deeply through social networking (Meyer,  2010a ), to enhance 
group work for academics (Chong  2010  ) , to increase supporting for long life learn-
ing and informal learning (Ebner et al.  2010  ) , to gain experiences (Hammond  2000  )  
and to encourage refl ection and dialog between learners (Makoul et al.  2010 ). 

 Nonetheless, this study’s results can be discussed in light of studies with the 
same context and direction, mainly the study of Maranto and Barton ( 2010 ) who 

   Table 4.3    Hypothesis 1 group statistics-performance   

 Group  N  Mean  Std. deviation  Std. error mean 

 Report  Online group  22  140.1364  22.05468  4.70207 
 Offl ine group  25  126.5200  23.90802  4.78160 

 Activities  Online group  22  68.4545  12.24639  2.61094 
 Offl ine group  25  58.7600  11.67362  2.33472 

 Presentations  Online group  22  106.5909  19.50985  4.15951 
 Offl ine group  25  102.7200  14.19072  2.83814 

 Sum of performance  Online group  22  313.1818  41.80868  8.91364 
 Offl ine group  25  288.4400  42.29764  8.45953 

   Table 4.4    Independent samples test-hypothesis 1 performance   

 F  Sig.  t  df 
 Sig. 
(2-tailed) 

 Mean 
difference 

 Report  Equal variances assumed  0.012  0.913  2.020  45  0.049  13.61636 
 Equal variances not assumed  2.030  44.888  0.048  13.61636 

 Activities  Equal variances assumed  0.385  0.538  2.777  45  0.008  9.69455 
 Equal variances not assumed  2.768  43.612  0.008  9.69455 

 Presentations  Equal variances assumed  4.011  0.051  0.784  45  0.437  3.87091 
 Equal variances not assumed  0.769  37.915  0.447  3.87091 

 Sum  Equal variances assumed  0.197  0.659  2.012  45  0.050  24.74182 
 Equal variances not assumed  2.013  44.370  0.050  24.74182 
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reported a fraught paradox of using social networking in writing for learners. They 
reported that this technology undercut concepts of more conventional rhetorical 
spaces. The writing of Fred Turner  (  2006  ) , concerning from Cyberculture to 
Counterculture, reports how the history of computer networking is full with para-
dox, for example since 1960, DARPAnet emerged from the military industry as 
complex networking for training – the wave of group work and collaborative-based 
computer has been fl ourished, but, by 1990, the system has been changed of the sort 
of personal integrity and individualism, and collaboration waves in that time were 
avoided. Also, since the last few years until now the wave of social working and 
learning has been fl ourishing due to social media and Web 2.0 technologies. 

 The other view for interpretation of our results is the model of Blinded learning 
which is now fraught of acceptance by many current studies and researches. Koese 
 (  2010  )  believes that the blended learning model can be supported witheb2.0 tech-
nologies. Also it enables students and teachers to perform effective educational 
 activities that cannot be experienced with popular applications or systems on the 
market. He concluded that the students think that the online learning activities are 
performed easily in the realized model. In our case we have provided the same condi-
tions for both Online and Offl ine groups. What has happened in this study’s case is 
that the offl ine learners’ group was connected for daily workshop – project-based 
learning methods – with the researcher, like the online group, which was giving both 
the same opportunities of connecting and communicating. This sets the conditions to 
expect that there will be no differences between them in terms of performance.  

    8.2   Hypothesis 2: Learners’ Attitude Between Groups 

 The results are presented in Tables  4.5  and  4.6  and indicate that the p-value of the 
total students’ performance is 0.000 and, therefore, the difference between the two 
groups’ means is signifi cantly different from zero at the 5% level of signifi cance. 
There is an estimated change of −75.8% (SE = 8.55%). However, there is insuffi -
cient evidence (p = 0.000) to suggest that PHD-LAB web-based social project man-
agement system does change the mean of learners’ attitude. Therefore, this 
hypothesis is accepted. According to Amin  (  2007  )  the group which has the higher 

   Table 4.5    Group statistics-hypothesis 2 concerning learners’ attitude   

 Group  N  Mean  Std. deviation  Std. error mean 

 Totalpost  Offl ine group  25  200.2000  38.95724  7.79145 
 Online group  22  276.0000  9.96183  2.12387 

   Table 4.6    Independent samples test-hypothesis 2 concerning learners’ attitude   

 F  Sig  t  df  Sig  Mean diff. 

 Variance assumed  21.870  0.000  8.864  45  0.000  75.8000 
 Variance not assumed  9.386  27.52  0.000  75.8000 
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value of the mean, is the group to which the differences relate to. Accordingly, the 
online group has a more positive attitude towards web-based learning and research 
practices than offl ine the group.   

 The Result of the sub hypothesis 2 concerning Web 2.0 technologies (PHD-LAB 
web-based system) has infl uences on the promotion and enhancement of learners’ 
attitude towards web-based academic research practices and informal learning. 

 This result is consistent with many researches and studies that argue that Web 2.0 
technologies enhance learners’ attitude towards learning through: (a) create, share, visu-
alize and evaluate knowledge with others; (b) using Web 2.0 in academia; (c) proposals 
of academic research activities and practices; (d) communication and collaboration; (e) 
managing projects and tasks which is predicted in future usages; (f) improve and promote 
the feeling and sense of community; (g) collaboration, sharing and acceptance (ease of 
use, usefulness); (h) knowledge management; (i) promoting academic work and schol-
arly research practices; (j) design research activities; (k) social interaction; (l) effectual 
thinking and behavioral; and (m) development of intention of participation (Uzunboylu 
et al.  2010 ; Augustsson  2010 ; Usluel and Mazman  2009 ; Kear et al.  2010 ; Yang et al. 
 2007 ; Halic et al.  2010 ; Fischer and Reuber  2011 ; Kirschner and Karpinski  2010 ; 
Carmichael and Burchmore  2010 ; Liaw et al.  2008  ) . In the following part in this study 
we discuss in detail the sub-factors of the attitude scale. 

    8.2.1   Attitude Towards CBPM Learning Model 

 Table  4.7  presents statistically signifi cant differences between the means of both 
online and offl ine groups of learners’ attitude towards the CBPM learning model. 
Therefore, the online group have a more positively attitude towards CBPM than 
the offl ine group. What we mean with CBPM tested phases are the steps which 
have been followed by learners to accomplish their tasks. Start project, design the 
problem, method, analysis and discuss are the mainstay of study’s learning model. 
This result point into the same direction as many other studies, which in detail 

   Table 4.7    Attitude towards CBPM learning model   

 Sig (p-value) 

 Means 

 df  t  Online  Offl ine 

 1 CBPM model: start project 
 0.003  16.0455  11.2400  45  5.545    

 2 CPBM model: problem design 
 0.000  11.8182  7.3200  45  7.323 

 3 CPBM model: methodology 
 0.000  11.8182  7.4000  45  6.755 

 4 CPBM model: data analysis 
 0.000  10.6364  6.9200  45  4.966 

 5 CPBM model: results discussion 
 0.000  11.9545  7.4800  45  7.066 
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focus on the importance of Web 2.0 technologies on learners’ performance in col-
laborative and project-based learning environment. It takes an important place on 
the value of individual cognitive gain and collaboration interaction. It may also 
enhance team performance by increasing the quality of the team outcome. Students 
can learn to formulate ideas and opinions more effectively through group discus-
sion. Based on social constructivist and activity theory, web-based learning sys-
tems can enrich collaborative learning activities for knowledge management 
(Liaw et al.  2008 ; Uzunboylu et al.  2010  ) . Social interaction is assimilated by 
Web 2.0 technologies as an important output and typical characteristic of Web 2.0 
tools. In this context this study has emphasized, along with others researches, the 
importance of this point. Fischer and Reuber  (  2011  )  emphasized that social inter-
action plays a central role in effectuation processes, they added that Twitter as a 
microblogging platform can facilitate a marked increase in interaction. Interaction 
can enhance and increase refl ection and sense of community (Halic et al.  2010 ; 
Kear et al.  2010 ; Augustsson  2010  ) . Furthermore, utilitarian refl ection and peer 
pressure positively infl uences the understanding and intention of participating in 
Web 2.0 tools (Yang et al.  2007  ) .  

 Some other researches deal with the development of certain purposes of web-
based systems for managing knowledge and projects and their effectiveness on 
learning outcomes. Learning management system (LMSs) and Content Management 
system (CMS) have considerable relevance on effective learning, Rubin et al. 
 (  2010  ) , and Cavus and Kanbul  (  2010  )  concluded that LMS can support or hinder 
active engagement, meaningful connections, easy communication and formative 
feedback (Bianco and Michelino  2010 ; Laleci et al.  2010  ) . Other researchers devel-
oped proposal system congruence with project-based learning, Koese  (  2010  )  
reported that student’s academic achievement can be improved greatly if they are 
provided with an advanced web environment where they have effective learning 
experiences. Web 2.0 technology is not only about technological artifacts. It is 
more important to see them as contexts or environments of coexistence, interaction, 
as well as a guide for personality development and construction of identities 
(Hernandez-Serrano et al.  2009 ;    Ardaiz-Villanueva et al.  2010  ) . 

 The project in this study related to academic research activities and projects’ 
tasks. Therefore, this study developed a web-based social community-based project 
management system, the PHD-LAB system, in order to deal with all of those fraught 
activities and tasks individually and socially. Result indicate that learners’ attitude 
towards the system is signifi cantly positive. Academic research project, mainly 
master and doctoral work has higher comprehensive tasks and activities needed to 
be accomplished. Web 2.0 via PHD-LAB system proposes specifi c technology for 
academic research and plays an important role for providing many tiers of facilities 
and services for novice researchers to deal deeply with their research and learning 
informally. Our system provides different kinds of services concerning to the tier of 
computer-mediated-communication (asynchronous/synchronous) mainly forum, 
blog, micro blogging, social network, whiteboard, shout box, chatting, comments 
system, in order to provide a sense of community and socialization. The tier of proj-
ect management deals with tasks’ management and organization as well as the 
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future of project management functions. The last tier is the knowledge management 
tier, which provides facilities for creating, sharing, visualizing and evaluating 
knowledge with peers and experts. In sum, the more system deals with specifi c 
activities and academic interactions the more it is accepted by learners and experts.  

    8.2.2   Outcomes of Learning: Writing of the Final Report 

 According to Table  4.8  there are statistically signifi cant differences between online 
and offl ine groups’ attitude in project performance (writing and presentation skills). 
Learners who were learning online via PHD-LAB system have a better? Attitude 
(mean = 11.9) towards learning by writing and presenting their projects than learn-
ers who were learning offl ine (mean = 11.95).  

 In Web 2.0, writing and research activities are increasingly integrated both spa-
tially and conceptually, and presents how research and writing together participate in 
knowledge production. The writing teacher has shifted with blogs and wikis in par-
ticular because these kinds of projects stimulate writing for real and responsive audi-
ences. Web 2.0 tools know how to create content, how to share content and how to 
converse about content. According to Sorapure  (  2010  )  the use of computer could be 
supported, interactive and have visual representations of abstract data to amplify 
cognition. Data with writing process is converted to information in order to yield 
insight. The researches in Infovis (the way to present and visualize text via computer 
supportive software) allow student users to visualize text written by themselves or 
others. In this discussion, this study focuses on the affordance of how specifi c Web 
2.0 technologies have been developed to model the integration of research and writ-
ing (Purdy  2010  ) . The educational impacts and infl uences of wikis have become 
apparent, and their use in fi rst and second language learning has quickly increased. 
Mak and Coniam ( 2008 ) highlighted the facilities and futures of wikis as collabora-
tive writing platforms. Wikis can be used for a variety of purposes to aid language 
and writing research projects. Wikis allow learners to easily create HTML document, 
graphical pages and links to external resources. With wikis learners work towards the 
fi nal document, all intermediate copies are retained. This provides invaluable learn-
ing for learners whereby they can see what errors they initially made. Writing is as 
well implemented by many other kinds of Web 2.0 tools, mainly forums and blogs, 
but forums and blogs were invented to give sense of discussion and daily events 
rather than writing processes themselves (Miyazoe and Anderson  2010  ) . 

   Table 4.8    Outcomes of learning: writing of the fi nal report   

 Sig (p-value) 

 Means 

 df  t  Online  Offl ine 

 Writing/presenting of the fi nal report 
 0.000  11.9091  7.2800  45  8.175 

 Presentation 
 0.000  11.9545  6.8800  45  8.005 
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 PHD-LAB system in this research provides various kinds of writing and refl ec-
tive tools, mainly forums, blogging, comments system and wikis. Each learner has 
opportunities to create his/her own article and he/she has the choice to give his/her 
peers permission to share his/her writing for the purposes of review and collabora-
tive work. Learners in this research did not feel comfortable to assess each other 
with wikis, but they fetl more comfortable when the experts and supervisors took 
place within the assessment process of the wikis for the purpose of correcting writ-
ing and reshaping ideas. Learners’ prefer not to interfere directly into others’ work, 
and they found the comment’s system an optimal tool, to comment and share with 
their peers. On the other hand, students fi nd the idea of article/wiki at the same time, 
is more usefulness and easy to use, than to use a separated wikis’ system, which still 
has more complex graphical user’s interface than forums or blogs. These conclu-
sions were supported by what Miyazoe and Anderson  (  2010  )  reported.  

    8.2.3   Attitude Towards Future Work of PHD-LAB System 

 In this section this study investigated learners attitudes towards some future facili-
ties and opportunities which can be assimilated as extended work and future objec-
tives of our system for researchers and academics who can be either experts or 
novices. The result indicates that there are signifi cant differences between online 
and offl ine groups in learners’ attitude towards the future of PHD-LAB system 
which includes: system and learners individuals; academic research career; evalua-
tion; and reuse the system offi cially with post-graduate education in the same fac-
ulty where learners study. 

 Web 2.0 tools and technologies support and enhance long life and informal learn-
ing, and are presented as a solution to solve many problems and dilemmas in 
research activities and academic work. Students reported that our system took 
advantage of Web 2.0 technology, mainly social communication and collaboration 
between peers and experts whenever formal and informal style of learning in the 
same faculty or remote places. The system helps learners plagiarize less from source 
text. While the web is open and responsible for increased incidents of plagiarism, 

   Table 4.9    Future opportunities of PHD-LAB system   

 Sig (p-value) 

 Means 

 df  t  Online  Offl ine 

 Web 2.0 and learners’ characteristics 
 0.003  21.7273  18.4000  45  4.610 

 Web 2.0 and research career 
 0.000  –  –  45  3.048 

 Web 2.0 and evaluation 
 0.009  28.2727  19.6800  45  8.716 

 Web 2.0 and adopt it by post-graduate program 
 0.969  18.0909  16.3200  45  2.616 
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that gives learners an opportunity to produce as well as to consume the text (Purdy 
 2010  ) . Concerning the reuse of our system for future offi cial education of post-
graduate students, this study found no signifi cant differences between the two 
groups. The means of the two groups were almost close. Accordingly, the online 
and offl ine groups would like more practicing and adopting of such technologies in 
their programs in the future (Table  4.9 ).     

    9   Conclusion 

 The CBPM learning model may benefi t the overall individual and social learners’ 
performance and learning activities especially with scholarly research activities for 
postgraduate learners. Learning via communities of practice, body of tasks and 
knowledge management system occur the understanding and knowledge transfer. 
Puntambekar  (  2006  )  suggested learners gain a better understanding of their learning 
processes when provided with opportunities to refl ect on their collaborative learning 
outcomes, such as notes, conversations, drafts, group management skills, and so on. 
One of the suposed? Benefi ts of project-based learning is a deeper and more fl exible 
knowledge base relevant to the problem (Hmelo-Silver  2004 ). This study has 
assessed the impacts of CBPM learning model on learning outcomes. The outcomes 
of scholarly research activities learning process has been evaluated via three main 
instruments: (a) scoring rubric of writing, in order to evaluate fi nal report and writ-
ing’s skills, (b) scoring rubric of presenting, in order to evaluate learners’ presenta-
tions’ skills, and (c) scoring rubric of tasks’ activities, in order to evaluate learners’ 
social activities and contributions. These instruments have been measured for eligi-
bility (reliability and validity). 

 The study was conducted with the offl ine version of CBPM learning model, as 
well as with the online version which was assimilated as PHD-LAB web-based sys-
tem. The researcher conducted the PHD-LAB system by adopting JOOMLA open-
source content management system CMS. The system provided three main services 
for learners which are: knowledge management system, communities of practice and 
project management. Academic research activities have been developed into fi ve 
main tasks’ modules (starting project, design the problem, method, analysis, and 
discussion), with four additional modules which are: writing references, active pre-
sentations, writing reports, and instructional design. Each task’s module has been 
supplied with tasks’ loop learning strategies, which includes four main processes: 
reading, practicing/training, sharing with others and production. Tasks have been 
accomplished by the both of online learners groups’ and offl ine’s one. 

 The results indicated that no signifi cant differences exist between online and 
offl ine learners’ group in terms of project performance (writing, presenting, and 
social activities). Nonetheless, there are signifi cant differences between online and 
offl ine learners’ groups in terms of learning attitudes towards academic research 
projects and activities online.      
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           1   Introduction 

 The need for more and more people to learn different languages has never been 
higher. Since globalization increases, the old boundaries like geographical position, 
technological diffi culties regarding communication etc that separated language 
groups are becoming increasingly blurred by the relative ease of travel, the advances 
in technology, the seek of higher studies and the internationally focused economic 
systems. As a result, foreign language benefi ts have never been more valuable. 

 Natural acquisition of language after puberty is blocked by a loss of “cerebral 
plasticity” supposedly caused by the completion of the development of cerebral 
dominance, or lateralization of the language function. It is this biologically based 
critical period, according to Lenneberg´s opinion, that is responsible for the fact that 
“ automatic acquisition from mere exposure to a given language seems to disappear 
after this age (puberty )” and “ foreign accents cannot be overcome easily after 
puberty ” (Lenneberg  1967  ) . Well known example of this hypothesis is “Genie 
(Curtiss  1977 ; Nova  1997    ), Chelsea (Newport  1991  ) , and Victor (Shattuck  1980  ) .” 
All of them were adult, victims of language deprivation and underwent intensive 
and long term language training. They all were able to gain some mastery but none 
of them became a fl uent speaker. Another report on an earlier case of language 
deprivation involving a girl called Isabelle, who had been isolated from language 
from a very early age. Unlike Genie and Chelsea, Isabelle’s circumstance was dis-
covered when she was only six, and within 2 years she was a normal speaker (Davis 
 1949  ) . Even though none of those adult language learners ever became as fl uent as 
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a native speaker, their slow and steady progress also implies that adult achievement 
in learning second language should not be pre-judged (Krashen  2006  ).  

 Adult learners need an easy and interesting process or a tool to serve a useful 
purpose for learning a new language. The proposed language learning game is such 
a tool. There are plenty of other helping tools available in the market. Table  5.1  sum-
marises the most popular of them. None of those helping tools are device indepen-
dent and they are not emphasizing on the interactions with other people for practicing 
the language or facilitating collaborative learning. To learn a new language an adult 
learner needs his helping tool always available with him that he may learn and inter-
act with others any time anywhere he wants. Nobody is carrying a high-end device 
like a laptop all the time and will not be motivated to open it somewhere for learning 
purpose just for couple of minutes. The only device that appears to be a potential 
solution to these problems is a small mobile device like a mobile phone, which is 
always switched-on and everybody is carrying it everywhere with him/her. The 
Language Learning Game (LLG) is the helping tool which is providing the user 
with an easy and effi cient way to improve their knowledge level of a desired lan-
guage by using exclusively their mobile phone.   

 LLG is a very suitable and useful example of a device independent mobile learn-
ing system as well because of the large amount of varying devices with signifi cantly 
different features and functionalities that will be used by the end users. This is true 
not only to support different learners, e.g., all learners within one learning commu-
nity, but also to support the same learner using different equipment parallel and/or 
at different times. This application may signifi cantly be enhanced by including vir-
tual reality content presentation in near future (Christ et al.  2009 ). Whatever the 
purpose is, it is impossible to develop and adapt content for all mobile devices indi-
vidually due to different capabilities of the devices, cost issues and author’s require-
ment (Feisst et al.  2005 ; Omari  2006 ; Tiong et al.  2010  ).  A solution should be found 
to enable the automation of the content adaptation process (Gaedke et al.  1998 ; 
Hyungshin et al.  2010 ). In order to realize such a system three major requirements 
have to be fulfi lled: (1) Identifi cation of the connected device (2) Generation, struc-
turing and storage of generalized content and (3) Transformation process from gen-
eral content to optimized and device dependent content (Caballe et al.  2010 ). 

 In the proposed game a fl ashcard system is used to exchange dynamically gener-
ated fl ashcards among a group of people who are anonymous, where it is not predict-
able who will use what kind of device and what kind of data format will be used as a 
content of a fl ashcard (Meawad et al.  2008 ). The goal of the game is to improve 

   Table 5.1    Available language learning tool in the market   

 Name of the tool  Properties  URL 

 Rosetta stone  Supports 31 languages    www.rosettastone.com     
 Talk now  Supports 110 languages    http://www.esl.net/talk_now.html     
 Byki by transparent language  Supports over 70 languages    http://www.byki.com     
 Tell me more  Supports 9 languages    http://www.tellmemore.com     
 eLanguage learn to speak etc  Supports 4 languages    http://www.elanguage.com     
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language learning by creating a story within a group. The language learning game 
group work has an advantage over traditional group work, where some people does not 
want to participate because they are afraid of making mistakes (Imai  2010  ) . The ano-
nymity of the participants during this game appears to be a solution to this problem. 

 At this moment, a simplifi ed prototype is used to evaluate the functionality and 
behaviour of the client as well as the server software. In this way it is relatively easy 
to modify the software in order to integrate or modify functionality proposed by the 
test groups. 

    1.1   Pedagogical Concept 

 To learn a foreign language interactivity with others that facilitates practice of the 
desired language is very important because learners acquire fl uency by actually 
using whatever skills they have. They should be presented with activity-based 
approaches that engage them in interactive experiences and support the develop-
ment of intrapersonal and interpersonal skills. As the learners develop their ability 
to understand, appreciate, and relate positively to others using the target language, 
they learn to demonstrate constructive attitudes and values through participation in 
challenging real-life situations. 

 The collaborative learning theory has exerted great infl uence on language teach-
ing and learning. Through their participation in collaborative activities students 
socially construct knowledge (Schoenfeld  1992  ) . They can elaborate on their exist-
ing knowledge and build new knowledge when they articulate their reasoning 
(Ploetzner et al.  1999 ), integrate other group members’ reasoning (Stahl  2000  ) , 
refl ect on misconceptions, and work toward a shared understanding (Van den Bossche 
et al.  2006 ). However, in order to collaborate effectively during these processes, the 
students need to display positive collaborative behaviors (Johnson et al.  1990 ), and it 
has been observed that they generally do not do so without assistance (Lou et al. 
 2001  ) . Small-group collaboration can be supported in several ways: through the use 
of human facilitation to guide the interaction (Hmelo-Silver  2004  ) , precollaboration 
training (Prichard et al.  2006 ), or scripting of the collaborative interaction by giving 
students designated roles and activities to follow (Fischer et al.  2007 ; Kollar et al. 
 2006 ). Especially for writing, previous studies show that all the participants in a col-
laborative learning process obtain satisfactory results but the students with lower 
writing ability make more progress than those with higher ability. But higher ability 
students will also benefi t from the experience of tutoring (Ge  2011  ) . 

 Previous studies and analysis also show that in the area of collaborative learning 
cultural differences of the participants in a group do have an impact on participant´s 
satisfaction, interest and motivation. It was also reported that the lack of peer 
engagement and intercultural communication has happened because of religion, 
political views or for personal feeling (Hannon et al.  2007 ). For example: people 
tend to avoid fi nding fault with each other so as to save face. Moreover, a lot of 
people do not participate in a team work actively because of the fear of making 
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mistakes (Carducci et al.  2009 ). They feel shy and confused about their level of 
knowledge. This is a great barrier for knowledge sharing in collaborative learning. 
In learning process emotions and comfortable environment plays very important 
role because emotions do not merely facilitate, fi lter, or hinder an individual’s inner 
cognitive functioning; rather, they can in any forms mediate development, espe-
cially when learning is embedded in an interpersonal transaction (Imai  2010  )  

 Errors are a natural part of language learning. This is observed from the develop-
ment of a child’s fi rst language as well as of second language learning by both 
children and adults. A very common phenomenon for a learner is that he learns 
more from his mistakes (Helbig et al.  2001 ). Formerly a child’s speech was seen as 
just a faulty version of the adult’s. Instead of this idea now it is recognized as having 
its own underlying system which can be described in its own terms, and later the 
system develops towards that of adults (Littlewood  1998  ) . Researchers have real-
ized the importance of focusing on learners’ errors especially for adult learners´ 
process of language learning. According to error analysis usually the errors made by 
learners are systematic rather than random. Many researchers began to realize that 
“ learners’ errors need not be seen as signs of failure. On the contrary they are the 
clearest evidence for the learner’s developing systems ” (Zha et al.  2007 ). 

 Availability of the supportive tool (example: LLG), collaborative corrections, digi-
tal resources (example: mobile phone) and peer assistance could become important 
resources in formulating a space for learners’ creative engagement (Cekaite  2009  ).    

    2   Description of the Game 

 There are some prerequisites to get benefi t out of LLG. This is not useful for a 
beginner but for such a person who has basic knowledge of the desired foreign lan-
guage. The game requires a supervisor who has very good knowledge of the foreign 
language to perform overall check at the very end. If a new device or technology is 
required to provide a service; it is never possible to reach a lot of people within a 
short time. The game neither requires a new technology nor a new device, it requires 
only a device which supports Java application and can access Internet. The reason 
behind focusing on mobile phone is to reach a huge number of people any time 
anywhere. Nowadays the mobile phone as a device became almost a part of human 
body because most of the time everybody is carrying his mobile phone with him. 
New language learning needs a lot of interaction with other people. LLG can meet 
this entire requirement by implementing a fl ashcard system on a mobile phone with-
out asking for a physical presence on a certain place and without keeping the par-
ticipant waiting for an action actively (Newport  1991  ) . 

 The instructor or supervisor will create the game; decide about the total number 
of group members in each group and the game end condition. Group members will 
be collected randomly. Each group should contain not more than 3–5 members. 
Slavin showed that groups with two or three members usually would do better than 
groups with four or more members (Slavin  1987  ) . They will be writing sentences 
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and the aim is to build a short story in the desired language. When a group member 
writes and sends a sentence the other members of the group will have a chance to 
dispute by proposing another version of the sentence or they can simply agree with 
it. They are only allowed to change spelling or grammatical mistakes in their pro-
posed version. Afterwards all group members will receive a fl ashcard with the pro-
posed sentence and possible corrected versions on the other side of the card. At this 
stage every group member has to decide at which version s/he agrees and vote for 
that one. The sentence with the most votes gets elected. In case of equal votes the 
fi rst submitted one wins. Every group member has to create one sentence in one 
cycle. Generally the game is fi nished after 3–4 cycles. For example if the group 
contains fi ve members and the story ends after four cycles then the total number of 
sentences of that story will be 20. The fi nal short story is sent to all group members 
as well as to a supervisor who will perform an overall correction. After that all the 
participants will receive a fl ashcard with all the mistakes done by them while play-
ing the Game along with the correction made by the supervisor. This overall correc-
tion is necessary because there might be a situation when the majority of members 
of a group agree with a wrong sentence. At the end the received fl ashcard, which 
will show the correction made by the supervisor will help them to learn correctly. 
This process could be depicted as a fl owchart (Fig.  5.1 ).  

    2.1   Description of the Game States 

 From a pedagogical point of view and various research results it is established that 
competition fosters a win-lose situation where superior students reap all the rewards 
and draw all the recognition and mediocre or low-achieving students reap none. In 
contrast everyone benefi ts from a Collaborative Learning environment. Students help 
each other and in doing so build a supportive community which raises the perfor-
mance level of each member. Their critical thinking skills increase and their retention 
of information and interest in the subject matter improves. This in turn leads to a 
higher self esteem of all the participants, which is the ultimate goal of LLG. It is 
designed in such a way that all the participants need to communicate with each other 
frequently. The reason behind this communication is their improvement will be 
depending up on knowledge sharing among the group members and at the end among 
all the participants including the teacher. So the game requires some activities from 
the participants and it has different states (Fig.  5.3 ). First of all participants need to 
log-in to the system (Fig.  5.2 ). The fi rst screen that is displayed to the player is log-in, 
where the users can write their corresponding credentials (User ID and password pro-
vided by the university saved in LDAP server). Log-in is one of the most important 
parts of this total procedure because of data security, access right over the system and 
more specifi cally to assign a participant in a group. The server is in charge of connect-
ing to the LDAP server and retrieve the information of the user and to verify that the 
user exists as well as the password introduced is the correct one. Some of the informa-
tion of the user needs to be stored in a local table in order to have quick access to this 
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  Fig. 5.1    Flow-chart to show game logic       
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  Fig. 5.3    State machine diagram to show different states of the game and the participants       

  Fig. 5.2    Log-in process of the game       
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data such as email, mobile number. After a successful log-in, a selection procedure of 
the courses will take place if it is the fi rst time log-in. After the user has selected the 
game (course) to play, his state information and the state of the selected game are 
retrieved.  

 By using that information the server can decide which actions the user is allowed 
to do and how the game should behave. The use of timers is important in order to 
control that the game is not blocked by a player. The only state that does not start a 
timer is when the user is waiting for an action that should be done by a team member. 
For the other states a timer should run each time when the player obtains a new action 
to do. It is also important sending a message notifying that the state for a user has 
changed and an action from him is needed. The state machine diagram (Fig.  5.3 ) will 
depict different states of the game which is applicable for all the participants as well.  

    2.1.1   Wait/Idle State 

 After a successful log-in procedure all the participants will be in wait state until the 
group has required number of participants. This is also considered as a default state 
of this system. Whenever either the game or any one of the participants is waiting 
for the next required activity, their current state will be wait/idle. This is the only 
state where there is no time out period.  

    2.1.2   Write State 

 When the group is full, immediately afterwards writer timer will be started, the 
game and the participant who enrolled himself in to the game fi rst will be in write 
state. He will be notifi ed for his action and have the chance to write the fi rst sentence 
of the story. Apart from the game itself and that particular participant all the others 
are still in wait state until a written sentence has been submitted. After submission 
writer timer will be stopped, disputer timer will be started; the game will go to dis-
pute state; the writer of that submitted sentence will go to wait state; all the other 
participants of the group will go to dispute state along with the game and will receive 
notifi cation about their state and action. In write state the writer is creating a 
fl ashcard.  

    2.1.3   Dispute State 

 In this stage of the game submitted sentence by the writer will be presented to all 
participants who are in dispute state. They will check for all sort of grammatical mis-
takes along with spelling mistake. After checking an individual participant may agree 
if he thinks the written sentence is correct. If he found any mistake he has the chance 
to make another proposal. By making another proposal participants are adding another 
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side to the created fl ashcard by the writer. The possible outlook of a multidimensional 
fl ashcard could be as Fig.  5.4 . After disputing the timer will be stopped.   

    2.1.4   Vote State 

 Apart from the written sentence if in dispute state any new proposal was made then 
all the participants of the group and the game will go to the vote state. Voter timer 
will be started and everybody will receive notifi cation. All the proposals will be 
presented in front of the participants to select the best one. Here they not only will 
check for the mistakes but also the suitability of a sentence for a story. The sentence 
with most votes will be accepted as a part of the story. In case of equal vote fi rst 
submitted one will be accepted. Afterward voter timer will be stopped. Then the 
next member of the group will get write state for the next sentence and writer timer 
will be restarted. This is how the game will be continuing until it reaches the game 
end condition which was decided by the supervisor at the very beginning while 
creating the game.  

  Fig. 5.4    Prototype of future outlook of the multidimensional fl ashcard on a mobile device (Feisst 
et al.  2009 )       
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    2.1.5   End of the Game and Rewarding Procedure 

 The system will show a Game over page containing the complete story to all the 
participants when the game reaches the ending condition. Ending condition will be 
provided by the supervisor while creating the game at the very beginning. After 
completion of the story it will be sent to the corresponding supervisor for overall 
correction. He will evaluate individual performance along with group performance. 
Then all the participants will receive a fl ashcard with all the mistakes they made 
while building the story on one side and the correction on the other side of the card. 
From this card a participant will be able to know if he has made any common mis-
take together with all the other members of the group. Here everybody will be evalu-
ated individually and as a group. Individual rewarding is important because 
individual performance could be better than group performance. Sometimes it is 
possible that a correctly written sentence was not selected because of lack of knowl-
edge of the group members but for the effort the writer of that sentence should be 
appreciated. At the end best writer and best group will be rewarded.   

    2.2   Framework of the Game 

 The structure (Fig.  5.6 ) was created to extend the use of this application in any mobile 
device and to have a framework that can support multiple multimedia elements such 
as images, videos, sounds or simple text. It was decided to use Servlets to achieve the 
goals. In this project the only task of Servlet is to fi lter all the requests. It is in charge 
to receive the requests from a browser or a mobile phone, is responsible of calling the 
appropriate methods of the logic and is also responsible to submit the response to the 
client. The logic is in charge of the business logic that means connecting to the data-
base server, connecting to the LDAP server for log-in purposes and transforming the 
response into the client’s output. The following use cases will explain how the frame-
work is working to recognize the device, to create a generalized version of content 
which is XML because  “XML has been proven to be adequate and a powerful tech-
nology to store content in a presentation independent manner. By defi ning an addi-
tional attribute inside the XML tags, it is possible to classify the content. At the same 
time, this will help the author generate learning material for different devices in an 
effi cient and structured way. Also, the content can be used in different formats 
(XHTML, PDF, etc.) as well as with different technologies (browser, applet, MIDlet, 
Ajax, etc.)”  (Feisst et al.   2005 ) and to translate this generalized content in a device 
dependent manner: The following structure (Fig.  5.5 ) is showing that the idea is re-
usable and future proof because it is always possible to enhance the existing structure 
by adding new Games or elements without having a major change in the existing 
part. For example FlashCardSystem.xml and folder.xml is added without requiring 
any change in the existing part of LanguageLearningGame.xml.  

  Use case 1. The user is using his browser to connect to the game:  The user goes 
to the website address of the game and a log-in window appears in the browser. The 
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user writes his credentials and presses submit button. The browser sends the request 
to the server. The request of log-in is taken by the Servlet, it recognizes that it is a 
browser version because in the request parameters there is no specifi cation of the 
device. Then, the Servlet sends the log-in request to the Logic. As no parameters 
defi ning the device are set, the Logic will recognize that the client is using the 
browser version of the game. The Logic verifi es if the credentials are correct 
(Fig.  5.2 ) and in case that the log-in is “not successful” an Error XML response 
(created by the Logic) is translated into HTML; which is later passed to the Servlet 
as a response to the client’s browser. In case that the log-in is “successful” a Success 
XML response is translated into HTML and sent to the client. 

  Use case 2. The user is using his mobile phone to connect to the game:  The user 
fi rst should install the corresponding MIDlet that will be responsible to translate all 
the responses made by the server. The user starts the application and a log-in win-
dow appears. The user writes his credentials and submits the request. The MIDlet is 
in charge of sending the log-in request adding a special parameter called 
“device = mobile.” The request is sent to the Servlet that recognizes the log-in 
request; when this request is sent to the Logic it will recognize that the client is a 
mobile device. As in the previous use case the Logic verifi es the credentials but 
sends the corresponding “Error XML” or “Success XML” response without transla-
tion to the client device. In this case the device is the responsible one for transform-
ing the XML in an understandable user interface. LDAP server is used for log-in 
purpose, taking the advantage that each student and professor information is already 
available in the university server. 

  How the logic works with the translation from XML to a device dependent out-
put?  Once the request arrives, the business logic (Fig.  5.6 ) will use all the parameters 
received in the game actions. Once the game actions are fi nished a response is built 
as XML. At this point the Logic already knows, whether the client is using a browser 
or a mobile device. So if the user is playing with browser, OutputHTML is instanti-
ated as it contains methods that will transform the XML into a proper HTML. If the 

  Fig. 5.5    General XML document structure       
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user is playing with a mobile device, the XML will be sent to the client without mak-
ing any change. As explained before, the responsible application to create the user 
interface in the mobile version is running on the client side and the procedure will 
give output based on the client device´s own capabilities.  

 In the XML response the state and the expected action by the participant are 
encoded. Depending on < state > -tag and < action > -tag further data is added. The 
example below shows the defi ned structure of the response built as XML   

    3   Analysis of the Test Result 

 Three prototype-tests, for two different languages having 13 groups with three 
members on an average in each group, are already done. Participants’ opinion along 
with corresponding language courses’ professors has been collected by providing a 
questionnaire which included open questions as well. With the help of prototype all 
the important functions and features were tested. Findings based on the overall sta-
tistics of the game are very positive (Fig.  5.7 ). Not only the participants but also the 
corresponding teachers are also very interested to accept this game as a part of their 
course. They asked if it is possible to implement this game as a part of Modular 
Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning Environment (Moodle).  

  Fig. 5.6    Logic structure for presentation       
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  Sample output of a collaboratively built story by a group of three mem-
bers before correction (by the supervisor) : “ I would prefer to travel by plane 
because you can travel much faster by plane then by train. I think travelling by 
train is cheaper then travelling by plane. In some case travelling by plane isn’t 
much more expensive then travelling by train but for the environment fl ying isn’t 
good at all! In my opinion travelling by plane is saver then travelling by train 
because there are more safety checks before a plane is allowed to start but if 
there is happening something during the fl ight there is just a little chance to 
survive. ” 

 After the third prototype test according to participants’ opinion all the requested 
and required improvements were implemented in the system. At this moment a 
fourth fi eld test is running, where all the participants have complete freedom to 
choose high-end and/or low end device according to their convenience where ever 
they want and whenever they want. Since it is not predictable who is using what 
kind of device, what kind of communication medium, what is participants personal 
context or situation for example is he in a class room, meeting room or in supermar-
ket and when is he going to use the system (LLG), all sort of notifi cation and alert 
is sent as  Short Message Service  ( SMS ) and  Electronic mail (e-mail).  Due to the 
deadline of this book chapter submission it is not possible to show analysis of the 
recent test result because the fi eld test is still running.  

  Fig. 5.7    A chart to show different percentage of the participants in three different tests based on 
their opinion       
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    4   Conclusion 

 Learning a new language takes time and dedication. After childhood, picking up 
additional languages becomes more academic and less organic. That is why it is 
necessary to make the language learning process interesting, easy and less stressful 
for adult learners. The goal of this project is to provide a Language Learning tool as 
a game where all the participants will be able to improve their language level by 
knowledge sharing (Omari  2006  ) , by using a mobile device, for example a mobile 
phone that we all are carrying everywhere along with us all the time. It facilitates the 
participants to access the system as per his convenience without time and place con-
strains. The collaborative story building process of LLG makes each participant 
bound to interact with his team members every now and then to deal with a real-life 
situation which is not predictable. For example it is not possible to guess what sen-
tence is going to be written by another team member, among couple of proposals 
which one is going to be accepted as a part of the story. Even though LLG requires 
very active participation and as a result none of the participant has to wait or feel 
stressed because for all sort of required activities participants will be notifi ed. LLG 
is providing a comfortable environment and taking good care of participants´ emo-
tion to ensure participants´ maximum level of benefi t. Since the game is played anon-
ymously there is no possibility of occurring problems regarding cultural differences 
or knowledge level differences or personal feeling. Various research results show that 
learners learn from their mistakes too. It is a way of analysing personal improvement. 
Even if a proposal made by a participant was not accepted as a part of the story, it will 
remain saved in the database. Any time a participant can see and compare his pro-
posal with accepted sentence and at the end with supervisor’s correction. 

 From the statistics shown above (Sect.  4 : Analysis of the test results) the most 
positive and important side is, among all the participants almost everybody thought 
and felt this game will be a helpful tool to learn a new language. From the given 
answers of the provided questionnaire we know that they think it is a creative way 
to learn a new language because

   They can practice the grammar and learn new vocabulary.  • 
  Everybody can evaluate himself by comparing with the other group members.  • 
  This game is highly interactive which is very important to learn a new language.  • 
  At the same time everybody is a teacher and a student.  • 
  They can write without fear of making mistake and nobody was feeling shy • 
because they were playing anonymously.  
  In the vote state everybody can compare and then select the correct sentence.    • 

 This evaluation shows that participants were provided with a comforting learning 
environment where their affective state was taken into account, LLG was a support-
ive tool, this tool did not require any new or unknown digital device assistance 
because the students were able to use either their own mobile phone or own com-
puter or PDA, anonymity was a factor that gave them the freedom to give their best 
effort which enhanced peer assistance and as a result collaborative performance.      
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           1   Introduction 

 A lot of research has been done in the fi eld of learning processes and learning 
 activities. This has resulted in various theories such as cognitive learning theories, 
constructivist theories, and social-historic theories. Shaozi et al. ( 2003 ) illustrated 
that each of these theories is associated with a number of specifi c design principles 
and prescriptions. In parallel to the development of theories there was also an explo-
sion of network-based technologies, mainly Internet and Web-based, enabling tradi-
tional and non-traditional distance learning approaches. Most of the developments 
have been learner and teacher centered. Group centered designs consider that learn-
ing is achieved through constructivism and collaboration. 

 According to Tan and Chan ( 2008 ), the changing nature of work and study under 
knowledge-based economy of this century constrains the teachers and students to 
adopt new methods of dealing with complex issues that require new types of knowl-
edge. They need to work, collaborate and learn new things from a variety of resources 
and people, to investigate questions and bring their learning back to their dynamic 
learning communities. The number of learning communities grows up but just some 
of them have the expected success. Often new collaboration tools focus on a specifi c 
solution or collaboration task only, without considering the integration of this pro-
cess into a large but easy to use and very suggestive environment. Moreover, new 
collaboration technologies require a change in human interaction. Thus the uptake is 
mainly driven by the benefi t. If users do not experience an immediate personal  benefi t 
new applications are not applied even if the new tools are properly introduced. 

 Led by social and technological problems in the third generation of e-learning 
systems the authors propose the design and the implementation of a low cost 
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prototype based on a Web 2.0 Collaboration Architecture that with advanced 
educational services in different domains such as mathematics, physics, engi-
neering, social sciences or foreign languages. The authors review common 
groupware problems and refl ect the changes in both higher education and life-
long learning. The book chapter highlights the Web 2.0 approach in the e-service 
environments, especially e-learning area. It describes the open architecture 
adapted to the requirements of a generic collaborative learning framework and 
the manner it can be easily customized for different domains. The chapter also 
illustrates how Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) tools 
improve the knowledge building process and what kind of solutions should be 
adopted in order to avoid the CSCL weaknesses.  

    2   Low-Cost Architecture 

 A large number of web-sites are built using PHP and MySQL on the Linux platform 
with Apache as the web server. This combination is known as the LAMP architec-
ture. Apache, PHP and MySQL are also available on the Windows platform giving 
rise to combinations like WAMP (Windows, Apache, MySQL and PHP) and WIMP 
(where the IIS web server is used instead of Apache). Even though LAMP is a very 
popular architecture there has been little work to characterize and benchmark the 
architecture, especially at an application level. 

 In reality LAMP describes any architecture that relies on an open source operating 
system, open source web server, open source database, and open source programming 
language for its implementation. In fact, an open architecture means cost effectiveness 
but also high performance. We built a complex e-learning framework based on an 
extended LAMP architecture. Its block diagram is illustrated in Fig.  6.1 .  

 The implementation started from the classic LAMP architecture including 
Apache and MySQL database servers and had been focused on integrating new 
components in order to improve the collaborative learning capabilities: virtual 
library and media server. The MySQL database stores the entire information regard-
ing the subscribers in the knowledge community (students, teachers, and tutors), 
courses, educational content, even affi liates to the education programme. The 
Apache web server hosts the web components that implement the knowledge com-
munity approach, learning management features and access control to the functional 
components and resources. The OSFlash Red5 media server should provide with 
audio/video communication capabilities, media streaming and recording features 
and video capture functionalities as well as remote shared objects support. The vir-
tual library is a distributed component that provides with fi le management (conver-
sion block) and multimedia capabilities (media library). The educational content 
uploaded by the lecturers is converted to slideshow format using the conversion 
block and stored into the media library (SCORM compliant). The media content 
recorded during the interactive assessment, online courses, webminars, tutorials, or 
resulted as video-assisted multimedia presentations will be stored into the media 
library and delivered to the end-users using the media streaming component. 
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 The extended LAMP architecture preserves the most classic LAMP advantages 
such as cost effectiveness, fl exibility, and scalability, as well as cost-effectiveness. 
Since each layer in the stack is based on an open source solution, the entire stack can 
be implemented for the cost of development plus the cost of hardware. No piece of 
the stack requires software licenses. The LAMP stack is arguably easier to maintain 
and expand, and quicker to adjust to business requirements. If mobility is required, 
the end-user accesses the e-learning services using the mobile device (min-laptop, 
tablet PC, even smartphone). The LAMP architecture is horizontally scalable, 
meaning it grows as adding hardware to it. No single piece of the architecture is a 
bottleneck because each piece of the stack grows on its own, and is loosely coupled 
to the other pieces in the stack. In that case, the system specifi cations highlighted 
the importance of the multimedia capabilities such as: video communication, media 
recording/streaming, virtual shared space, knowledge and application sharing. The 
system architect easily introduced the open source OSFlash Red5 media server and 
Java-based fi le format conversion block and increased the storage capabilities in 
order to support the needed functionalities.  

    3   CSCL Prototype for Improving the Educational Act 

 We assessed some of the most popular e-learning platforms such as Moodle or Dokeos 
that comply with the traditional blended learning requirements. They provide: fl exible 
individual study (time and space independence in the learning act), well-defi ned 
course structure, statistics and reports related to teachers and students tasks, as well as 
classroom-based activity support. Many specialists consider blended learning as 
more complex. Manseur and Manseur ( 2009 ) presented the synchronous distance 

  Fig. 6.1    System architecture       
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learning concept (SDL) and its applications to Electric and Computer Engineering 
and Mathematics. Students follow lectures live via videoconferencing but they attend 
laboratory sessions taught by on-site faculty. The video conferencing system has been 
used for linking the local and the remote classrooms: the tutor teaching in one location 
is videotaped and can be seen on a TV screen in the other classroom live. 

 Our approach highlights the “hybrid classware” concept and the manner it can be 
implemented within an integrated e-learning platform (details in the Fig.  6.2 ). The 
hybrid classware should enable the teachers and students to blend the traditional 
face-to-face educational act with the advanced technology in order to improve the 
teaching/learning features and make the education more effective. Such a hybrid 
classware implementation consists of the control panel, video communication com-
ponent, virtual shared space, annotation tools, resource management component, 
quick quiz, class statistics, and asynchronous text messaging tool. It should provide 
educational equipment integration: the video projector/TV will be used for project-
ing the educational content in the real classroom, the PC/laptop/tablet with broad-
band connection facilitates the educational session control, and webcam, microphone, 
speakers, mouse/graphical tablet will be increase the interaction with the class. 
A simple student that remotely accesses the blended learning session needs the fol-
lowing equipment: PC/laptop/tablet with broadband connection, webcam, headset, 
mouse / graphical tablet in order to actively participate to the course/webminar/tuto-
rial session. If there are students that remotely access the blended learning session 
from the same location (dedicated lab or conferencing room), they also need video 

  Fig. 6.2    Hybrid classware       
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projector/TV, speakers and microphone. The prototype also enables the tutors and 
students to integrate smartboard components in the virtual educational environment 
(simpler content projection and class interaction).  

 The hybrid classware concept is based on the synchronous collaborative learning 
approach (illustrated in Fig.  6.3 ). The virtual shared space is used for displaying the 
educational resources and the tutor’s annotations over the educational materials in a 
real-time manner. Both tutor and active student will be able to interact with the 
educational resources and share it among the class by scrolling the resource page by 
page or slide by slide, add new explanations and annotations (text and graphics). 
The virtual shared space implements the shared object approach, so, each event on 
the tutor’s/active student’s space will be automatically illustrated to the other stu-
dents. These features make the virtual learning space much closer to the real envi-
ronment and the educational act occurs as in the real classroom where the teacher 
uses the video projector for displaying the educational content and marker for 
annotations.  

 Individual study and asynchronous collaborative learning provides students 
with fl exible study, time and space independence, and allows teachers to create 
and manage interactive educational content (SCORM compliant). The most 
important asynchronous collaborative learning components are: virtual library, 
multimedia messaging, forum, course authoring tools, media streaming compo-
nent, project- and problem-based learning tool (illustrated in Fig.  6.4 ). The virtual 
library implements the educational content management features, multimedia 

  Fig. 6.3    Synchronous collaborative learning approach       
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messaging and forum enables students and tutors to share concepts and opinions 
about the teaching/learning themes/subjects, course authoring tool allows the 
teachers to create the educational content as video assisted-multimedia presenta-
tions and media streaming component delivers the educational content. Project- 
and problem-based learning approach is used for improving the students’ 
knowledge and soft skills (communication skills and team work).  

 If customizing the prototype for  non-formal education , especially learning dur-
ing the working life, the following aspects should be taken into consideration: the 
subjects can learn informally through the use of instructional media, mostly from 
their occupations, workplaces, colleagues, touring, mass media, information tech-
nologies, environment or even nature. In other words adults learn from experiences, 
problem solving or good practices can be easily included in the  learning during the 
working life scenario . 

 The individual study components and asynchronous learning tools will be used 
in order to create and deliver interactive materials related to good practices and 
working successes, especially problem solutions and working experiences. The 
important subjects should be discussed during hybrid classware sessions that enable 
the employees to share ideas and concepts or resources in a synchronous manner. 

 The assessment methods in lifelong learning vary from company to company. 
Most of them are focused on technical skills and they can be considered as similar 
with students’ knowledge evaluation in higher education. The others regard the soft 
skills, mental behavior and management capabilities. They are based on group 
meetings, social and technical solutions adopted during project situations, or col-
leagues’ feedback.  

  Fig. 6.4    Asynchronous collaborative learning tools       
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    4   Fixing Problems in CSCL Environments 

 Williams and Roberts ( 2002 ) illustrated strengths and weaknesses of the computer-
supported collaborative work such as effects on academic stuff, repositioning of the 
responsibility of learning, educational content, interaction time management, communi-
cation application of workplace skills, computer competency, or class geography and 
size. The prototype allows the e-learning service providers to fi x a list of problems 
related to the computer-supported collaborative learning area. It can be easily adapted to 
the requirements in the fi elds of primary and secondary education but it is focused on 
challenges of virtual universities, MSc and PhD programmes and life-long learning. 

    4.1   Issues Regarding the Academic Staff 

 The educational process is conducted by lecturers without experience with many of 
the CSCL techniques, neither blended learning capabilities, they did not have any 
training in delivering collaborative classes via a computer, smartboard, or tablet PC 
and they do not realize that sometime they have been collaborating between them-
selves by the use of the emails and phone conversations (during the lectures and 
tutoring/mentoring sessions). 

 The proposal highlights both user- and group-centered learning concepts that 
allow the lecturers to prepare the educational content to be shared among the class 
and conduct virtual classroom sessions and students to actively participate to the 
educational process, by interacting with the lecturers and educational resources 
(educational materials, lab applications and equipment). The prototype is designed 
using the Web 2.0 principles, so, the application should be easy-to-use, the graphic 
components are simple but very suggestive and comprehensive and the server-side 
components are powerful, affordable and stable. 

 There are four main features that characterize the Web 2.0 applications and the 
authors focused on these when proposing the low-cost architecture: decentraliza-
tion, openness, dynamic and user orientation. These features match with social soft-
ware application problems: Decentralization – as a consequence of being a real 
network, every node has the ability to act as emitter and receptor of information; 
Openness – using standards in communication, free licenses on content, promotes 
collaboration; Dynamic – applications are developed and deployed quickly. User 
suggestions are attended and supported; User orientation – easier and better user 
interfaces facilitates participation. 

 The system architect included other important aspects that help the lecturers within 
the educational process. The lecturer always prefers to present to the class the own 
materials such as scanned copies of notes, Word/RTF/PDF documents, PPT presenta-
tions, even web resources they already used in the traditional classroom. The lecturers 
are able to schedule collaborative sessions (hybrid classware sessions), prepare the 
materials for the online classes by updating the media library, control the class and 
interact with the educational resources and students attending session. Usually, the 
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lecturer must interact with the class in order to add more explanations related to the 
presented materials. The virtual shared space consists of two different tabs, document 
and whiteboard. The fi rst one allows the lecturer to share the educational resources 
with the students by presenting it slide by slide/page by page and make graphics 
(handwriting, lines, circles, rectangles) and text annotations on the document surface. 
The whiteboard looks like an empty white page used by the lecturer when adding 
more explanations to the presented educational material. The whiteboard can be also 
used in a collaborative session if the lecturer decides to lively assess the knowledge of 
the class by enabling one of the students to have the whiteboard control for a short 
exercise. The teacher module and its components (video components, annotations 
tools, list of educational resources, control panel, quick quiz, class statistics, attendee 
list and virtual shared space) are illustrated in Fig.  6.5 .   

    4.2   Responsibilities of Learning 

 According to Williams and Roberts ( 2002 ) the traditional education system encour-
ages competition and individual responsibility between students and discourages 
any interaction, whereas the collaborative learning environments redefi ne the rela-
tionship between students and lecturers by creating a supporting environment versus 

  Fig. 6.5    Tutor module – collaborative learning session       
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a competitive one. In the traditional system the lecturer presents the educational 
materials to the class but the asynchronous collaboration transfers the lecturer’s role 
to that of facilitator and resource guide as CSCL requires that the student takes a 
more active role in his/her own learning. 

 The proposed technology supports both traditional and collaborative learning 
and combines those two concepts in order to allow the teacher to make face-to-face 
presentations of the educational materials (video communication link and annota-
tion tools), to have full control of the class, monitor students, control project activi-
ties (project teams monitoring), etc. The framework also allows the student to 
actively participate to the course presentation, communicate to the teacher in a real-
time manner and collaborate with his/her colleagues for achieving the project goals. 
At the end of the educational session, the lecturer should enable the quiz component 
and all the students are able to assess their knowledge. 

 In traditional engineering education, knowledge assessment consists of complex 
procedures such as periodical evaluation, project evaluation and the fi nal knowledge 
assessment and it involves the teachers and students. The assessment model in the 
third generation of e-learning is learner-centered and it consists of questions with 
one or more correct answers, as well as open answers. So, the students should com-
plete the online assessment tests and the teacher will receive notifi cations about 
students’ tests and centralizes the results before closing the educational act. We 
propose a blending assessment method that preserves the traditional assessment 
methods and the fl exibility the online assessment tools grant. 

 The prototype allows the teachers to assign team or individual projects and col-
laborate with the teams using the (a)synchronous collaborative learning tools such 
as Project-based Learning (PBL) Tool, Online Focus Group (OFG) component, 
Multimedia Messaging and Project Forum. The PBL tool implements the Scrum 
methodology, so, the teacher is able to remotely manage each project by defi ning 
the sprints and scheduling the periodical meetings, live demo sessions included. The 
students work as a team, that way they develop not just the knowledge but also the 
soft skills. SGM tool enables the students to continue their team work remotely and 
improves the team work and communication skills. 

 There are many collaborative tools that implements similar functionality. What 
is new in such a system regards the intelligent component that dynamically controls 
the system confi guration, elaborates the statistics and analytical reports, assures 
adaptive quality of service based on bandwidth conditions and implements a 
resource pooling mechanism that complies with the server overloading and media 
library access. The statistics and reports will be used for evaluating the quality of 
learning act and predicting effectiveness of these new e-learning methodologies.  

    4.3   Educational Content 

 Williams and Roberts ( 2002 ) point out that many of the current handbooks and 
textbooks are not designed to promote group activities and provide minimal sugges-
tions on how to promote these activities, although a few publishers are now tailoring 
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their books to cater at least partially for collaborative learning. CSCL techniques 
still require the formulation of handouts but these handouts are designed more to 
create a relationship among the students and provide a basis for them to work 
together. Since there is very little supporting information, the lecturers themselves 
may often have to develop this information in the forms of worksheets and any other 
appropriate materials. 

 The prototype architect considers the lecturer’s effort and designs a comple-
mentary tool that allows the lecturer to dynamically handle the educational con-
tent. Two types of educational content are stored into the e-learning platform: 
public and private content. If the lecturer considers one of his/her materials as 
really important for the public interest, that material will be uploaded on the 
server, convert to slideshow format (SCORM compliant) and stored into the 
media library as a public material. If the material is private or the lecturer has 
no rights to make it public, it will be converted to the slideshow format and then 
stored into the media library as private. The tutor is able to browse the media 
library, load public/private materials on the shared space (document tab) and 
share it among the hybrid classware. The educational resource is presented 
within the document surface as in the original editor (see Fig.  6.5 ) and both 
lecturer and active student can interact with, at will. Each interaction automati-
cally generates updates of the remote shared objects, so, each local event (scroll, 
annotate, video, audio) is automatically presented on the document surface of 
each virtual shared space instance, so, it can be observed by all the participants 
to the collaborative session. 

 Asynchronous collaborative learning is also a need. The tutor should be able 
to create and store interactive learning content. The prototype contains the 
 Course authoring tool  that allows the teacher to build educational resources as 
video-assisted multimedia presentations and store them into the virtual library. 
The student accesses the virtual library, browses the content and manages the 
own schedule. The course authoring tool, illustrated in Fig.  6.6 , implements 
the educational resource management in the individual study approach: lec-
turer creates video assisted multimedia presentations review the content and 
store it into the media library. The student browse the course support or live 
class records, find the interesting material and uses the media player, for inter-
actively review it. The video assisted multimedia presentations can be easily 
used in the hybrid classware sessions during the periodical discussions or inter-
active tutorials.  

 Even if video-assisted multimedia presentation creation means lecture’s extra-
work and it is usually a laborious process that format highlights important advan-
tages. It is obvious that blended learning activities are very complex and require a 
lot of effort from the lectures but when putting the individual study and hybrid 
classware together, the average retention factor will be more than 80% after com-
pleting the individual study tasks and it will increase during the hybrid classware 
session. Moreover, the degree of satisfaction most of the students cherish when 
using such a system will be very high.  
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    4.4   Interaction 

 Williams and Roberts ( 2002 ) highlights the interaction that takes place between 
 students as one of the major components of the CSCL environment. Teamwork is 
vital to a successful CSCL environment. The interactivity that takes place such as the 
giving and receiving of help and feedback, the exchanging of resources and informa-
tion and being able to challenge and encourage other students is materialized in many 
research studies elaborated in the last years. There are four main types of interaction 
the presented with: interaction with resources, interaction with teachers, interaction 
with peers and interaction with both teacher and learner through an interface. 

 The collaborative learning framework presented in that book chapter supports the 
interactive learning concept and highlights the aspects related to the web presence, 
“face-to-face” interaction, real-time collaboration, knowledge sharing and multi-
modal interactivity. Technically, the web presence is illustrated in the “list of attend-
ees” where the lectures and all the students registered to the hybrid classware appear, 
each one with his/her status (off/online), “face-to-face” interaction happens when the 
student and lecturer share opinions using the hybrid classware tools, real-time col-
laboration and knowledge sharing means that lecturer and students simultaneously 
use the virtual shared space component in order to load, and scroll educational mate-
rials, or make text and graphics annotations over the material pages. The collabora-
tive session is recorded and stored in a compact format and the course attendees will 
be able to review the live class using the media player component. 

  Fig. 6.6    Course authoring tool       
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 According to Ambikairajah et al. ( 2007 ) teaching signal processing courses at 
any level (higher education or life-long learning) presents challenges in conveying 
complex mathematical concepts, retaining the students’ attention, and addressing 
individual student needs in a large classroom, so, only a small percentage of stu-
dents are able to grasp the key concepts at the time of the live lecture delivery. The 
other students have to understand the topics presented in their own time and with 
whatever assistance is available. That way, the recording of rich multimedia infor-
mation combining video and lecture or dynamically annotated tutorial slides can be 
used to improve self-directed student learning and offer new possibilities for course 
delivery. In practice, most annotations serve as attention marks, providing critical 
linkage between the slide content and spoken context. 

 Engineering consist of lecture attendance, project development, hands-on 
 laboratory-based activities and computer simulation work. That way the educational 
act can be considered as learner-centered. The prototype presented in the fi rst part 
of the book chapter also implements learning management capabilities and allows 
the students to schedule online laboratory activities. The resource pooling mecha-
nism dynamically allocates one virtual machine for each student that scheduled a 
virtual laboratory session. Just the simulation software package needed for complet-
ing the lab tasks will be loaded in the virtual machine. The activity starts with an 
interactive tutorial when the tutor describes the tasks and gives some suggestive 
examples related to the practice. At the end of the practice, the student saves the 
own work then the tutor can verify it. If the tasks are not properly done, the tutor 
notifi es the student to repeat the work or attend a collaborative session in order to fi x 
the problems together. 

 Interacting with the resources is an important feature when talking about collab-
orative learning in foreign language. Here, the learners need dictionary or text-to-
speech capabilities. Other innovative components integrated in such a collaborative 
learning framework are the fi ve languages dictionaries (English, French, Italian, 
Portuguese and German) and TTS module, illustrated in Fig.  6.7 . That way, learners 
can easily translate words from a language to another one and then render the cor-
rect pronunciation in the speakers. These features help the learner to improve the 
pronunciation and the communication skills. Drawing and handwriting functional-
ities make the virtual tool closer to the real teaching process, they allow the lecturer 
to present the educational content like in the traditional way.  

 An intelligent module allows the end-users to involve special equipment and 
applications in the educational/training process. For example, in the medicine 
domain, with today’s unstoppable rise in technological progression, everybody is 
aware of benefi ts lifelong learning provides with. Teachers and experienced special-
ists should be able to schedule training sessions, present special cases, from diagno-
sis to treatment schemas, and assist their students and young physicians to improve 
their skills during a real medical act. A real-time tutorial among physicians using 
echographs or other special medical equipments can occur just using the virtual 
classroom component that allows resource and application sharing as well as video 
streaming.   
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    5   Deployment and Customization 

 The real testing of learning cloud includes the students enrolled in applied electron-
ics and telecommunications, Faculty of Electronics, Telecommunications and 
Information Technology, at the Technical University of Cluj-Napoca. We consid-
ered the students in third and fourth years of studies, as well as the MSc and PhD 
students, and proposed a learning cloud environment built around Citrix XenServer. 
XenServer is an enterprise-ready, cloud-proven virtualization platform that contains 
all the capabilities required to create and manage a virtual infrastructure and pro-
vides an effi cient management of Windows and Linux virtual servers and delivers 
cost-effective server consolidation. The initial setup, illustrated in Fig.  6.8 , must 
support the teaching/learning activities and practice.  

 The setup is built as an elastic learning cloud infrastructure that initially runs 
eight virtual machines at the initial point: two allocated for web hosting, two for the 
data warehouse, two for media hosting and two for the virtual library. The learning 
management system allows the students to schedule online laboratory activities. 
The resource pooling mechanism dynamically allocates 20 virtual machines when 
the fi rst student scheduled a virtual laboratory session. When 15 of these virtual 
machines are allocated, the resource pooling mechanism allocates other 20. Each 
virtual machine allocated for virtual lab work runs just the simulation software 
package needed for completing the current tasks. 

  Fig. 6.7    Student module – dictionary and TTS components       
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 CSCL solutions must be affordable, available, scalable, supportable, and 
manageable. 

  Affordable : Real-time collaboration total cost ownership (TCO) tends to exceed 
projections due to the high costs of maintaining a globally accessible real-time com-
munications infrastructure. Linux offers a really high uptime and the system com-
ponents work properly on a Linux server machine. In conclusion, the framework 
can be considered affordable. 

  Available : The TCO of real-time collaboration must include the cost of downtime. 
As virtual collaboration becomes more strategic to the educational process, the cost 
of downtime increases. A cost effective collaboration solution must therefore be 
highly available, so, the system architect proposed an elastic cloud computing setup 
that starts with eight virtual machines and dynamically instantiates one virtual 
machine for each student that schedule a virtual lab session. 

  Scalable and high-performance : The end-users increasingly demand sophisticated 
real-time learning collaboration functions such as rich multimedia. These video/ 
voice/data requirements, coupled with performance and reliability challenges posed 
by the variability of Internet access (including dial-up links, ISDN, Wi-Fi, satellite, 
and other bottlenecks) and the need to support large numbers of attendees, place 
stringent architectural requirements on collaboration solutions. 

 In order to demonstrate the framework capabilities we propose three different 
assessment cases. The fi rst case includes a reliable Internet connection. The testing 
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  Fig. 6.8    Deployment diagram       
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report highlights the following communication parameters: video resolution – 
320×240 pixels, video frame rate – 10 fps / key frame interval – 30, H.264 video 
compression standard; audio sample rate – 22.1 kHz, 8 bits/sample, equipment/
application sharing resolution – 1024×768 pixels, frame rate – 5 fps, response time 
varies between 15 and 100 ms. The second assessment case is based on a poor 
Internet connection. The testing report includes the parameter values: video resolu-
tion – 160×120 pixels, video frame rate – 5 fps, / key frame interval – 30, H.264 
video compression standard; audio sample rate = 22.1 kHz, 8 bits/sample, equipment/
application sharing resolution – 800×600 pixels, frame rate = 2–4 fps, response time 
is between 100 and 250 ms. The third case underlines the possibility of extending the 
e-learning services in the mobile area. We used two Android tablet connected to a 3G 
network and a PC. The set of values has been similar to the second case, excepting 
the Internet connection bottlenecks or the situation when the response time raises 
over the acceptance limit (300 ms) when the video transmission will be stopped until 
it will be become acceptable (less than 100 ms for more than 5 s). 

 The novel educational methods and concepts discussed in the book chapter have 
gained excellent acceptance from experienced students in master programmes and 
life-long learning and have shown potential for increasing their understanding 
beyond the level provided by traditional methods. Our testing continued in higher 
education with the “Multimedia Technologies” course, English line of study. The 
results have been more than satisfi ed. The team work was correctly percept by all 
the students, they work together in order to complete the projects in timeline, the 
class interaction has been gradually improved due to the hybrid classware imple-
mentation and the periodical evaluation had good results, as well as the fi nal test. 
Finally, the students involved in Erasmus grants remotely attend the lectures with-
out any constrains from the teachers’ part.  

    6   Conclusions 

 The book chapter illustrates a reliable and easy-to-use Internet Supported 
Collaborative Learning prototype that complies with the extended LAMP architec-
ture. The system is developed in order to fi x a set of issues met in the CSCL area 
such as: problems with the academic staff, time management, responsibilities dur-
ing the educational process, interaction or educational content. The goals for real-
time collaboration technologies are straightforward, for that reason, we must add 
some other important aspects to the ones already enumerated. 

 The prototype illustrated in the book chapter integrates advanced teaching tech-
nologies such as smart boards, tablet PCs, digital tablet pens, or video projectors, 
within a stable and powerful educational environment that supports blended learning 
services. The lecturer is able to manage the educational process using two main edu-
cational components integrated in a “hybrid classware” implementation. The virtual 
classroom component enables the lecturer to remotely conduct the class and the vir-
tual shared space component allows him/her to present the educational content in a 
traditional way. The students can opt for both learning services in the classroom, so 
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lively attend the teacher’s exposure, or to virtually participate to the learning process, 
using the web browser. Both attendance modes supported by the hybrid classware 
implementation enable the student to interact with the class and educational resources 
but the virtual educational act might be more effective than classroom-based. The 
students involved in the higher and postgraduate education belong to the “Net 
Generation,” they have a strong IT background and consider the advanced technol-
ogy as very useful in the teaching/learning act. In conclusion, the success of the 
hybrid classware implementation and blended learning approach depends on the IT 
background of the academic staff involved in the educational act. 

  Project - and  problem-based learning  approaches are also implemented in the 
collaborative learning framework. The tutor is able to defi ne projects with different 
degrees of diffi culties and plans tasks and milestones. The students select a project, 
review the requirements and subscribe, work as a team and complete the tasks 
according to the project plan. The team members communicate each other using the 
project messaging or remotely collaborate using the  online focus group  tool. OFG 
tool allows the students to schedule project meetings work as a team, correct/help 
each other, even invite the tutor in order to clarify important aspects or lively dem-
onstrate the results they achieved. 

 Software simulation and hands-on experiments mean remote access to lab applica-
tions and equipment. The students are able to complete their tasks in the lab, from 
home or campus and the teachers can monitor their activities and evaluate the tasks, 
centralize the results and analyze the statistics and reports. The elastic learning envi-
ronment dynamically allocates one virtual machine for each student that remotely 
accesses the lab infrastructure. Sometimes lab activities involve application and equip-
ment sharing. The functionality is also included in the prototype. Its role is to enable 
teachers to collaborate with the students during the virtual laboratory sessions. 

 Based on the cloud computing paradigms, Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform 
as a Service (SaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (SaaS), the proposed framework 
permits the e-learning service providers to extend their legacy e-learning systems in 
order to support blended learning capabilities in higher and postgraduate education.      
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           1   Introduction 

 Higher order learning such as evaluation, problem solving and creative thinking are 
espoused as fundamentals of university learning. Advocates of these skills, such as 
Bradshaw et al.  (  2002  ) , promote their potential to increase the degree to which stu-
dents can apply their learning to new situations without the need for explicit prompt-
ing (Boud and Falchikov  2006 ; Bransford et al.  1999  ) . This application can be 
improved if students become aware of themselves as learners at a metacognitive 
level and are supported in learning how to monitor and assess their own strategies 
and resources (Bransford et al.  1999  ) . Yet, although they appear in many graduate 
attribute statements and descriptions of unit outlines, little is known about how well 
academics understand how to devise the curriculum and assessment methods to 
elicit these higher order outcomes. Understanding these links between higher order 
outcomes, curriculum design and the potential of new technologies affordances 
takes time, a scarce commodity for today’s time poor academics. 

 In revising Bloom’s  (  1956  )  original taxonomy, Anderson et al  (  2001  )  added an 
additional knowledge dimension to form a matrix which highlights the array of pos-
sible objectives and the relationship between them. Of particular interest in this 
study were the lower right hand categories, denoted by the diagonal pattern in 
Table  7.1 , skills and knowledge associated with critical thinking, creativity and self-
assessment.  

 As they have been introduced into education, many new technologies have been 
heralded as having the potential to spark re-examination of assessment strategies 
(Jonassen and Reeves  1996 ; Philips and and Lowe  2003  ) . The opportunities offered 
by technologies to support the design, delivery and administration of diagnostic, 
formative and summative assessment have been well documented in the literature 
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(Crisp  2007  ) . Social networking tools such as blogs and wikis have been explored 
for their potential to capture both the processes of student learning and the fi nal 
artifacts to be submitted, in either collaborative or individual contexts (Boulos et al. 
 2006 ; Bower et al.  2009 ; Churchill  2007 ; Hewitt and and Peters  2006  ) . Shepherd 
raises the possibility that the use of these technologies could enable higher educa-
tion to “better assess aspects of learning that have proved diffi cult to assess using 
more conventional means”  (  2009 , p. 386). 

 While the technologies themselves may have potential for enhancing assessment 
practices in higher education, Gray et al  (  2010  )  warn that while including students’ 
use of social networking tools seems to make sense for university learning, the sub-
stantial differences from traditional forms of assessable student work need to be 
acknowledged: “The interactivity and social interaction that it encourages cannot be 
assigned or marked to full effect by using assessment strategies that academics may 
have used previously, for written reports, essays, examinations or class presenta-
tions, for example” (p. 105) The academics’ ability to integrate the tools into an 
aligned curriculum is essential (Böttger and and Röll  2004 ; Burns  2005 ; Ma  2009  ) . 
The assessment practices themselves need to change in order to achieve an effective 
match between assessment processes and technologies. 

 A study by Samuelowicz and Bain  (  2002  )  suggested that, whatever the outcomes 
they intend for their students, academic perspectives about the role of assessment in 
teaching and learning might be more infl uential in determining whether their units 
are designed to address higher order learning outcomes. In exploring academic atti-
tudes toward assessment and feedback, they found orientations ranging from “repro-
duction of important bits of knowledge, procedure and skill” to “transforming 
conceptions of the discipline and/or world”   . Depending on the level of these under-
standings, appropriate assessment tasks could range from multiple choice questions 
testing understanding of facts to open-ended questions testing the ability to apply 
principles to a given, familiar situation. Conversely, if academics perceived assess-
ment as part of the learning required to challenge existing knowledge, then they 
were more likely to design assessment requiring higher order tasks such as evalua-
tion and creation of new solutions (Samuelowicz and and Bain  2002  ) . 

 Gosper  (  2011  )  advocates a three-phased approach for using technologies to scaf-
fold students’ development of higher order intellectual skills. The MAPLET frame-
work can be used to guide the integration of technologies to make more explicit the 
learning processes underpinning the curriculum. Yet, while much of the literature 
advocates this alignment between learning outcomes, teaching and learning activities, 

   Table 7.1    The revised Bloom’s taxonomy   

 Knowledge dimension 

 The cognitive process dimension    

 Remember  Understand  Apply  Analyze  Evaluate  Create 

 Factual 
 Conceptual 
 Procedural 
 Meta-cognitive 
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assessment tasks and technology uses, how much does academic practice in curriculum 
design refl ect the theory? This paper reports on research conducted in an Australian 
University which aimed to explore this question.  

    2   Method 

 The research being reported is part of a larger study into academic practice in using 
technologies to support the assessment of higher order learning. Conducted over 
4 years at an Australian university, the study explored how academics understand:

   The learning processes underpinning the assessment of higher order learning;  • 
  The affordances of social networking tools for capturing learning processes and • 
interactions; and  
  The links between assessment strategies and technology affordances – lecturers’ • 
ability to develop strategies for use in their own assessment practice.    

 Due to space limitations, the scope of this chapter is limited to the third aim. 
 Participants in the study were the convenors of online units using the University’s 

Learning Management System (LMS). These academics were chosen because they 
were already working in an online environment and have an understanding of the 
limitations and strengths of the online environment. 

 In the previous phase of the study, a series of in-depth interviews was conducted 
with a selective sample of unit convenors from across the University. Although 
space does not allow for a detailed description of the interview results, more infor-
mation is available about this qualitative phase of the study in McNeill, Gosper and 
Hedberg, ( 2010a  )  . In order to explore whether the broad themes emerging from this 
previous qualitative phase of the study related to a larger sample from across the 
University, an online survey was developed. The survey used Anderson et al. 
 (  2001  )  Taxonomy for Learning, Teaching and Assessing  and Samuelowicz and 
Bain’s  (  2002  )   Orientations Toward Assessment  as frameworks, to explore:

   The types of learning technologies the convenors used and for what type of • 
learning;  
  The focus of learning outcomes, teaching and learning activities and assessment • 
tasks; and  
  The convenors’ attitudes toward the role of assessment in learning and teaching.    • 

 The design of the survey drew heavily on the results of previous phases of the study, 
including the technologies chosen for inclusion (McNeill  2010  ) . Although the inten-
tion of the study was to explore practical rather than statistical signifi cance, questions 
requiring rating on fi ve point likert scales were included in order to facilitate more 
effi cient data analysis. The survey development software ‘SurveyMonkey’ was used 
to deliver the survey. While this paper addresses the questions relating to curriculum 
design overall, the results pertaining to the uses of technologies to support assess-
ment are relevant to the discussion and have been included in summary form.  
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    3   Results 

 Of the 734 academics invited to participate, 180 responded to the survey (24.5%) 
although some respondents did not answer all questions. The fi rst part of the 
survey asked about the context of the chosen units. Respondents represented a 
wide range of discipline areas and all faculties although there was large represen-
tation from Humanities. Post-graduate units were most commonly represented 
with 31.8% respondents, which when combined with (17   .9%) fi nal year units, 
accounted for 49.7% of the units represented. Middle years of undergraduate 
programs were reported by 29.1% of respondents, followed by 21.2% from fi rst 
year. The highest representation was from units with a mixture of internal and 
external enrolment modes, (51.1%) followed by internal only (41.6%) and exter-
nal only (7.3%) modes. 

 The second part of the survey asked participants to indicate (using a fi ve point 
scale) which technologies they used to support assessment and the types of learning 
outcomes these were used to target. The results are summarised in Table  7.2 , with 
the types of learning outcomes listed in the fi rst column and the technologies used 
in relation to each of these in the remaining columns. Responses indicating uses to 
a large or moderate extent were included in the tallies. The total number of respon-
dents using each type of technology is included at the bottom of each column.  

   Table 7.2    Technologies as targeting specifi c learning outcomes   

 Answer options  Quiz 
 Discussion 
forum  Wikis  Blogs 

 Online 
portfolios 

 Virtual 
worlds 

  Recognise  or recall information, 
concepts or procedures 

  80.7%   28.8%  22.2%  37.5%  44.4%  33.3% 
  (46)   (33)  (2)  (6)  (4)  (2) 

  Understand , explain, categorise 
or summarise information 

 58.2%  45.4%  66.6%  55.6%  40.0%  33.3% 
 (32)  (54)  (6)  (10)  (4)  (2) 

  Apply  information, concepts 
or procedures in a range 
of situations 

 45.5%   63.5%   66.6%  55.6%  60.0%  33.3% 
 (20)   (52)   (6)  (10)  (6)  (2) 

  Analyse , organise or deconstruct 
concepts, procedures 
or scenarios 

 29.7%  45.3%   66.7%   44.5%  50.0%  33.3% 
 (16)  (53)   (6)   (8)  (5)  (2) 

  Evaluate  or make judgments 
about concepts, situations, 
procedures or hypotheses 

 33.9%  52.1%  60.0%  55.6%  60.0%   60.0%  
 (18)  (62)  (6)  (10)  (6)   (3)  

  Create , design or construct 
hypotheses ideas, products, 
procedures or scenarios 

 7.6%  28.0%   80.0%   47.0%  60.0%  33.3% 
 (4)  (32)   (8)   (8)  (6)  (2) 

  Critique  or evaluate their own 
knowledge or performance 

 35.8%  39.1%  44.4%   72.2%    70.0%   33.3% 
 (19)  (45)  (4)   (13)    (7)   (2) 

  Total responses    57    121    10    18    10    6  
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 The highest percentage of use for each tool in relation to the cognitive processes 
is highlighted in bold. The two most commonly used tools, discussion forums and 
online quizzes had the highest response rate for the categories of application and 
recall respectively. Of the 57 respondents using quizzes, 46 indicated that they used 
them to assess whether students could recognize or recall information, concepts or 
procedures. Students’ ability to understand or apply information also featured 
highly. Overall, discussion forums were the most widely used technology, with 129 
of the total 176 respondents (73.3%) indicating they used them. 

 The data on how technologies were used suggested that there is a continued 
focus on lower order outcomes by the majority of respondents, with a small num-
ber exploring emerging tools and targeting the higher order outcomes. There 
were examples of respondents using wikis, blogs, online portfolios and virtual 
worlds for higher order outcomes, but relatively low numbers. Of the ten respon-
dents using wikis, eight indicated that they targeted creativity as a higher order 
learning outcome. Metacognitive knowledge, where students were assessed on 
their ability to critique or evaluate their own performance, featured most highly 
in the use of blogs and online portfolios, followed by understanding and evalua-
tion. Evaluation was the target with the highest rating for virtual worlds, although 
it is diffi cult to draw conclusions from such small numbers of respondents. 
Creation tasks featured strongly for wikis and online portfolios although num-
bers were small. 

 The next series of questions in the survey explored perceptions about curriculum 
alignment between intended learning outcomes, teaching and learning activities, 
assessment strategies and technologies. 

    3.1   Respondents’ Curriculum Design 

 Participants were asked about the types of learning intended as outcomes for the 
students in a unit selected by the respondents. Results are reported in Table  7.3 .  

 In regard to learning outcomes the most common was application, with 94.4% 
of respondents agreeing that this was targeted to a large or moderate extent. 
Evaluation and analysis were also highly rated, with 90% and 88.1% of respon-
dents agreeing that they were targeted to a large or moderate extent. Outcomes 
associated with recalling information and creativity were more likely to be tar-
geted to a small extent, not at all or viewed as not applicable. Participants were 
also able to comment on their intended learning outcomes in a free text question. 
Their comments reiterated the options above, such as a focus on student under-
standing or application. For example,  apply unit concepts to their own work situ-
ation.  Graduate capabilities such as collaboration, decision-making, capacity to 
work in a team or project management also featured in some of the comments, 
such as  learn how to work in a team and manage a project – time and self 
management.   
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    3.2   Teaching Activities 

 The next set of questions related to the learning activities. Participants were asked 
about the extent to which the teaching activities facilitated the development of the 
specifi ed outcomes. 

 Results from these questions are presented in Table  7.4 . Respondents indicated 
that application, evaluation and analysis were most likely to be targeted to a large 
extent. Of the respondents 94.2% and 89.4% indicated that application and evalua-
tion, respectively, were targeted to a large or moderate extent. Creativity and recall 
were least prevalent.   

   Table 7.3    Types of intended learning outcomes targeted in the unit   
 The INTENDED LEARNING OUTCOMES target the students’ ability to: 

 Answer options 
 To a large 
extent 

 To a mod 
extent 

 To a small 
extent 

 Not 
at all  N/A 

 Rating 
average 

 Response 
count 

  Recognise  or recall 
information, 
concepts or procedures 

 19.8%   40.7%   32.7%  6.2%  0.6%  2.27  162 
 (32)   (66)   (53)  (10)  (1) 

  Understand , explain, 
categorise or 
summarise information 

 33.5%   50.9%   13.7%  1.9%  0  1.84  161 
 (54)   (82)   (22)  (3) 

  Apply  information, 
concepts or procedures 
in a range of situations 

  67.1%   27.3%  5%  0.6%  0  1.39  161 
  (108)   (44)  (8)  (1) 

  Analyse , organise or 
deconstruct concepts, 
procedures or scenarios 

  57.9%   30.2%  8.2%  2.5%  1.3%  1.59  159 
  (92)   (48)  (13)  (4)  (2) 

  Evaluate  or make 
judgments about 
concepts, situations, 
procedures or 
hypotheses 

  62.5%   27.5%  7.5%  0.6%  1.9%  1.52  160 
  (100)   (44)  (12)  (1)  (3) 

  Create , designs or 
construct hypotheses 
ideas, products, 
procedures or scenarios 

  35%   33.1%  22.5%  5%  4.4%  2.11  160 
  (56)   (53)  (36)  (8)  (7) 

  Critique  or evaluate their 
own knowledge or 
performance 

  41%   31.1%  22.4%  3.7%  1.9%  1.94  161 
  (66)   (50)  (36)  (6)  (3) 

 Other (please specify)  8 
  Answered question   162 
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    3.3   Assessment Tasks 

 The fi nal set of questions focused on the extent to which assessment tasks addressed 
the specifi ed outcomes. 

 As shown in Table  7.5 , the type of assessment tasks most frequently focused on 
application, with 93.8% of respondents agreeing that this was targeted to a large or 
moderate extent. Evaluation and analysis followed with 88.7% and 88.8% respec-
tively. Almost one third of respondents to this question (49) indicated that they 
assessment tasks targeted creativity to a small extent or not at all. Similarly, meta-
cognition was rated as not at all or to a small extent by 50 respondents.    

    4   Analysis 

 The survey was designed to explore academic perspectives on curriculum design, 
with questions targeting the learning outcomes, teaching activities, assessment tasks 
and technologies. 

 In order to establish a clearer picture about the respondents’ curriculum designs, 
the results for the types of learning targeted to a large or moderate extent for intended 
learning outcomes (ILOs), teaching and learning activities (TLAs) and assessment 
tasks (ATs) were summarised in Table  7.6 . Rating averages for each category were 
also included, based on the fi ve point likert scale with 1 being to a large extent and 
5 being not applicable.  

 The cognitive processes rated most highly are bolded. Almost 95% of respon-
dents indicated that application of knowledge or concepts was important or very 
important. Evaluation and analysis were also important or very important to around 
90% of respondents. While it is heartening that relatively fewer designs focus on the 
recall of concepts or procedures, the higher order targets of creativity and metacog-
nition are also less frequently represented. 

 In keeping with the fi ndings of the fi rst two phases of the study, many convenors 
have intentions of higher order outcomes but don’t necessarily design all elements in 
the curriculum accordingly. Over two thirds of survey respondents indicated that they 
targeted higher order outcomes such as creativity and metacognition, however design-
ing the curriculum to elicit these outcomes seems challenging for many. They were 
less likely to target these in their teaching activities and their assessment tasks. For 
example, in analyzing the responses to the items about meta-cognition, 116 of the 161 
respondents to this question (72.1%) indicated that their learning outcomes targeted 
students’ ability to critique or evaluate their own performance. Of the respondents, 
66.4% indicated that their assessment tasks targeted meta-cognition to a large or mod-
erate extent and 10% indicated they were not targeted at all or were not applicable. 
Results of an earlier survey in the study established that the most frequently used 
assessment tasks were the more traditional options of essays and assignments along 
with exams. There was a strong focus on the end product of learning with little use of 
technology options to capture the learning processes (McNeill, et al  2008  ) . 
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 Despite the promise of the new social technologies, this study concludes that 
change is slow and that advances in assessment strategies, particularly when tech-
nologies are used, have not been dramatic. While the study indicates that many 
unit convenors are well intentioned about the outcomes they intended for their 
students and show alignment in how they conceptualise their units, higher order 
learning as the target of curriculum design seems elusive. Application of concepts 
and procedures is most prevalent and the higher order outcomes of creativity and 
metacognition seem most problematic. The most widely used tools remain quiz-
zes and discussion forums, associated with the University LMS and are most 
likely to target student ability to apply concepts and/or procedures. Despite the 
prevalence of a range of technologies with affordances to support more innova-
tive assessment processes, practices seem to perpetuate traditional models. Those 
who indicated that they explore emerging tools were more likely to target higher 
order cognitive processes, however numbers in these categories were consider-
ably smaller than the lower order processes. For example, while only small num-
bers used wikis, blogs or e-portfolios, these respondents were more likely to use 
them to support the assessment of higher order outcomes such as creativity and 
metacognition and to recognize the affordances offered such as encouraging stu-
dent refl ection. 

 In the earlier phases of the study, assessment processes in capstone units were 
found to be more likely to be designed to elicit higher order outcomes (McNeill, 
 2010    ). To explore this issue in the survey data, the results were fi ltered to compare 
the responses about assessment tasks from convenors of fi rst year and fi nal year 
units. Comparing the results from fi rst year and fi nal year undergraduates revealed 
that the curriculum designs for the units are not dissimilar. Application is more 
likely to be targeted to a large or moderate extent in undergraduate units, but only 
by a small margin. Of the 33 respondents teaching fi rst year units, 90.9% targeted 
application to a large or moderate extent, as compared with 85.7% of respondents 
convening fi nal year units (n = 28). Evaluation is more likely to be targeted to a large 
or moderate extent in fi nal year units than fi rst year, with 92.6% and 87.1% respec-
tively. According to the MAPLET framework (Gosper  2011  ) , the curriculum focus 
of fi nal year students should be substantially different from that of fi rst year units; 
targeting the refi nement and extension of “robust interconnected knowledge net-
works that form problem solving schemas with embedded principles, procedures 
and heuristics; and the development of metacognitive skills” (p. 27). 

 The results provide a timely reminder that training and support initiatives need 
to focus on supporting teaching staff in making appropriate use of the basic tools 
available in the centralized LMS system. While the newer social networking tools 
may offer potential to expand the repertoire available to academics in how they 
assess student learning, these tools require a greater understanding of both the tech-
nology and pedagogy implications. What is required next is a sustained effort for 
professional development initiatives to support unit convenors in making clear links 
between the elements of their curriculum, including technologies, to elicit the types 
of outcomes they intend.  
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    5   Conclusion 

 This survey was limited to exploring the perspectives of those convenors of online 
units at one Australian university who used the centrally supported LMS. While 
there may be other views from those using different platforms, the results provide a 
snapshot of current uses of technologies and perspectives about curriculum align-
ment overall, including intended learning outcomes, teaching and learning activities 
and assessment strategies. 

 The results suggest that while many academics intend higher order outcomes, 
they are less likely to design their teaching activities or assessment tasks accord-
ingly, especially if technologies are used to support the assessment process. The 
results provide a realistic baseline when considering the rhetoric around the her-
alded affordances of new technologies and reinforce the fi ndings from previous 
phases of the study that the predominant focus of technologies is on assessing lower 
order outcomes, indicative of a focus on perpetuating rather than transforming 
assessment. They present a reminder that professional development initiatives need 
to focus on developing academics’ capacity to design their curricula to elicit higher 
order outcomes, selecting and integrating technologies as part of this holistic 
approach. 

 Analysis of the survey data will continue to explore these themes of alignment 
and transformation in more detail, to inform professional development initiatives 
which, rather than promoting tools out of context, target support for academics in 
using tools to refi ne their strategies for assessing higher order learning.      
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           1   Introduction 

 Motivation has an important role in education, and many approaches have been tried 
to motivate students. Engaging visualizations and meaningful teaching materials are 
one approach. Koike et al.  (  2005  )  developed an adaptive e-learning system, and 
argued that adaptive, appropriate teaching materials motivate students. Ahoniemi 
et al.  (  2007  )  note that humor and real life examples in computer science (CS) assign-
ments increase student motivation. We believe that, in general, the use of materials 
that involve practical use of authentic data sets has a role to play to motivate students 
because they see the activity to be relevant to the learning needs. That is, examples 
and exercises that are derived from authentic sources, refl ecting real-world data sets, 
should engage students and stimulate their imagination so that they will be more 
motivated to learn. And, no doubt, better motivation enhances the learning. 

 Algorithm Visualization (AV) has been used to improve students’ understanding 
of the many abstract concepts occurring in CS. AVs aid learning diffi cult concepts 
and make learning more interesting. Lately, making the visualization more interac-
tive has been argued to increase the learning benefi ts (Hundhausen et al.  2002 ; Naps 
et al.  2003a  ) . Naps et al.  (  2003a  )  specifi ed Engagement Taxonomy where they 
hypothesize that the learning benefi ts increase as the interactivity increases. For 
learning graph algorithms, there already exist numerous engaging algorithm visual-
ization systems and topic-specifi c visualizations such as ALVIE (Crescenzi and 
Nocentini  2007  ) , Animal (Rößling and Freisleben  2002  ) , IAPPGA (Wu  2005  ) , and 
Leonardo Web (Bonifaci et al.  2005  ) . All of the existing systems use abstract data, 
typically simple textbook examples in which letters denote nodes, and numbers 
denote the weighted edges to represent a graph. While this is benefi cial for learning 
graph algorithms, it does not refl ect any real-world application of the algorithms. 
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 In this paper, we will demonstrate the use of authentic data, in contrast to abstract 
data, to provide interactive exercises based on AV. We introduce a framework for 
algorithm visualizations to capture the students’ interest by making them to con-
struct their own animations using real-world data sets as suggested by the 
Engagement Taxonomy (Naps et al.  2003a  )  and Ahoniemi et al.  (  2007  ) . Using 
authentic data has become easier in the recent years thanks to the rapid increase in 
the amount of (semantic) data available. The research question we are trying to 
answer is  can we utilize semantic data to provide students with assignments on 
graph algorithms with authentic data?  

 To answer this, we create a mashup on top of Google Maps (  http://maps.google.
com/    ) to visualize location data fetched from DBPedia (Auer et al.  2008  ) . A mashup 
is “a Web page or Web site that combines information and services from multiple 
sources on the Web” (Murugesan  2007  ) . Mashups have gained more and more pop-
ularity on the Internet, and there exist several programmable APIs (see, for example, 
  http://www.programmableweb.com    ). Moreover, many businesses base their whole 
existence on building applications on top of third-party APIs. There are, for exam-
ple, numerous applications built on top of Twitter and Facebook. 

 The open data sets enable building of innovative web services and mashups. In 
educational context, online data sources have been used in programming assign-
ments to make them more interesting (DePasquale  2006 ; Thornton and Edwards 
 2008  ) . In our case, the end product is a visualization of a graph on a map, where the 
nodes are real locations, such as Bridges in New York. The interaction comes from 
students simulating graph algorithms by clicking nodes or edged on the graphs. Our 
preliminary results show that this novel approach is a motivating way to provide 
interactive AV to learners, and thus improve the learning experience as well as 
enhance the learning outcome. 

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section  2  introduces the concept of 
semantic web, DBPedia, and the fi eld of algorithm visualization with the vast num-
ber of existing systems for learning graph algorithms. Section  3 , in turn, shows our 
solution to the research question. Section  4  discusses the anecdotal evidence from 
our fi rst experiences with students using the exercise. Finally, Section  5  discusses 
the suitability of our approach to education and    concludes the paper.  

    2   Background 

    2.1   Semantic Web and Web Mashups 

 The vision of the semantic web introduced by Berners-Lee et al.  (  2001  )  is a web 
where meaning (semantics) is defi ned for information. This allows machines to use 
this meaning to understand the information better, thus allowing more intelligent 
and automated services to be built. Although Ding and Finin  (  2006  )  concluded that 
the amount of semantic data is increasing, the data is sparse. Thus, there is a need 
for gathering the data from several sources. Not only to collect reasonable amount 
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of data, but also for making it more reliable. Fortunately, a more recent study by 
Halpin  (  2009  )  showed that there is useful data available on semantic web. 

 As the main reason for the increased usefulness of data on semantic web, Halpin 
mentions the release of services like DBPedia. DBPedia is “ a community effort to 
extract structured information from Wikipedia”  (Auer et al.  2008  ) . In addition, it 
links Wikipedia data with other open data sets on the web. Like a lot of data on 
semantic web, DBPedia stores the information as RDF (Resource Description 
Framework, a W3C Recommendation). Humans and machines can query the RDF 
data with SPARQL using the SPARQL endpoint DBPedia provides. 

 The increase in usable semantic data has seen a surge in web mashups, services 
combining data from various sources on the web (Murugesan  2007  ) . For the end 
user of the mashup, the service appears as one integrated service. Zang et al.  (  2008  )  
mention map synthesis, enterprise information integration, and web service track-
ing as some of the use-cases for mashups. They also note that the most popular API 
used in building mashups is Google Maps.  

    2.2   Learning Graph Algorithms 

 Student engagement is an important part of algorithm visualization. Previous 
research on educational algorithm visualization suggests that the more engaging the 
visualizations the better the learning results (Hundhausen et al.  2002 ; Naps et al. 
 2003b  ) . This has been hypothesized in the Engagement Taxonomy introduced by 
Naps et al.  (  2003b  ) , which defi ned six levels of engagement. These engagement 
levels are  no viewing  (no visualization is used),  viewing  (students are passively 
watching a visualization, possibly controlling the execution by, for example, mov-
ing backward and forward and changing the speed),  responding  (adds interaction in 
the form of questions related to the content of the visualization),  changing  (students 
are allowed to change the visualization, for example, by providing the input data to 
an algorithm),  constructing  (students themselves are required to construct an algo-
rithm visualization), and  presenting  (expects students to explain an algorithm using 
a visualization, which can be created by the student herself or by someone else). 

 For all of the engagement levels, there are several existing systems for teaching 
graph algorithms. For the constructing level, which is of interest for us, there are 
three systems available: PILOT (Bridgeman et al.  2000  ) , PathFinder (Sánchez-
Torrubia et al.  2009  ) , and TRAKLA2 (Malmi et al.  2004  ) . 

 PILOT is targeted to tracing exercises in which the learner solves problems 
related to graph algorithms. The system provides the learner a graphical illustration 
of the correctness of the solution along with the score and an explanation of the 
possible errors made. The current tool, however, is limited to graph algorithms, and 
especially the minimum spanning tree problem. Thus, there is no underlying gen-
eral-purpose application framework that can be extended to other concepts and 
problem types without creating a new interface. PathFinder is a similar system targeted 
to learning Dijkstra’s shortest-path algorithm. TRAKLA2, however, incorporates a 
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general-purpose application framework for illustrating other concepts than graphs 
as well. TRAKLA2 can be utilized to provide exercises for basic data structures 
(stack, queue), sorting algorithms, priority queues, hashing, search trees, and graph 
algorithms. 

 A common approach in all of the existing systems is the use of abstract data, 
typically a random graph with letters or numbers (see Fig.  8.1  for an example of an 
exercise in TRAKLA2). While this is suitable for learning the algorithm, it gives no 
idea of the many applications of the algorithm. This is the issue we will tackle in our 
system presented in the next section.    

    3   Visual Algorithm Simulation Exercises with Authentic Data 

 In this section, we will describe our solution to use authentic location data in visual 
graph algorithm simulation exercises. The developed application is a special pur-
pose software client in a spatial data infrastructure (SDI). We will start by describ-
ing the exercises from a student perspective and proceed to introducing the 
technology used. 

  Fig. 8.1    A graph algorithm exercise in TRAKLA2 (Malmi et al.  2004  )        
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    3.1   Visual Algorithm Simulation 

 In  visual algorithm simulation , the learner is performing similar mental processes 
than in desk checking of an algorithm, but in an interaction with a visual computer-
ized environment (Korhonen  2003  ) . In typical desk checking, the programmer is 
trying to follow the logic of an algorithm by ensuring there are no bugs. This is done 
manually line by line. Many teachers use similar approach while assigning exer-
cises to their students. Students are supposed to show how an algorithm computes 
its result by using pen and paper. However, in contrast to desk checking,  visual 
algorithm simulation exercises  provide computer support for the process. In addi-
tion, the algorithm involved is correct, thus the learner is not expected to fi nd a bug, 
but supposed to confi rm the logic instead. This is done by simulating the execution 
of the code lines of the algorithm in a visually appealing environment. 

 Typically algorithm simulation exercises comprise abstract data only. In many 
graph algorithms, however, it would be more natural to execute the algorithm with 
authentic data. Thus, in location data algorithm simulations, graph algorithms are 
learned and simulated by clicking nodes and edges on a real map. Compared with 
the Engagement Taxonomy, students are working on the constructing level. That is, 
students are required to construct an algorithm visualization by performing the cor-
rect simulation operations. This makes the exercises similar to those in TRAKLA2 
(Malmi et al.  2004  ) , where students simulate (graph) algorithms with random nodes 
composed of alphabetic keys. However, we believe that working with authentic data 
makes the simulations more attracting and motivating as the performance highlights 
an actual application for the algorithm. Our example is related to Dijkstra’s algo-
rithm, but we believe the idea can be extended to other visual algorithm simulation 
exercises as well.  

    3.2   Location Data Algorithm Simulation Exercises 

 The main parts of our location data simulation exercise are shown in Fig.  8.2 . The 
numbered parts are briefl y explained below. 

    1.    Drop-down boxes for selecting the data in the exercise.  
    2.    Visualization of the graph on top of Google Maps.  
    3.    The same graph as an adjacency list.  
    4.    Buttons to undo/redo operations as well as to submit the solution.  
    5.    Information about the node the mouse pointer was last hovering over.     

 Next, we will describe the different features available to the student.

    Task and instructions  The task is as a real-world application of the algorithm. For 
example, in the Dijkstra’s algorithm, the task is to fi nd the shortest route from one of 
the locations to all other locations on the map. Furthermore, instructions on simulating 
the algorithm as well as the pseudo code of the algorithm are also given.  
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   Selecting the data  Students can choose the data using the drop-down boxes. Many 
categories are available to choose from, for example Buildings, City districts, Sports 
Stadiums, and Capital cities. Every category includes subcategories specifying the 
data for a smaller geographical area, for example, Buildings in Tokyo, City districts 
of Prague, or Football stadiums used in UEFA European Championships.  

   Viewing the data  The data is visualized on a map. In addition, the graph is shown 
as an adjacency matrix.  

   Data about the node  Whenever the mouse pointer hovers over a node in the map, 
information for that location is shown on the lower left side of the page. This is 
information about the location and it includes essentially the abstract of the 
Wikipedia article. This can lead to students learning about the different locations 
instead of the graph algorithm. In addition, when hovering over a node, the name of 
the location is shown as a tooltip.  

  Fig. 8.2    An exercise with Buildings and Structures of Tokyo as the data       
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   Simulating the algorithm  Depending on the algorithm in question, the simulation 
is performed by clicking either nodes or edges. Clicking the nodes or edges in the 
textual adjacency matrix on the left has the same effect. This hopefully enables a 
better accessibility of the exercises. Each operation creates a new step in the simula-
tion sequence, which is the answer students submit at the end. Students can undo the 
simulation steps and thus move backward in the generated animation. Also, redoing 
the undone steps (moving forward) is possible.  

   Immediate feedback and grading  Once the student has completed the simulation 
of the algorithm, he/she can ask for feedback. Feedback is asked by submitting the 
solution to the server, where the answer is checked. Student gets immediate feedback 
as the number of correct steps in his/her sequence as well as the correct sequence.     

    3.3   Technology 

 The main functionality is implemented in JavaScript (JS) running in the student’s 
browser. JavaScript has come a long way from the days of it being used to show 
annoying blinking components and image rollovers on otherwise static web pages. 
It has evolved into a language for building complex web applications, and is thus 
suitable for our use. Another major reason was that we are using the dynamic Google 
Maps, which offers a JS code library. All web browsers support JavaScript, and we 
have tested our solution with Chrome, Safari, Internet Explorer, and Firefox. 

 Since the client is in JavaScript, a server-client model was required. To be able to 
trust the grading, it cannot be done in the client side where all source code of JS is 
visible to students. Furthermore, making queries to DBPedia is easier on the server 
to avoid having to work around same origin policy restrictions of browsers. 
Moreover, caching of query results on the server can avoid making same requests 
for all users, thus ending up with fewer requests to DBPedia. On the server-side, we 
have a simple Django (  http://djangoproject.com/    ) application with a database mainly 
to cache the results of DBPedia queries as well as to store student submissions. The 
randomization of the initial graph and grading of the student solutions are on the 
server side as well. 

 DBPedia offers a SPARQL endpoint, allowing us to query for data using 
SPARQL. To help make the queries, we are using the Python sparql-wrapper (  http://
sparql-wrapper.sourceforge.net/    ). The wrapper handles the communication after 
given the SPARQL query to execute. The results of the query can be either JSON or 
RDF, but the wrapper handles both of these, and makes the result available as a 
Python dictionary. 

 The queries we make are fetching locations for a single category in the DBPedia 
(for example, Airports in Italy). In addition to the items geolocations, we also fetch 
information  about  the location. This additional information is essentially the abstract 
of the Wikipedia article as well as the URL of the article. 

 Once we have the data, we select a random set from the locations to be used by 
a single instance of the exercise. This way, the exercise data is slightly different each 
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time. Among the locations, we randomly add edges from the set of possible edges 
generated by running Delaunay triangulation (Delaunay  1934  ) . This ensures there 
are no crossing edges in any exercise instance.  

    3.4   Teacher’s Point of View 

 New data sets can be added by introducing new query categories from DBPedia. For 
this, there are administrator pages to ease the process even further. The most time 
consuming part of adding new data is the search for suitable categories from 
DBPedia. In the current version, this needs to be done by manually browsing the 
collection. 

 Adding more algorithms is fairly straightforward. In order to simulate an algo-
rithm, a server-side implementation of the algorithm is needed. This needs to be 
written in Python and must give the number of correct steps in a simulation sequence. 
If the algorithm requires other data structures and/or visual components, however, 
the implementation will be much more complicated. At the moment, the code 
assumes that all algorithms work on graphs. 

 Another issue is how to integrate the exercises with existing learning manage-
ment systems (LMS). We have integrated it with our TRAKLA2 environment to be 
used in a Data Structures and Algorithms course. The TRAKLA2 environment 
embeds links to the exercises passing the student identifi cation as a parameter. Once 
the student submits the exercise, the results are passed on to TRAKLA2 through its 
API. If the LMS makes it possible to add links to the exercise that identify the user 
as well as offers an API for submitting results, the exercises can be integrated by 
writing a simple extension that takes care of submitting the results to the LMS. It 
should also be noted that the exercises could be used without any LMS.   

    4   First Experiences with Students 

 The system has been tested with students twice in a Data Structures and Algorithms 
course for CS majors. This is quite a large course with some 100 enrolled students 
a year. TRAKLA2 has been used in this course for a long time to deliver visual 
algorithm simulation exercises as a part of course home assignments. Other activi-
ties in this course include lectures, closed lab exercises, and a fi nal examination. 
Students are expected to solve some 25–30 exercises in TRAKLA2. From each cor-
rectly solved exercise, they can gain a number of points, and the sum of all points 
determines a partial course grade in scale 0–5. This is a compulsory part of the 
course, and 50% of all points is requires to pass this part with grade 1, and 90% is 
required to get the highest grade 5. TRAKLA2 exercises, however, contribute only 
30% to their fi nal grade. In addition, closed lab exercises and fi nal examination 
contributes 30% and 40% to the fi nal grade, respectively. In our experiment, one of 
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the TRAKLA2 exercises was replaced with a location data simulation exercise cov-
ering Dijkstra’s algorithm. 

 In the fi rst time, an exercise on Dijkstra’s algorithm was used as an optional 
exercise (Karavirta  2010  )  in Spring 2010. There was a link to the exercise among 
compulsory TRAKLA2 exercises. Not surprisingly, the voluntary exercise did not 
attract many students. In total, only N 

2010
  = 29 students tried the exercise with vari-

ous data, resulting in 62 exercise initializations. However, since there were no points 
to be gained, only six students actually submitted their solution for grading. Thus, 
we did not get a lot of data to analyze. 

 In Spring 2011, the same exercise was offered in a way that the students got 
points from it. This time, N 

2011
  = 47 students (out of the 126 on the course) did 437 

initializations and 187 submissions of the exercise. After submission, we asked 
them to fi ll a feedback questionnaire and we got feedback responses from 31 stu-
dents. Our interest was on students’ attitudes towards the new kind of exercises, thus 
the questionnaire included the following statements, choices, and a question:

    Statement 1:  This was more interesting than the TRAKLA2 exercises

   Fully agree, Agree, Disagree, Fully disagree     • 

   Statement 2:  This was more diffi cult than the TRAKLA2 exercises

   Fully agree, Agree, Disagree, Fully disagree     • 

   Question 1:  Free response (comments, ideas, bugs, etc)    

 Statistics from the data used by students is presented in Table A.1 in Appendix A. 
The most popular data set (“Districts of Helsinki” in 2010, “Buildings and Structures 
in Helsinki” in 2011) was the default set used every time a student opened the exer-
cises. Not surprisingly, the second most popular data set in 2010 was the Buildings 
and Structures of Helsinki. These numbers indicate that the data should be something 
relevant for the student, such as familiar places from their environment. However, 
also unusual places attracted students to some extent. Maybe because of these were 
known for these students for some reason or the other. It should also be noted, that 
all data sets were initialized at least by one student in 2011. 

    4.1   Feedback Questionnaire 

 The results of the responses to the two statements are reported in Tables  8.1  and  8.2 . 
Most of the students (31) answered the two statements, both in four-option scale 
ranging from “fully disagree” to “fully agree”. In addition to the number of students 
selecting each option, we have reported the percentage of students that received full 
points of the exercise, i.e., managed to complete all steps of the simulation correctly. 
Moreover, we have calculated how many submissions the students did in overall, 
how many submissions they did on average, and what was the average of the maxi-
mum points they received (only the best submission among all the possible submis-
sions a single student did is taken into account).   
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 In Table  8.1 , all the six students who responded “agree” to the statement, got 
fi nally full 70 points from the exercise. To achieve this, they were required to submit 
the exercise in average of 2.7 times. However, most of the students fully agree with 
the statements, and from those students, only 8/14 managed to fully complete the 
exercise even though they tried 5.9 times in average. This observation suggests that 
the subjective opinion of the diffi culty of the exercise depends on how much effort 
they needed to invest in it. 

 Although this more applied exercise was considered to be more diffi cult, it was 
also considered to be more interesting than other TRAKLA2 exercises. This is 
shown in Table  8.2 , in which more than 2/3 of the students agree or fully agree 
(23/31) with the statement. In addition, the more initializations (tried it with differ-
ent data) the students did on average, the more they agree with the statement. 

 In the following, we have divided the open feedback responses into three sets. We 
got two very positive comments, four critical comments, and one mixed comment. 
Some of them are translated from Finnish. In addition, the names are fi ctional. 

  Positive Comments 

  Alice :  Nice one. I liked the Google map presentation. I didn’t have to guess what 
TRAKLA wants me to do next. I just used the algorithm.  

  Bob :  [The exercise] demonstrates well how the algorithm works. It is also easier 
[than TRAKLA2 exercises] to apply, as the exercise is not that abstract. Although, 
fi nding the shortest route is not that hard, in case of letters connected with arcs, the 
shortest path is more inconvenient to perceive.   

   Table 8.1    Results from Statement 1 (This exercise is more diffi cult than TRAKLA2 exercises)   

 Choice  Students 
 Full 
points (%)  Subs 

 Avg 
subs  Inits 

 Avg. # 
of inits 

 Avg Max 
points 

 Fully disagree  2  50  3  1.5  10  5  66.5 
 Disagree  9  78  28  3.1  73  8.1  56.8 
 Agree  6  100  16  2.7  52  8.7  70 
 Fully agree  14  57  82  5.9  194  13.9  53.3 

  We have reported on the number of students selecting each option, how many percentage of those 
received full points from the exercise, how many initializations/submissions they did, what was 
the average number of initializations/submissions, and the average maximum points of the best 
submissions, respectively. The maximum points from the exercise were 70  

   Table 8.2    Results from Statement 2 (This exercise is more interesting than TRAKLA2 exercises)   

 Choice  Students 
 Full 
points (%)  Subs 

 Avg 
subs  Inits 

 Avg. # 
of inits 

 Avg Max 
points 

 Fully disagree  1  0  2  2  5  5  63 
 Disagree  7  86  26  3.7  62  8.9  64 
 Agree  12  67  60  5  143  11.9  58.7 
 Fully agree  11  73  41  3.7  119  10.8  54.1 

  We have reported the same columns as in Table  8.1   
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  Negative Comments 

  Cecily :  No way to do this without pencil&paper unless you can remember tons of 
numbers at the same time  

  Don :  Too diffi cult to visualize the lengths of the edges. Hovering over the edge 
should show the length on the map.  

  Fatima :  Keeping track of the actual distance to already reached nodes is harder, as 
it isn’t shown unlike in TRAKLA. I found the correct routes but not in correct order, 
so have to try again with paper. Also it seems like you can’t select edges “back-
wards” (e.g. I selected I-G, when correct is G-I), I thought that it wouldn’t make a 
difference by looking at the map.  

  Errol :  Why the exercise is started from letter B, and not from A? No doubt it 
was told in the exercise, but I missed it, thus I needed to solve the exercise again 
“in vain”.   

  A Mixed Comment 

  Greg :  Very nice practical exercise, although some sort of a model answer or at least 
a guide would have been nice.   

 Although, there are more negative than positive comments, the negative com-
ments are more related to the functionality of the exercise, not the learning experi-
ence. That is, positive comments emphasize the fact that the exercise is more 
concrete than the corresponding TRAKLA2 exercise. Thus, at least some students 
seem to value applied use of visualizations. 

 We should not neglect the negative comments, however. The current implemen-
tation could be improved by providing more tools to keep track of the state of the 
algorithm as Cecily and Don both suggested. In addition, some details need to be 
changed, for example, to make it more obvious where to start as Errol pointed out. 
These are more or less usability issues that we can fi x for the next time. However, 
it is important to collect the feedback also in the future as new issues can arise. 

 Moreover, some of the issues can be taken into a broader consideration while 
trying to develop the concept further. For example, Greg’s comment about the 
model solution is related to the fact that most of the TRAKLA2 exercises have a 
model solution available. This feature could be a nice addition also for location data 
algorithm simulation exercises.   

    5   Conclusions 

 Motivation has an important role to play in learning. In this paper, we have intro-
duced a novel approach to motivate students in Data Structures and Algorithms 
course by providing visual algorithm simulation exercises based on real-world 
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data. While there are an increasing number of visualization systems available 
that try to motivate and engage students, we are not aware of any similar 
approaches to use authentic data to teach graph algorithms. The use of real-world 
examples was one of the motivation approaches suggested by Ahoniemi et al. 
 (  2007  ) . We believe that, together with student-selectable data sets, authentic data 
can stimulate students’ imagination and better capture their interest so that they 
will be more motivated to learn. 

 There seem to be other factors too, however. As our fi rst year’s experiment indi-
cated, points gained from the exercises are an even stronger motivational factor 
here. The exercises need to be compulsory (i.e., a certain amount of points are 
needed to be collected to pass the course) in order to attract students’ attention. Only 
very few students actually solved the exercises in the fi rst year even though quite 
many initialized it. 

 In the second year, the exercise was compulsory. Our data shows that although 
the students felt that the exercise was more diffi cult than similar TRAKLA2 exer-
cises, they found it more interesting. This supports our view that authentic data sets 
motivate at least some students. 

 From a pedagogical point of view, one of the disadvantages in our approach is 
that there might be distractions drawing students’ focus away from the actual algo-
rithm. The authentic location data might encourage students to read about the places, 
and end up reading articles on Wikipedia instead of solving the exercise. 

 From the technological point of view, the constructive part of this work is a 
proof-of-concept that general services such as semantic data and maps can be suc-
cessfully used as building blocks in educational systems. Using such components is 
easy and makes development of new tools much faster than by implementing every-
thing from scratch. Obviously, implementing a map service that is as comprehen-
sive as Google Maps, and collecting data set as vast as DBPedia (or Wikipedia) 
would be completely out of reach for projects such as this one. Thus, educational 
mashups are a viable approach that we feel should be researched more in the 
future. 

 Mashups may cause some technical problems that come with the usage of 
third party APIs and data. The main issue is that if Google Maps or DBPedia 
servers are not responding, the exercises cannot be initialized or shown. For 
DBPedia, this problem can be avoided by caching the query results, as is done in 
our solution. However, this issue is not as serious as one would initially think; it 
is more probable that servers used in education administered by faculty staff are 
down than those of Google. A bigger issue is the reliability of the data from 
DBPedia, which comes from Wikipedia. The data can be modifi ed by anyone on 
the Internet, so there might be incomplete or incorrect data as well. This hap-
pened during the implementation of the system, for example, as one building in 
Tokyo appearing in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean and a district of Helsinki 
near Stockholm, Sweden. 
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    5.1   Future Directions 

 Our future plan is to evaluate the pedagogical effectiveness of the exercises and 
answer the question: Are the learning results equally good or even better than, say, 
the results with TRAKLA2? Our initial fi ndings and the student comments seem to 
indicate the approach is useful, but more conclusive data needs to be gathered to 
verify this. 

 From the technical point of view, an interesting future direction (which we have 
already implemented in the development version) is to use the student’s current 
location as the base for the data. Using the Geolocation API available in modern 
browsers, we can fi nd out the students current location. By querying DBPedia for 
data around that location, we can contextualize the exercises for the specifi c loca-
tion. This enables location-aware learning that adapts to the student’s current con-
text. This has obvious privacy-related issues, and we have not used it on a course 
yet. However, the plan is to use it next year with the location-aware data being one 
choice of data among the other fi xed-location data sets. 

 A pedagogical issue with the current version is that coming up with stories 
behind the assignment is diffi cult. While, for example, for Dijkstra’s algorithm there 
is a natural application for location data, not all algorithms make sense on such data. 
Why would you want to run a DFS on a random graph between Capitals in Africa? 
This is the reason we only used Dijkstra’s algorithm in our initial student experi-
ments. Thus, we look into broadening the scope of our framework to support spatial 
algorithms where our map-based approach would be highly suitable. Previous work 
on algorithm visualization in teaching spatial algorithms has been promising 
(Nikander et al.  2008  ) . However, as the simulation mechanisms in the spatial algo-
rithms implemented by Nikander et al. are quite complex, we will start with creating 
animations of such algorithms on location-based data. In such approach, we can still 
engage the students using, for example, pop-up questions that require prediction of 
next steps of the algorithm. 

 One of the important features of TRAKLA2 system is the model solution. That is 
an algorithm animation visualizing how the exercise should have been solved. 
Another feature in TRAKLA2 is the opportunity to reset the exercise with a new 
input data, if the student’s solution was incorrect. This way he or she can try out the 
exercise as long as it is solved correctly. These features should be incorporated also 
into the visual algorithm simulation exercises with authentic data, as we believe they 
can signifi cantly improve the learning results. That is to say, one of the interesting 
phenomena with TRAKLA2 exercises is the fact that very large portion (typically 
some 10%-30%) of all students receive full points of all the exercises (100%) even 
though 90% is required to the best mark (5/5). This phenomenon together with the 
authentic data in general will be one of our main research questions in the future.        
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    Appendix A   Data-sets used by students      

   Table A.1    Data sets used by students in years 2010 and 2011. The columns show the number 
of initializations and submissions for both years   

 Data set 
 Inits in 
2010 

 Subs in 
2010 

 Inits in 
2011 

 Subs in 
2011 

 Buildings and structures in Helsinki  7  –  274  141 
 Districts of Helsinki  35  4  –  – 
 Countries Arab league members  –  –  23  5 
 Countries states of the holy Roman empire  –  –  20  4 
 Buildings and structures in Amsterdam  1  –  18  6 
 Buildings and structures in leeds  –  –  14  2 
 Buildings and structures in Melbourne  –  –  14  2 
 Countries states of Mexico  –  –  11  3 
 Airports in Germany  1  –  9  5 
 Airports in England  1  –  8  2 
 Buildings and structures in Vienna  –  –  7  2 
 Buildings and structures in Oslo  –  –  6  3 
 Towns in Cheshire  2  –  4  2 
 Airports in Italy  1  –  5  – 
 Buildings and structures in Edinburgh  1  –  4  2 
 Districts of Prague  1  1  4  2 
 Buildings and structures in Croydon  –  –  4  2 
 Buildings and structures in Budapest  1  –  3  1 
 Towns in Vilnius county  1  –  3  2 
 Buildings and structures in Copenhagen  –  –  3  – 
 Districts of Manchester  1  –  2  1 
 Airports in Japan  2  1  –  – 
 Bridges in Washington  2  –  –  – 
 Presidential palaces  2  –  –  – 
 Towns in Cameroon  2  –  –  – 
 Buildings and structures in Madrid  –  –  1  – 
 UEFA European championship stadiums  1  –  –  – 
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           1   Introduction 

 Europe-wide, mentoring is often seen as an ideal “solution” to lifelong learning issues 
where work-based learners do not have access to traditional teaching environments. 
Signifi cant elements of teacher training courses are ‘delivered’ in the work place, and 
this has resulted in a great demand for mentors and coaches. However, the standards for 
mentor training, the effectiveness of the mentoring techniques, and the availability of 
suitable mentors are all issues which have caused widespread concern. In the UK, a 
number of government reports have highlighted the essential nature of mentoring in the 
delivery and learning of subject specialist skills (Dixon et al.  2010  ) , and there has been 
a call for the professionalisation of the mentoring role. In Hungary recent legislation 
has made mentoring a compulsory element of initial teacher training. The situation in 
many countries is that mentoring systems are in urgent need of development, and that 
the establishment of e-mentoring systems, to effectively address the “distributed” 
nature of work-based learning, is an extremely important aspect of that development. 

 This paper stresses the importance of, and investigates possibilities for, e-men-
toring and e-coaching in vocational teacher education, by considering the consider-
able impact of three recently completed projects on the fi eld. It reports their results 
in the light of current research and makes recommendations for the further develop-
ment of the e-mentoring systems discussed. 

 The fi rst project examined is “Motivate” (Masters level opportunities and tech-
nological innovation in vocational teacher education). This EC-funded project was 
conducted by a consortium of seven higher education institutions from Finland, 
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Greece, Holland, Hungary, Portugal and the UK, and concerned the design and 
implementation of Masters level modules for the teacher training curriculum. The 
modules involved e-mentoring, with work – based learning facilitated by “techno-
logical innovation”. 

 The second project used in the investigation is the “ASSOCiate Online” 
(Achieving Subject Specialist Online Communities) initiative, involving the devel-
opment and operation of an on-line learning resource and network of teachers in the 
UK. This “specialist on-line community” facility provides e-mentors for teacher 
trainees in a wide range of subject specialist areas. 

 The third project under review concerns “synchronous coaching”, a technique 
resulting from research in the Netherlands on coaching and mentoring effective-
ness, which highlighted the importance of timely feedback, preferably given during 
the performance rather than after it. The technology in the project enabling immedi-
ate feedback is the WIME (Whisper In My Ear) device, but other mobile learning 
technologies may be equally appropriate. In addition to this research into technol-
ogy, the project also conducts an investigation into the vocabulary and terminology 
used in these situations, to improve the criticality of the feedback. 

 Finally, in the concluding section of the paper, results from all three projects are 
collectively considered, and directions for extended work in the area are identifi ed. 
The “Implement” (Improving lifelong learning through e-mentoring) project is pro-
posed, which will develop international standards and networks for e-mentors, and 
promote innovative use of technology in e-mentoring systems.  

    2   E-Mentoring and Teacher Education 

 E-mentoring systems in the teacher education sphere can be classifi ed according to 
the timeliness of feedback provided by the mentor. The fi rst two projects described 
and analysed in this section involve “asynchronous” feedback, where all communica-
tions between mentor and mentee take place before or after the event. The third proj-
ect utilizes “just in time” techniques, where the mentoring or coaching intervention 
occurs at the same time as the learning experience, in this case a teaching perfor-
mance. The role and responsibilities of the e-mentor also suggest a method of catego-
rization, and these factors dictate the level of mentor training required. In the Motivate 
project, a peer-mentoring system was developed, with e-mentors and their mentees 
holding ‘equal status’ in the learning process, whereas in the “ASSOCiate Online” 
and “Synchronous Coaching” projects, the mentors or coaches held supervisory and 
assessment roles in the learning, and adopted an advisory role in the process. 

    2.1   The Motivate Project 

 The aim of the Motivate project was twofold: to develop modules for the teacher 
education curriculum at Masters level, and to incorporate new and emerging 
technologies into the delivery of the curriculum (Lord and Pentelenyi  2009  ) . 
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The innovatory practices were designed to directly benefi t the two Hungarian 
higher education institutions in the partnership, although the result of the mod-
ule development was to harmonize the teacher training curriculum in all partici-
pating countries. A variety of Web 2.0 technologies (such as social networking 
systems, blogs, wikis, and the virtual world environment, Second Life) were 
utilised to facilitate the curriculum developments 

 The “Teaching a Specialist Subject” module, developed in the Motivate proj-
ect, is of particular interest here, since it involved a form of e-mentoring by the 
student teachers’ peers in the learning process. Unlike other ‘common modules’ in 
the project, delivered in English, it was decided that, for this particular module, 
delivery would take place in the native language of the partner country, and the 
two participating institutions in Hungary created a collaborative network using 
the Moodle virtual learning environment as the delivery platform. This enabled 
the Hungarian teacher trainees to easily share pedagogical methods and resources, 
initiate discussions on teaching issues related to the specialist area, and engage in 
troubleshooting of problem areas of the specialist teaching. The 72 students 
involved were geographically dispersed, mainly from Budapest and Dunaujvaros 
(where the Hungarian partner institutions were located), but also from other parts 
of Hungary, and therefore only on-line communication was possible via the 
Moodle platform. 

 Toth  (  2009  )  conducted a case study on “Teaching Specialist Subjects” with these 
students, and performed a qualitative evaluation of their interactions on the discus-
sion forums. She reported the effect on the quality of interaction and the motivation 
to engage with debate, of various factors relating to the participants: the past experi-
ence of teaching, the familiarity with ICT and technology, evidence of extrovert 
qualities/shyness, age and gender. The case study resulted in some interesting obser-
vations being made, which informed analysis of the performance of peers in an 
e-mentoring role. 

 It was quickly apparent that the participants on the collaborative platform may 
have been “equal” in terms of their status as students of the module, but they were 
not equal in their contributions to discussion and debate, with certain students step-
ping up to the role of e-mentor and adviser to others. Toth recounted the experiences 
of a student who overcame shyness, and a poor level of ICT skills, to become an 
inspirational guide to others in subject specialist matters. Another young student 
teacher, with effective study skills using internet technologies, adopted the role of 
e-mentor to a very full extent, helping more experienced, yet less technologically 
adept, teachers with the pedagogical use of ICT. 

 Some students, in the early stages of the Motivate project, were unwilling to 
participate fully in the learning communities, and lacked the necessary motivation 
to take on the e-mentor role to support their peers. They argued that there was no 
assessment credit available for participation, and that helping others did not directly 
address module outcomes. These issues were addressed, as discussed in the conclu-
sion to this paper, in the later phases of the project. 

 In the UK students were supported in the collaborative networking tasks of 
Motivate by having access to on-line subject specialist communities (Lord  2008  )  
via the ASSOCiate Online platform, described in the next section of the paper.  
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    2.2   The ASSOCiate Online Project 

 The ASSOCiate Online project was developed in response to UK government 
policy related to the teaching of subject specialist skills, promoting the “essential” 
nature of mentoring in that teaching process. The ASSOCiate Online initiative cre-
ated a national collaborative platform for subject specialists in the vocational teacher 
education fi eld, and has continued to grow and develop since its inception in 2004. 
The platform facilitates the development of on-line subject specialist communities, 
allowing cooperation and collaboration between geographically dispersed voca-
tional teachers working in similar fi elds to their own. 

 The potential of ASSOCiate Online to support e-mentoring has been appreciated 
and exploited since the initial design of the platform. Lord  (  2004  )  suggested that 
participation in the on-line community should be a compulsory element of mentor 
training, with experts in particular specialist fi elds, who are fulfi lling the role of 
mentor to initial teacher trainees, providing online support and contributing their 
expertise to online discussion. However, it soon became apparent that peer interac-
tion on the platform was just as valuable to teacher trainees as the availability of 
‘experts’. “Find a buddy” and “Find a Professional Twin” facilities were incorpo-
rated into the provision. After registering onto the system, and entering teaching 
interests and a profi le, the database was automatically searched for a “buddy”, 
someone with similar interests, and a “professional twin”, someone who shares a 
similar profi le and teaches the same courses. 

 User evaluations revealed issues of mismatched expectations between students 
and their “peer mentors”, with some appearing “needy”, and making unreasonable 
demands on the buddy or twin. To alleviate this problem, in later versions of 
ASSOCiate Online, experienced teachers have been employed as e-mentors on the 
system, with a well-defi ned job role and scope of operation. The current situation is 
that ASSOCiate Online is a community of trainee teachers with electronic access to 
experienced subject mentors and moderated learning materials. The scale of the 
membership of the community, across the whole of the UK, ensures that trainees 
have access to peers and experts, no matter how diverse or specialized their teach-
ing context (Lord et al.  2010  ) .  

    2.3   The Synchronous Coaching Project 

 Synchronous coaching is a specialized aspect of e-mentoring, and the project 
described here is essentially different to and distinct from the foregoing projects. It is, 
in fact, feasible that synchronous coaching could be usefully implemented in addition 
to the type of e-mentoring in Motivate or ASSOCiate Online, because its operation 
occurs at the time of teaching practice, not before, as part of preparation, or after, as 
a refl ective and evaluative exercise. The synchronous coaching project has examined 
feedback given to the student teacher during class performance, using a technology 
enabling “immediate” feedback, the WIME (Whisper In My Ear) device. 
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 The traditional way of coaching consists of a student teacher who is teaching and 
a mentor who observes the behaviour of the student teacher in the actual classroom 
setting. If the student teacher experiences some diffi culties, the student teacher and 
the mentor discuss the problems which occurred afterwards. In circumstances most 
benefi cial for the student teacher they can discuss this immediately after the lesson. 
However, in practice, there is some time between the given lesson by the student 
teacher and the feedback obtained from the mentor (and sometimes a student teacher 
has to wait more than a week for feedback). 

 A body of literature provides scientifi c evidence that immediate or synchronous 
coaching is more helpful to student teachers (Hunt  1980 ; Goodman et al.  2008 ; Fry 
and Hin  2006 ; Farrell and Chandler  2008 ; Scheeler et al.  2006,   2008 ; Rock et al. 
 2009 ; Scheeler and Lee  2002  ) . There are different ways to give immediate perfor-
mance feedback. One way is that a coach can interrupt or even stop the lesson and 
gives the specifi c performance feedback. This method has disadvantages such as a 
decrease of concentration and self esteem of the pre-service teacher. Also, because 
of the disruption, there is valuable lesson time lost (Scheeler et al.  2006  ) . 

 Another method is synchronous coaching. Synchronous coaching provides pre-
service teachers with immediate, on-the-spot feedback while these pre-service 
teachers are engaging in classroom instruction (Giebelhaus  1994  ) . Although 
researchers have used various forms of technology to provide immediate feedback, 
the Whisper-in-my-ear (WIME) is widely the most used device. Researchers have 
variously referred to this technology as a “Bug-in-Ear (BIE),” “wireless earphone,” 
a “mechanical third ear device,” or an “electronic audio-cueing system” (Rock et al. 
 2009  ) . Many are already familiar with WIME technology in the form of the earpiece 
that a person wears to allow ‘hands-free’ operation of a cell phone. In the current 
context, WIME technology refers to a small ear bud receiver that transmits verbal 
communication from a transmitter to a receiver. In general, WIME technology has 
been used effectively in a number of disciplines to improve practices in the fi eld. 
WIME technology has evolved from its initial use in psychotherapy (Korner and 
Brown  1952  )  to many other professions including dentistry, special education, 
retail, mass media, security, sports, and the general public (Goodman  2005 ; Scheeler 
and Lee  2002  ) . Despite the knowledge base of synchronous coaching, it is not yet 
commonly used in the fi eld of secondary education (Scheeler et al.  2006  ) . 

 When using WIME technology in a teacher education situation, the coach deliv-
ers prompts and feedback to the trainee teacher wearing the ear piece to provide 
messages or cues for behavior. Synchronous coaching using WIME technology, 
provides immediate, specifi c performance feedback during instruction that does not 
interfere with teaching, except to cue the pre-service teacher to use effective teach-
ing behavior (Goodman et al.  2008  ) . The trainee is the only one to hear the prompts 
and can then decide what to say or do next (Goodman and Duffy  2007  ) . Research 
on the delivery of this feedback that is not disruptive to the learning process of pre-
service teachers is critical (Scheeler et al.  2004  ) . 

 The implications for the use of synchronous coaching given by these researchers 
are implemented in the synchronous coaching mode as used in the Netherlands 
experiment. Fontys University of Applied Science (the Netherlands) has a tradition 
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in synchronous coaching, and during recent years, this type of e-mentoring has 
undergone an accelerated development: the Netherlands have already reached the 
fourth generation of synchronous coaching. 

 The fi rst generation of synchronous coaching was especially aimed at trying out 
equipment and possibilities for its use. The Fontys Pedagogically Technical 
University of Applied Science (Fontys PTH) experimented with student teachers by 
whispering short messages, using different types of equipment. In a national SURF-
project called Active Audience synchronous coaching was widely tested. Several 
educational settings pilots were carried out, using a variety of techniques. In some 
specifi c settings (intervision, supervision or coaching) direct feedback was given by 
using an ear piece. This method can also be used for practicing conversation tech-
niques, such as interview skills, and the implementation of application conversa-
tions. Professors, who acted as coaches, considered the synchronous coaching 
technique as a valuable additional technique. The profi t is especially present in the 
immediateness of the feedback: the student teacher can process observations imme-
diately and apply suggested improvements. The interventions which appeared to 
work best were short: approximately four words. However, it was frequently diffi -
cult to fi nd the right moment for the intervention. The quality and the usability of 
equipment proved to be of large importance in educational settings. For problems 
such as noise, the use of a sound communication set for synchronous coaching was 
recommended for student teachers. 

 Hooreman et al.  (  2008  )  initiated the second generation of synchronous coaching 
at the Fontys Vocational Teacher Education faculty (Fontys FLOS). The behaviour 
of a group of 40 student teachers was examined by means of video recordings of 
teaching situations where required behaviour was stipulated in advance. Comparison 
of a research group undertaking synchronous coaching, and a control group coached 
in a traditional manner, showed that by synchronous coaching the quality of didactic 
behaviour increases more rapidly, and the time to show the required teacher behav-
iour more rapidly decreases. Also the research indicated that not all performance 
feedback is suitable for synchronous coaching. For example specifi c profession 
content information can hardly be whispered without causing cognitive overload by 
student teachers. Recommendations were formulated. Coaches who are newcomers 
to synchronous coaching need to follow a training programme. An important com-
ponent of the process must be to reduce cognitive overload. By standardizing the 
messages the coach can reduce the cognitive overload on the trainee. However, a 
student teacher also needs a training programme where the possible messages can 
be discussed in advance of the teaching session. When a student teacher shows less 
competent behaviour, a specifi c description of ideal observable teacher behaviour 
must be whispered. During a training programme the student teacher must learn 
these behaviour indicators (with corresponding performance feedback), and addi-
tionally receive general information concerning the synchronous coaching 
technique. 

 The third generation of synchronous coaching started in 2008 with a second PhD 
project on synchronous coaching organized by Nele Coninx. The main aim of this 
research project is to test the data of Hooreman (Hooreman et al.  2008  )  in vivo 
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(in actual class room practice). Firstly, the expected observable teacher behaviour 
indicators were established for the ideal interpersonal, pedagogical and organizational 
performance behaviour for student teachers. A competent interpersonal student 
teacher is a teacher who can keep order in the classroom. For this interpersonal 
behaviour 16 ideal observable behaviour indicators have been established. A peda-
gogically competent teacher can differentiate in attention to several students. Twelve 
ideal observable behaviour indicators have been established for this aspect of the 
teaching process. Finally, an organisationally competent teacher can arrange lessons 
and instruction in such a manner so that students most effectively learn. For this 30 
ideal observable behaviour indicators have been determined. In a computer pro-
gramme CONPAS (Coaching Or Newcomers’ Practical Assistant System) the indi-
cators have been incorporated as ‘buttons’. Each indicator has been recorded and 
then added as a small audio fi le into the computer programme. By pressing a button 
the audio fi le corresponding to a certain behaviour indicator is played. This way a 
coach can whisper during a lesson (by pushing buttons) without the students in the 
class knowing something is whispered at the trainee teacher. The equipment used 
consists of a lap top, from which the coach sends the whispered messages, and a 
receiving set for the student teacher. This research confi rms that the usability of the 
equipment is still a signifi cant determinant of the success of the system. The setting 
up of the equipment was an onerous task for the coach in this phase of the project. 
Easily transportable and installed equipment is necessary for the perceived success 
of synchronous coaching. 

 The fourth generation of synchronous coaching addresses some of the concerns 
regarding the usability of equipment. The use of an iPad instead of a lap top was the fi rst 
improvement. Secondly, the original version of the computer programme CONPAS 
was adapted to the needs of users and re-written to enable the programme to run also 
on MAC (iPad). Thirdly, a new WIME technology is introduced. The earlier WIME 
devices had ear pieces which ‘closed’ one ear off. A student teacher had sometimes 
diffi culties to hear every pupil in the class room. The new WIME devices use the 
boon structure of the skull to communicate to a student teacher and he/she can now 
hear the whole class. 

 Thus the Dutch researchers and teacher educators have taken the WIME technol-
ogy, and developed a tool kit with a web-based application which makes it possible 
for the coach/mentor to unobtrusively whisper keywords to the student teacher. 

 In the construction of the keywords, attention was given to the syntax, as well as 
to the semantic features of the keywords. It was necessary to take into account the 
“cognitive load” and the ambiguity/uncertainty of messages. A high cognitive load in 
student teachers leads to mental strains, because the student teacher simultaneously 
has to pay attention to the given whispered keywords while teaching and listening to 
the demands of the children in the class. This phenomenon is referred to by Chandler 
and Sweller  (  1992  )  as the split attention effect. The effect is related to two competing 
but equally important information sources. Firstly, the message to the student teacher 
should not display any ambiguity and uncertainty. Uncertainty is caused by a lack of 
information; and, therefore, adding more information will resolve this issue, but the 
process will result in longer messages. Ambiguity is the existence of multiple, 
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possibly confl icting, interpretations of the message. Ambiguity is not easy to resolve, 
but it can certainly be alleviated by the provision of more information. Finding the 
balance between not making a message too long, so that the chance for producing 
cognitive overload will be greater for student teachers on the one hand, and resolving 
ambiguity and uncertainty on the other hand, was a key issue in the research. 
Secondly, related to semantic issues, the interpretation of the message by the student 
teachers was crucial. The interpretation of the keywords needed to be evaluated by 
the student teachers as “good” feedback. Shute  (  2008  )  defi nes good feedback in 
terms of messages that are specifi c and goal oriented, with some clues for the student 
teacher to learn how to teach (Hattie and Timperley  2007  ) . 

 The keywords, therefore, are hints or clues for the trainee teachers to know what 
they might change in their teaching behaviour, without suffering from ‘cognitive 
overload’ in the process of receiving the instruction while simultaneously dealing 
with the classroom situation. The keywords were constructed on the implications of 
the literature and provide specifi c feedback to address the main problems student 
teachers face (achieving effective classroom management, giving clear instructions 
to pupils, and catering for the individual needs of pupils). In fi nalizing the technol-
ogy used, the researchers compared the different technologies used in synchronous 
coaching from the literature, and assembled an appropriate system. They also devel-
oped a training program for the use of synchronous coaching in the class room. 

 Preliminary results are positive, with student teachers and coaches evaluating 
this coaching mode as effective. The consensus is that feedback given was more 
specifi c, useful and goal oriented than feedback which may have been provided in a 
traditional coaching mode. Looking closer at the evaluations and the degree of suc-
cess achieved Coninx et al.  (  2010b  )  identifi ed some prerequisites for synchronous 
coaching to be effective: there must be a training programme devised to fully pre-
pare coaches and trainees; pupils in the classroom must receive an explanation of 
the synchronous coaching taking place; the student teachers need to be eager and 
receptive towards the concept of synchronous coaching. 

 The synchronous coaching project is currently being extended in a longitudinal 
study over a longer time period, with an increased sample size, a larger vocabulary of 
whispered keywords (designed to be more specifi c and goal-orientated), and consid-
eration being taken of other factors affecting and indicating the student teachers’ 
development. The researchers are interested in the changes in behaviour patterns of 
the student teachers, as observed and perceived by the student teachers themselves, 
the coaches (mentors) providing the feedback, and the pupils from the actual class-
room. Preliminary results show that student teachers change in interpersonal behavior 
in only two lessons perceived by student teachers and coaches, but what is more spe-
cial is that it is also perceived by the pupils of the classroom (Coninx et al.  2010a  )  

 Evaluation of the synchronous coaching is planned on the four levels of reaction, 
learning, behaviour and results (Kirkpatrick and Kirkpatrick       2006   ), specifi cally: 
(1) determining the reaction towards synchronous coaching by student teachers 
and coaches (for example, do student teachers fi nd this coaching mode useful?); 
(2) assessing the learning of student teachers (for example, do student teachers 
learn new knowledge of class room management?); (3) behaviour of student teachers 
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(for example: do student teachers change their behaviour patterns?) and (4) results of 
student teachers (for example: do pupils who receives lessons from student teachers 
who received synchronous coaching get better grades?)   

    3   Conclusion 

 With the widespread adoption of the practice of learning in the work-place, voca-
tional teacher training and development is based predominantly in the schools, col-
leges, universities and training organizations where the vocational education is 
delivered. It is clear from examination of the three projects that e-mentoring, in a 
variety of forms, is providing an important new approach to learning in these 
circumstances. 

 Findings from the Motivate and ASSOCiate Online project indicate that the role 
of the potential e-mentor needs to be well-defi ned, and that, particularly in a peer 
mentoring situation, there should be specifi c incentive provided to adopt that role. 
Toth  (  2009  )  reports a great deal of satisfaction experienced, from what is in effect 
an e-mentoring role, by the students of the Motivate module. To ensure more engage-
ment with the on-line interaction, it was concluded in the Motivate project that the 
process of supporting peers’ learning should be credited within the assessment of 
the course being taken. 

 The best way to achieve credit for e-mentoring activities, and to standardize 
(‘professionalize’) the mentoring support role is to incorporate a module on mentor-
ing into the teacher education curriculum. (It was mentioned in the introduction 
section of this paper, that mentoring is now a compulsory element of the Hungarian 
initial teacher training curriculum, for example.) 

 Although the results of the synchronous coaching study are positive, they have 
to be interpreted within the limitations of the study. Student teacher learning was 
not assessed. In teacher training research, there are effects to consider in addition to 
changes in student teachers’ behaviour. Future research on providing synchronous 
coaching to student teachers will also need to include assessment of student teacher 
learning, to determine if changes in student teacher behaviour is caused. 

 From all three projects considered, it is clear that effective communication is 
crucial to the successful development of the interaction and relationship between 
mentor and mentee. Careful consideration also needs to be given to the nature of 
that relationship, whether the mentoring role is purely advisory and supportive, or 
whether the mentor is required to make judgments or assessment decisions based on 
the observed performance. 

 There are also issues common to all three projects regarding the use of new and 
emerging technologies. Firstly, there needs to be information provided to the 
designer of the e-mentoring system regarding availability of technologies that are 
appropriate for use in the particular circumstance. Secondly, information is needed 
as to the scope of the technologies adopted, and whether they are being used to their 
full potential. Thirdly, all participants in the e-mentoring process need adequate 
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exposure to the systems, and suffi cient training in their use, to feel comfortable with 
the involvement with the technologies. Further research into the many facets of 
innovative use of new technologies is required, including an investigation into the 
possibilities of e-mentor training in virtual world teaching scenarios, as Lord  (  2009  )  
considered in the Motivate project. 

 Many of the issues mentioned in conclusion here are addressed in a new project 
proposed by a European consortium of higher education institutions, with which the 
authors of this paper are involved. European Community funding under the Lifelong 
Learning Programme is to be requested for the IMPLEMENT project (IMProving 
Lifelong learning through E-MENToring). The overall aim of the project is to inves-
tigate and exploit the potential of mentoring systems in a lifelong learning context, 
given advances in technology, and the availability of electronic delivery methods. 

 More specifi cally, the Implement project will contribute to the knowledge base 
in the e-mentoring fi eld in the following ways:

   Initial research will be undertaken into mentoring methods and techniques, and • 
electronic support systems, in order to better understand the nature of the men-
toring role and the underpinning educational theory. Research papers and reports 
into e-mentoring and associated fi elds will be produced, with topics of research 
including specifi cations and standards for mentors, (teaching and learning meth-
ods for) work-based learning, mobile learning, observation and communication 
technologies, communications protocols for mentors/ coaches. It is intended that 
the wider research community will benefi t from the research outputs of the proj-
ect, particularly the collection of research papers on e-mentoring, the case stud-
ies, the seminar papers and the fi nal conference proceedings planned.  
  National initiatives in mentoring practices will be examined, and recommenda-• 
tions made for Europe-wide standards in mentor training. A set of mentoring 
standards will be produced, aiming to professionalize the e-mentoring role in 
vocational teacher education. An e-mentoring research compendium will pro-
vide a collection of partner reports of the current institutional, regional and 
national situation on e-mentoring, presented as responses to a series of questions 
on a pro-forma. In addition to a description of the current situation, the report of 
each partner will contain a ‘needs analysis’ to inform the development and uptake 
of mentoring systems in later stages of the project.  
  Masters level certifi cation to professionalize the role of mentoring in teacher educa-• 
tion contexts will be developed and implemented, and this will take the form of a 
module on e-mentoring at Masters level, which addresses the mentoring standards. 
The module will have accompanying documentation and teaching materials.  
  Synchronous coaching training, delivered initially by the Dutch partners and • 
‘cascaded’ to the partner countries, will be further developed, and will include a 
‘synchronous coaching’ training pack, with the necessary hardware and training 
materials (the CONPAS toolkit mentioned earlier). The Implement project will 
provide the opportunities to further investigate synchronous coaching opportuni-
ties in vocational education, by identifying common characteristics of critical 
professional situations for student teachers, where synchronous coaching can be 
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used. This will provide a context for the development of training materials, and 
enable the improved design and delivery of the trainers’ workshop. Further 
exploration will be made of the communication skills required and the appropri-
ateness of the vocabulary used, when engaging in synchronous coaching.  
  The availability of mentors will be increased by the establishment of on-line • 
mentor databases and professional networks at the regional, national and interna-
tional levels, using the model of ASSOCiate Online. Networks of e-mentoring 
practice and on-line databases of subject specialist mentors in the vocational 
teacher education fi eld will be created.  
  The e-mentoring developments will make signifi cant impact on both the research • 
and teaching communities. Partner institutions need to implement lifelong learn-
ing strategies, and the application of innovative e-mentoring methods (exempli-
fi ed by the synchronous coaching techniques) to work-based learning situations, 
satisfi es this need very effectively. There are immense benefi ts of e-mentor net-
work creation at regional and national levels, and the common standards and 
network specifi cations, put in place by the project, will ensure that networking 
and collaboration extends to the international level. The development of the 
e-mentoring professional standards in the project leads to improved quality of 
mentor-mentee relationships, in the consortium and in the wider vocational edu-
cation community. Within the dissemination process of the Implement project it 
will be possible to ensure mentor availability and quality through adherence to 
protocols for the networks of e-mentors. The skills of providing critical feed-
back, and listening skills, with empathic responses to issues, will be embedded 
within the developed materials and standards, and will be available to all con-
cerned with the development of e-mentoring in vocational teacher education 
after the end of the project.         
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           1   Introduction 

 With the publication of Regulatory Rule 17/2006-R, specifi cally with regard to 
qualifi cation courses for Insurance Intermediaries – (resulting from an implementa-
tion of the EU directive on insurance mediation), it became mandatory for all new 
insurance intermediaries to attend a certifi cation course. This certifi cation targets a 
diverse social-demography and geographically dispersed range of attendees. This 
demanded a new approach to e-learning instructional design. To develop this train-
ing and certifi cation solution in an e-learning format (having as a formal require-
ment a fi nal face-to-face examination), it was considered vital to design a specifi c 
and proprietary e-Learning “framework” which could contain in itself the “learning 
principles” and that it would fi t, as far as possible, the diversity and heterogeneity in 
terms of different ages, gender, educational background, previous knowledge in the 
area, literacy, computer profi ciency, organizational culture, motivations, values and 
experience/inexperience in e-Learning, etc. 

 This framework, was primarily inspired through a pedagogical benchmark 
(mainly Gagné   ’s Nine Events of instruction (Gagne    1985   ; Gagne et al.    1992   ), 
Merrill’s Principles of Learning  (  2002,   2007  ) , Keller’s ARCS’s model  (  2008  )  and 
van Merrienboer’s Ten Steps to Complex Learning (2007))   , as well as in a close 
observation of award winning ecourses (e.g., Brandon Hall Excellence in Learning 
Awards, International e-Learning Association Awards) and corporate e-Learning 
best practices (e.g., Bersin and Associates reports). With this framework in mind, 
we’ve conceived and designed an instructional design framework that could materi-
alize, largely on a single approach, an appropriate learning strategy for different 
learners in order to fi t the different learning preferences and also to respect other 
specifi c differences.  
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    2   Overview of IPTEACES Framework 

  Front-End Procedures  – In order to transform technological prerequisites (often 
causing entropy to the end user) in transparent and intuitive information to the 
learner, this phase is divided in two areas: “Browser Check” and “Help Desk” which 
intends to demystify any technological complexity and minimize eventual lack of 
micro-informatics profi ciency (Fig   .  10.1 ). In order for a student to attend an e-Learning 
course it is necessary that he possesses the necessary technical requirements and the 
majority of the potential students don’t understand exactly what these requirements 
mean and/or if their computer has these requirements. In order to overcome this 
restrain that can be decisive in terms of potential drop-out, “Browser Check” func-
tionality was developed which automatically diagnoses the student’s browser as 
well as it indicates the need or not for an installation. However, if students feel any 
diffi culty or complication, they are invited to contact directly the Helpdesk by phone 
or by email. From our experience, Help Desk is especially helpful and fruitful when 
student’s need to access the eCourse from a home computer. Our metrics show that 
it is mainly at night that student’s study more hours and more continuously. In this 
case, helpdesk has a key role in solving technical and usability problems.  

  Student E-Learning Kit – Manuals, Quick Reference Guides and FAQ’s : 
Different manuals are provided to the students and these are considered to be sig-
nifi cant and relevant and sometimes are a pre-requisite to the adequate attendance 

  Fig. 10.1    The IPTEACES Framework       
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of the course. However, experience tells us that the students don’t always read these 
materials before accessing the course. In order to overcome this constraint, a mech-
anism was developed, in the form of an animated step by step demonstration, to see 
how the student observes how to access the course, how to navigate in the course as 
well as an overview of the course’s main functionalities (Quick Reference Guide). 
In other words, it is given to the students, in a quick and clear format, the minimal 
and essential steps. Similarly, the traditional Frequently Asked Questions (html, 
pdf) was transformed in animated (fl ash movie) responses to the students. The  read-
ing  paradigm/approach was complemented with an easier and quicker form: the 
“animation/observation” mode. 

  Pedagogical Strategies (Detail of the IPTEACES Framework): 

    • Involvement  – This strategy aims to  immerse  the student in the context of a real 
business or corporate scenario, where he is confronted with a problem (Merrill 
 2002,   2007  )  or with a particular working situation. The student will play a role 
(e.g., of a new employee of a department or a company; has a need for a training 
program and to obtain a new certifi cation to gain a new promotion or progres-
sion). This character dialogues and interacts, along the course, with others that 
will appear several times throughout the course and sets up a short narrative in 
the form of dialogue. From a pedagogical point of view, it seeks to  gain the atten-
tion  of the student (Cf. – Gagné’s fi rst event “Gaining Attention”; Keller’s fi rst 
principle of ARCS -“Motivation to learn is promoted when a learner’s curiosity 
is aroused due to a perceived gap in current knowledge”), surrounding and pro-
jecting him in a situation that simulates reality, thus enhancing motivation and 
making a connection with everyday workplace problems.  
   • Preparation  – This strategy is divided into two complementary stages: Presentation 
of “Program and Objectives” and “Contextualization and Activation”:

   (a)     Program and Objectives  – Presentation of the program, objectives and what 
is expected of the student (Cf. – Gagné’s second event “ Informing the 
learner of the Obj ective”; Keller’s second principle: “Motivation to learn is 
promoted when the knowledge to be learned is perceived to be meaningfully 
related to one’s goals”). It is necessary to inform and make sure that the 
learner understands, in detail, the relevance, the suitability and applicability 
of the course as well as what is expected of him. This approach details the 
generic objectives and goals into small chunks that are objective and mea-
surable, that is, into specifi c objectives (in  stricto sensu) . The achievement, 
by the student, of a certain specifi c objective can be accessed through a spe-
cifi c set of questions directly linked with this objective and therefore it can 
be determine if the student has achieved that specifi c goal. If a specifi c goal 
is not achieved, the feedback from the assessment will lead the student 
directly (the student is guided) to the content related to this specifi c training 
gap. There is an intimate connection between specifi c objectives, the con-
tents related to this specifi c objective and a set of questions that can assesses 
if this specifi c objective is achieved by the learner.  
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   (b)     Contextualization and Activation  – Before starting the “ Transmission ” 
phase (learning content), this strategy seeks to make an introduction, a con-
textualization or a reminder of the subject (or related / prerequisites) so the 
student can activate prior existing knowledge (Cf. – Gagné’s third event 
 Stimulating Recall of Prerequisite Learned Capabilities ; Merrill’s  Activation 
principle  –  Learning is promoted when learners activate relevant cognitive 
structures by being directed to recall, describe, or demonstrate relevant 
prior knowledge or experienc e). Activation is enhanced when learners recall 
or acquire a structure for organizing new knowledge. In other words, it seeks 
to establish relationships between new concepts or new information and 
concepts and existing knowledge or with some prior experience. As students 
begin to learn new information, instruction should involve the recall of prior 
learning to establish a common foundation of understanding. It intends the 
interaction of new material or information with pre-existing cognitive struc-
ture on the individual.      

   • Transmission  – This phase is divided in three complementary moments: 
Acquisition (learning content), Systematization and Formative Assessment. 

  Acquisition  is the central strategy for presenting the learning content of the 
course. This strategy (Gagné’s fourth event  Present the Stimulus Material ) is 
where the new content is actually presented to the learner. Content should be 
chunked and organized meaningfully and in order to appeal to different learning 
modalities, and therefore a variety of media should be used if possible, including 
text, graphics, audio narration, and video – however respecting the main recom-
mendations from Cognitive Load Theory (Clark et al.  2006  ) . After partially pre-
senting new learning content which are typically related to one specifi c objective, 
it is advisable to carry out a  systematization  through a recapitulation of concepts 
and ideas taught. It is also advisable, at the end, to create a graphical representa-
tion of the relationship between the concepts and ideas (new learning material) 
through the use, for instance, “ concept maps ” (showing the relationships among 
concepts) or “ dynamic diagrams ”. In order to inform the learner if he has under-
stood and has achieved the objective, he should be presented with an exercise or 
a set of questions in a  formative assessment  before he can proceed through the 
course.  
   • Exemplifi cation and Demonstration  – This phase is mainly based on Merrill’s 
 (  2002,   2007  )  “demonstration principle” and it was divided into three comple-
mentary sub-strategies:  Real Case, Step-by-Step Demo  and  Ask the Expert. 

   (a)     Real Case  is an exemplifi cation based on real situations, real problems and 
seeks to confront learners with authentic real-life situations, while it tries to 
illustrate the relevance of the content. It also intends to demonstrate concepts 
learned. It is advisable to have more than one real case in order to diversify 
the illustration and to maximize the comprehension of a problem/situation. 
Through the use of several examples (from simple to more complex) this 
strategy tries to promote the comprehension of the lowest common denomi-
nator, what is common in all the examples showed (“the essence”).  
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   (b)     Step by step demo  is a type of guided exemplifi cation (Cf. Gagné’s fi fth 
event  Providing learning guidance ) that seeks to illustrate the decomposi-
tion of a problem into phases and components and demands and a detailed 
and commented analysis of the parts that compose the complexity of a situ-
ation, of a problem.  

   (c)     Ask the expert  is a more complex situation in which the student, who is faced 
with a problem is given a more structured example. The student may ask, in 
predetermined areas of the course, advice from the expert (through the inter-
nal e-course email functionality) on how the problem could be resolved and 
supported by the hand of a specialist.     

 In synthesis, this phase follows Merrill’s principle that learning is promoted 
when learners observe a demonstration of the skills to be learned that is consis-
tent with the type of content being taught. Demonstrations are enhanced when 
learners receive guidance that relates instances to generalities, and when learners 
observe media relevant to the content. Merrill summarizes this “third principle” 
as “Show me”. Show me involves both demonstration and guidance. Effective 
guidance involves steering learners to relevant information and helping them to 
compare a variety of demonstrations.  
   • Application and Transfer  – This phase focus on the effort to maximize the 
 transfer of learning , for the promotion of the ability to fl exibly apply what has 
been learned in new situations (Cf. Gagnés fi fth and sixth event –  Eliciting learn-
ing guidance  and  Providing feedback ; Keller´s third principle  Confi dence  and 
Merrill’s  Application principle ). As referred by van Merriënboer and Kirschner 
 (  2007  ) , the fundamental problem facing instructional designers is education and 
training’s apparent inability to achieve the transfer of learning. This phase is an 
opportunity for the learner to apply the learned knowledge or skill, fi rst with 
guidance and gradually without guidance and receiving sustainable feedback and 
support. This phase is mainly based in Merrill’s  Application principle  –  Learning 
is promoted when learners engage in the application of their newly acquired 
knowledge or skill that is consistent with the type of content being taught . 
Application is effective only when learners receive intrinsic or corrective feed-
back, and when learners are coached and when this coaching is gradually with-
drawn for each subsequent task. This is also complementary to what Keller 
considers in his third principle, “ Motivation to learn is promoted when learners 
believe they can succeed in mastering the learning task ”. Confi dence, the third 
ARCS category, incorporates variables related to student’s feelings of personal 
control and expectancy for success.  
   • Connection  – This phase focuses on mentoring, collaboration and tools.

   (a)     Asynchronous Mentoring  – Along the frequency of the course, students may 
face some specifi c questions that are needed to be clarifi ed. In this sense, an 
integrated e-mail functionality was developed inside the course in order for 
the student to question their tutor –asynchronous mentoring through direct 
email. Each screen in the course has an individual identifi cation, a specifi c 
code. Within each screen, there is a box that can be activated by the student 
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that allows him to ask questions to his tutor. Each question is specifi c 
(directly concerned with the contents of each screen) and therefore there is 
no propensity for generic questions, only specifi c, anchored ones. For the 
tutor it is much easier and quicker to respond to the student as well as for 
understanding the exact problem.  

   (b)     Collaboration : there are two kinds of discussion forums available:  Supervised 
discussion Forums’  and  Peer discussion forums’ . In each learning module, 
there is always a Supervised Discussion Forum. In this Forum all the posts 
are visible to everyone in the e-Learning class, which is divided by small 
groups, and connected with their associated Tutor. Here are mainly discussed 
items concerning the course or procedures connected with the learning pro-
cess or certifi cation program. Peer discussion forums are also available with-
out direct supervision of the tutor. Here students can exchange ideas, doubts, 
materials and get connected and feel as part as an e-Learning class.  

   (c)     Tools : This feature complements the contents of the course and gives the 
student access to a glossary of terms, job aids, documentation, worksheets, 
templates, articles, legislation and other pragmatic materials.      

   • Evaluation: Autoscopy and Summative evaluation  
 Throughout the e-Learning course, several moments of formative assessment 
occur with great regularity which provide guidance, feedback and inform the 
student how he is achieving the learning objectives. At the end of each learning 
module the system proposes that the student submits to do an Autoscopy (self 
evaluation). The intention is to analyze whether, strictly from the student’s point 
of view, if he feels that he has achieved the learning objectives, in other words, 
the degree of fulfi llment that each student thinks he has reached. This feature is 
optional and allows those who take this questionnaire a later confrontation with 
the results obtained from the summative evaluation. The output confronts the 
level of self awareness that the student has of himself and specifi cally of his 
learning achievement. 

 Upon completing modules, students are required to perform a fi nal assessment. 
This test, a summative evaluation, is intended to assess objectively if the student 
has achieved the specifi c objectives of each of the learning modules. The score of 
the test, on the scale, varies from 0% to 100%, where success is considered to have 
been achieved with a score equal to or greater than 70%. Only those students who 
achieve at least 70% pass to the next learning module. There is always a detailed 
feedback from the results of the summative assessment. Students can see their clas-
sifi cation (score), which of the questions are correct and incorrect, they can com-
pare their answers with the correct answer and, in the end, the application creates 
a learning path directly connected with the contents related to the learning gap. 

 This strategy is based directly with Gagné’s eight event,  Assess performance , 
as well as to Keller’s fourth principle “ Motivation to learn is promoted when 
learners anticipate and experience satisfying outcomes to a learning task ” – 
which is represented in the ARCS model by  Satisfaction . It is necessary for 
learners to have positive feelings about their learning experiences and to develop 
continuing motivation to learn.  
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   • Simulation  
 A common defi nition of a simulation is a reproduction of an item or event. A true 
simulation has a specifi c goal in mind – to mimic, or simulate, a real system so 
that we can explore it, perform experiments on it, and understand it before imple-
menting it in the real world. It provides an immersive learning experience. In this 
particular certifi cation course, a simulation exam was built, similar to the one 
that the candidates need to pass on face-to-face examination after completing 
with success all the e-Learning modules. This application is composed of a test 
with 50 questions, chosen randomly from the database (of more than 900 ques-
tions), to which the trainee will have to answer in a maximum time of 1 h. Each 
time the student generates a new test, new questions are again randomly selected 
as well as the order of the choices in each of the questions. This allows students 
real practice for the fi nal exam and anticipates what is expected of them in terms 
of the necessary knowledge. This assessment/simulation, like the real one, is 
completed without the ability to receive additional coaching, feedback, or hints. 
The student knows his classifi cation and which questions are correct and which 
are incorrect. 

 This strategy takes into account Gagne’s ninth event ( Enhance retention and 
transfer to the Job ) and especially Merrill’s  Integration Principle , –  Learning is 
promoted when learners integrate their new knowledge into their everyday life 
by being directed to refl ect on, discuss, or defend their new knowledge or skill.  
Also, Keller contends that motivation to learn is promoted and maintained when 
learners employ volitional (self-regulatory) strategies to protect their intentions 
– after becoming motivated to achieve a goal, it is necessary to persist in one’s 
efforts to achieve it, which is the focus of this principle.     

    3   Overview of Student’s Demographic Characteristics 
and Success Indicators 

    3.1   Brief Characterization of Student’s Demographic Indicators 

 A brief description of the universe of students who attended the courses in the period 
under review is presented (Table  10.1 ). We will then highlight the most representa-
tive of each category:   

    3.2   Brief Characterization of Success Indicators: Approvals, 
Failures, Drop-outs and Evaluation of Satisfaction 

 Among the 3,726 learners who attended the intermediaries’ certifi cation course, 
3,542 passed the course (approbation rate of 95.0%), and 184 failed (failure rate of 
4.9%). More precisely, concerning the three exam session, 3,100 learners (83.2%) 
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were approved the fi rst time they took the exam, 382 learners were approved on the 
second exam session (10.2%), and fi nally 60 learners on the third exam session 
(1.6%). The global average score of the learners is 82.5%, with a standard deviation 
of 11.0, which shows a high variability of the results of the learners. Concerning the 
dropouts, 25 learners (0.7%) did not conclude the educational process. Among the 
3,526 learners, 1,770 learners answered the survey of evaluation of satisfaction, 
obtaining a response rate of 50.2%. The analysis of the answers showed that, gener-
ally, the learners were satisfi ed or very satisfi ed with the course, ranking their 
answers over three on a four point Likert scale. The majority (76.9%) of the students 
didn’t had a previous e-Learning experience in a professional context.   

    4   Analysis of the Final Scores Through 
the Use of Regression Trees 

 As stated previously, our main goal was to design an effi cient instructional design 
framework that could materialize, largely on a single approach, an appropriate 
learning strategy for different learners in order to fi t the different learning prefer-
ences and also to respect other specifi c differences. In order to analyze the rate of 
accomplishment of our goal, and especially to improve quality assurance in future 
e-Learning projects using this framework, it was felt necessary to further deepen the 

   Table 10.1    Brief characterization of student’s demographic indicators   

 Industry  From a total of 3,726 learners, 1,614 learners (43.3%) come from the 
insurance industry and 2,112 learners (56.7%) belong to the 
banking industry 

 Gender  There was a very similar distribution of the learners of both genders 
although male learners have a slightly higher representation, 
totaling 1,953 learners (52.4%), in comparison with 1,773 
(47.6%) of female learners 

 Age groups  The learners represent an average age of 34 years old, and a standard 
deviation of 8.8 years. The data show a high variability in the age 
characteristics of the learners because they are between 18 and 
71 years old. The distribution of the learners in the different age 
groups has a higher number of learners in the age category between 
24 and 34 years old 

 Academic qualifi cations  Data show a high variability due to the existence of learners with 
different education levels. In fi rst place, the secondary education 
is the level which includes more individuals, with a total of 1,607 
learners (43.1%). Secondly, 1,447 learners have an undergraduate 
degree, reaching a representation of 38.8% and 522 learners with 
Primary Education (14.0%) 

 Residency  Residence of the learners also shows a high variability, because the 
learners come from different parts of the Portuguese territory, so 
that we analyzed the distribution of the learners in the 18 regions 
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understanding as to which group or groups was this framework most appropriate. In 
this sense, we intended to determine the impact that this framework had among the 
socio demographic characteristics previously identifi ed (Industry, Gender, Age 
groups, Academic Qualifi cations and Residency), and to see if this framework was 
more appropriate for a specifi c group (or groups). 

 We wanted to estimate the existence of signifi cant statistical differences in the 
average score obtained by the learners (82.5%), according to the demographic data. 
We considered relevant to analyze in more detail the success indicators of the insur-
ance intermediaries’ certifi cation course (score) and distinguish the relevancy of the 
variables analyzed previously, through the development of statistical predictive 
methods. In this case we used decision tree, more specifi cally regression tree via 
exhaustive CHAID algorithm. 1  

 The literature defi nes a decision tree (DT) as a tree-like structure used for clas-
sifi cation, decision theory, clustering, and prediction functions. It depicts rules for 
dividing training data into groups based on the regularities in the data. A DT can be 
used for categorical and continuous response variables. When the response vari-
ables are continuous, the DT is often referred to as a regression tree. If the response 
variables are categorical, it is called a classifi cation tree. 

 A decision tree model consists of two parts: creating the tree and applying the 
tree to the database. To achieve this, decision trees use several different algorithms. 
In our case we choose Exhaustive CHAID, a modifi cation to the basic CHAID algo-
rithm, which performs a more thorough merging and testing of predictor variables. 
Exhaustive search CHAID was proposed by Biggs et al.  (  1991  ) . Exhaustive CHAID 
does not check the p-value against a predetermined threshold value but performs a 
more thorough merging and testing of predictor variables. This technique requires 
more computing and analysis time. The merges of classes continues (without refer-
ence to any threshold value) until only two categories remain for each predictor. The 
algorithm then selects from among the predictors the one that yields the most sig-
nifi cant split (Nisbet et al.  2009 : 247) (Chart  10.1 ).  

 The top level, also known as the root of the tree, denotes all data. The second 
level is the fi rst partition of the data according to the most important splitting factor 
suggested by the algorithms. The further down the level, the less important is the 
factor. In this case, fi rstly and somehow unforeseen (we expected academic back-
ground and/or age group to be the main differentiation factors – due to traditional 
characteristics of successful online learners described in the literature – e.g., Boyd 
 2004 ; Schrum and Hong  2002a,   b  ) , Industry emerges as the primary variable dif-
ferentiating the fi nal grades obtained by students (it appears that industry-specifi c 
mind set or culture somehow may have a signifi cant role and that is a topic for 
future research). In this analysis, gender and residency did not reveal any signifi -
cant effects. 

 Objectively, this procedure has identifi ed that the trainees from the insurance 
industry and banking industry, have, on average, different fi nal ratings (p < 0.0001, 
F = 202.5), more specifi cally, the trainees from the insurance industry have an 

   1   We used “IBM SPSS Statistics 18”.  
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averaged fi nal score of 79.7% compared to the trainees of the banking industry 
whose average in the fi nal classifi cations is 84.7%. In this sense, the importance 
of demographic characteristics of trainees is observed as predictive of their fi nal 
performance in the fi nal examination for certifi cation, exerting different infl u-
ences in this context according to industry of activity of learners. 

 Given the relevance of these results, we analyzed the existence of predictive 
relations, specifi cally in each Industry. 

    4.1   Insurance Industry 

 This section has, as its specifi c objective, testing groups of trainees within the insur-
ance sector based on their demographic characteristics. The results testify to the 
differentiating role of the academic qualifi cations due to the existence of statisti-
cally signifi cant differences in fi nal grades obtained by students (p < 0.0001, 
F = 49.8). The results thus demonstrate the existence of three groups of trainees 
according to their different academic qualifi cations: fi rstly, a group of students with 
qualifi cations at the level of higher education, post graduation or master degree, that 
obtained an average of 82.9% on their fi nal grades; secondly a group of graduates 
with qualifi cations at the level of secondary education and post secondary education 
who had an average score of 79.8% and fi nally a group of graduates with qualifi ca-
tions at the level of Primary education, whose average rated 75.8% (close to the 
minimum passing score of 70%). 

  Chart 10.1    Overall regression tree: overview segmentation graphic of the fi nal grades of stu-
dents, according to demographics       
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 The results also showed that the groups of trainees with educational level of 
higher education, post graduation or master degree, and secondary education have 
a greater homogeneity in comparison with the group of graduates with Primary 
education. The regression tree also showed the existence of signifi cant differences 
in mean scores obtained by graduates with qualifi cations at the level of primary 
education, depending on their age (p = 0.046, F = 6.4), namely the group of learners 
aged between 18 and 24 years who had the lowest average score of 73.3%, the 
group of learners aged between 25 and 39 years attained higher rankings with an 
average of 77.5% and fi nally the group of students aged 35 years and above who 
obtained an average of 73.9%.  

    4.2   Banking Industry 

 Considering the students from the banking industry, we also evaluated the existence 
of groups of trainees with different fi nal scores. The results show, fi rstly, that the age 
of the trainees is the fi rst differentiating variable, resulting in the existence of three 
groups of trainees with different average scores (p = 0.000; F = 31.6): the group of 
learners aged between 18 and 24 years who had the lowest average score of 82.7%, 
the group of learners aged between 30 and 34 years old attained higher rankings 
with an average of 84.9% and fi nally the group of students aged from 35 years and 
above who obtained an average of 86.6%. 

 On the above level, the regression tree shows also that academic qualifi cation 
infl uences the performance of learners. The group of trainees aged between 30 and 
34 years is the most internally homogeneous, showing no differences according to 
educational attainment, contrary there is a greater heterogeneity of the other two 
groups. In the group of learners aged between 18 and 29 years witnessed the exis-
tence of two groups with different educational attainments (p = 0,000; F = 18,7), 
including a group with qualifi cations at the level of Primary education who reach 
the lowest average ratings of 80.7% and a group of graduates with qualifi cations at 
the level higher education, post graduation or masters degree, reaching a higher 
average rating of 83.8%. 

 Thus, among the group of trainees aged between 18 and 29 years there is the 
existence of two groups with different educational attainments (p = 0,000; 
F = 18.7), specifi cally a group having qualifi cations of Primary education and 
secondary education achieved the lowest average ratings of 80.7% and a group 
of graduates with qualifi cations at the level of high school, higher education, 
post graduation or master degree reaching a higher average rating of 83.8%. 
Within the group of trainees aged over 35 years, there is the existence of two 
groups of students with different qualifi cations, including a group of graduates 
with qualifi cations at the level of primary education, secondary and post second-
ary with a lower average ratings of 85.9% and a group of graduates with qualifi -
cations higher education, post graduation or masters degree that have a higher 
average ratings of 88.8%.   
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    5   Measuring the Effectiveness of EPTEACES E-Learning 
Framework: The Case Study of Insurance Intermediaries 
Certifi cation Course 

 In the context of the assessment of e-Learning Systems effectiveness, Levy  (  2006, 
  2009  )  developed an investigation by querying students concerning the characteris-
tics of e-learning systems that they value and consider important during their learn-
ing experience and in the attempt to understand the relationship between the value 
learners attribute to e-learning systems and the satisfaction learners experience with 
e-learning systems. This author states that it is not the number of satisfi ed students 
or the level of satisfaction that suggest the system’s effectiveness. Rather, it is the 
extent to which students are more satisfi ed by the system performance with what 
they perceive as important. 

 Information System literature defi nes satisfaction as the perceived performance 
level students fi nd at a post-experience point of time with e-learning systems (Doll 
and Torkzadeh  1991 ), whereas following Value Theory, value is defi ned as an endur-
ing core belief about the level of importance students attribute to the e-learning 
system (Rokeach  1969 : 160). 

 Levy  (  2006,   2009  )  proposes measures of learners’ perceived value and learners 
‘perceived satisfaction, for assessment of the true effectiveness of an e-learning 
system – here defi ned as the “entire technological, organizational, and management 
system that facilitates and enables students learning via the Internet” (Levy and 
Murphy  2002  ) . E-learning systems are considered effective when learners value its 
characteristics as highly important and are highly satisfi ed by those same 
characteristics. 

 Levy  (  2006,   2009  )  proposed a set of characteristics that learners found impor-
tant, or value, when using e-Learning systems. The list of e-Learning systems char-
acteristics was built primarily from an exhaustive review of literature and 
subsequently through exploratory focus groups, as well as in a qualitative question-
naire. Levy  (  2006  )  developed an assessment of such characteristics using a survey 
instrument. This survey was based upon prior validated measures from education 
and Information System literature included satisfaction and value items for each of 
the 48 e-learning system’s characteristic, as well as learners’ overall value measure, 
overall satisfaction measure with e-learning system, and an overall perceived learn-
ing measure. Due to the heterogeneity nature of the e-Learning system characteris-
tics proposed – 48 e-Learning System characteristics, Levy grouped them according 
to the four dimensions proposed by Webster and Hackley’s  (  1997  ) : technology and 
support (14 characteristics), course (12 characteristics), professor (7 characteris-
tics), and learner’s dimension (15 characteristics). 

 In order to determine the level of effectiveness of our e-Learning project, we 
applied Levy’s proposed methodology. However, due to the specifi city of this 
e-Learning course (asynchronous e-Learning with strong component of self-learn-
ing) we’ve decided to withdraw the Professor dimension and therefore extract the 
seven e-Learning system characteristics directly linked with this dimension. Our 
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online questionnaire was then composed by the other three Dimensions covering a 
total of 41 e-Learning System characteristics: technology and support dimension 
(14 characteristics), Course dimension (12 characteristics) and learner’s dimension 
(15 characteristics) – (Cf. Appendix  I ). This decision was based on our interpreta-
tion that the Professor dimension and the correspondent seven characteristics were 
more pertinent to a different nature of e-Learning courses, as for example synchro-
nous e-Learning courses (videoconference) or in blended e-Learning courses. 

    5.1   “Value-Satisfaction Grid” and “Learners’ Value 
Index of Satisfaction” (LeVIS index) 

 Levy  (  2006,   2009  )  proposed two benchmark tools based on the outputs of the ques-
tionnaire that can be complemented: “the Value-Satisfaction grid” and “LeVIS 
index”. 

 The objective of “Value-Satisfaction grid” is to provide an indication for action 
and improvement priorities for the e-Learning system dimension and the e-Learning 
systems characteristics. The “Value-Satisfaction grid” was developed in a similar 
manner to the S.W.O.T. (acronym for Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and 
Threats) used by many marketing scholars. In the adaptation to the e-Learning con-
text, the “Value-Satisfaction grid” was based on aggregated student perceived 
satisfaction as well as aggregated student-perceived value of e-Learning 
system characteristics. This grid was constructed by positioning the e-Learning system 
characteristics of each dimension, where the mean characteristics satisfaction scores 
are positioned on the horizontal axis and the mean characteristics value scores are 
positioned on the vertical axis. The dimension grid was developed for each of the 
three dimensions. Similarly, “Value-Satisfaction grid” for the overall system was 
constructed. In this study the measures scale ranges from 1 to 6, while no scores 
were noted below 3 in satisfaction and below 3 in value, resulting in the use of 4.5 
as the cut-off point between low and high on both axes of the grid (Fig.  10.2 ).  

 The “Value-Satisfaction grid” does not provide however a measure of the magni-
tude of e-Learning system effectiveness and therefore should be complemented 
with other tool. “LeVIS index” is proposed by Levy as a benchmarking tool com-
bining the learners’ perceived value and satisfaction in order to indicate learners’ 
perceived e-Learning systems effectiveness. The “LeVIS index” was proposed as the 
multiplication of the overall satisfaction (S◦) by the overall value (V◦). “LeVIS index” 
provides a score of the overall magnitude of the effectiveness of the e-Learning 
system under study. The two items (S◦ and V◦) are measured on a scale of 1 to 6, and 
the “LeVIS index” is calculated as:
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 The results provide assessment of magnitude of learners’ perceived effectiveness 
integrating all learner’ dimension value measures and dimensions satisfaction mea-
sures with e-Learning system under study. The magnitude of LeVIS provides that 
when LeVIS is near 0, this indicates very low learners’ perceived e-Learning sys-
tems effectiveness. When LeVIS is near 1, this indicates very high learners’ per-
ceived high learners’ perceived e-Learning systems effectiveness. This measure 
provides that if only one of the two measures (S◦ or V◦) is high, the overall system 
measure (LeVIS) score is not high. As noted by Levy, an observed limitation of 
LeVIS is due to the equal importance given for value and satisfaction.   

    6   Assessing the Effectiveness of IPTEACES E-learning 
Framework (N = 1317) 

 The application of the adapted version of the online questionnaire took place during 
the period from May 2009 to June 2009, targeting 2,531 students distributed by 
Insurance Industry and Banking Industry. The response rate was 52.03%, i.e., 1,317 
trainees. More specifi cally, 59.6% of respondents were from banking industry and 
39.9% were from insurance industry. 

    6.1   Overall LeVIS index: The Effectiveness of EPTEALAS 
e-Learning Framework 

 Levy  (  2006,   2009  )  proposed the following categorization for LeVIS index overall 
scores. If LeVIS overall score:

    • ³  0.9375 – Very high effectiveness;  
   • ³  0.75 and < 0.9375 – High effectiveness;  

  Fig. 10.2    The value-
satisfaction grid (Adapted from 
Levy  (  2006  ) )       
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   • ³  0.5625 and < 0.75 – Good effectiveness;  
   • ³  0.3750 and < 0.5625 – Moderate effectiveness;  
   • ³  0.1875 and < 0.3750 – Low effectiveness and  
  < 0.1875 – Very low effectiveness.    • 

 Results from the Global LeVIS index indicate that the overall e-Learning system 
under study reached a global score of 0.781 and therefore should be classifi ed as 
“High Effectiveness” (Fig.  10.3 ). All the Dimensions are above 0.75 global score 
and therefore can be considered as having High effectiveness, (Dimension A – 
0.757; Dimension B – 0.767, Dimension D – 0.758), with a particular emphasis on 
Dimension B – Course which had the highest score of all Dimensions.    

    7   Overall Value-Satisfaction Grid of the 41 E-Learning 
System Characteristics’ (All Dimensions) 

 As we can see in the Figure above, all the 41 e-Learning system characteristics are 
situated in the Q2 quadrant of the Value-Satisfaction Grid, i.e., in the Effective 
Quadrant (Fig.  10.4 ). All the characteristics and dimensions are considered effec-
tive. However, as stated before, having “excellence” as a reference, as it can be seen 
in this overall grid, there are seven e-Learning System Characteristics that are some-
how separate from the other 34 (less effective) and therefore should need to have a 
quality improvement plan.  

 These seven e-Learning system characteristics positioned on the lowest corner of 
the Q2 quadrant somehow represent that there are two groups (or sub-categories) 
that should be consider to have priority in terms of quality improvement: HelpDesk 
(A1, A2 and A3) originally corresponding to Dimension A – Technology and 
Support and Class (D3, D2, D4 and D5) originally corresponding to Dimension 
D – Learner. 

 The fi rst priority for quality intervention should concern sub-category which we 
designate as HelpDesk (A1, A2, and A3).We can observe that the importance scores 
of these tree items are higher than the ones corresponding to satisfaction scores. In 
this case it should be implemented a strategy in order to gain a superior level of 

  Fig. 10.3    Overview of LeVIS index of EPTEALAS e-Learning framework       
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satisfaction from the students concerning HelpDesk services by increasing, for 
example, the helpdesk SLA’s (service level agreements). 

 The second priority should concern sub-category, which we designate as Class 
(D3, D2, D4 and D5), and that originally corresponds to Dimension D – Learner. 
More specifi cally, D2, D3, D4 and D5 were e-Learning system characteristics that 
were considered by the students as been valuable and that there is the need to 
increase their level of satisfaction. 

 It is our believe that, in both cases, “helpdesk” and “class”, the e-Learning sys-
tem characteristics corresponding to each sub-category have intrinsic similitude’s 
and are intimately connected. Therefore increasing the satisfaction level on A1 or 
A2 will have a positive impact on A3; increasing the satisfaction level on D2 and 
D3 will impact D4 and D5.  

    8   Conclusions 

 Our main goal was to design an effi cient instructional design framework that could 
materialize, largely on a single approach, an appropriate learning strategy for differ-
ent learners in order to fi t the different learning preferences and also to respect other 
specifi c differences. From the results achieved, it has been accomplished the creation 
of a pragmatic and straightforward instructional design framework, based on 

  Fig. 10.4    Overall value-satisfaction grid of the 41 e-Learning system: zoom-in view of Q2 
quadrant       
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pedagogical benchmarks as well as in e-Learning best practices, that can be an 
applied in many e-Learning projects that face signifi cant diversity in their attendees. 

 Unlike the ideal profi le of successful online learners characteristics, so often 
identifi ed in the projects need to train heterogeneous populations effi ciently, rapidly, 
with limited investment (it is not possible to develop several versions of a course) 
and having a very low dropout rate. Although there are evident and signifi cant dif-
ferences in the fi nal scores between student groups, this framework has achieved the 
main objective and has transformed those who do not have “the ideal profi le of a 
successful online learner” into successful e-Learning candidates. 

 Having a diverse range of attendees, this framework has produced results that are 
considered to fulfi ll the typical main objectives of an e-Learning project: high 
approval rate, low dropout rate and high level of satisfaction from the students, as 
well as from a management point a view has achieved a high level effectiveness 
based on international benchmark tools. 

 This e-Learning project achieved the category of “High effectiveness” 
(score = 0.757) based on the assessment from 1,317 students on satisfaction and 
importance of 41 e-Learning system characteristics. However, having excellence as 
reference, the output of the “Overall Value-Satisfaction Grid” showed witch system 
characteristics and dimensions should have a priority improvement plan. These 
tools combined together give Managers the correct and adequate information for 
action improvement in the context of e-Learning quality. 

 The most signifi cant limitation of this study is that, so far, this framework only 
had an implementation in one particular project (although the size of the sample was 
signifi cant). In this sense, it should be applied in the future to other populations, 
other industries and to other subjects.       

      Appendix I    

 Techcnology and support dimension 

 A1  Quick answer from technical support via phone 
 A2  Quick answer from technical support after-hours via e-mail 
 A3  Quality of technical support 
 A4  System operation time (up-time) 
 A5  Reduced system errors 
 A6  System security (discourage hacking, secure access, etc.) 
 A7  Access to courses from anywhere in the world (via the Internet) 
 A8  High Network availability & Low network congestion 
 A9  Learning at anytime of the day (schedule fl exibility) 
 A10  Submit assignments from anywhere (via the Internet) 
 A11  Different system tools (chat, bulletin-board or discussion forums, etc.) 
 A12  Access of all courses from one area (My LMS) 
 A13  Taking quizzes remotely (off-campus) 
 A14  Review course materials 

(continued)
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 Techcnology and support dimension 

 Course dimension 
 B1  Availability of course content 
 B2  Quality content of courses 
 B3  Amount of material in courses 
 B4  Interesting subject matter 
 B5  Diffi culty of subject matter 
 B6  Availability of other content (syllabus, objectives, assignments, 

schedule) 
 B7  Enjoyment from the courses/lessons 
 B8  Ease-of-use (with course content, navigation, interface, etc.) 
 B9  Similar of interface across all online courses 
 B10  Gathering information quickly 
 B11  Organization of courses (content of courses, organization of assign-

ments, etc. across all course modules) 
 B12  Taking practice tests prior to graded test 

 Learner dimension 
 D1  Learning a lot in these classes 
 D2  Amount of interaction with classmates 
 D3  Quality of interaction with classmates 
 D4  Classmates’ attitude (across all courses) 
 D5  Being part of a ‘class’ although it was online 
 D6  Your comfort with online learning and technology 
 D7  Your Internet and computer skills 
 D8  Self-discipline and time management 
 D9  Cost of courses 
 D10  Cost of ISP and Internet access 
 D11  Reduced travel cost/time (to and from campus) 
 D12  Ability to travel while taking online courses (for business or other) 
 D13  Employer support and your ability to work while learning 
 D14  Attendance to family responsibilities 
 D15  Family support 
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           1   Introduction 

 The process of knowledge development in a community is strongly infl uenced by 
the level of collaboration among its members, which is principally obtained through 
their interpersonal communication (Wenger et al.  2002  ) . This fact has pointed in 
evidence the role played by organizational informal networks in the development of 
effective Knowledge Management (KM) practices (Cross et al.  2001  ) , and has 
strengthened the social constructivist view of learning (Vygotskij  1978  ) . 

 This latter perspective considers learning as an active process of knowledge con-
struction made by the learners’ community with the support of the teacher, rather 
than the acquisition of knowledge communicated by the teacher (Duffy and 
Cunningham  1996  ) . Besides, the highlight of the learning process is the compari-
son, produced by social interaction, among the learners’ meanings, which generates 
a more shared, rich and realistic interpretation of data (Hewitt and Scardamalia 
 1998  ) . First of all, social interaction leads learners to organize their knowledge, in 
order to better explain their own points of view. Secondly, it gives learners the pos-
sibility to increase their wealth of knowledge, through the acquisition of knowledge 
and experiences owned by others. Finally, social interaction supports the develop-
ment of several meta-cognitive and social skills, such as leadership, negotiation, 
and workgroup. 

 This collaborative approach requires some specifi c metrics in order to map the 
role played by each learner in the learning process. These metrics could be developed 
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by using different methodologies, such as questionnaires and content analysis, but 
their high level of subjectivity could affect the correct detection of the roles within 
the learning community. These roles could be related both to the social activities 
made by the learner (i.e., the impact of cooperation inside a group, or among the dif-
ferent groups that compose the class) and, specifi cally, to the learner’s contribution 
to the knowledge development process. As specifi c metrics make it possible to iden-
tify experts within a community, metrics could also be useful to the resolution of one 
of the most urgent problems of Web 3.0 – that is the need to fi nd the most credible 
sources of information in a particular fi eld (Jensen  2007  ) . These metrics could help 
the teacher in managing the development of knowledge fl ows inside the learners’ 
community, giving also some insights for the creation and the evaluation of the teams 
in the class (Ounnas  2008  ) . 

 Thanks to the fact that Virtual Learning Environments (VLEs) make it possi-
ble to keep track of communications among members, we can develop metrics to 
identify credible and reliable sources by analyzing communication using Social 
Network Analysis (SNA)  ( Cross et al.  2002  ) . Using SNA in virtual communities 
most authoritative researchers (Everett and Borgatti  1999  )  consider only a very 
limited set of indicators, such as the degree centrality, while a few others develop 
a deeper analysis, which provides a more useful framework for understanding 
the characteristics of knowledge fl ows inside communities and the roles played 
by members. Among them, Cross and Prusak’s framework  (  2002  ) , which is based 
on four key-roles that generally are critical in the development of knowledge 
fl ows in organizations, represents one of the most cited SNA frameworks in the 
research literature. Nevertheless, it seems more focused on the Knowledge 
Management fi eld and fails to provide an operational elaboration of the key-roles 
in terms of metrics. This defi ciency is the motivating problem addressed in our 
work. After elaboration of Cross and Prusak’s key roles  (  2002  ) , we consider the 
problem of knowledge fl ow representation. That discussion is followed by a 
description of the development of appropriate metrics and their application in an 
actual case.  

    2   Cross and Prusak’s Key-Roles in VLEs 

 Nie et al.  (  2010  )  assert the importance of informal networks in organizations, due to 
their impact on information and knowledge sharing. Moreover, in organizational con-
texts, Cross and Prusak  (  2002  )  argue that the effectiveness of informal networks can 
be improved if managers focus on some key-roles, whose presence is critical for the 
performance of any organization: Central Connectors (CCs), Boundary Spanners 
(BSs), Information Brokers (IBs), and Peripheral Specialists (PSs). These key-roles, 
which will be described below, are identifi ed thanks to SNA, and we suggest that they 
could be recognized also in VLEs. Therefore, in our work we propose a transposition 
of the four key-roles already defi ned by Cross and Prusak from an organizational 
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context to a learning one, providing some metrics to detect them and applying these 
metrics to a real e-learning course. Indeed, it is our opinion that being able to identify 
key-roles in a VLE can help in understanding if there is someone who might impede 
or facilitate collaboration among learners. This awareness can be of paramount impor-
tance, mostly for the teacher, who can understand how communication fl ows can be 
managed and redirected to improve the learning experience. 

    2.1   Central Connectors (CCs) 

 In an organization, CCs have more direct relationships with other colleagues and are the 
central points around which other nodes are organized. Often, they are not the formal 
leaders within a unit or a department, but they know who can provide critical informa-
tion or expertise. CCs help the company, linking colleagues and increasing organiza-
tional performance: they handle most technical questions by themselves or guide their 
colleagues to someone else who has the relevant expertise in the informal network. 

 In VLEs, there are often small groups of active people responsible for most of 
the communication. They are important members that are connected to the group 
and who often call for new streams of knowledge. The effective functioning of the 
network can be assured by a small group of individuals or by a single participant. In 
both cases, this small group or individual becomes the pivot around which the learn-
ing process develops. Very often, this role is just played by the teacher: indeed, he/
she takes the role of moderator and facilitator, so leaning toward the stimulation of 
new ideas generation or speaking in moments in which the development of the com-
munity keeps track of slowdowns.  

    2.2   Boundary Spanners (BSs) 

 In an organization, BSs have relationships with people outside their own informal 
network. For instance, they communicate with people in other departments, or even 
in other organizations. BSs assume a strategic role in exchanges of information and 
experiences. 

 In VLEs it is easy to fi nd subgroups of people in which the communication is 
more intense. BSs within a course are those participants who facilitate communica-
tion fl ows between different subgroups, thus coordinating the communication 
between several subgroups in the network (Wenger  1998  ) . A key part of this role is 
to handle information fl ows and to build social bonds, thereby creating the condi-
tions for trust and interdependency and making all players aware of the knowledge 
fl ows that occur in different communication threads. Also in this case, it is possible 
that the teacher be a BS: indeed, his/her interventions in the forums can create links 
between different subgroups of students.  
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    2.3   Information Brokers (IBs) 

 In the informal network of an organization, IBs keep different subgroups together. 
IBs hold the power of CCs without necessarily possessing the same number of direct 
links. Indeed, they can exploit indirect connections. If they do not communicate 
across subgroups the network as a whole will split into smaller, less-effective 
segments. 

 In VLEs communication between participants integrates a vertical “teacher–
student” communication with a horizontal communication among peers. To enable 
the latter communication level it is important that the connectivity of the network be 
preserved. IBs are people in the network of relationships who keep connected 
several subgroups. Differently from BSs, removing an IB would split the network 
in two or more parts. Therefore, in a VLE IBs make knowledge accessible to 
everybody.  

    2.4   Peripheral Specialists (PSs) 

 In an organization, PSs act on the border of the network, offering expertise to mem-
bers of the group as it is needed, but not necessarily connecting frequently with 
many other colleagues. They possess specifi c kinds of information or technical 
knowledge that they provide to other members of the group whenever it is needed. 

 In a VLE, PSs are experts on a specifi c topic of the course. Therefore, PSs do not 
intervene frequently, but only on certain topics. Nonetheless, with their interven-
tions they tend to solve problems, adding new knowledge and sharing learning 
experiences. 

 Having provided a brief description of the four key-roles, we are going to develop 
some metrics for their identifi cation making use of SNA, and highlighting the 
importance of representation methods of knowledge fl ows inside the community.   

    3   Comparing Two Different Representation Methods 
of Knowledge Flows in VLEs 

 SNA is a very powerful technique to analyze the relationships between members of 
social systems because of its wide sphere of application (from sociology to organi-
zational studies) and the different scales of investigation (from interpersonal rela-
tionships to international ones). 

 This kind of analysis represents the social relationships in terms of nodes and ties 
of a graph and allows a limitless number of maps of relationships depending on the 
researchers’ needs and on the kind of analysis. 

 We propose two different maps of ties because the comparison between them may 
help us to confi rm or contextualize conclusions and interpretations about partici-
pants’ key-roles in the VLE, and also to ask further questions about the relationship 
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between the shape of the interaction patterns in the two networks and the knowledge 
development in the VLEs. 

 Since in an information network an incoming arrow points out that someone is 
being sought out for information or advice and an outgoing arrow that someone 
is seeking information or advice (Cross and Prusak  2002  ) , we propose an initial 
map with connections built according to the following rules:

   There is an arrow from  • a  to  b  if  b  posts a message in answer to  a .  
  If  • t  is the teacher and he/she answers to a message which is a reply to other posts 
there is an arrow to him/her from all his/her predecessors in the forum, until the 
beginning of the forum has been reached or until another post of the teacher is 
found.  
  In order to avoid loops we exclude the arrows from a node to itself, because we • 
aim at identifying the role played by each node with respect to the others in the 
network. A loop could represent an action of self-assessment, or self-regulation, 
or self-refl ection, etc. These kinds of actions are very important for individual 
learning but do not provide any information about the connections with the oth-
ers and, then, about the role played in the network.    

 This representation is similar to that proposed by Aviv et al.  (  2003  ) , except for 
the orientation of the arrows, which is inverted, and for the particular role of the 
teacher (who interacts to systematize previous interventions). We propose to invert 
the orientation of the arrows because we aim to represent only the actual knowledge 
fl ows between participants in the forums. 

 Indeed, as Aviv et al.  (  2003  )  suggested, participants in asynchronous discussion 
forums can be represented as sending response messages among themselves and 
these exchanges defi ne the  responsiveness relations  between them. It is possible to 
build the response matrix by labeling its rows and columns with numbers represent-
ing the students, the tutors and the teachers. The entry ( a , b ) – that is row  a , column 
 b  – of that matrix is the number of messages sent by agent  a  as responses to previous 
messages sent by  b  during the life of the asynchronous learning network (a new 
thread may be started by posting a message that is not technically a reply to an ear-
lier message in a forum). 

 Contrary to Aviv et al.  (  2003  ) , we consider answers as feedbacks to sent mes-
sages. Indeed, in order to examine the effective knowledge fl ows in a learning com-
munity, we should consider that:

    1.    When an individual posts a message in a discussion forum he/she addresses it to 
all the members of the forum.  

    2.    Anyone can read everything.  
    3.    Anyone can read nothing (an individual can voluntarily ignore messages or 

entire forums).     

 Thus if a node  a  replies to a message of node  b  (sends a feedback) we can state 
that node  a  was certainly reached by the message of node  b , and there is a knowledge 
fl ow from  b  to  a . If the node  b , in turn, does not reply to  a ’s answer we can state noth-
ing about the fl ow from  a  to  b , because node  b  might have ignored  a ’s post. 
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 Our fi rst connection map preserves the direction of the relationship, and it is 
consistent with the information network. In addition, this representation allows us 
to evaluate the effectiveness of a message and its ability to create knowledge fl ows. 
This network represents only the real knowledge fl ows and, therefore, we name it 
Actual Knowledge Network (AKN). 

 Nevertheless, this representation fails to depict one of the principal characteris-
tics of forums, which is that in such virtual arenas each individual contributes to the 
development of knowledge available to all the participants through an incremental 
process (Iovanella et al.  2006  ) . Thus, we also propose a second representation, aim-
ing to make visible the interaction dynamics hidden in the threads. 

 In this second representation:

   There is an arc from  • b  to  a  if  b  posts a message in answer to  a .  
  If  • b  answers to  a  and  c  answers to  b , in addition to the arc from  b  to  a , there are 
the arcs from  c  to  b  and from  c  to  a .  
  We exclude only the arcs from a node to itself, in order to avoid loops.    • 

 This connection map assumes that all previous posts affect those that follow 
because of their primacy in the discussion, infl uencing the thinking of the others and 
setting knowledge fl ows. Indeed, individuals in VLEs are generally asked by the 
facilitator (teacher or tutor) to open new threads when they wish to introduce novel 
topics of discussion, and to reply to previous posts when they wish to contribute to 
already existing debates: these simple rules allow a better rationalization of the 
posts and an easier reading of the topic threads. Nevertheless, even if the fi rst post 
arranges the topics of the discussion, each following message brings incremental 
knowledge. This is the reason why the orientation of the ties is inverted compared 
to the AKN representation: in a specifi c thread each answer to a message is not 
considered as a feedback, but as a contribution to the knowledge development that 
involves each poster and all previous ones. 

 Thus our second representation, which we name Incremental Knowledge 
Network (IKN), shows potential knowledge fl ows among participants who posted in 
the VLE (indeed, we can infer nothing about knowledge fl ows among participants 
who did not post, because we cannot obtain for each post the number of readings 
and the identity of the readers). 

 In Table  11.1  we show an example of data related to a discussion forum. Starting 
from these data, Fig.  11.1  shows the differences between AKN and IKN. AKN is 
made up only by four arcs, while in IKN there are seven arcs. Besides, the node 
characterized by the highest  outdegree  1  in AKN (i.e.  a ) is that with the highest  inde-
gree  2  in IKN; this is due to the fact that this node represents the actor who started 
the discussion, providing information to other actors and obtaining several feed-
backs from them.    

   1   The outegree of a node  a  is the number of arcs originating with node  a  (Wasserman and Faust  1999  ).   
   2   The indegree of a node  a  is the number of arcs terminating at node  a  (Wasserman and Faust  1999  ).   
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    4   A Metric for Key-Roles Identifi cation in VLEs 

 In this paper we want to develop metrics for the four Cross and Prusak’s key-roles, 
which we think could be strategic for knowledge development and sharing in a 
VLE. To this aim we use hub and authority indexes, and we also investigate the 
presence of cut vertices for brokerage positions. These indices were selected accord-
ing to the specifi c representation method of knowledge fl ows. 

 Moreover, since identifi cation metrics are based on SNA, different methods to 
build the network of interactions can provide different results for the key-roles: in 
other words, it is possible that using a representation a learner is detected as playing 
a specifi c role (say, as an example, CC), while using a different representation the 
same learner plays a different role or does not play any role at all. Therefore, we are 
also interested in analyzing how different representation methods of knowledge 
fl ows in a VLE can provide the teacher with different results; we also want to deter-
mine whether and to what extent these results are consistent and can be used to 
improve learning and instruction. To this aim we propose two different methodolo-
gies to build the network of interactions and we apply them to the same e-learning 
course, in order to compare the results coming from the analysis of key-roles. 

 Since each lesson focuses on a single topic of the course, in order to determine the 
key-roles and, in particular, those people able to spread knowledge across different 
topics of the course, we choose as unit of analysis the set of discussion forums related 

  Fig. 11.1    AKN and IKN representations of the forum in Table  11.1        

   Table 11.1    Example data of 
a discussion forum   

 Author  Message  Date 

 a  Help  02/03/07 15:45 
 b  Re: help  02/03/07 15:46 
 t (teacher)  Re: help  02/03/07 15:47 
 c  Re: help  02/03/07 15:48 
 c  Re: help  02/03/07 15:55 
 t (teacher)  Re: help  02/03/07 15:57 
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to a single lesson (for the sake of brevity we simply name it “lesson”). In this way we 
can detect knowledge exchanges both within a topic and across different topics. Key-
roles can play an important part for each topic of the course. Moreover, students could 
change their roles passing from the forums of one lesson to those of another one. 

 In AKN representation, nodes have an outgoing arc if they get an answer to some 
posts of a lesson. Therefore, having many incoming arcs means both being more 
central in the network and giving a lot of information. If we were interested only in 
the number of answers posted by an individual in the network a degree measure 
would be suffi cient to identify a CC. Nonetheless, in our perspective a CC is not 
only a source of information, but also an authoritative source of information: there-
fore, a simple degree measure is not suffi cient for our purposes. If a person is an 
authoritative source of information on a topic and provides many reliable answers 3 , 
that person will spread good quality information throughout the network and will 
increase his/her  indegree  value. Moreover, if a node receives much information 
from an authoritative source it will have a higher number of outgoing arcs towards 
that source, so increasing its own hub value and the authority value of the source. 
From these considerations we can say that an authoritative source of information 
will have a high authority value. 

 Therefore, we propose to consider the authority of the node as a proxy for the 
central connector. Indeed, according to Cross and Prusak  (  2002  ) , CCs serve the net-
work in a positive way, linking others, and increasing, in our case, the knowledge. 
Therefore, by answering (incoming arc), a learner adds elements of knowledge to the 
network. CCs will be people in the network with high authority values for most les-
sons of the course. From now on, by saying “high index value” we mean that the 
value of the index must be in the higher 25% of the distribution of its values; by say-
ing “low index value” we mean that the value of the index must be in the lower 25% 
of the distribution of its values; fi nally, by saying “most lessons” we mean at least 2/3 
of the lessons. The limit of 25% can be reviewed. Indeed, the analyst should defi ne 
the particular threshold value as a trade-off between two different needs: on the one 
hand, the threshold should not be too high, because in that case it could become 
impossible to fi nd out any key-roles to address to in order to improve the learning 
process. On the other hand, the threshold should not be too low, otherwise many 
people would assume a key-role in the VLE, so making the analysis worthless. 

 From the same considerations made for CCs it follows that a node which receives 
much information from authoritative sources in the network will have a high hub 
value. Moreover, if it spreads this information in subgroups in the network – so act-
ing as a BS – it will also have a high authority value. Therefore, we propose to check 
boundary spanners by measuring both hub and authority. In particular, in our work 
we say a person is a BS between lessons  i  and  j , and we name it BS 

 i , j 
 , if that person 

has a high hub value in lesson  i  and a high authority value in lesson  j . 
 Peripheral specialists offer their expertise to others rather than receive it; more-

over their experience is very specifi c to a fi eld. For this reason we seek PSs through 

   3   Since we are analyzing an educational environment, we suppose that students have no incentive 
in consciously providing wrong information. Moreover, even if a student should provide a wrong 
information, the teacher can cut in on the discussion forum to rectify it.  
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the comparison between their centrality in one lesson and in the whole course. To 
us, a person is a PS if that person has a high authority value in one lesson and a low 
authority value in all the others. 

 In IKN representation, nodes have outgoing arcs if they answer to some posts: 
for us who answers may be an expert in the fi eld, so giving authoritative answers. 
Moreover, providing many answers increases the node  outdegree , which is linked to 
the hub position of the node, making it more central in the network. 

 Besides, people who get many answers are more likely to have much information. 
Moreover, if answers come from those who have experiences in the fi eld we can sup-
pose that the quality of the information they provide is high. Since receiving an answer 
corresponds to have an incoming arc this will increase the authority value of the 
receiving node and the hub value of the sender. Starting from these considerations, we 
propose to seek central connectors on the basis of hub values. Indeed, by answering 
(outgoing arc) a learner adds elements of knowledge to the network. Therefore, CCs 
will be people in the network with high hub values for most lessons of the course. 

 For the same reasons, we seek boundary spanners through the combination of 
authority and hub indexes. Indeed, a BS is a person who serves as a “roving ambas-
sador” (Cross and Prusak  2002  )  of informal networks (he receives information from 
its network and spreads them to others), and “through his relationship with CCs in 
other informal networks, he serves as an effi cient conduit of information” (Cross 
and Prusak  2002  ) . Therefore, in our work we say a person is a BS between lessons 
 i  and  j , and we name it BS 

 i , j 
 , if that person has a high authority value in lesson  i  and 

a high hub value in lesson  j . 
 A PS is a person who is an expert on a specifi c topic (that of one lesson), while he/

she is at the margin of the network for all the other topics. Therefore, we propose that 
a PS should have a high hub value in one lesson and a low hub value in the others. 

 Finally, in both representations the information broker is checked by the pres-
ence of cut vertices: indeed, a cut vertex is a node whose deletion increases the 
number of components in the network. 

 For the identifi cation of this last role we have taken as unit of analysis the whole 
set of forums in the course: indeed, IBs have the power of totally impeding knowl-
edge sharing between individuals, by disconnecting the network. If IBs would have 
been checked on the single lesson, they would have disconnected people in that les-
son. Anyway, we are interested in that the knowledge of a specifi c lesson can fl ow 
in the whole course and in that it can reach each individual, directly in that lesson or 
passing through linkages with other lessons.  

    5   Case Study 

 We have examined the asynchronous discussion forums of the “Leadership” course 
in the Master in Business Engineering program at the Business School of the Faculty 
of Engineering at Tor Vergata University of Rome. This course has been provided 
completely online: the teacher used an open source e-learning platform (Moodle) to 
share learning objects and to communicate with the learners. The teacher of this 
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course considers discussion forums as a very powerful tool that enriches the contents 
of each lesson through debating and sharing knowledge and experiences. 
Participation in the forums has been completely free and voluntary. Many lesson 
topics were deepened in forums: for each lesson the teacher opened at least two 
threads and encouraged learners to participate in them and to add other threads 
based on their own interests, experiences, and curiosities on the topics of the course. 
This style of forum management allowed him to create an active learning process 
involving both learners and the teacher. 

 Due to the fact that participation in the forums was not mandatory it becomes 
interesting to fi nd out if there is some key-role in the course. Therefore, we have 
applied our framework and analysis to forums of three different classes (from 2006–
2007 to 2008–2009). 

    5.1   Data 

 Starting from the discussion forums, we have built a learning network for the topics of 
each lesson, considering each post as a contribution to the discussion and, therefore, to 
the creation and sharing of new knowledge. We have also built a learning network for 
the course as a whole. Since the courses for 2006–2007 and 2007–2008 were made up 
of three lessons, and that for 2008–2009 of six lessons, under each of the two represen-
tations (AKN and IKN) we have four networks for the fi rst two courses and seven 
networks for the last one. Indeed for both representations we have:

   For 2006–2007: one network for the forums of each of the three lessons and one • 
network for the forums of the whole course (four networks).  
  For 2007–2008: one network for the forums of each of the three lessons and one • 
network for the forums of the whole course (four networks).  
  For 2008–2009: one network for the forums of each of the six lessons and one • 
network for the forums of the whole course (seven networks).    

 For each representation, once the networks of each lesson and of the entire course 
had been built, we have fi rst of all removed isolated nodes (respectively nine, six, 
and two for the three classes), obtaining a total amount of 77 learners and one 
teacher. Then we have determined hub and authority values for each node and for 
each network. On the basis of these values we are able to identify CCs, BSs and PSs 
for the course. It is worth noting that the teacher has not been removed from the 
network in order not to alter the distribution of links among the students. Anyway, 
the teacher has not been included in the search for the key-roles, because otherwise 
he/she could have played some roles. Indeed, the teacher has many incoming/outgo-
ing arrows (depending on the particular representation method of knowledge fl ow), 
as he/she intervenes in the forums to stimulate the conversation, to correct faults, 
and so on. To exclude the teacher from the analysis the distribution of hub and 
authority indexes has been determined without his values. 

 Tables  11.2 – 11.4  show the distributions of hub and authority values for the three 
classes under both representations.     
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    5.2   Results 

 The application of the metrics described in Sect.  4  to the data described in Sect.  5  
clearly points out that there is a relation between the identifi ed key-roles and the 
specifi c representation method of knowledge fl ows adopted for the analysis. 

 IKN representation provides the key-roles synthesized in Table  11.5 .  

   Table 11.5    Key-roles under IKN representation   
 Academic year 

 IKN repr.  2006–2007  2007–2008  2008–2009 

 ID  CCs  BSs  PSs  IBs  CCs  BSs  PSs  IBs  CCs  BSs  PSs  IBs 

 2  BS 
1,2

  
 BS 

3,1
  

 BS 
3,2

  
 BS 

4,1
  

 BS 
4,2

  
 4  PS 
 8  BS 

4,1
  

 BS 
4,3

  
 BS 

5,1
  

 BS 
5,3

  
 10  BS 

6,2
  

 11  BS 
1,3

  
 12  BS 

2,1
  

 15  CC  BS 
3,1

  
 BS 

3,2
  

 16  CC  BS 
1,4

  
 BS 

1,5
  

 BS 
1,6

  
 BS 

2,1
  

 BS 
2,4

  
 BS 

2,5
  

 BS 
2,6

  
 17  PS 
 19  BS 

3,2
  

 BS 
3,4

  
 24  BS 

2,1
  

 26  BS 
2,3

  
 32  CC 
 34  BS 

2,1
  

 BS 
3,1

  
 40  CC 
 Total  2  2  0  0  1  2  0  0  1  7  2  0 
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 As we can see, we have 2 CCs for 2006–2007 (identifi ed by ID 32 and 40), 1 CC 
for 2007–2008 (ID 15) and 1 CC for 2008–2009 (ID 16). Moreover, we fi nd 2 BSs 
for 2006–2007 (ID 26 and 34) and 2007–2008 (ID 11 and 15) and 7 BSs for 2008–
2009 (ID 2, 8, 10, 12, 16, 19, and 24). 

 It must be noted that the number of BSs for each academic year is small with 
respect to the total number of students in the course, in line with Cross, Prusak and 
Parker’s requirements  (  2002  ) : indeed, according to these authors the number of BSs 
in a network should be limited. 

 Also, we fi nd no PS in 2006–2007 and 2007–2008 and 2 PSs in 2008–2009 (ID 
4 and 17). 

 None of the 3 academic years show cut-vertices in IKN representation: therefore, 
we have no IBs. 

 Finally, there are respectively four, two and nine students who play a key-role for 
the 3 academic years: as an example, node 15 is both CC and BS (BS 

3,1
  and BS 

3,2
 ) 

for the 2007–2008. 
 The search for key-roles has then been carried out over AKN representation. We 

show the results in Table  11.6 .  
 Summing up, for the sake of reading, the results shown in the Table, we can note 

that for 2006–2007 we have 3 CCs (ID 17, 26 and 34), 4 BSs (ID 17, 26, 34 and 52), 
1 PS (ID 24), and 3 IBs (ID 9, 31 and 40); in 2007–2008 there is only 1 CC (ID 10) 
and 1 IB (ID 8), while there are 2 BSs (ID 10 and 11) and 4 PSs (ID 5, 6, 11 and 17); 
fi nally, for 2008–2009 we have no CCs, but 8 BSs (ID 2, 8, 10, 16, 18, 19, 20 and 
24), 3 PSs (ID 4, 17 and 23) and 3 IBs (ID 8, 20 and 24). 

 Finally, there are respectively 8, 6 and 11 students who play a key-role for the 3 
academic years. 

 Comparing the results from the two representations, we can note that in most 
cases there are less students playing a specifi c key-role in IKN representation than 
in AKN: this can be explained with the fact that AKN representation produces less 
dense networks, due to its building rules. 

 By comparing Tables  11.5  and  11.6 , we can note that the nodes which play 
a key-role can differ in the two representations, having adopted different rules 
to map knowledge flows. In particular, it is worth recalling that AKN repre-
sents only certain knowledge flows, while IKN maps also some potential 
knowledge flows: indeed, an answering node throws an arc not only toward the 
enquiring node, but also toward all the predecessors in the discussion. This 
means that the answering node adds a piece of knowledge which is at the dis-
posal of everyone in the forum, but it can still remain unpicked. Therefore, the 
arc is thrown independently on the fact that it is actually received or not by 
other people. 

 On the basis of these considerations, the key-roles should be read in different 
ways. In AKN representation a CC is such only with respect of actual knowledge 
fl ows, while in IKN representation it is such also with respect of potential knowl-
edge fl ows. Analogous considerations can be made for all the other roles. 
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   Table 11.6    Key-roles under AKN representation   
 Academic year 

 AKN repr  2006–2007  2007–2008  2008–2009 

 ID  CCs  BSs  PSs  IBs  CCs  BSs  PSs  IBs  CCs  BSs  PSs  IBs 

 2  BS 
1,2

  
 BS 

4,1
  

 BS 
4,2

  
 4  PS 
 5  PS 
 6  PS 
 8  IB  BS 

3,4
   IB 

 BS 
3,5

  
 BS 

4,5
  

 BS 
5,4

  
 9  IB 
 10  CC  BS 

3,2
   BS 

6,2
  

 BS 
6,5

  
 11  BS 

3,1
   PS 

 16  BS 
5,1

  
 BS 

5,2
  

 17  CC  BS 
1,2

   PS  PS 
 18  BS 

2,6
  

 19  BS 
6,2

  
 BS 

6,3
  

 20  BS 
6,5

   IB 
 23  PS 
 24  PS  BS 

2,4
   IB 

 BS 
2,5

  
 BS 

4,2
  

 BS 
4,5

  
 BS 

6,2
  

 BS 
6,4

  
 BS 

6,5
  

 26  CC  BS 
2,3

  
 31  IB 
 34  CC  BS 

1,2
  

 BS 
2,1

  
 BS 

3,1
  

 BS 
3,2

  
 40  IB 
 52  BS 

1,2
  

 Total  3  4  1  3  1  2  4  1  0  8  3  3 
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 Anyway, it is worth noting that some nodes in each academic year play the same 
key-role in both representations. Specifi cally, there are some shared BSs for 2006–2007 
(ID 26 and 34), for 2007–2008 (ID 11) and for 2008–2009 (ID 2, 8, 10, 16, 19, and 24). 
Moreover, for the latter academic year we fi nd also two shared PSs (ID 4 and 17).  

    5.3   Educational Hints for the Teaching Strategy 

 Having identifi ed the four key-roles in each representation provides the teacher with 
some educational hints. 

 Indeed, in both representations CCs are people who give lots of information to 
others in the network: so, they are probably spreading their knowledge. Therefore, 
their presence is an enrichment for the network and the teacher should address these 
people to facilitate the diffusion of new knowledge across the network. Moreover, 
the teacher should try to keep CCs’ active answering in the discussion forums. 
Indeed, if a CC stops playing his role the educational potential of the network will 
decrease. 

 Moreover, in both representations BSs represent persons who receive informa-
tion from very active people in one subgroup and diffuse it toward other subgroups: 
therefore, identifying BSs in the learning network can show the teacher which is the 
sharing path of information and knowledge. The teacher should pay his attention 
not to lose the interactivity of BSs: therefore, if a BS should decrease its participa-
tion in the discussion forums, the teacher should stimulate and involve him again. 

 In both representations PSs are people who have a specifi c kind of knowledge 
and share it with others. Nonetheless, for learning purposes it is important that these 
people be more involved in the discussion forums, so as to acquire new information 
and new pieces of knowledge. Therefore, the teacher should particularly address 
PSs, both to improve the sharing of their specifi c knowledge and to better integrate 
them in the network to increase their set of knowledge. 

 Finally, in both representations IBs are the only way for two or more subgroups 
of the learning network to communicate. If they should stop participating in the 
discussion forums, the subgroups could not share their information anymore. From 
this point of view, therefore, IBs play a highly strategic role and are a critical 
resource, because they can impede the transfer of information in the network. The 
teacher should try to limit as much as possible the number of IBs in the network, by 
stimulating people to create new direct connections.   

    6   Conclusions and Future Developments 

 In this paper we have proposed two different representation methods of interactions 
among students in a VLE, which account for actual and potential knowledge fl ows. 
Starting from these representations and making use of SNA we have proposed some 
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metrics to identify Cross and Prusak’s key-roles in a VLE. Then, we have applied 
these metrics to test for the presence of the four key-roles in a managerial e-learning 
course over 3 academic years. Being aware that there are students in the course that 
can play a specifi c role can provide the teacher with useful hints to improve knowl-
edge acquisition and sharing among participants in the course. 

 In order to strengthen our metrics, we intend to integrate them with other tools 
based on content analysis, so as to classify the messages in accordance with their 
content. By doing so, we will better evaluate the actual contribution of each mes-
sage to the knowledge development in the community. Our fi nal purpose may be the 
creation of an integrated and reliable tool that supports the teacher in the manage-
ment of students’ interactions in the VLE. 

 Using such a tool it will be interesting to analyze if there is some infl uence 
between the specifi c role held by a student and his learning performance in the 
course. Indeed, according to the SN perspective, some individuals may outperform 
their peers because they occupy structurally advantageous positions than others in 
the network (Brass  1984 ; Burt  1992 ; Ibarra  1993 ; Cho et al.  2007  ) .      
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           1   Introduction 

 The process of promoting a Website so that it becomes easily discoverable by search 
engines is known as Search Engine Optimization (SEO). Because a higher place-
ment within search results is more likely to drive traffi c to a Website, companies, 
bloggers, and individuals go to great lengths to have their names or products found 
within the fi rst page of a search engine’s results. Two popular techniques for improv-
ing a site’s ranking among search engines include modifying its HTML code to 
contain relevant keywords, and promoting the site on other Websites via external 
links known as backlinks. As the amount of content on the Web grows, it becomes 
increasingly important to include appropriate metadata that will enable search 
engines to fi nd it. 

 This paper describes a competitive learning exercise in which students create a 
Website to promote a fi ctitious product online, and vie for top positions within 
search results on three popular search engines. Their goal is to implement a variety 
of SEO techniques in order to determine those which are the most effective. Students 
at two universities in the United States participated in this exercise during the spring 
2010 semester. 

 One group of students was enrolled in CS 299, an experimental, multi-disciplinary 
elective course entitled Web 2.0: Technology, Strategy, Community, offered at 
Bentley University, a business university in Massachusetts. CS 299 introduces stu-
dents to Web 2.0 technologies, concepts, and applications, and their impact on busi-
ness and society. The second group of students was enrolled in MIS 342, an 
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e-commerce and e-marketing elective course offered at Saint Francis University, 
a small, private liberal-arts university in Pennsylvania. MIS 342 introduces students 
to the technological infrastructures, corporate strategies, and use of computer net-
works for Internet retailing. Because SEO is increasingly becoming a necessary 
skill in the workplace, understanding search engine optimization methods and tech-
niques will benefi t students’ future careers in advertising, Web development, multi-
media, marketing, and business. (Spradling et al.  2008 ; Middleton  2009  )  Connolly 
describes the value for students to have skills in SEO techniques:

  Search engines in general (and Google in particular) act now as the main portal into most 
public Websites. As such, it is increasingly important that students learn how search engines 
work, how to design Websites for optimal search engine results, and how sponsored links 
systems such as Google’s AdSense work (Connolly  2009 , p. 76).   

 SEO has found its place in college courses in computing and IT (Sabin et al. 
 2005 ; McCown  2010  ) , e-commerce, marketing, and business (Charlesworth  2009 ; 
Xing and Zhangxi  2006  ) , new media (   Spradling et al  2008 ), and library science 
(Atwater-Singer  2006  ) . Across the disciplines, “critical examinations of … search 
results are imperative for understanding how information is organized and retrieved. 
By introducing ideas of relevance, proximity and ranking, students can transfer 
learned skills to other information resources” (Atwater-Singer  2006 , p. 3). 

 While the literature points to several courses that include SEO in their content, 
little has been written about teaching methods and ways to engage students in 
actively learning about SEO techniques. Sabin et al.  (  2005  )  describe an exercise in 
which students must refi ne search queries to fi nd an effective combination of search 
terms that will result in a particular site rising to the top of the Google search results. 
Given the importance of SEO as a valuable future career skill, and the need to learn 
about and analyze the effectiveness of techniques that one might try in order to 
improve a site’s ranking, these research questions emerged:

   How is participating in an SEO Contest an authentic learning experience?  • 
  Does a competitive assignment provide an added incentive for learning about • 
SEO?  
  How does participating in an SEO contest impact student learning about SEO?     • 

    2   Search Engines and Search Engine Optimization 

 As the World Wide Web has matured, the role of search engines has become more 
prominent. “Search engines have gained an increasingly powerful position by chan-
neling the attention of millions of users” (Evans  2007 , p. 21). At its simplest, a 
search engine is “comprised of three main components: a database of web pages 
(called an index), a method for fi nding web pages and indexing them, and a way to 
search the database” (Malaga  2010 , p. 69). Search engines display results based on 
a page’s relevance to the desired search terms. In addition to content on the page 
itself, Google’s PageRank algorithm considers hyperlinks from one page to another 
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serve as “a sort of endorsement of the ‘authority’ of the page being linked to” 
(   Hendler et al.  2008 , p. 64). SEO requires an understanding of how search engines 
work in order to fi nd information. Search engines rely on applications called  spiders  
or  bots  that  crawl  the Web looking for new pages to index. Spiders often examine 
the structure of a Web page in order determine relevance of its content. For example, 
some spiders give certain elements of a Web page, such as its title and its major 
heading, special emphasis (Morochove  2008 , p. 47). Manually submitting a Web 
page’s URL to a search engine may cause its content to be indexed as well.  

    3   SEO Contests as an Authentic Learning 

 An SEO contest is a competitive online event in which participants must create and 
promote a Website over a period of time such that their site achieves the highest 
position or ranking in search results for a specifi ed search query at a designated 
future date and time. The winners generally receive a cash prize. (Evans  2007  )  
Marketing organizations often hold SEO contests in order to gain data on the effec-
tiveness of various SEO techniques. In order to provide a level playing fi eld, contest 
organizers usually provide guidelines regarding what techniques are or are not per-
missible for participants to implement, and describe the exact criteria for winning. 
This section describes the implementation of an SEO contest as a project given to 
students in two sections of CS 299 and one section of MIS 342 to engage them in 
learning about SEO techniques. 

    Herrington et al.  (  2003  )  describes authentic learning environments as modeling 
real life problems. Their activities have real world relevance; are not well-defi ned; 
require investigation of a task over a period of time, and from different perspectives. 
They encourage collaboration and refl ection, and can be integrated across different 
subject areas. Authentic activities are integrated such that they refl ect real world 
assessment, and allow competing solutions with a diversity of outcomes. They 
“engage learners in the work of professionals” (Elliott  2007 , p. 34). Authentic learn-
ing extends to online activity “through careful design of Web-based learning envi-
ronments” (Herrington et al.  2004 ). The instructors fashioned an SEO contest as a 
Web-based authentic learning environment for their students to learn about SEO. 
The adaptation of such an industry-standard contest as a classroom exercise pro-
vides a new way to engage students in authentic learning through its hands-on, 
competitive nature. 

 Students in the two sections of CS 299 promoted fi ctitious iPhone applications 
for Norwegian Tourism or Burmese recipes, while students in MIS 342 promoted an 
iPhone application for Tuvaluan recipes. These topics were chosen because they 
contained words and phrases that were commonly searched on Google individually, 
and in some combination, but a check on Google prior to the start of the project 
showed no search results for pages containing all of the relevant keywords. 

 Students were permitted to choose any Web technology or application with 
which they were familiar in order to create their Websites. Each site had to have at 
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least two pages: the home or landing page, which contained sample content about 
the fi ctitious product, and a second page, which contained a description and log of 
the steps that students completed in order to optimize the site. Each Website also 
had to display a disclaimer informing the reader that this site was created for an 
academic exercise, and that the product represented was not a real product. Because 
this was a learning exercise, students were permitted to use any SEO techniques 
with which they are familiar or wanted to try throughout the contest. 

 While real-world SEO contests may last for several months, in this exercise, 
students had 4 weeks to take steps to bring their sites to the top of the search results. 
Students were asked to record the date and the position/ranking of their site within 
search results on Google, Bing, and Yahoo! every day for the duration of the project 
in order to try to determine those actions which produced higher positions in search 
results. . This gave students “a more authentic learning experience based on experi-
mentation and action” (Lombardi  2007 , p. 2). There were some small differences in 
implementation of the contest between the CS 299 and MIS 342 classes. Due to 
class sizes, CS 299 students worked in groups of three or four; while MIS 342 stu-
dents completed the project individually. CS 299 students whose pages appeared on 
fi rst page of search results for the key phrase received 5% extra credit on the fi nal 
exam. The two MIS 342 students whose pages made the top of the search results 
received gift cards to a regional convenience store. 

 All MIS 342 students had previously purchased their own domain names and 
hosted their Websites on the college server, while CS 299 students were not required 
to purchase a domain name. Most MIS 342 students coded the HTML for their sites 
manually, while most CS 299 students used free Web applications such as WordPress, 
Yola, Blogger, or Google Sites to create their Websites. 

 The instructors provided a similar lecture and reading materials to their respective 
students regarding Search Engine Optimization prior to the start of this exercise, 
including the techniques mentioned in Table  12.1  above. Students in both courses 
were surveyed anonymously at the end of the exercise regarding their learning 

   Table 12.1    Popular SEO techniques   

 Techniques for ensuring a site is indexed by a search engine 
 • Manually submit a site to search engines 
 • Create an XML Site Map 

 SEO techniques for modifying the site itself 
 • Place key words in the title tag 
 • Place key words in meta-tags 
 • Include key words in HTML fi le names 
 • Place key words in headings and content 
 • Provide frequently updated content 

 Techniques for drawing traffi c to a site 
 • Encourage backlinks (links from other sites to yours) 
 • Promote a site using social media tools such as Facebook or Twitter 
 • Select a relevant domain name 
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 experience during and as a result of the SEO contest, their understanding of SEO 
techniques and concepts prior to starting and after completing it, and the techniques 
that they found to be most effective.  

 Figure  12.1  shows Google’s search results for the phrase “Norwegian tourism 
iPhone application.” Note that the highest ranking result is from a purchased domain 
name, norwegianiphoneapp.net, and another from norwegiantourism.net trails it 
slightly. One group created a page for its site on Facebook, and another student used 
digg.com to vote or endorse his group’s site. Both of these activities, which men-
tioned and contained backlinks to their respective sites, appeared closer to the top 

  Fig. 12.1    Google search results for “norwegian tourism iphone application”       
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of the Google search results. Tweets from students who promoted their site on 
Twitter also appeared in the fi rst page of Google’s search results. Two other Websites, 
created and hosted with Yola and WordPress, also appear lower in the fi rst page of 
the Google search rankings.  

 Figure  12.2  shows the home page for the top-ranking site on Google, norwe-
gianiphoneapp.com. It is a blog created with WordPress, which students updated 
regularly during the contest. The blog’s sidebar also contains a Twitter Feed for the 
application.  

 Figure  12.3  shows some of the steps taken by the winning team. They purchased 
domain names and immediately installed Google Analytics, a software tool for pro-

  Fig. 12.2    The Norwegian tourism iPhone application home page. This site holds the top position 
in Google’s search results       
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  Fig. 12.3    Students discover which techniques result in higher search placement       
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viding statistics on site usage, at the start of the project, to track the visitors to their 
site and determine which other sites had linked to theirs. They discovered that 
updating their Twitter stream caused it to appear higher in the search rankings.   

    4   Assessment of SEO Contest as Authentic Learning 

 Sixteen MIS 342 students and 38 CS 299 students participated in this exercise dur-
ing the spring 2010 semester. Prior to the start of the project 40 of the 54 students 
(74.1%), indicated that they either “strongly disagreed” or “disagreed” with the 
statement that they were familiar with SEO techniques prior to the project. This 
suggested that while they may have been familiar with the importance or objectives 
of SEO, most students have not taken the steps to actually optimize a site. Also 
shown in Fig.  12.4 , 49 of the 54 students (90.7%) reported having a better under-
standing of SEO techniques after the completion of the project.  

 In addition to completing self-evaluations after the contest ended, students were 
required to provide a report analyzing the techniques and SEO strategy their team 
implemented and their impact on the SEO rankings they observed. The instructors 

  Fig. 12.4    Familiarity with SEO before and after the contest       
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evaluated these reports as a measure of student learning about SEO concepts and 
students’ ability to convey that knowledge. Figure  12.3  shows an example strategy 
that one team implemented, and the learning that accompanied it. 

 Authentic learning requires students to refl ect on their experiences and draw con-
clusions from their fi ndings (Herrington et al.  2003  ) . Students who completed this 
project commented that they had an increased understanding and familiarity with 
SEO techniques. The exercise provided just-in-time authentic learning about SEO 
through experimentation and hands-on experience. One student remarked:

  We learned many different techniques that the marketing team needs to employ in order for 
their company to have a web presence. No matter how good the product may be, if you can-
not fi nd it on the fi rst couple pages of Google or any other search engine, then it probably 
will not be found and adopted by consumers.   

 The problem itself encouraged students to select the SEO techniques that they 
wished to investigate. Figure  12.5  shows the most popular techniques that students 
used to promote their sites. The students perceived the following techniques to be 
most effective: placing keywords in the content of their web pages (93%), the cre-
ation of backlinks to their Web page (88%), the placement of keywords in the title tag 
of their web page (87%), the placement of keywords in the meta tags of their web 
pages (83%), and registering their web page with the various search engines (80%). 
These results align closely with an experimental research study conducted by Evans 
 (  2007  )  that concluded that high quality content (p. 27) and the number of backlinks 
into a web page (p. 30) are two of the primary factors in determining a web page’s 

  Fig. 12.5    SEO Techniques used and their perceived effectiveness       
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placement among search results. Further, all of these techniques are among those 
highly recommended by leading search engine practitioners (Jones  2008  ) .  

 “Students involved in authentic learning are motivated to persevere despite ini-
tial disorientation or frustration” (Lombardi  2007 , pg. 4). Students realized that it 
takes dedication to achieve results, as shown by this student’s remark:

  I learned that it’s not easy to optimize your website. It takes a lot of time along with patience 
for it to work. You need to constantly be up-to-date with it, so that your website shows up 
on search engines. One minute it may be there, while the other it may lose its (higher) 
ranking.   

 Only a few CS 299 students purchased relevant domain names for their Websites, 
while all MIS 342 students made use of the personal domain names that they had 
previously purchased as part of their course. Several CS 299 students commented 
on the fact that purchasing a relevant domain name gave some groups an unfair 
advantage. One student said:

  I learned that if you actually spent money, you won the competition. I think the assignment 
should have excluded ways in which you pay to get to the top. We all know that if you pay 
enough for something, you can be on top. Using alternative resources and capabilities that 
we were supplied with should have been enough.   

 Another student said “Those who purchased domain names seemed to have bet-
ter results than those who used ‘free’ website domains,” referring to names chosen 
as subdomains of popular online Website creation tools, such as norwegiantourism.
wordpress.com . Future iterations of this contest in a classroom setting may prohibit 
students from using part of the key phrase appears in a site’s domain or subdomain. 
This is a restriction placed on many real-world contests. 

 One group discovered that a dynamic website with blog capabilities gets recog-
nized by the search engines more readily than a static website. Others commented 
on the perceived need to frequently update their sites in order to maintain their 
search rankings. Said one student: “I learned that in order to achieve a good result 
your page must be continuously updated. Also, even if you buy a domain name 
which includes the keywords of the search, you may not come fi rst in the search 
results. SEO is not always a precise science.” 

 Figure  12.6  conveys that 31 of the 54 students (57.4%) “agreed” or “strongly 
agreed” that the competitive nature of the project was a motivating factor for them 
to work more regularly at completing this project.  

 By the end of the project, over 88% of students, 47 of 53, noted that they had a 
better understanding of the importance of SEO in an overall online marketing strat-
egy, as shown in Fig.  12.7 . Students commented on the competitive nature of the 
project, and the “real world” feel that the project had as a result. One said, “I loved 
this assignment. I really enjoyed competing against my classmates. It was almost 
like we were organizations competing against one another.”  

 Table  12.2  summarizes ten characteristics of authentic learning environments 
(Herrington et al.  2003  ) , and describes how each is manifest in the SEO contest 
exercise.   
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  Fig. 12.6    Impact of competition on student effort       

  Fig. 12.7    Measure of student understanding of SEO       
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   Table 12.2    SEO contests and Authentic Learning Characteristics   
 Authentic learning 
characteristic  Manifest in the SEO contest project 

 Problem has real-world 
relevance 

 Students create a website for a hypothetical product, and promote 
it online. Students see the relevance of achieving a fi rst-page 
position in search results from their own daily interactions on 
the web. Placing the exercise as a competitive contest for 
students creates novelty. The exercise mirrors the requirements 
of a real-world activity 

 Problem is open-ended  Students have the fl exibility to use the tools they know in order to 
create their websites, and must choose from among a variety 
of SEO techniques to experiment and implement in order to 
promote their sites. Some of these techniques are based on 
classroom learning, others by applying lessons learned from 
individual reading or research. Students must ascertain the 
effectiveness of their choices through a process of discovery 
and evaluation over time 

 Task to be investigated 
over a sustained 
period of time 

 The SEO contest by nature runs over a fi xed interval of time, and 
requires students to give it regular attention in order to achieve 
desired results, and recognize the steps taken in order to do so 

 This exercise was held over a 4-week period. To document their 
learning, students were required to regularly analyze the 
effectiveness of the steps they took to promote their websites. 
Their reports include observations such as “Well I think we 
fi gured it out today. After changing our homepage from a 
static page to a dynamic page made up of the latest posts and 
adding tags we made it on yahoo and bing! We added 25 tags 
based on variations of ‘Tuvaluan recipes iPhone application’ 
and such. We posted two posts to our main page. We think the 
key to moving one’s site up on Google is by having lots of 
posts that are posted regularly with lots of tags” 

 Allow for exploring 
a task from different 
perspectives 

 The students in the classes participating in this exercise were from 
diverse backgrounds and majors, all enrolled in an elective 
course. Each brought the perspective of his or her own major 
or minor (marketing, information technology, media arts, 
accounting, for example) to this project when considering the 
techniques to use. More technical students relied on modifying 
the site’s HTML and internal structure in order to improve its 
rankings; less-technically oriented students tended to make use 
of off-site techniques to drive traffi c to their sites and therefore 
try to improve their rankings 

 Provide for collaboration  CS 299 students worked together in groups of four to complete 
the project, and needed to learn to divide the tasks necessary 
for creating and promoting the site, and selecting, analyzing, 
and evaluating SEO techniques. Because collaborative 
learning may take place both in person or online, students used 
appropriate online collaboration tools (i.e., wiki, video/audio 
conferencing) to communicate with each other, and share their 
results with their classmates 

(continued)
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Table 12.2 (continued)
 Authentic learning 
characteristic  Manifest in the SEO contest project 

 Provide an opportunity 
to refl ect on the 
experience 

 The goal of the exercise was to learn about SEO techniques in an 
experiential way, and how to determine which ones are 
effective. This requires students to both gather and analyze 
their own data, in order to create and test their hypotheses on 
which techniques that they tried worked the best. Students 
used a page of their Websites to refl ect on their process, and 
identify the successes and shortcomings of the strategies they 
employed 

 Seamlessly integrate 
with assessment 

 The activity is competitive, with real world assessment, as the 
winners were determined not by the instructors, the students, 
or their peers, but rather by their groups’ position in search 
results from Google, Yahoo!, and Bing. Different groups were 
able to experiment with similar techniques and strategies. 
Students were graded based on their documentation of the 
steps they took, their explanations of the techniques that did or 
did not work, their interpretation of their results, and their 
position within search results. Many groups simply provided a 
list of steps taken with little or no analysis 

 Create polished products 
in their own right 

 Students created a simple, but complete Website, which required 
them to apply, enhance, or develop new web skills. The real 
product of this exercise, however, is the experience students 
had of continuously promoting the site, and the stories that 
students are able to tell as a result of having completed it. 
Their “tangible product” is a report describing their road to the 
top, and the rationale behind the steps taken to get there. They 
have a better understanding of SEO strategies having gone 
through the process 

 Allow competing solutions 
and a diversity of 
outcomes 

 Because only one group’s site could achieve top ranking on each 
search engine, similar steps taken by different groups 
produced a variety of outcomes. Students learned that they 
could infl uence their sites’ search ranking results by applying a 
variety of techniques 

    5   Lessons Learned 

 It is important to note that the generalizability of these research fi ndings may be 
limited since they mainly rely on student self-evaluations after completing the SEO 
contest project. Student accounts of their teams’ progress and achieved search 
results were evaluated by their instructors. These provide an independent measure 
of understanding of SEO concepts. While the data and discussion presented in this 
paper thus far describes the results after the initial offering of this assignment by 
two instructors teaching similar courses at their respective universities, the assign-
ment has evolved and changed during subsequent semesters to refl ect lessons 
learned from prior student experiences. 
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 This section describes variations in project requirements based on student 
patterns and behaviors while completing the assignment. 

 During the fi rst iteration of the project, some students purchased a domain name, 
and others thought this provided an unfair advantage. The assignment has since 
been changed to require that students use only free online tools and services. They 
could not purchase domain names or spend money on advertising or other services 
that might impact their position in search results. 

 The technical aspect of the assignment expanded to require students to use industry-
standard content and traffi c analysis tools such as Website Grader (websitegrader.
com) and Google Analytics (google.com/analytics) to identify ways that they might 
improve their sites for SEO and identify site usage patterns. Website Grader is an SEO 
tool that provides a report of structural changes to make to a page’s content and under-
lying HTML code in order to improve its rankings. Google Analytics provides infor-
mation about traffi c that Web pages receive, and the locations of visitors who browse 
them. Using these tools allowed students to explore SEO techniques based on objec-
tive feedback, and required additional critical thinking and analysis to make changes 
based on their fi ndings, and see whether or not these changes impacted search result 
rankings. Since by its very nature an SEO contest occurs over weeks and months and 
is somewhat iterative, students adapted their SEO strategies throughout the contest 
focusing on techniques that they found most effective as they went along. 

 Rather than having the instructors provide the hypothetical business, product, or 
entity to promote, later iterations of the assignment saw students brainstorm that 
entity. As a result, students created Websites to promote fi ctitious rock bands, tablet 
computers, and gadgets. This added to the level of ownership of the project, as stu-
dents could determine those key words and phrases to promote for these items. This 
enabled them to better understand criteria for which SEO is appropriate. They 
learned that the terms taken in combination should have few, if any, previous search 
results. They also learned that some key words were more competitive than others, 
and that the term or combination of terms for which they were optimizing their sites 
needed to be common enough to show up, but obscure enough that they wouldn’t be 
eclipsed by so many other search results. For example, during one semester students 
promoted a fi ctitious “Bedrock Tablets” manufacturer of tablet computers. Searches 
for the terms “bedrock tablets” prior to the start of the SEO contest showed results 
mostly related to geological formations, not high-tech devices. By the end of the 
project, top Google search results for those terms were exclusively for the fi ctitious 
gadgets that students were promoting, as shown in Fig.  12.8 .  

 The instructors helped students create opportunities to do empirical testing that 
might lead to opportunities for discovery. For example, when a student hypothesized 
that Google gave signifi cant weight to backlinks to his site, students considered 
ways that they might be able to investigate this claim. As a result, students began 
requesting reciprocal links from other classmate competitors in the SEO contest. 
Students also learned unexpectedly that social media sites impact search result rank-
ings, as they noticed that content and multimedia that they posted to Twitter, 
YouTube, and Yahoo! Answers often ranked higher than the sites they were trying 
to promote. This suggests that a site’s popularity impacts ranking as much as the 
content it contains. In the search for “bedrock tablets” in Fig.  12.8  above, YouTube 
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videos, Twitter posts, and Facebook pages comprise four of the top ten search 
results. Said one student:

  I learned that it takes time for your site to move up on search engine rankings and that 
continuous publishing of content has a lot to do with how you are ranked by search engines 
like Google and Bing. Using keywords and also tying in social media help establish your 
site as an authoritative source of information. To my surprise, Google seemed to place a lot 
of value on the use of Twitter, as I noticed that the leading project in our class for a Google 
search was greatly due to their large following on Twitter. However, this group was not 
number one on Bing and Yahoo. I thought that was very interesting.    

    6   Conclusion 

 Search Engine Optimization is a relevant topic to introduce to students of comput-
ing, marketing, business, health education, and other disciplines. Students see the 
practical value for companies, bloggers, and individuals to appear in the top position 
of search engine results in order to promote their products, services, or brands. 

  Fig. 12.8    Search results for bedrock tablets       
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The SEO contest described here exhibits many of the characteristics of authentic 
learning environments. It mimics a real-world, ongoing scenario that allows for a 
variety of outcomes. In the process students learn by exploring and refl ecting on the 
outcomes of various SEO techniques that effective SEO is part art, part science, and 
part luck. This exercise enables students to gain valuable skills in SEO techniques 
that will be helpful in their future careers.      
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           1   Introduction 

 Today, the emergence of technologies, such as 3D Virtual Worlds (VWs), which 
provide realistic three-dimensional environments and offer engaging, interactive 
and immersive experiences, creates new opportunities for teaching and learning. 
These opportunities are related to the faithfulness of the educational activities rep-
resentation within 3D VWs and also to the enhanced aspects of interaction provided 
within them (Dalgarno and Lee  2010  ) . During recent years, several researchers have 
recognized the educational and training potential of 3D VWs (Molka-danielsen and 
Deutschmann  2009 ; Wankel and Kingsley  2009  )  due to their unique features, such 
as the recreation of the sense of presence (Hodge et al.  2009  ) , their immediateness 
(Lucia et al.  2008  ) , the real world simulations provided (Oktay and Folmer  2010  ) , 
and the new experiences that may not be possible, non cost-effective and even dan-
gerous to represent in the real world (Wiecha et al.  2010  ) . 

 Furthermore, there are a number of studies that are investigating the educational 
affordances of 3D VWs and examine the potential of using them in teaching and 
learning (Bignell and Parson  2010 ; de Freitas and Neumann  2009 ; Dickey  2005 ; 
Jarmon et al.  2008,   2009 ; Kalyuga  2007 ; Konstantinidis et al.  2010  ) . On the other 
hand, researchers argue that 3D Virtual Worlds are  empty spaces  (Bartle    2003; 
Livingstone and Bloomfi eld  2010 ; Wahlstedt et al.  2008  ) . The term  empty spaces,  is 
used in order to depict that 3D Virtual Worlds, at fi rst offer unstructured virtual land, 
which can be populated with 3d virtual objects and various activities that can be sup-
ported by these 3d virtual objects. As  empty spaces  they could become valuable for 
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education under the condition that they are designed in such a way so as to support 
the implementation of specially designed educational activities, rather than just 
 providing access to digital educational content within a 3D virtual environment. To 
this end, the increased interest of exploiting 3D Virtual Worlds in education and 
training, has led to the development of educational tools and applications which aim 
to integrate existing learning technologies (such as Course Management Systems) in 
3D Virtual Worlds infrastructure (such as Second Life). The development of such 
tools shows the potential of transforming 3D Virtual Worlds into valuable tools 
within formal educational settings, as they provide the opportunities to create  spaces  
that can support enhanced  out-of-the-classroom  educational activities (Livingstone 
and Bloomfi eld  2010  ) . 

 On the other hand, school teachers must be encouraged to model effective use of 
technology in their own educational practices, taking into account the possible edu-
cational benefi ts that digital technologies such as 3D VWs offer (UNESCO  2009  ) . 
Nevertheless, in order to achieve that, teachers and trainers should not only be aware 
of 3D VWs technical capabilities but also understand how to exploit 3D VWs func-
tionalities to support their students’ learning. Within this context, there are research 
studies that focus specifi cally on teachers’ experiences either through using 3D VW 
in their teaching activities (Esteves et al.  2009 ; Jarmon et al.  2009 ; Konstantinidis 
et al.  2010  )  or through their participation in 3D VW supported Continuing 
Professional Development (CPD) (Girvan and Savage  2010 ; Vasileiou and Paraskeva 
 2010  ) . These studies have raised issues, such as, (1) the extra pressure applied to 
teachers who teach within 3D Virtual Worlds, and (2) the lack of understanding of 
the new possibilities offered by 3D Virtual Worlds in teaching and learning. 

 Thus, pedagogically meaningful use of 3D VWs remains a major challenge for 
teachers and trainers, since 3D VWs introduce new concepts and possibilities that 
even teachers who are experienced and keen on using digital technologies are not 
familiar with. To this end, Bignell and Parson  (  2010  ) , considering only the technical 
aspect of 3D VWs, have presented a set of skills that a teacher has to acquire to 
teach within Second Life. 

 In our work, we acknowledge the need (a) for identifying solid competence 
descriptions for teachers and trainers being capable of teaching within 3D VW and 
(b) for building appropriate modules for Continuing Professional Development pro-
grammes that can support the acquisition of these competences (Kallonis and 
Sampson  2010a,   b  ) . 

 To this end, we have investigated a number of initiatives (Sampson and Kallonis 
 in press  )  that aim to:

    • Identify the competences that a teacher should have in order to teach effec-
tively within a 3D Virtual World . Bignell & Parson have proposed a list of 
skills that a teacher should acquire in order to be effective in teaching within 
Second Life (Bignell and Parson  2010  ) .  
   • Design and organize training activities  for teachers’ education on the exploita-
tion of 3D Virtual Worlds for teaching and learning. A typical example has been 
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reported on how the Role Playing Teaching Model can be used within Second 
Life (Vasileiou and Paraskeva  2010  ) .  
   • Design and develop applications  which integrate well-known and already 
widely used tools (such as Course Management Systems) with the currently 
established infrastructure of 3D Virtual Worlds (such as Second Life). An exam-
ple is the SLOODLE Project that aims to integrate Moodle with Second Life 
(Livingstone 2009).  
   • Develop specially-designed 3D Virtual Learning Environments  within gen-
eral-purpose 3D Virtual Worlds mainly for supporting online learning communi-
ties related to the exploitation of 3D Virtual Worlds for teaching and learning. 
Typical examples of such  spaces  are the SLOODLE Island (Livingstone and 
Kemp 2010), the EdTech Island (Smith and Berge  2009  )  and the MUVEnation 
Island (Oliver and Carr  2009  ) .    

 Based on this review of the relevant literature, we have concluded that (a) 3D 
Virtual Worlds are becoming important for formal education as they provide realis-
tic three-dimensional environments, offer engaging, interactive and immersive 
experiences, and create new opportunities related to learning and teaching, and (b) 
it is useful for teachers and trainers to understand these environments and explore 
their possibilities in enhancing their daily educational practices. 

 To this end, teachers and trainers should acquire relevant competences, as part 
of their Continuing Professional Development that would enable them to model 
effective use of 3D VWs in their educational practices (Kallonis and Sampson 
 2010a,   b  ) . 

 In this book chapter, we present a module for continuing professional develop-
ment which is based on the Synectics “Making the strange familiar” instructional 
strategy (Joyce et al.  2000 , p. 232); aiming towards acquiring appropriate compe-
tences for teaching within 3D Virtual Worlds and for modeling the effective use of 
3D VWs in their educational practices. 

 This is part of our work in this fi eld, which is based on the following steps 
(Kallonis and Sampson  2010a,   b  ) 

    • Step 1  – Identify the  key concepts  related to using 3D Virtual Worlds for teach-
ing and learning.  
   • Step 2  – Formulate a  competence description proposal  (novice level) for teach-
ers being capable of teaching in 3D Virtual Worlds.  
   • Step 3  – Design a module for Teachers CPD Programmes that supports the 
acquisition of these competences based on  Synectics  “Making the strange 
familiar” instructional strategy.  
   • Step 4  – Implement a  3D Virtual Classroom Simulation  to support the 
module.  
   • Step 5  – Validate the proposed module with School Teachers.    

 Figure  13.1  presents our contribution in relation to the previously mentioned 
initiatives for Teachers’ and Trainers’ CPD in 3D VWs.   
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  Fig. 13.1    Overview of our work in teachers’ and trainers’ training on exploiting 3D virtual worlds 
in teaching and learning       
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    2   3D Virtual Worlds Key Concepts for Teaching and Learning 

 Eshenbenner and colleagues  (  2008  )  and Dalgarno and Lee  (  2010  )  have acknowledged 
the potential educational benefi ts of 3D VWs. They state that 3D Virtual Worlds 
offer unique learning and teaching opportunities, as they constitute rich, engaging, 
immersive, motivating and highly interactive environments. This is due to the fact 
that 3D VWs: (1) recreate the sense of presence, (2) are immediate, (3) are adaptable, 
(4) offer the possibility to simulate the real world, (5) offer the possibility to create 
new experiences that may not be possible or may be diffi cult to represent in the real 
world, (6) could be offered for experimentation and (7) allow for synchronous and 
asynchronous communication and collaboration. 

 Thus, these characteristics can be considered as the  key concepts  that would be 
important to be understood by school teachers who want to exploit 3D Virtual 
Worlds in their educational practices. This claim can be made through the examina-
tion of their defi nitions given in contemporary research studies:

    • Recreate the sense of presence:  This is made possible by the use of Avatars, 
which enable users to take an identity either similar to or different from theirs. 
This allows them to explore and interact with environments, which can be 
designed and developed in such a way so as to simulate either real-life or imagi-
nary settings (Petrackou 2009). The sense of presence in 3D VWs could be 
divided in three different types (Hodge et al.  2009  ) . Those are:  the cognitive 
presence , which enables students to understand and acquire the knowledge pre-
sented in 3D Virtual Worlds;  the affective presence , which enables students to 
feel emotionally engaged with the educational activities presented in 3D Virtual 
Worlds; and  the social presence , which enables students to interact and commu-
nicate using their Avatars in a similar way as they do in real life.  
   • Immediateness:  The immediateness offered by 3D VWs is related to the out-
comes of the interactions that the students perform within them by using their 
Avatars. Those outcomes are presented immediately in the 3D VWs and are vis-
ible to the students. Moreover, the immediateness of 3D VWs is also imple-
mented within communication and interaction tools, allowing student-to-student 
and teacher-to-students real time interactions to take place (Lucia et al.  2008  ) . 
Finally, the best practices of implementing the immediateness offered by 3D 
VWs suggest the development of systems that facilitate the exploration and the 
interactions with the educational content and the educational activities presented 
in the 3D VWs. Those systems achieve that by helping students acquire mean-
ingful contextual information that is derived from the virtual objects presented in 
a 3D VW (Oktay and Folmer  2010  ) .  
   • Adaptability:  3D VWs offer many opportunities to capture students’ activity, to 
develop user profi les and to use this information in order to present them with 
personalized content according to their needs (Chittaro and Ranon  2008  ) . 
Moreover, by combining the immediateness presented in 3D Virtual Worlds with 
their potential to be adapted according to the students’ preferences, it is possible 
to design and develop platforms that feature real time tracking of the students 
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actions. This may result to the development of a dynamic environment that is 
reconfi gured accordingly, in order to present the students with educational con-
tent and educational activities related to their preferences (Bonis et al.  2008  ) .  
   • Real world simulations:  It is possible to simulate places, environments and 
activities in 3D VWs. Those simulations may facilitate teaching and learning as 
they could be used either as substitutes to real world situations that are diffi cult 
to be recreated and/or as supplements to real world activities allowing different 
types of interactions to take place (Yamamoto et al.  2010  ) . Moreover, by combin-
ing the ability of 3D VWs to integrate with external systems, it might be possible 
to implement pedagogical agents with behaviors that simulate those of an actual 
teacher (Garrido et al. 2010).  
   • New experiences:  3D VWs can be used as a means of providing with settings 
and situations that may be very diffi cult and/or non cost-effective and/or danger-
ous to represent in the real world (Wiecha et al.  2010  ) . Moreover, it is possible to 
present students with experiences that it is impossible to recreate in the real 
world giving them the opportunity to explore environments and interact with 
situations that may never be able to fi nd in the real world (Trewin et al. 2008).  
   • Experimentation:  3D VWs offer the possibility to support experiments that 
present different outcomes according to the data that students insert using differ-
ent tools (in the forms of virtual objects) presented in 3D VWs (Vrellis et al. 
 2010  ) . Moreover, through the provision of tools for the creation of virtual objects, 
it is possible to design and develop models of different devices and/or other arti-
facts, presenting multiple layers of representational degree with which students 
can interact and experiment (Callaghan et al.  2009  ) .  
   • Synchronous communication and collaboration:  3D VWs allow students to 
collaborate and communicate in real time (Prasolova-Forland and Chang  2007  ) . 
Moreover, using specifi c software students can manipulate and reconfi gure vir-
tual objects simultaneously like in real life (Syamsuddin and Kwon  2009  ) .     

    3   Proposed Module for Teachers’ CPD 

 In this section we present our proposed module for Teachers’ Continuing Professional 
Development designed and described following the principles of constructive align-
ment, which was devised by Professor John B. Biggs and defi ned as “a principle 
used for devising teaching and learning activities, and assessment tasks, that directly 
address the learning outcomes intended in a way not typically achieved in tradi-
tional lectures, tutorial classes and examinations” (Biggs and Tang  2007 , p. 7). The 
proposed module is provided through a 3D Virtual Classroom Simulation (presented 
in Fig.  13.2 ) that supports its training and assessment activities, which is presented 
extensively in Sampson & Kallonis  (  in press  ) .  

  B ased on the constructive alignment principle we have followed the next steps, 
in order to design the proposed module:

    • Step 1  – Develop a  Competence Description (novice level)  of teachers capable 
of teaching in 3D Virtual Worlds.  
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   • Step 2  – Describe the  educational objectives  of the proposed module using 
 Blooms’ Revised Taxonomy ( Anderson and Krathwohl  2001  ) .  
   • Step 3  – Design and Describe the  Educational Activities  to be presented in the 
module for Teachers’ Continuing Professional Development.  
   • Step 4  – Design and Describe the  Assessment Activities  to be presented in the 
module for Teachers’ Continuing Professional Development.  
   • Step 5  – Present the  module for Teachers’ Continuing Professional 
Development  in a concise and consistent way.    

    3.1   Competence Description (Novice Level) of Teachers 
Capable of Teaching in 3D Virtual Worlds 

 UNESCO  (  2009  )  states that “educational systems around the world are under 
increasing pressure to use the new information and communication technologies 
(ICTs) to teach students the knowledge and skills they need in the twenty-fi rst cen-
tury” (p. 6). Thus, teachers should transform their educational practices by model-
ling effective use of technology in order to provide their students with innovative 
and engaging educational activities. To this end, UNESCO  (  2009  )  identifi ed com-
petences that teachers should have in order to effectively integrate ICT in their edu-
cational practices. Nevertheless, there is not a consistent competence description for 
teachers capable of effectively integrating 3D Virtual Words in their educational 
practices available in the current literature. 

  Fig. 13.2    The 3D virtual classroom simulation that supports the teachers CPD module (Sampson 
and Kallonis  in press  )        
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 Acknowledging this limitation and taking into consideration the statement made 
by UNESCO  (  2009  ) , “in order to use ICT effectively, teachers must be capable of 
not only know how they work but also understand how to use their functionalities to 
support their students learning” (p. 1), we have devised a competence description 
for teachers capable of teaching in Second Life (SL). 

 More precisely, our competence profi le is an extension to the list of skills proposed 
by Bignell and Parson’s  (  2010  )  with the addition of the missing competences related 
with the  knowledge  and  attitudes  dimensions that teachers should also be equipped 
with, in order (a) to understand how to use those skills in their educational practice, and 
(b) to believe that if they use them it would be helpful for their students learning. 

 It should be also mentioned that as there is no other similar list and/or module for 
Teachers’ Continuing Professional Development in literature, we have defi ned the 
novice level of those competences in accordance to the profi ciency levels (Novice, 
Advanced and Profi cient) that were proposed as an extension to IEEE LOM in 
Sampson  (  2009  ) . 

 More specifi cally, Bignell and Parson  (  2010  )  divide their list in three different 
levels of skills, namely elementary, basic and advanced. Those levels present the 
skills that a teacher should be equipped with in order to teach effectively within 
Second Life by:

    • Performing simple teaching tasks , such as moving their Avatar closer to their 
students and talk to them (elementary level),  
   • Performing more complex tasks , such as giving items to their students (basic 
level), and  
   • Being able to model effective use of the tools presented within Second Life in 
their educational practices , such as to combine the functionalities of the avail-
able 3D VW supported educational tools (e.g. virtual whiteboard, virtual laptop 
etc.) without any help from an expert (advanced level).    

 Bignell and Parson  (  2010  ) , in their proposed list of skills, mainly considered 
technical aspect of Second Life, such as, skills that are related to the navigation 
using Avatars, the organization of personal inventories and the communication 
opportunities presented within Second Life. Although, these are skills that are use-
ful in order to function effectively within a 3D VW such as Second Life, we claim 
that they are not enough to enable teachers modeling effective use of Second Life in 
their educational practices. 

 Thus, we have developed a competence description (at novice level) for teachers 
capable of using SL effectively to support their teaching, by extending Bignell & 
Parson’s list with the addition of Knowledge Competence Dimension and Attitudes 
Competence Dimension. Furthermore, as it was previously mentioned the module 
for Teachers’ CPD is presented through a 3D Virtual Classroom Simulation. Thus, 
the competences in every dimension, namely, knowledge, skills and attitudes, were 
enhanced with competences descriptions related to using a specifi cally designed 
 place  (which, in our study is a 3D Virtual Classroom Simulation) within 3D VWs. 
Table  13.1  presents our proposed competence profi le described using the three dif-
ferent dimensions of competences (knowledge, skills and attitudes).   
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    3.2   Educational Objectives Related to the Proposed 
Competence Description 

 As it was previously mentioned 3D Virtual Worlds recreate the sense of presence. 
Hodge et al.  (  2009  )  have acknowledged that there are three different types of pres-
ence within 3D VWs, namely, cognitive presence, affective presence and social pres-
ence. Each one of them dictates different types of interactions within a 3D VW. 

 Our aim is to match the above mentioned competences with the possible interac-
tions that the teachers’ will perform while they participate in our proposed module, 
namely cognitive interactions, affective interactions and social interactions respec-
tively (John et al. 2010). Thus, we propose the exploitation of the revised Bloom’s 
Taxonomy devised by Anderson and Krathwohl  (  2001  )  in order to depict the 
intended teachers’ cognitive, affective and social interactions through a representa-
tion of educational objectives. 

 The educational objectives of our module are presented using the Conceptual 
Knowledge Dimension for Cognitive Interactions, the Procedural Knowledge 
Dimension for Affective Interactions and the Meta-cognitive Knowledge Dimension 
for Social Interactions.

    • Conceptual knowledge (related to the knowledge competence description):  
The teachers should  understand  the concepts presented in 3D Virtual Worlds. 
Then,  analyze  their possible exploitation in teaching and learning by  matching  

   Table 13.1    Competence description (Novice level) for teachers and trainers capable of teaching 
within 3D virtual worlds   

 Competences description 

 Knowledge (K)  K1. Understand the key concepts of 3D Virtual Worlds 
 K2. Understand the similarities between a 3D Virtual Classroom and 

a traditional classroom in order to identify the key concepts as 
affordances of 3D Virtual Worlds for education 

 K3. Understand the differences between a 3D Virtual Classroom and a 
traditional classroom in order to identify the key concepts as 
affordances of 3D Virtual Worlds for education. 

 K4. Understand the potential of 3D Virtual Worlds to support teaching 
and learning 

 Skills (S)  S1. Know how to use the basic functionalities of SL for navigation, 
control and communication according to Bignell and Parson’s list 
(elementary and basic level)  (  2010  )  

 S2. Know how to use the tools presented in a 3D Virtual Classroom 
Simulation 

 S3. Be able to transfer their own simple Educational Activities in a 3D 
Virtual Classroom Simulation using the tools presented in it 

 S4. Be able to organise and present new simple Educational Activities 
using a 3D Virtual Classroom as an environment for teaching 

 Attitudes (A)  A1. Be interested in exploiting 3D Virtual Worlds in Real Education 
 A2. Be motivated in participating in more Teachers’ CPD programs 

related to the exploitation of 3D Virtual Worlds in Education 
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the similarities between a 3D Virtual Classroom Simulation in Second Life and 
a traditional classroom in the real world. This can be achieved if they  recall  their 
previous experiences in a traditional classroom and  explain  the similarities and 
the differences with a 3D Virtual Classroom Simulation in Second Life. Finally, 
the teachers should  identify  and  interpret  those concepts as affordances that 3D 
Virtual Worlds offer that can be used by teachers to model effective use of 3D 
VWs in their educational practices.  
   • Procedural knowledge (related to the skills competence description):  The 
teachers should  understand  and  apply  the different functionalities presented in 
Second Life. This will help them to  explore  the potential of the 3D Virtual 
Classroom Simulation. Moreover, teachers should  evaluate  and  apply  those 
functionalities in order to  design  and  organize  educational activities in the 3D 
Virtual Classroom Simulation. Finally, the teachers by  combining  their under-
standing about the key concepts and their skills in using the tools presented with 
their previous experiences should be able to  model  effective use of 3D VWs in 
their educational practices.  
   • Meta-cognitive knowledge (related to the attitudes competence description):  
The teachers should  recall  and  evaluate  the training activities in which they have 
participated and  judge  whether the 3D Virtual Worlds present educational ben-
efi ts that can eventually lead to an evolution of their educational practices.     

    3.3   Instructional Strategy of the proposed Module 
for Teachers’ CPD Programmes 

 The proposed module had been designed and developed for selected teachers and 
trainers, who are experienced in using digital technologies both in their life and in 
their educational practices. It is also anticipated that they present high motivation 
and interest in the continuing professional development and appreciate the potential 
value of innovative digital technologies for education. 

 In Sect.  3.1 , we have presented the Competence Description that targets the 
above mentioned group of teachers. The next step is to select an appropriate instruc-
tional strategy which presents design considerations for the development of our 
training activities that could foster the acquisition of the described competences. 

 To this end, we have selected to use the instructional strategy of Synectics “Making 
the Strange Familiar” which is defi ned as “a strategy for making the students under-
stand and internalize new or diffi cult concepts and ideas, through the use of analogies 
between concepts or ideas which are familiar to the students to the new concepts or 
ideas presented” (Joyce et al.  2000 , p. 232; Talawar and Sheela  2004 , p. 14). This 
instructional strategy is considered as appropriate for (1) exploring and understand-
ing social problems by relating them to familiar situations through the use of meta-
phors, (2) problem solving, as this instructional strategy offers the opportunity to 
understand a problem by relating it to previous experiences and apply solutions based 
on them, (3) creating a design or a product based on the combination of previous 
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experiences and ideas with the new concepts and/or possibilities presented and (4) 
understanding unfamiliar and/or abstract concepts through the identifi cation of their 
similarities and differences to familiar concepts, ideas and/or objects (Joyce et al. 
 2000 ; Keyes  2008 ; Talawar and Sheela  2004  ) . 

 Moreover, the problem which is targeted by our proposed Continuing Professional 
Development module is (a) to help teachers and trainers understand the concepts 
related to 3D Virtual Worlds, (b) explore the new possibilities that 3D Virtual Worlds 
present for teaching and learning and (c) acquire basic competences for teaching 
within them. Based on this analysis we consider (1) as thestrange part of the anal-
ogy, the concepts and the competences related with teaching within 3D Virtual 
Worlds and (2) as the familiar part of the analogy the teachers’ experiences in a 
traditional classroom. 

 Thus, we claim that the use of this strategy can (a) facilitate teachers and trainers 
to understand the unfamiliar concepts presented in 3D Virtual Worlds by exploring 
the similarities and differences between a “traditional” classroom and a 3D Virtual 
Classroom, and (b) enable teachers and trainers to design simple educational activi-
ties by transferring their previous experiences and ideas using the tools presented in 
a 3D Virtual Classroom Simulation.  

    3.4   Design of the Assessment Activities 

 Before, presenting the design of the proposed module of Teachers’ Continuing 
Professional Development we should consider also the design and the development 
of assessment activities that are aligned with the educational objectives of the pro-
posed module. 

 In order to design the assessment activities of our proposed module, we consider 
using some of the ideas presented in the proposal made by Ibanez et al.  (  2010  )  on 
how to assess knowledge and skills within 3D Virtual Worlds combined with the 
types of assessment activities proposed in the Dialog Plus Taxonomy (LADiE 
 2006  ) . Thus, we present the design considerations that are derived from the above 
studies according to three different aspects:  assessment of knowledge, assessment 
of skills and assessment of attitudes . 

 Ibanez et al.  (  2010  )  state that the traditional assessment of knowledge features 
prompts that present questions to students which they should answer. However, they 
propose that the assessment of knowledge within a 3D VW should be directly related 
to the use of specifi cally designed and developed virtual objects that assess students 
through their interactions with them. Taking that into consideration, we choose to 
follow a blended approach using both traditional means and virtual world objects for 
the assessment of knowledge. Thus, we have designed and implemented:

    • Oral assessment activities  which will be presented through a virtual object that 
allows chatting and recording of conversations,  
   • Written exercises  that guide the teachers to justify their opinions and  
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   • A presentation assessment  using specifi cally selected virtual objects that allow 
the presentation of slides, multimedia, web sites and/or textures (presented in 
Fig.  13.3 ).     

 Ibanez and colleagues  (  2010  )  also propose that the assessment of skills should 
feature activities that identify whether students could use their knowledge effec-
tively to support their actions. This leads them to claim that 3D Virtual Worlds can 
offer simulation activities in order to support the assessment of skills. To this end, 
we present several different simulations of “traditional” classroom tools to teachers 
and trainers, which they can use in order to combine the new knowledge and skills 
that they have received with their previous experiences so as to create simple edu-
cational activities within Second Life. These assessment activities feature:

   The modeling of effective use of Second Life in educational activities that can be • 
represented as  artifacts  in the 3D Virtual Classroom Simulation, and  
  A  • self-assessment activity  in which there are several criteria related to the 
exploration of the 3D Virtual Classroom Simulation that teachers and trainers 
should meet according to their interactions with the virtual objects presented 
(presented in Fig.  13.4 ).     

 Finally, Ibanez and colleagues  (  2010  )  propose that we should also assess if the 
students could acquire, evaluate, communicate and handle the knowledge and skills 

  Fig. 13.3    Virtual web browsers and virtual whiteboards facilitate the presentations assessment 
activities       
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presented to them during their participation in the module, but also if they believe 
that these would lead them to be more effective in their work and/or activities. Thus, 
we have designed and implemented assessment activities that:

   Allow teachers to make a  • summary  related to their overall experience as partici-
pants to the proposed module, and  
  Also share their notes about the  • practical application  of what they have 
learned with the other participants through their personal blogs (presented in 
Fig.  13.5 ).     

 The above mentioned types of assessment activities were implemented seam-
lessly in the module as simple educational activities in which teachers and trainers 
will participate and the appropriate data for assessment will be collected.  

    3.5   Overview of the Proposed Module 

 The proposed module consists of seven phases that feature different educational and 
assessment activities as presented in Table  13.2 .    

  Fig. 13.4    The proposed list of interactions for the self-assessment activity through the SLOODLE 
tracker system       
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    4   Conclusions 

 3D Virtual Worlds provide potential educational benefi ts due to the fact that they 
allow high representation fi delity of both educational activities and educational con-
tent. Thus, through 3D VWs teachers and trainers can offer immersive and interac-
tive learning experiences to their students. However, most studies focus on the 
students’ perspectives of functioning and learning within 3D VWs. To this end, 
there is a lack of studies that are related to teachers’ and trainers’ perspectives on 
exploiting 3D VWs for their educational practices. Moreover, the contributions of 
existing such studies focus mainly on the technical skills that teachers’ and trainers’ 
need to acquire in order to function properly within 3D VWs. On the other hand, the 
pedagogically meaningful use of 3D VWs remains a major challenge for teachers 
and trainers since it presupposes the understanding of key concepts for teaching and 
learning within 3DVWs. As a result, there is a need for identifying solid compe-
tence descriptions for teachers and trainers being capable of teaching within 3D 
VW and for building appropriate modules for Continuing Professional Development 
programmes that can support the acquisition of these competences. 

 Within, this context, in this book chapter we present part of our work in the 
fi eld of teachers’ training in exploiting 3D VWs for teaching and learning. More 
specifi cally, we have (a) discussed the key concepts of 3D VWs in teaching and 
learning, (b) presented a competence description (at novice level) for teachers and 
trainers capable of teaching in 3D VWs, (c) described a module for teachers’ 

  Fig. 13.5    Making a blog entry using an avatar from within second life through the SLOODLE 
toolbar       
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   Table 13.2    Overview of the proposed module   

 First phase: 
Substantive input 

  Presentation of the new concepts:  The educator presents the main 
concepts related to 3D Virtual Worlds as they were defi ned previ-
ously in this book chapter 

  Discussion on the new concepts (Knowledge assessment activity):  
The educator triggers a short discussion aiming to identify the fi rst 
impression that the new concepts presented made to the teachers and 
their fi rst understanding on what was presented to them 

 Second phase: 
Direct analogy 

  Presentation of the analogy:  The educator presents the analogy of a 
traditional classroom to a 3D Virtual Classroom Simulation and 
triggers a discussion on fi nding the parts where the analogy connects 

 Third phase: 
Personal analogy 

  Reinforce the analogy:  The teachers express how it would have been if 
they were teaching in a 3D Virtual Classroom Simulation and use 
these expressions to further reinforce the analogy 

 Fourth phase: 
Comparing 
analogies 

  Brainstorming on the analogy similarities:  Through brainstorming the 
teachers fi nd and describe the similarities between the two parts of 
the analogy 

  Describe and justify the similarities (Knowledge assessment 
activity):  The teachers participate collaboratively in a written 
exercise in which they should write down the similarities of the 
analogy that were derived from the brainstorming session and use 
proper justifi cation to support them 

 Fifth phase: 
Explaining 
differences 

  Brainstorming on the analogy differences:  Through brainstorming the 
teachers fi nd and describe the differences between the two parts of 
the analogy 

  Describe and justify the differences (Knowledge assessment 
activity):  The teachers participate collaboratively in a written 
exercise in which they should write down the differences of the 
analogy that were derived from the brainstorming session and use 
proper justifi cation to support them 

 Sixth phase: 
Exploration 

  Learn the basics:  The teachers with the help of the educator create their 
own Moodle Accounts and Second Life Accounts, select and/or 
create their Avatars and then enter the 3D Virtual Classroom 
Simulation. There the educator presents some of the basic skills for 
teaching in Second Life as described in Bignell and Parson  (  2010  ) . 
The teachers try to use the basic functionalities and the educator 
provides them with immediate and constant feedback 

  Explore the 3D virtual classroom simulation:  With the help of the 
educator the teachers explore the 3D Virtual Classroom Simulation 
in order to understand how they can (1) use the tools that are 
presented in the 3D Virtual Classroom, (2) manipulate and reconfi g-
ure the tools as they like (individually and collaboratively) and (3) 
use the communication facilities presented in the 3D Virtual 
Classroom. The educator provides teachers with immediate and 
constant feedback 

  Self-assessment on the exploration (Skills Assessment Activity):  The 
teachers are presented with a list of specifi c tasks related to the 
exploration of the 3D Virtual Classroom Simulation which indicates 
what actions have the teachers completed and which are the tasks 
that have not been completed yet 

(continued)
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Table 13.2 (continued)

 Seventh phase: 
Generating 
analogy 

  Divide into groups:  The educator divides the teachers in groups and 
makes some proposals for activities that could be supported by the 
3D Virtual Classroom Simulation 

  Organize simple educational activities (Skills assessment activity):  
The teacher groups use the tools presented in the 3D Virtual 
Classroom Simulation in order to organize simple educational 
activities. Moreover, the teachers can always get support from the 
educator if they face any problems with the use of the functionalities 
presented in the 3D Virtual Classroom Simulation. In this way the 
teachers generate their own analogies (educational activities in a 
“traditional” classroom to educational activities in a 3D Virtual 
Classroom Simulation) 

  Presentation of the simple activities (Skills assessment activity):  
When, the teacher groups fi nish the organization of their activities, 
they present them to their colleagues, so as to stimulate discussion 
amongst them 

  Comment on the activities (Attitudes assessment activity):  After 
completing the previous activity the teachers use the Chat Logger 
and discuss again the analogy that was previously presented to them, 
revisiting the similarities and the differences of a “traditional” 
classroom to a 3D Virtual Classroom Simulation 

  Comment on the module (Attitudes assessment activity):  Finally, the 
teachers are given the opportunity to comment on the module 
expressing their opinions about the educational activities that were 
conducted and about the 3D Virtual Classroom Simulation that they 
have used in the two last phases of the module. The comments will 
be published in their Moodle Blogs using the SLOODLE Toolbar. 
The educator should help the teachers if they face any problems in 
setting up the SLOODLE Toolbar 

training for acquiring these competences based on the instructional strategy of 
Synectics “Making the strange familiar”. Our aim is to set the starting point for 
designing and developing full teachers’ and trainers’ Continuing Professional 
Development programmes that target (1) to enable teachers’ and trainers’ model 
the effective use of 3D VWs in their educational practices and (2) along with 
specifi cally designed  places  developed and presented within 3D VWs (such as 3D 
Virtual Classroom Simulations) to provide teachers’ and trainers’ with experi-
ences that can be applied in real life teaching and learning (such as classroom 
management activities).      
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           1   Introduction 

 Web based learning environments have highlighted the need for a better understanding 
of fundamental issues concerning the effectiveness of learning outcomes. To design 
better adaptive e-learning environments, the role of the user as an individual and 
their characteristics had become the research focus for researchers. Content and 
interface designers cautioned about taking these individual differences into account 
when providing e-learning content to users. Furthermore, providing adaptive learn-
ing environments is intended to address each learner with suitable content for that 
learner’s ability level in order to facilitate learning. 

 Among the individual differences, spatial ability is often cited as being a good 
predictor of human-computer interaction performance (Chen et al.  2000 ; Vicente 
and Williges  1988  ) . Spatial ability includes various cognitive processes and skills, 
such as encoding, generating, retaining, retrieving and transforming information as 
well as discriminating among well-structured visual images (Lohman  1993  ) . 
Spatial ability is defi ned as the ability to formulate, to perceive and to manipulate 
mental images and to maintain orientation with respect to objects in space (Tartre 
 1990  ) ; spatial ability involves the cognition of spatial properties of things in the 
world like location, size, distance, direction, shape, movement, and so on. (Ahmed 
and Blustein  2005  ) . Spatial ability is recognized as an important human skill set 
relevant to evaluating effectiveness in learning, training, working, and even play-
ing (Rafi  et al.  2005  ) . 
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 In prior research, spatial ability is found to affect Web navigation (Ahmed and 
Blustein  2005 ; Juvina and van Oostendorp  2006  ) , mobile learning design (Li et al. 
 2009  ) , and the utilization of visual cues in Web-based environments (Castelli et al. 
 2008 ; Pilgrim  2007  ) . When measuring individual differences in spatial ability, 
researchers have chosen mental rotation tasks as one of the most important ones to 
yield strong between-person differences (Terlecki and Newcombe  2005 ; Collins 
 2010  ) . Mental rotation is defi ned as the ability to quickly and accurately rotate two- 
or three-dimensional objects in one’s mind and the ability to manipulate complex 
spatial information through several and sequential stages in order to arrive at a cor-
rect solution to a spatial orientation problem (Samsudin and smail  2004 ; Shepard 
and Metzler  1971  ) . Khooshabeh and Hegarty  (  2010  )  stated that mental rotation 
measures a component of spatial thinking that involves imagining the movement of 
objects external to our bodies. It is a visual-spatial process in which mental images 
are represented and transformed in a visual buffer (Khooshabeh and Hegarty  2010 ; 
Kosslyn et al.  2006  ) . 

    1.1   Mental Rotation Ability (MRA) as an Individual Difference 

 Mental rotation is one of the most important spatial abilities that produce signifi cant 
individual differences (Rafi  et al.  2005 ; Turos and Ervin  2000  ) . In previous studies, 
mental rotation ability is taken as an individual difference and is investigated how it 
affects task performance (Juvina and van Oostendorp  2006  ) , reaction times 
(Dahlback et al.  1996  ) , problem solving strategies (Baran et al.  2007  )  information 
manipulation and visual attention (Glück et al.  2002 ; Just and Carpenter  1985 ; 
Kozhevnikov et al.  2005 ; Li et al.  2009  ) . In addition, in various brain/behavior stud-
ies, mental rotation ability has been examined as an individual difference that affects 
individuals’ performance in many intellectual endeavors (Barke and Engida  2001 ; 
Olkun  2003 ; Rizzo et al.  1998  ) . Consequently, the mental rotation ability was 
emphasized as a signifi cant predictor of success in the ability of human computer 
interaction (Quaiser-Pohl et al.  2006  ) . 

 People with high level MRA (mental rotation ability) are reported not dis-
tracted by irrelevant visual cues with a tendency to have schematic mental images 
without much visual detail (Khooshabeh and Hegarty  2010  ) . High MRA individu-
als can construct schematic spatial representations of fi gures that include metric 
information about their shapes but not visual details (Kozhevnikov et al.  2005  ) , 
and, as a consequence, they have more economical mental code to represent a 
fi gure that permits faster execution of the rotation and comparison (Just and 
Carpenter  1985  ) . On the other hand, low level MRA individuals are more likely 
to be affected by visual cues and, as a consequence, they encode more visual 
details in their mental images (Khooshabeh and Hegarty  2010  ) ; they construct 
more detailed representations of these fi gures that include both metric shape 
information and distinct visual cues not pertinent to a mental rotation task 
(Kozhevnikov et al.  2005  ) .  
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    1.2   Eye Movements in the Mental Rotation Process 

 Eye movement data is increasingly being employed to provide real-time measures 
and information about cognitive processing (Just and Carpenter  1976 ;    Rayner 
 1998 ). De’Sperati  (  2003  )  cautions researchers that using reaction time in mental 
rotation tasks cannot expose directly the continuous spatio-temporal evaluation of 
mental processes since reaction time have been instrumental in characterizing a 
number of mental processes and sub-processes. However, it is suggested that eyes 
provide a window into mental life and eye movements are on-line measures of 
cognitive processes in general (De’Sperati  2003 ; Nakatani and Pollatsek  2004  ) . 
De’Sperati  (  2003  )  stated that eye movements might indeed contain the amount of 
information that reaction time lack, as they seem to have the characteristics to 
continuously track both in space and time the evolution of mental events, espe-
cially those with a signifi cant visual-spatial content. Yet, some researchers still 
believe that the number of studies in which mental rotation effects have been 
investigated using eye movement metrics is insuffi cient (i.e., Nakatani and 
Pollatsek  2004  ) . 

 In an early eye-tracking study, Carpenter and Just  (  1978  )  asked participants to 
decide whether two objects presented in different orientations were the same or 
mirror-copies while recording their eye movements concurrently. They found 
that fi xations tended to concentrate on those parts of stimuli that were presum-
ably more informative to solve the task. In another study, Just and Carpenter 
 (  1985  )  recorded eye movement of individuals in a problem solving activity that 
had been based on rotating geometric cubes. Fixation and gaze duration data 
showed that people with low level mental rotation ability took longer time to 
rotate objects since their rotation rates were slower and of slower rotation angel 
because they are less effi cient at mentally keeping track of their work in more 
demanding problems. Baran et al.  (  2007  )  investigated how people solved tan-
gram-based geometry problems which include mental rotation ability, by record-
ing their eye movements while they are solving problems on the computer screen. 
Analyzing the eye fi xation duration, eye fi xation count, task completion duration 
and transition numbers showed that participants tended to choose different strat-
egies while solving problems with different diffi culty levels. In another eye-
tracking mental rotation process study, Khooshabeh and Hegarty  (  2010  )  
investigated the format of mental representation of 3-D shapes during mental 
rotation by combination of eye tracking and verbal protocol analysis. In eye-
tracking analysis, they defi ned Areas of Interests (AOI) that circumscribed the 
fi gures and compared the number of consecutive fi xations made within each fi g-
ure to the number of saccades made between the two fi gures to determine strat-
egy. They found that poor and good mental rotators use different strategies in 
mental rotation performance. 

 To conclude, eye movement metrics can be used to understand some cognitive 
processes and to determine an individual’s cognitive profi le with regard to mental 
rotation ability. Secondly, these metrics can be extended to infer strategy use and 
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mental rotation success among participants. However, it is not clear how individuals 
vary when the task diffi culty levels are diverse.  

    1.3   Purpose of Study 

 This study aimed to examine whether the cognitive processes differ across different 
MRA levels during performing a mental rotation task. The eye movement metrics 
measured in this study are the fi xation length, fi xation count, and time to fi rst fi xa-
tion. In addition, completion times are examined across different MRA levels with 
differing levels of problems. Thus, the research questions are:

    1.    Is there a signifi cant difference in completion time of tangram problems across 
different MRA levels?  

    2.    Do the eye movement metrics differ across different MRA levels during tangram 
problem solving?

   (a)    Do the eye movement metrics at the easy level tangram problem differ 
across different MRA levels?  

   (b)    Do the eye movement metrics at the diffi cult level tangram problem differ 
across different MRA levels?           

    2   Method 

    2.1   Study Group 

 In to determine the MRA levels, a mental rotation test was administered to 26 
undergraduate students attending the Psychological Counseling and Guidance 
Department and 30 undergraduate students studying at the Computer Education 
and Instructional Technologies Department at Hacettepe University. Out of 24, 
maximum mental rotation score was found 13, and the minimum score was 1. 
Considering the results for this particular group of students, the group ranges 
between low and medium levels at their mental rotation ability. According to their 
mental rotation test scores, students were grouped in two levels: Low and High 
Mental Rotation Levels. 

 Considering the screened data, a total of 14 undergraduate students, ten from the 
Psychological Counseling and Guidance Department and four from Computer 
Education and Instructional Technologies Department were nominated and seven 
students from each mental rotation level (    X    = 8.14 sd = 2.4 for High Level; and 
    X    = 3.3 sd = 1.5 for Low Level) were invited to participate in the study. Since gen-
der is reported being the most infl uential variable in mental rotation ability 
(Vandenberg and Kuse  1978 ; Linn and Petersen  1985  ) , all the participants were 
selected among females to fi x the gender effect.  
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    2.2   Data Collection Tools 

 In this study, mental rotation test, digital tangram problems and Tobii T120 eye 
tracker were used to collect data. 

  Mental Rotation Test:  The Paper-pencil Mental Rotation Test, developed originally 
by Vandenberg and Kuse  (  1978  )  and updated by Peters and colleagues  (  1995  )  
redrawing fi gures, was used to measure mental rotation ability. This test consists of 
24 multiple choice questions made up of three dimensional block fi gures. Each 
question includes a target fi gure on the left side and four response choices of equal 
size displayed on the right side. The response choices are composed of two draw-
ings of the identical object as the target fi gure but rotated in a position and two 
distracter drawings that are either different in structure or mirror images of the tar-
get. One point is given for answers if both of the selected choices are correct but 
none if one is correct and other is wrong or if both are incorrect. The maximum 
score for this test was 24. The test is presented in 2 sets of 12 items each with a 
3-min time limit for each set (totally 6 min). 

  Digital Tangram Problems:  Tangram is a kind of moving piece puzzle, consisting of 
seven geometric shapes that can be assembled in different ways to create more 
elaborated shapes game which includes geometric pieces that can be assembled in 
different ways to create more elaborated shapes (Jovanovic et al.  2009  ) . Tangrams 
are generally valued to as well as including rotation, comparison, placement and 
transformation activities and also improving individual problem solving skills, ana-
lytical thinking, geometry abilities, spatial thinking, spatial visualization, spatial 
reasoning and mental rotation (Baran et al.  2007 ; NCTM  2003 ; Olkun et al.  2005 ; 
Vighi  2007  ) . 

 There have been two fi elds used in tangram problems: a problem solution fi eld and 
a pieces fi eld. Individuals are asked to recreate the target shape on the solution fi eld 
using seven pieces which are different sized and shaped, either rotating them or not. 

 In this study, two digital tangram problems with different diffi culty levels (easy 
and diffi cult) were used. Problem solution fi eld and pieces fi eld are determined as 
the two different Areas of interest (AOI) and analysis were executed separately for 
these two fi elds. Easy level tangram problem and diffi cult level tangram problem 
are shown in Fig.  14.1 .  

 Area of Interest of problem solution fi eld and pieces fi eld are shown in Fig.  14.2 .  

  Eye Tracker:  Eye movement data was recorded by Tobii T120 Eye tracker, which was 
integrated within the panels of the monitor. The tracking system had a 120 Hz sampling 
rate and an accuracy of 0.5°. Participants solved tangram problems on a computer with 
the eye tracker. Eye movement metrics data as fi xation length, fi xation count and time 
to fi rst fi xation was obtained from eye tracker. These are the most common eye tracking 
metrics which are used in studies and defi ned as below (Oneupweb  2010  ) ; 

  Fixation length  is the amount of the time that a particular element of a design is 
viewed. This may refl ect the importance of that element to the user, or indicate that 
she or he is having diffi culty extracting information. 
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  Fixation count is the time  (individual or collective) that eyes are focused on a par-
ticular location. 

  Time to fi rst fi xation  provides insight regarding which Areas of Interest (AOI) or 
element in a design attracts attention fi rst. It can help measure how long it takes 
before a user fi nds a specifi c link, text or image.  

    2.3   Data Analysis 

 In data analysis, Mann Whitney U test which is a non parametric test for small 
sample sizes (Sheskin  1997  )  was executed to observe the differences between peo-
ple with high level MRA and people with low level MRA in terms of their eye 
movement metrics during the tangram solution process.   

  Fig. 14.1    Easy level and diffi cult level tangram problems       

  Fig. 14.2    Area of interest of problem solution fi eld and pieces fi eld for easy and diffi cult tangram 
problems       
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    3   Findings 

    3.1   Completion Time Across Different Mental Rotation 
Ability Groups 

 Difference of completion time for easy and diffi cult level tangram problems across 
different MRA groups was investigated by Mann Whitney U Test and results are 
presented in Table  14.1 .  

 High level mental rotation ability group solved both of the easy and diffi cult level 
tangram problems quicker than low level counterparts. However difference is found 
to be signifi cant for only easy level tangram problem (U = 8.00, n 

1
  = n 

2
  = 7, p = .038) 

but not for the diffi cult level (U = 13.00, n 
1
  = n 

2
  = 7, p = .165).  

    3.2   Eye Movements Across Different MRA Levels During 
Tangram Problem Solving 

    3.2.1   Differences Across Different MRA Levels in Easy Level Tangram 
Problem 

 Differences in eye movement metrics on the problem solution and piece fi elds at 
easy level tangram problem between high level and low level MRA groups was 
analyzed by Mann Whitney U test and results are presented in Table  14.2 .  

 A signifi cant difference was found on the problem solution fi eld in easy level 
tangram problem between high and low level groups in terms of their eye movement 
metrics (time to fi rst fi xation, fi xation length and fi xation count). While time to fi rst 
fi xation on the problem solution fi eld was found signifi cantly higher for high level 
group, fi xation count and fi xation length on problem solution fi eld were found sig-
nifi cantly lower for high level group. 

 As participants viewed the problem fi eld more frequently and longer, there were 
no signifi cant differences between groups in terms of their eye movements on the 
pieces fi eld for easy level tangram problem. Moreover, the analyses of AOI also 
showed that participants mostly focused on problem solution fi eld and viewed this 

   Table 14.1    Mann Whitney U test result of completion time of tangram problems for different 
MRA groups   
 Diffi culty 
level 

 Mental rotation 
ability level  N 

 Mean 
rank 

 Sum 
of rank.  U  p ( <.05)  

 Easy  Low level group  7  9.86  69  8.00  .038 
 High level group  7  5.14  36 

 Diffi cult  Low level group  7  9.14  64  13.00  .165 
 High level group  7  5.86  41 
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fi eld longer than the pieces fi eld. In addition, it has been revealed out that they heavily 
focused on and viewed larger fi elds on fi gures in the in problem solution fi elds. 
Heat map graphics for easy level and diffi cult level tangram problems according to 
AOIs (problem solution fi eld and pieces fi eld) are presented in Fig.  14.3 .   

    3.2.2   Differences Across Different MRA Levels in Diffi cult 
Level Tangram Problem 

 Eye movement differences on the problem solution fi eld and piece fi eld in diffi cult 
level tangram problem between high level and low level MRA groups were ana-
lyzed by Mann Whitney U test and results are presented in Table  14.3 .  

 No signifi cant difference was found between high level and low level MRA 
groups in terms of their eye movement metrics both in the problem solution fi eld 

   Table 14.2    Mann Whitney U test results of easy level tangram problem   
 Eye movement 
metrics 

 Area of 
interest (AOI) 

 Mental rotation 
ability  N 

 Mean 
rank 

 Sum of 
rank  U  p 

 Time to fi rst 
fi xation 

 Problem solution 
fi eld 

 Low level group  7  4.43  31.00  3.0  .004*    
 High level group  7  10.57  74.00 

 Pieces fi eld  Low level group  7  6.36  44.50  16.5  .318 
 High level group  7  8.64  60.50 

 Fixation 
length 

 Problem solution 
fi eld 

 Low level group  7  10.43  73.00  4.0  .007* 
 High level group  7  4.57  32.00 

 Pieces fi eld  Low level group  7  9.57  67.00  10.0  .073 
 High level group  7  5.43  38.00 

 Fixation 
count 

 Problem solution 
fi eld 

 Low level group  7  10.43  73.00  4.0  .007* 
 High level group  7  4.57  32.00 

 Pieces fi eld  Low level group  7  9.57  67.00  10.0  .73 
 High level group  7  5.43  38.00 

  * p< 0.05  

  Fig. 14.3    Heatmaps of easy level and diffi cult level tangram       
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and pieces fi eld in the diffi cult level tangram problem. However, three of the eye 
movement metrics (time to fi rst fi xation, fi xation length and fi xation count) of low 
level MRA group on the fi elds were found lower than the high level MRA group.    

    4   Conclusion 

 This study explored the differences between different MRA groups in their cognitive 
processes across different diffi culty level mental rotation tasks using digital tan-
grams. Digital tangram problems are selected because they require mental rotation 
processes. Similar to previous studies, digital tangrams, pentominoes and other puz-
zle like geometric piece games were considered related to spatial abilities and perti-
nent to mental processes such as selecting, rotating, translating, fl ipping, mirroring 
and landing pieces (Baran et al.  2007 ; Olkun et al.  2005 ; Yang and Chen  2010  ) . 

 The initial analysis indicated that participants’ mental rotation scores were found 
to be between 1 and 13 out of 24, which can be interpreted as low. Remember that, 
all participants were female in groups and various research in the literature clearly 
revealed out that females generally had low or lower mental rotation ability than 
male counterparts (Linn and Petersen  1985 ; Terlecki and Newcombe  2005 ; Turos 
and Ervin  2000 ; Yang and Chen  2010  ) . 

 Relatively higher level MRA group (    X    = 8.6, sd = 2.7) solved both of the easy 
and diffi cult level tangram problems in a shorter time than lower level MRA group 
(    X    = 3, sd = 1.58). This fi nding is in line with Just and Carpenter’s  (  1985  )  previous 
study that shows people with low level MRA rotate objects in longer time because 
their rotation rates are slower and they spend more mental effort at keeping track of 
their work in more demanding problems. However, difference in completion time 
was found to be signifi cant only in easy tangram problem but not in the diffi cult one. 
Since the study group had a low mental rotation ability profi le, it was not surprising 

   Table 14.3    Mann Whitney U test results for diffi cult level tangram problem   
 Eye movement 
metrics 

 Area of 
interest (AOI) 

 Mental rotation 
ability  N 

 Mean 
rank 

 Sum of 
rank  U  p 

 Time to fi rst 
fi xation 

 Problem solution 
fi eld 

 Low level group  7  8.71  61.00  16.0  .318 
 High level group  7  6.29  44.00 

 Pieces fi eld  Low level group  7  7.57  53.00  24.0  1.00 
 High level group  7  7.43  52.00 

 Fixation 
length 

 Problem solution 
fi eld 

 Low level group  7  9.29  65.00  12.0  .128 
 High level group  7  5.71  40.00 

 Pieces fi eld  Low level group  7  8.57  33.00  17.0  .383 
 High level group  7  6.43  22.00 

 Fixation 
count 

 Problem solution 
fi eld 

 Low level group  7  9.14  64.00  13.0  .165 
 High level group  7  5.86  41.00 

 Pieces fi eld  Low level group  7  8.07  568.5  20.5  .620 
 High level group  7  6.93  48.50 
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that no signifi cant difference was found for diffi cult level tangram problem. We can 
speculate that studying with a higher level mental rotation ability profi le group 
would reveal out differences at diffi cult level mental rotation tasks. 

 Eye movements differed for the groups only on the problem solution fi eld but not 
on the pieces fi eld in easy tangram problem. However, as represented in the heat 
map visualization tool, problem solution fi elds were viewed more heavily and par-
ticipants took longer time in this fi eld compared to the pieces fi eld in both of the 
tangram problems. So, it can be stated that participants scanned the pieces fi eld only 
for choosing the appropriate piece and don’t fi xate for a long time. On the other 
side, they mostly perform all the mental activities such as rotating, placing, decision 
making on the problem solution fi eld and they fi xate longer than on the problem 
solution fi eld. 

 Fixation count and fi xation length were found to being signifi cantly lower in 
high level MRA group than low level group for easy tangram problem. Similarly, 
this fi nding is in line with other research in that longer fi xation length and more fi xa-
tion count indicate that people have more diffi culty and complexity during the pro-
cess and also spend more time and effort on the focused work (Cowen  2001 ; Just 
and Carpenter  1976 ; Poole and Ball  2005  ) . 

 In contrast to fi xation count and fi xation length, time to fi rst fi xation was found 
signifi cantly lower in low level MRA group. However, time to fi rst fi xation provides 
only insight regarding which AOI or element in a design attracts attention fi rst and 
it could not be related with MRA or the task performance (Byrne et al.  1999 ; 
OneupWeb  2010  ) . However it was expected to fi nd that, individual with high level 
mental rotation ability has signifi cantly lower fi xation count, fi xation length and 
time to fi rst fi xation than individuals with low level mental rotation ability, differ-
ence was found not to be signifi cant neither in problem solution fi eld nor in pieces 
fi eld in terms of eye movements for diffi cult level tangram problem.  

    5   Future Work 

 This study contributed to determine the differences of cognitive processes in mental 
rotation tasks across different MRA level groups using the digital Tangram prob-
lem. In further research, eye movements as an indicator of cognitive processes can 
be investigated in different environments which require mental rotation use as dif-
ferent software or programs alternative to digital tangram, navigation in 3-D envi-
ronments, task performance on different designed sites, information seeking 
behavior in hypermedia, direction/location fi nding on interactive electronic maps 
etc. Since the spatial ability is an important predictor of task performance and com-
pletion time, in further researches some adaptive learning environment should be 
designed to compensate for low MRA. 

 In previous studies, also problem solving strategies were determined by eye 
movements in different diffi culty level questions (Baran et al.  2007  ) , it’s relation 
with the mental rotation ability have not been investigated. So in future works, the 
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strategies of different level mental rotation ability groups in different level mental 
rotation tasks could be investigated. 

 This study investigated the differences between groups for two level tangram 
problems; yet, the differences within groups were not examined. In further studies, 
differences in eye movements, completion time or the task performance could be 
examined within groups across different level problems to determine the effects of 
diffi culty levels on groups.      
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           1   Introduction 

 The exponential technological advances over the last decade have gradually brought 
us in the digital era. At the same time the Web evolved from static webpages hyperlinked 
between them to a Web where the amount of information increased substantially and 
the information is published by users as well. Bringing Web 2.0 technologies, the 
Web has evolved towards blogging, podcasting, social bookmarking, social networking, 
tagging, etc. Intensive research is currently done towards incorporating Web 3.0 
technologies. Web 3.0 will support a smarter, unifi ed, personalised and semantic-
based Web environment. Semantic Web involves describing data/information through 
metadata. The web application uses metadata in order to exchange, reuse, integrate 
and link existing data providing personalised content and services. 

 However, not only the technology has evolved, but also the learners have changed 
from “Digital Natives” and “Digital Immigrants” (Prensky  2001a,   b  )  to a “Digital 
Wisdom” generation (Prensky  2009  ) . Being a “Digital Wisdom” means not only 
using and manipulating technology easily but also making wiser decisions because 
“one is enhanced by technology”. The technology enhances our thinking and under-
standing every day. 

 These technological developments have also partly contributed to the signifi cant 
progress that has been made in the area of e-learning. E-learning environments for 
instance, have evolved over the past years towards adaptive e-learning systems that 
make use of the learner’s preferences, knowledge, goals in order to adapt the deliv-
ered content. Furthermore, e-learning is continuously evolving, looking forward to 
new features and ideas to improve the learning process and the learning experience 
(   Kahiigi et al.  2008 ). Research efforts are made to incorporate Web 3.0 into e-learn-
ing and to represent the education information through metadata. 
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 Despite the signifi cant technological advances, reaching and engaging today’s 
learners are still considered challenging tasks (Little and Page  2009  ) , while the 
learning process may be considered by the students to be boring and forced. 
Therefore, keeping students motivated for the entire learning period continues to 
represent a challenge, not only in the e-learning, but in all forms of learning. 
However, traditional face-to-face learning involves a teacher having direct contact 
with the students, thus being able to analyse the whole learner’s behaviour. For 
example, learner speaking tone and behaviour cues can be analysed in the tradi-
tional face to face learning but not in the e-learning environment that does not 
involve direct contact with the learner. 

 Meanwhile, educational games not only that proved to be effective learning envi-
ronments (Gee  2003  ) , but they can also motivate the player by bringing a layer of 
emotional content on top of instructional content (Berger and Müller  2009  ) . Learning 
through game is not just knowing and doing. A game brings together ways of know-
ing, ways of doing, ways of being and ways of caring (Shaffer et al.  2005  ) . However, 
despite that the gaming community has recognised the importance of emotion in 
creating more engaging games, current games are still lacking in integrating learner 
affectiveness and interaction of the non player characters with the player (Hudlicka 
 2009  ) . In this context, there is a need for affective games engines, for facilitating 
recognition of player emotion and motivation in real time, and to generate affective 
adaptation to these emotions (e.g. reward adaptation, adequately response from 
game characters to emotions) (Hudlicka  2009  ) . 

 The importance of emotion and motivation is even higher for the educational 
games in particular. Research has investigated the possibility to extend PlayLearn 
(Ghergulescu and Muntean  2009  ) , a component that provides support for playing 
educational games as part of Adaptive e-Learning Systems (AeLS), with a motiva-
tion based game level adaptation mechanism (Ghergulescu and Muntean  2010  ) . 

 However, as compared to measuring learner motivation in e-learning, signifi -
cantly less research was conducted in order to assess and predict the player motiva-
tion in gaming. This chapter addresses the challenge of measuring and assessing 
learner motivation in educational games. Furthermore, the chapter illustrates how 
the learner motivation level can be expressed through Web 3.0 technologies. 

 The remaining of the chapter is structured as follows. Section  2  presents research 
and current trends in learner motivation assessment, educational games as well Web 
3.0 based e-learning and educational games. Section  3  proposes a solution for mea-
suring and assessing learner motivation in educational games. Furthermore, Sect.  3  
presents how the motivational level can be expressed through Web 3.0 using meta-
data, while the last section concludes the chapter.  

    2   State of the Art 

 The research presented in this chapter falls in the following two areas: learner motiva-
tion and educational games. The latest research work in these areas is presented next. 
Furthermore, the introduction of Web 3.0 technologies in the two areas is presented. 
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    2.1   Motivation 

 Motivation plays a signifi cant role in the success of the learning process in general 
and of the educational games in particular. At the same time, motivation is a driv-
ing agent behind both participation and progression in the gaming environments 
(Konetes  2010  ) . According to De Vicente and Pain  (  2002  )  the ability to detect 
students’ motivational state during an instructional interaction can bring many 
benefi ts to the success of an AeLS. Therefore, various motivation-based solutions 
have been proposed in e-learning. In the same context, Hudlicka  (  2009  )  argued 
the need for having affective game engines not only in educational games, but also 
in games in general. The researchers have approached this need by introducing a 
motivational agent to non-player characters (Hudlicka and Broekens  2009 ; 
Merrick  2007  ) . Various research works on defi ning and quantifying motivation in 
general are presented next. Measuring and assessing motivation in e-learning is 
also discussed. 

    2.1.1   Theories of Motivation 

 What do we mean by motivation? The literature regarding this term is enormous. 
Motivation represents a fuzzy concept, a concept that involves human’s emotions, 
human’s thought, human’s believes. Motivation also represents a psychological 
attribute described as the energy to achieve a goal, to initiate and to sustain partici-
pation (Bandura  1994 ; Ryan and Deci  2000  ) . In the learning context, motivation is 
referred as the energy to accomplish the goal of knowledge achievement, to initiate, 
and to maintain participation in the learning process. 

 The two most well known self-theories of motivation are presented next: self-
effi cacy and self-determination theories. 

      Self-Effi cacy Theory 

 According to Bandura’s  (  1994  )  self-effi cacy theory of motivation, a person must 
have believes that (s)/he is capable of solving, executing and pursuing a task. 

 Self-effi cacy represents the person’s belief, self-perception of their capabilities 
of executing the task at a certain level of performance. It infl uences people actions 
and beliefs. Self-effi cacy infl uences the commitment with the task, the amount of 
effort, the engrossment, the perception of the diffi culty level, the time they recover 
their sense of effi cacy after failure. The higher the self-effi cacy is, the stronger the 
commitment and the engrossment are, while at the same time, the higher the speed 
of recovery of their sense of effi cacy after failure is. Self-belief of effi cacy makes 
people to set for themselves challenging goals and to make action plans, in this way 
people developing strong perseverance (Bandura  1994  ) .  
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      Self-Determination Theory 

 Ryan and Deci presented the self-determination theory as a new approach to human 
motivation and personality. According to Ryan and Deci  (  2000  ) , motivation con-
cerns the energy, the persistence, and the direction that a person is taking in his/her 
activities. Ryan and Deci argued that motivation is more important in real world 
then it is in psychology because of its consequence: motivation produces. Motivation 
is often treated as a singular construct, but looking closer, motivation is a quintes-
sence of more complex constructs. 

 Ryan and Deci  (  2000  )  have also presented different types of self-motivation: from 
amotivation, to intrinsic motivation towards extrinsic motivation (see Fig.  15.1 ).  

 Amotivation represents the inability to act, or acting without intent. Amotivation 
results from not valuing an activity or not feeling competent. Extrinsic motivation 
refers to motivation in performing an activity that comes from external factors, such 
as rewards, money, grades that contribute to individual satisfaction that is not 
directly given by the activity itself. Intrinsic motivation refers to the motivation that 
comes from inside the individual, the pleasure and satisfaction of doing that particu-
lar activity. It refl ects the human tendency to seek out novelty and challenges, to 
exercise capabilities, to explore and to learn. 

 Various motivational design models were developed and used during last decade. 
Among these, Keller’s ARCS Model (Keller  1987  ) , Wlodkowski’s Time Continuum 
Model of Motivation (Wlodkowski  1978 ) and Malone & Lepper’s Taxonomy of 
Intrinsic Motivation for Learning (Malone and Lepper  1987  )  are the most used ones.   

    2.1.2   Motivation in e-Learning 

 Since motivation represents an important factor for learning, many e-learning sys-
tems try to reach and engage learners by providing them with instructional content 
that motivates them. The ability to detect student’s motivational state during the 
interaction with an e-learning system can bring many benefi ts to the learning 
process. 

  Fig. 15.1    Self determination continuum types of motivation       
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 Table  15.1  and Table  15.2  summarise various research work on measuring and 
assessing motivation in e-learning. Motivation indicators, metrics used, the type of 
motivation measurement performed and the assessment type are presented.   

 The learner motivation is expressed as a standalone attribute or as a combination of 
motivational indicators. Various motivation indicators were assessed such as: engage-
ment, confi dence, effort, importance, expectation, attention, confusion, challenge, etc. 

 Various metrics are used for motivation measurement. The metrics measured 
include: reading time of an educational material, time taken to do quizzes/surveys, 
time taken to solve an exercise, number of pages read, etc. The majority of the metrics 
represents information about the learner interaction with the learning system. However, 
the majority of these metrics are system dependent or learning material depended. 

 The information is gathered by the e-learning system through direct interaction 
with the learner (e.g. questionnaire, dialog), through data analysis (e.g. log fi les anal-
ysis), and/or by using additional equipment (e.g. eye tracker, heart monitor, etc.). 

 Furthermore, learner motivation was calculated using direct computation (e.g. 
fuzzy logic functions, formulas) or prediction.   

    2.2   Educational Games 

 Educational games are proved to be effective learning environments (Gee  2003  ) , but 
they can also motivate the players by bringing a layer of emotional content on top 
of instructional content (Berger and Müller  2009  ) . Educational games clearly 
improve students’ learning performance (Chuang and Chen  2009 ; Can and Cagiltay 
 2006 ), increase their motivation (Batson and Feinberg  2006 ), and make knowledge 
acquisition and at the same time knowledge assessment a more transparent 
process. 

 However, the area of educational games is not matured and challenges have to be 
overcome. Several approaches for measurement and assessment of player emotion 
and motivation are presented next. 

 Rebolledo-Mendez et al.  (  2009  )  have presented a motivation model based on 
empathy for artifi cial intelligence driven avatars in virtual worlds. This approach 
could be further incorporated in educational games based virtual worlds. The aim is 
to provide an avatar in the virtual world with the capability of coaching in various 
learning situations. The motivational model is based upon the concept of shared 
intentionality. In their investigation, motivation was defi ned as the effort spent by 
avatars in a virtual space. Motivation was calculated as a combination of the persis-
tence, the competence and the help needed by the learner. Each of these three com-
ponents represents a binary variable. Persistence is predicted based on actions, 
while the other two variables are computed analysing the player believes. However, 
this represents a new direction for virtual worlds and has not been implemented and 
tested yet. 

 Probabilistic models that assess student emotional reaction during interaction with 
an educational game were also investigated (Conati and Zhou  2002  ) . The student 
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emotional state was predicted by assessing the student interaction with the Prime 
Climb, an educational game for teaching number factorization, and by considering 
student’s goals and personality. The following goals were considered: “Have Fun”, 
“Learn Math”, “Want Help”, and “Succeed by Myself”. These goals were evaluated 
via actions and questionnaires. Each questionnaire contained a list of statements of the 
type “I learnt math/had fun when < event>”,which students have rated using a fi ve-
point Likert scale. This prediction model was continuously improved over the past 
years (Conati and Maclaren  2009  ) . The model can also assess emotions like joy or 
distress towards the game, admiration or reproach towards the helping agent. One of 
their current challenge is to obtain affective labels from different other sources, apart 
of using judges from video-recordings of the interaction with the game and self-
reports during game playing. 

 Rebolledo-Mendez  (  2006  )  presented that the use of tutoring systems’ techniques 
for motivational modelling could enhance the “intelligence” of educational games 
offering a personalised experience for each player. 

 Derbali and Frasson  (  2010  )  investigated player’s motivation during an educa-
tional game. Motivation assessment was done using questionnaires (after Keller’s 
ARCS model) and electroencephalography (EEG). Thirty three volunteer subjects 
took part in the test. Each subject was placed in front of two computers: one for 
playing and one for answering the questionnaires. The results have shown that the 
EEG waves patterns are correlated with the increase of motivation during certain 
game play parts.  

    2.3   Web 3.0 Based e-Learning and Games 

 Web 3.0 based e-learning moves towards semantic metadata annotation to enable 
further personalisation and interchange of the learning resources. To address these 
aspects, researchers have already started to propose semantic adaptive frameworks 
and systems (   Rego et al.  2010a ;    Rego et al.  2010b ; Pandit  2010 ; Rani et al.  2009 ; 
Torniai et al.  2008 ; Yanyan and Mingkai  2008  ) . The proposed frameworks and sys-
tems represent information on learning resources using metadata and/or ontology, 
in order to provide adaptive features. 

 Pandit  (  2010  )  has proposed an architecture for ontology based description of the 
learning context (i.e. in which form the context is presented), of the content (i.e. 
what is the learning material about), and of the structure (i.e. if the learning resources 
appear in isolation or else what relationship are between them: e.g. “hasPart”, 
“isPartOf”, “isBasedOn”). 

 Saleena et al.  (  2010  )  have presented an architecture that semantically relates the 
learning resources. The learning resources contain metadata regarding their topics. 
The topics are further described using ontologies in terms of the relationship 
between them. 

 Torniai et al.  (  2008  )  have proposed a collaborative Semantic Web e-learning sys-
tem in which the students tag the learning resources and contribute to an ontology, 
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with the aim of generating feedback to the tutors about student interaction with the 
learning materials and between students. 

 The AHKME e-learning system (   Rego et al.  2010a ;    Rego et al.  2010b  )  adds 
metadata to the learning resources using XML, in order to support adaptation based 
on the student’s characteristics. To attach metadata, each learning resource is evalu-
ated by the tutor/expert in terms of accessibility, legibility, usefulness for achieving 
the learning objective, motivation, etc. Attached metadata includes: interactivity 
type, learning resource type and diffi culty (Morales Morgado et al.  2008  ) . 

 Different approaches for reusing existing learning resources in Semantic Web 
have been proposed (Zhaohui et al.  2009 ; Brut et al.  2010  ) . Zhaohui et al.  (  2009  )  
have proposed a mechanism to adaptively manage and reuse existing learning 
resources by integrating e-learning databases using ontology semantics. Brut et al. 
 (  2010  )  have proposed a solution to extend the IEEE LOM standard with ontology-
based semantic web annotations. 

 While Web 3.0 based e-learning moves towards semantic metadata annotation 
and further personalisation, the trends are to incorporate Web 3.0 in games, too 
(Holthe  2010 ; Holthe et al.  2009  ) . New multimedia APIs and virtual machines for 
games engines are proposed and developed using Web 3.0 technologies. Furthermore, 
new multimedia presentations for games are being developed where game resources 
such as 3D model, videos, and sounds are described and presented using XML, and 
the games can be played remotely over the Internet. The user input data (e.g. mouse, 
keyboard, game pad, etc.) is sent to the server, which in turn renders and streams 
back the presentation to the user. 

 Metadata was attached to educational games for describing them as learning 
resources (Moreno-Ger et al.  2008  ) . Metadata includes: end-user role, semantic 
density, learning resource type, context, diffi culty, interactivity level, age range, 
learning time. Educational games authoring tools permit the possibility of packing 
and annotating games as learning objects using IEEE LOM metadata standard 
(Torrente et al.  2009  ) . 

 Furthermore, semantics are used in educational games in order to create and 
manage player profi les. Metadata is used for expressing player knowledge in the 
game and player rewards. Based on the information collected from different 
games, rewarding systems over several games/sub games are created (Steinberg 
and Brehm  2009  ) .   

    3   Describing Motivation in Educational Games 
Through Web 3.0 

 This section presents a solution on how motivation can be measured and assessed 
during the game play and how motivation can be described in Web 3.0 using meta-
data. The learner motivation may be used for further adaptation and personalisation 
of the game play. 
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    3.1   Assessment of Motivation in Educational Games 

 The proposed solution uses two types of information collected during the game 
play: information on learner interaction with the game (e.g. performed actions and 
their duration) and information about learner thoughts/beliefs. In e-learning, infor-
mation on learner interaction is gathered from log fi les; while information on learn-
er’s thoughts/beliefs is gathered using questionnaires and dialog based interaction 
(see Table  15.1  and Table  15.2 ). In a similar way the proposed solution uses log fi les 
for collecting information about player interaction in educational games. As in vir-
tual worlds avatars could act as coaches in learning situations (Rebolledo-Mendez 
et al.  2009  ) , information on player thoughts/believes are retrieved by embedding 
motivational dialogs in the existing dialogs between the players and the Non Player 
Characters (NPCs). NPCs are characters that appear in the game and are not con-
trolled by the players, but instead by the game engine. A NPC can have an active 
role, such as: guider, a competitor, evaluator of the actual player, or can be a neutral 
character that does not interact with the player. 

 The solution of using NPCs presents the advantage of being a non-invasive 
method as compared to using questionnaires. 

 The information collected by the game system is used for assessing four motiva-
tional metrics:  TimeOnTask ( period of time during which a learner performs a spe-
cifi c task/activity ), NoRepeatTask ( the number of times a learner performs a specifi c 
task ), NoHelpRequests ( the number of help requests or hint requests made by the 
learner ), SelfEffi cacy ( person’s belief, self-perception of their capabilities of execut-
ing that task ) . The fi rst three metrics are assessed using information about player 
interaction with the game, while the last metric is assessed using information about 
player thoughts/believes. 

 The fi rst two metrics ( TimeOnTask  and  NoRepeatTask ) are task based metrics. 
Several tasks can be identifi ed during a game level. Therefore, the two metrics have 
to be assessed for each particular task. Similarly, during a game level, a player may 
request help/hints with regard to different aspects of the game, thus  NoHelpRequests  
has to be assessed for each of these aspects in part. Since different interactions with 
NPCs may be used for retrieving different kind of information (e.g. knowledge, 
thought/believes),  SelfEffi cacy  has to be assessed only when a motivation based 
dialog is present during the interaction with NPCs. 

 By assessing each of the four metrics during an entire game level, four game level 
motivation states are computed:  MotivationLevel_TimeOnTask, MotivationLevel_
NoRepeatTask, MotivationLevel_NoHelpRequests  and  MotivationLevel_SelfEffi cacy.  
The motivation states are expressed on a two level scale, where 0 corresponds to 
“Demotivated” state and 1 corresponds to “Motivated” state. The motivation states 
corresponding to the four metrics contributes for assessing a player motivation 
level. 

 The motivation level ( MotivationLevel ) is represented as a weighted function of 
the four motivation states as presented    in Eq.  15.1 .
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1* _

2* _

3* _

4* _

MotivationLevel w MotivationLevel TimeOnTask

w MotivationLevel NoRepeatTask

w MotivationLevel NoHelpRequests

w MotivationLevel SelfEfficacy

= +
+

+

   (15.1)  

where,  w1 ,  w2 ,  w3  and  w4  are the weights associated to the four motivation states. 
 The motivation level represents a number between 0 and 1 and is further expressed 

on a fi ve level scale, where 1-“Very Low Motivated”, 2-“Low Motivated”, 
3-“Motivated”, 4-“High Motivated”, 5-“Very High Motivated” (see Table  15.3 ).  

 To enable learner motivation assessment, educational games need to be able to 
record all the information required for assessment (e.g. learner actions, action dura-
tion, etc.) during the game play. Currently, the information recorded by the educa-
tional games is not complete. For example, in Fig.  15.2  can be seen a scene of the 
“Paniel and the chocolate-based sauce adventure” game (Burgos et al.  2009  ) , where 
the player character, Paniel, revisits the Library.  

   Table 15.3     MotivationLevel  mapping on a fi ve level scale   

  MotivationLevel  intervals  MotivationLevel on fi ve level scale 

  MotivationLevel  ∈ (0, 0.20)  Very low motivated (1) 
  MotivationLevel  ∈ (0.21, 0.40)  Low motivated (2) 
  MotivationLevel  ∈ (0.41, 0.60)  Motivated (3) 
  MotivationLevel  ∈ (0.61, 0.80)  High motivated (4) 
  MotivationLevel  ∈ (0.81, 1.00)  Very high motivated (5) 

  Fig. 15.2    Scene from an educational game       
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 Next, the report generated when Paniel is revisiting the library is presented. 
Although, the report records the learner action “examining the LD book”, how many 
time Paniel examines the LD book is not recorded.   

    3.2   Describing Learner Motivation Level Through Metadata 

 Considering the educational game as a learning resource, this paper proposes to 
further describe learner motivation level in Semantic Web using Resource 
Description Framework (RDF) 1 . RDF is a standard model for data description, 
representation, and interchange on the Web. It extends the actual linking model 
(hyperlink) between data used on the Web by linking mining about the data and 
describing relations between the data. Different syntaxes are used to represent the 
RDF: RDF/XML, turtle, etc. 

 The RDF/XML syntax describing an educational game learning resource is pre-
sented next. Metadata such as title, language, creators, type, and subject, is attached 
to the learning resource. The fl exibility offered by RDF/XML allows for other meta-
data to be attached in the same mode.  

   1     http://www.w3.org/RDF/      
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 Learner motivation can be described using metadata in RDF/XML syntax. For 
example, the learner motivation before playing the game and during a game level 
can be described along with other details about the learner. Learner initial moti-
vation can be assessed using questionnaire before starting the game. The motiva-
tion questionnaire’s results can be mapped on the fi ve level scale from 1 to 5, 
where 1-“Very Low Motivated”, 2-“Low Motivated”, 3-“Motivated”, 4-“High 
Motivated”, 5-“Very High Motivated”. Learner motivation for a game level 
assessed as described in the previous section, is represented using the same fi ve-
level scale. 

 The bellow code presents an example of the RDF/XML syntax expressing 
learner motivation assessed before and during the game for a educational game 
learning resource. The motivation level ( MotivationLevel ) as well the four motiva-
tion states ( MotivationLevel_TimeOnTask, MotivationLevel_NoRepeatTask, 
MotivationLevel_NoHelpRequests, MotivationLevel_SelfEffi cacy ) computed are 
expressed throw RDF.  

 Furthermore, information on tasks, help/hints, self effi cacy and motivation met-
rics ( TimeOnTask, NoRepeatTask ,  NoHelpRequest ,  SelfEffi cacy ) can be described 
using RDF/XML syntax. An example of how  TimeOnTask  can be expressed is pre-
sented next.  
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 Once the measurement and assessment of learner motivation was performed, the 
motivation level can be used as an input for adaptation and personalization of the 
educational games and/or for the personalisation of other learning resources. 
Different types of adaptation that can be done in educational games based on learner 
motivation were presented by the authors in (Ghergulescu and Muntean  2010  ) .   

    4   Conclusions 

 Nowadays, the digital technology era has arrived. Learners attempt to become a 
“Digital Wisdom” generation. Technological developments signifi cantly improved 
areas such as e-learning, gaming and affective computing. The Web has evolved 
exponentially over the last decade and it is continuously extending. The Web is 
gradually moving toward a semantic, personalised, interoperable and intelligent 
Web, towards Web 3.0. 

 This chapter addressed new challenges for educational games: how learner moti-
vation can be measured and assessed. Furthermore, this chapter presented how the 
motivation level can be expressed through Web 3.0. 
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 In order to assess learner’s motivation in educational games, we proposed to use 
various motivation metrics used by e-learning systems. For this purpose, player’s 
interaction with a non-player character or/and player’s interaction with the game are 
monitored. Furthermore, a solution to represent learner’s motivation in Web 3.0 was 
introduced. The semantic description of player’s motivation level makes use of 
RDF/XML. 

 Motivation assessment can be used as an input in the game personalisation for 
creating more affective educational games. By making use of the RDF/XML syntax 
for describing the games learning resources, the proposed solution contributes 
towards the interoperability, reusability and standardisation of the motivation based 
educational games. Furthermore, by describing learners motivation through RDF/
XML syntax, other adaptive educational systems can access and reuse this informa-
tion for further personalisation.      
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           1   Introduction 

 There are two ways to score tests, (1) obtaining acceptable-answer frequencies and 
(2) considering all answers meaningful, extracting these meanings with pattern-
scoring techniques. Our research shows the common practice of using only acceptable-
answer frequencies to assess student learning is invalid both mathematically and 
psychologically (Powell  2010a  ) . 

 Building on this research, we conducted an answer-by-answer analysis of the 
responses given on two multiple-choice tests (mathematics with 22 items and sci-
ence with 20 items) taken by 11,228 students in India from Years 4, 6 and 8. Most 
of the items were from previous tests developed by Educational Initiatives, with 
some coming from TIMSS for international comparisons. 1  

 The  selection proportions of every answer  on each of these tests were calculated 
and charted to show the changes in selection from one age group to another. This 
approach, Response Spectrum Evaluation (RSE), originated when a method for 
bypassing linear dependency to recover the performance information available from 
both  acceptable  (A) and  not acceptable  (¬A) answers was developed by Powell and 
Shklov  (  1992  )  specifi cally for this purpose. 

    Chapter 16   
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 There was a cross-sectional administration of two tests for each age group. 
Change patterns indicate guessing is a small factor, in answering these tests. Mostly, 
students select answers based upon thoughtful interpretation. With a single admin-
istration, it is unnecessary to use statistics beyond selection proportions and propor-
tion differences to show selection dynamics. 

 The ¬A answer selections provide useful diagnostic information for teachers. 
However, commonly these answers are collapsed into a single value zero (0) when 
they are scored for acceptable-answer frequencies. This practice creates an artifi cial 
dichotomy required to apply the  general linear model  (GLM), violating the under-
lying nonlinear nature of these data. 

 Six distinctive selection-pattern dynamics emerged in this study; (1) Standard, 
(2) Crossover, (3) Starts at Same Point, (4) ¬A Answer Dominates, (5) Scatter and 
(6) Miscellaneous. Each of these are illustrated with exemplary items from both the 
mathematics and the science test. These patterns refl ect students’ thought processes 
 in addition to  content mastery. The frequency of each type of pattern is presented 
and a summary of the interpretive logic provided. This logic will be discussed using 
child-development theory or information processing style theory with correspond-
ing implications for classroom intervention. 

 Two shortcomings should be noted in the following discussion. First, these tests 
were given only once to these children, which precludes making polychronic indi-
vidual response pattern discriminations. Second, we did not randomly split groups 
to obtain within-group consistency. Such refi nements would be appropriate for sub-
sequent studies. We believe that our fi ndings are suffi ciently strong to stand alone. 

    1.1   Theoretical Framework for Testing and Assessment 

 Multiple-choice tests were invented early in the twentieth Century in response to an 
urgent need to screen large numbers of men being inducted into the armed services 
as the United States entered World War I. At that time, the best model available to 
explain brain functioning, based upon microscopic analysis of brain tissue, was the 
telephone exchange. 

 From this interpretation of microscopic observation, Classical Test Theory (CTT) 
assumes that examinees know the answer or they guessed (Lord  1952 ; Lord and 
Novick  1968 ; Allen and Yen  2002  ) . Given this assumption, ¬A answers  are provide 
no useful performance information.  

 This type of testing for large groups has become routine achievement assess-
ment. Until recently, the guessing assumption has not been challenged. There are 
two reasons for this oversight. First, the mathematics of  linear  analysis precludes 
considering non-dichotomous answers options using statistical procedures derived 
from the GLM. Combining both the A and ¬A answers in the analysis creates a 
linear dependency, rendering such analyses mathematically meaningless. 

 Second, the scoring process ignores these ¬A answers, making any information 
contained therein unavailable for assessment purposes. This linear dependency 
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problem was solved about 20 years ago (Powell and Shklov  1992  ) . Awareness that 
systematic selection of alternative answers might be occurring arose when Item 
Response Theory (IRT) began to show scalability of the wrong answers (Rasch 
 1980  ) . Concept inventories (Halloun and Hestenes  1985  )  and propositional logic 
(Piburn  1990  )  testing consider ¬A answers informative for both misconception and 
procedural error identifi cation. 

 Powell and Shklov  (  1992  )  showed that students systematically changed their 
answer from one ¬A answer to another ¬A answer on an age (cognitive maturity) 
basis following the sequence observed by Piaget (Flavell  1963  ) . They also discov-
ered a  cognitive-decline  pathway. Such pathways begin at age 10 (following the 
fourth-grade slump) and sometimes leads to leaving school prematurely. 

 Because changes in selection strategies are discontinuous, indicating systematic 
shifts in examinee thought processes, they are mathematically nonlinear. These obser-
vations, therefore, invalidate current scoring practices on mathematical grounds. 

 This current study goes further. It presents student data from 11,000+ students on 
42 multiple-choice items from India. Primarily, we address the assumption that a 
large proportion of alternative answers are selected  without thoughtful 
consideration . 

 Background studies leading up to and including the summary presentation given 
by Powell  (  2010a  )  were based on a reading comprehension test (Gorham  1957  )  that 
displays two developmental tracks (advancing and declining along a Piaget-like 
sequence). 

 This present study reports results where the underlying learning trajectories are 
more diverse than a single straight line implies. This study also demonstrates that 
concept acquisition, as it relates to developing understanding and concept veracity, 
is more complex than the simplistic approach currently employed. 

 Thus, this paper has three goals:

    1.    To document the thoughtful patterns of ¬A answer selection.  
    2.    To connect the selection of these options to child-development theory, specifi -

cally related to Constructivist Theory as promulgated by Piaget  (  1985  )  for the 
role of  disequilibrium  in formulating insights, Vygotsky  (  1978  )  for the role of 
student participation in learning to think, and Gardner  (  1983  )  for the role in 
 alternative thinking styles  in differentiating answer selection, and  

    3.    To identify the educational implications of gathering this ¬A answer interpreta-
tions to inform teaching.      

    1.2   Piaget, Vygotsky, and Gardner: Frameworks 
for Development and Learning 

 This paper confi nes itself to the  constructivist  approach in which children are 
assumed to create their own knowledge from their interactions with their environ-
ments. The theories of Piaget, Vygotsky and Gardner are discussed because of their 
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alignment with this constructivist approach. We use this perspective to provide a 
context for results and interpretation 

 Jean Piaget identifi ed four stages of cognitive development by observing learn-
ing characteristics exhibited by his own children (Piaget  1954  ) . Table  16.1  provides 
a simplifi ed description of these stages in terms of key “markers” or characteristics 
that begin to emerge at various ages. The critical Piagetian concepts relevant to this 
paper are  disequilibrium ,  assimilation  and  accommodation.  Piaget argues that chil-
dren and adults seek balance between what they know and what is presented by their 
environments.  

 Piaget referred to this state of balance as “equilibrium.” Conversely, students in 
a state of  disequilibrium  experience dissonance; what they currently accept as true 
clashes with new experience, causing a mental imbalance and discomfort. While the 
natural inclination is to seek comfort, this disequilibrium offers an opportunity to 
learn – to break out of one’s comfort zone and discover new truths through insight. 
Piaget suggests two possible responses to the irritant, (1) to include it in their exist-
ing mental structures (schema) or (2) to realize that their current mental structure is 
inadequate. Piaget used the term “assimilation” to refer to a condition when new 
knowledge is incorporated into existing schema and the term “accommodation” 
when the “irritant” refuses to fi t into existing mental structures, fostering insight. 
Such insights can be life-changing (Powell  2010b , pp. 11–13) 

 Piaget’s theory of cognitive development relates to our concept of building on 
and promoting student learning using ¬A answers seems straightforward. If learn-
ing is thought of as a continuous disjunctive process, then utilizing disequilibrium 
to foster assimilation or accommodation fi ts with our contention that  all answers  
should be considered. In fact, ¬A input offers glimpses into the current stage of 
student cognition. This information empowers teachers to tailor instruction to spe-
cifi c learning needs. 

 Vygotsky focused more on learning than development, although both he and 
Piaget supported constructivist learning and the role of social experiences in learn-
ing (Vygotsky  1978  ) . Important concepts identifi ed by Vygotskian theory include 
 private speech ,  zone of proximal development  (zpd), and  cooperative learning . 
Vygotsky viewed children’s learning as progressing individually via private speech 
(“talking to yourself”) that enables learners to slow down their thinking and therefore 

   Table 16.1    Stages of Piaget’s developmental theory   

 Stage  Age  Markers 

 Sensorimotor  0–2  Object permanence 
 Goal-directed actions 

 Preoperational  2–7  Use of symbols 
 Egocentrism 

 Concrete operational  7–11  Conservation 
 Reversibility 
 Logical thinking 

 Formal operational  11+  Abstract reasoning 
 Social sensitivity 
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to refl ect more fully upon inadequate and better solutions to problems. Vygotsky 
also saw the critical role that peers and adults can play in children’s learning to 
achieve the next step within a proximal band of learning (zpd) that envelops their 
current understanding. These concepts are consistent with our contention that using 
all test information (rather than only correct answers) refl ects more accurately how 
learning and development actually occur. 

 Finally, Gardner  (  1983,   2000,   2004  )  identifi ed the concept of  multiple intelli-
gences  that contrasts with the “general intelligence factor” (g) identifi ed by Spearman 
 (  1927  ) . While a conception of general intelligence is based on correlating abilities, 
Gardner’s theory of intelligences recognizes the idiosyncratic abilities that individu-
als possess. This theory also supports the notion of looking at phenomena in unique 
ways, which is consistent with both constructivist thinking and discovery learning. 
Students select ¬A answers along developmental pathways. How students respond 
to test questions is consistent with Multiple Intelligence Theory based on the con-
tention that students have unique insights. In this case, ¬A answers may not imply 
an absence of knowledge; rather, they signal the opportunity for teachers to develop 
instructional interventions that help students to discover new insights, based on their 
individual ways of conceptualizing and solving problems. 

 A common expression is “thinking outside the box” or thinking beyond com-
monly accepted parameters for solving known problems. However, it is also impor-
tant to refl ect on the inverse, “thinking  inside  the box.” This latter expression implies 
not only trying to  solve  problems using existing methods; it also suggests that we 
should  fi nd  problems to solve that have already been identifi ed by others. On the 
contrary, Piaget, Vygotsky and Gardner support the idea that knowledge is not only 
constructed but that the very problems given to students to solve may not engender 
the kind of knowledge that is considered of central importance to a discipline. Based 
on the empirical fi ndings in this study we argue that “wrong answers” may not only 
refl ect strengths, limitations and creativity in student thinking, they may also pro-
vide insights into the quality of the questions themselves. 

 Gardner’s premise also argues for a loosening of the constraints imposed by 
strict adherence to linear thinking and schooling, supporting convergent not diver-
gent thinking. By loosening the constraints, new thinking  processes  will be encour-
aged leading to innovative ideas and insights. Rather than imposing answers on 
students, we should be asking more questions about how to decide when answers 
are ¬A. Finally, insights are rewarding to learners. Fostering them opens minds to 
wanting more of the same.   

    2   Presenting Selection Dynamics Visually 

 Our analytic procedure was to obtain the  selection proportions  (frequencies adjusted 
by group size) for every cell in answer selection data tables of each answer treated 
independently. The graphs show these proportions on an item-by-item and answer-by-
answer basis. No more sophisticated analysis than selection ratios is used in this paper. 
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 Differences between proportions  are used to determine the statistical independence 
of selection ratios. 

 The relationships established among these graphs to classify pattern types were 
determined visually. This approach was augmented by considering the nature of the 
errors or misconceptions as these ¬A answers refl ect students’ thinking using  item 
content/process analysis . 

    2.1   Mathematics: Standard Expectation (All ¬A Answers 
Are “Guesses”) 

 The fi rst two examples show items where ¬A answers (in this case; options A, B and 
C) start at low selection proportions and decline in parallel. We assume that if any 
options pairs are selected randomly, selection proportions should be statistically 
indistinguishable. From the theory behind current testing practice, that ¬A are mean-
ingless,  all item response selections  should conform to this pattern (Fig   .  16.1 ).  

 This item represents an easy question in the mathematics test and it showed 
about a 20% gain in answer acceptability from Year 4 to Year 6 (z = 10.0) and a 10% 
gain from Year 6 to Year 8 ( z  = 4.7). R 

D
  means D is “right” and W 

A
  is the selection 

of option “A” option is an ¬A answer. 

  Fig. 16.1    Mathematics – Item 3       
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  Fig. 16.2    Science – Item 37       

 Without interviewing the students who selected the alternatives, the basis for the 
errors in this item is unclear. Their selection patterns are parallel enough to suggest 
guessing in the absence of knowledge. However only three of the nine pairs of 
within-age proportions are not signifi cantly different. Using this criterion for defi n-
ing randomness, there is little guessing, even in this case. 

 It would be interesting to determine how this question relates to Piaget’s discus-
sion of conservation of space and number in learning (   Rose and Blank  1974  ) . This 
problem requires the ability to associate visual stimuli with a uniform numerical 
scale. These students increase signifi cantly with age in their ability to make this 
visual association. However, this correct answer selection may come from object 
familiarity and not from understanding the effects of shape upon volume. Right 
answers need not come from understanding (Powell and Miki  1985  ) .  

    2.2   Science: Standard Expectation (All ¬A Answers “Guesses”)    

 An obvious “easier” item since three of fi ve selected correctly in Year 4 and nine of 
ten were correct in Year 8 (z = 4.5) (Fig.  16.2 ). 

 All responses are changing in the expected direction. 
 Option A may refl ect experience with “hard water.” 
 Option B may indicate personal experience with water that has offensive odors 

or lack of experience with kerosene. 
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 It is diffi cult to determine why students chose Option D. This may be evidence 
for guessing. “D” was chosen by less than 1 in 20 students for each age level. Is this 
a good estimate of the amount of guessing occurring? 

 It appears that the Year 8 performance (at 89% correct) is suffi ciently high to 
assume that the change pattern is from any wrong answer to the right one and no 
further information from this item would be useful. 

 The question of latex-based paints, which are water soluble, is not raised here. 
These answers must be experience-based, bringing Vygotsky’s and Gardner’s rea-
soning into the picture. 

 To support the random assumption, most of the answer patterns should be like 
this one. As a whole, there were 12 out of 42 items, which is less than 1: 3 display-
ing this relationship. On these grounds alone, the “wrong” options should not be 
ignored. This ratio is signifi cant (z = 3.93) favoring systematic selection. Apparently 
selecting ¬A answers without thoughtful consideration is a rare event. 

 This conclusion is consistent with other studies (Powell  2010a  ) .   

    3   Crossover 

 In this pair of examples, the youngest children selected an ¬A answer at a higher 
proportion than they chose the keyed answer. These two alternatives reversed their 
selection proportions as the children matured. Most of the comparisons among these 
proportional differences are signifi cant. 

    3.1   Mathematics: (All ¬A Answers Functioning)    

 In this crossover response item, the right answer selection doubled from year 4 to 
Year 8. For the entire group, it was a diffi cult question with an average success ratio 
of 43% for the combined Year scores. Using the difference of proportions statistic 
with a base frequency of 1,000, the  z  score is 4.1 for the change from year 4 to year 8 
(Fig.  16.3 ). 

 The most common wrong answer, alternative B, is a simplifi cation. Those who 
selected it ignored the relative sizes of the shaded regions. In Piaget’s terms, this 
error is an issue of conservation of size. The two shaded rectangles are of differing 
sizes. It may be developmentally appropriate to have about 2 children in 5 get this 
question correct at age 9. Why there are still 1 in 5 making this error at Year 8 is less 
clear. It could be a better item, if option B were  2 / 

4
  instead of M to detect this    devel-

opmental inconstancy. 
 We observe 1 in 5 children choosing alternative A at Year 4. This is an over-

simplifi cation based on visual inspection without counting. If one other square were 
shaded, M would    be the correct answer. This assumption would make it an inversion 
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of the strategy used in the choice of B. Changing this option to  2 / 
4
  from M could    

identify children missing relative size. 
 Alternative D is also puzzling, but the students selected it too frequently to ignore 

it. Is it possible that they observed only one shaded rectangle in the diagram? The 
other three parts of the fi gure are more nearly squares. If this explanation fi ts the 
choice, it represents a misreading of the question leading to its redefi nition. 
Redefi ned Terms is one of the strategies recognized in other studies (Powell  2010a  ) . 
Option D might be better as 1 ?    . 

 Using    Montessori’s ( 1972  )  or Vygotsky’s approach, exploring size and shape 
relationships with tiles should provide the directed experiences needed to correct 
these errors.  

    3.2   Science: (All Alternatives Functioning)    

 While students’ grasp of this concept increased in the expected direction and errors 
decreased, still only about two in fi ve students got it correct in Year 8, suggesting an 
inadequate exposure to the homeostatic mechanisms of the human body (Fig.  16.4 ). 

 Option B suggests a simplifi cation based on “common sense,” the experience of 
“feeling hot” in the summer and “feeling cold” in the winter. In Piaget’s formula-
tion, this could be an Egocentric response. 

 Option C, which is the inverse of Option B, suggests an over-appreciation of the 
body’s action to achieve normalcy; or perhaps it is a misreading of the question. As 
an inversion of the true state of affairs, it might be considered a “common miscon-
ception.” Its persistence into adolescence supports this latter notion. 

  Fig. 16.3    Mathematics – Item 5       
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 Option D seems to attempt to fi nd a synthesizing principle between B and C, sug-
gesting thoughtfulness that is more multidimensional than is common among school 
children as discussed in Powell  (  2010a  ) . This option brings with it the correct personal 
observation that heavier people often suffer more from the heat than the slimmer ones. 
The proportion of about one in fi ve staying with this answer across the age span is 
consistent with our fi ndings that the better informed think more complexly. In Piaget’s 
approach, there is no consideration of multidimensional thinking. 

 Our research adds this aspect of learning, similar to DeBono’s  (  2005  )   lateral  
thinking, Demetriou and Kazi  (  2006  )   metacognition  and the  neurolinguistic pro-
gramming  (Bandler and Grinder  1982  )  concept of  reframing . Our research (Powell 
 2010c  )  shows this shift out of “yes/no” (2-value logic) may be detectable, where 
students switch from easy (narrow perspective) A answers to broad perspective ¬A 
answers by reading more into an item than intended by the questioner. Bond and 
Fox  (  2007 , p. 22) recognize this phenomenon in Item Response Theory (IRT) stud-
ies. They explain it differently. 

 Did the reference to seasonal dependency lead these students to answer using 
additional information? If so, this item illustrates how such divergent interpretations 
occur. It gives rise to the need to teach reading skills in all subjects. The dynamics 
of these responses also suggests that scoring by patterns of answer is more likely to 
identify performance status. 

 The late crossover among answers, which occurs between Year 6 and Year 8, 
indicates a response pattern more complex than previous one. This item illustrates 
the complicated dynamics of learning that is inaccessible when only the frequency 
of acceptable answers is considered. This complexity may be lost entirely, if such 
items are discarded. 

 Within the two tests, there were nine items showing this crossover pattern.   

  Fig. 16.4    Science – Item 29       
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    4   Starting at the Same Point 

 In this response pattern, one of the ¬A options begins, in Year 4, at about the equiva-
lent proportion as the right answer. There were seven such items in the combination 
of these two tests. 

    4.1   Mathematics: (All Alternatives Functioning)    

 This visual estimation problem proved to be moderately diffi cult (44%). The 
right answer selection rate increased somewhat more from Year 6 to year 8 than 
Year 4 to Year 6, but was not signifi cant ( z  = 1.61). The overall gain was signifi cant 
( z  = 2.7) (Fig.  16.5 ). 

 Two of the alternatives (A and D) overshot the end position on the dial. Alternative 
A was the furthest beyond and was the most popular wrong answer. The propor-
tional decline was somewhat larger but was also not signifi cant. The extreme fi nal 
position could be an over-generalization (OG). 

  Fig. 16.5    Mathematics – Item 7       
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 The third option (C) was an under estimate. It was somewhat more attractive than 
option D. 

 These errors show a lack of understanding of the concept of rotation. The stu-
dents need more practice in this, through dance or with the help of computer interac-
tion. Most draw programs have object rotation as one of their features.  

    4.2   Science: (All Alternatives Functioning)    

 Generally, this item shows the expected progression for both the A and ¬A 
answers with about two in three students answering the question correctly in Year 8 
( z  = 4.4). Its unique feature, for year 4, is the selection ratios separated by 0.013 for 
R 

D
  and W 

A
  (Fig.  16.6 ). 

 Regarding option A, it is unclear why one in fi ve Year 4 students chose this option. 
Perhaps they are treating the sun as the only energy source. When in doubt, ask. 

 Option B may refl ect students seeing that mice, crickets and moths are closest to 
corn (narrow focus) and therefore would be the animals affected without making the 
proper connections to the other animals. 

 Option C indicates students thought that only the animals from the bottom two 
layers of the graph would be affected. 

 Both options B and C indicate that neither a full understanding of energy nor the 
food web has been achieved. It could mean that they do not grasp the transitive 
properties of graphs.   

  Fig. 16.6    Science – Item 33       
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    5   Scatter 

 In the scatter pattern, each of the trajectories of selection appears to be independent. 
The answer selection processes for these items are more complex than for any of the 
other item types. The combination had six such items. 

    5.1   Mathematics: (All Alternatives Functioning)    

 Apparently, the order of precedence in arithmetical operations is not well under-
stood (Fig.  16.7 ). 

 This item shows how ¬A answers can reveal the errors made. The gain is signifi -
cant ( z  – 4.2) but still has less than two in fi ve students answering correctly in Year 8. 

 Those who chose option A solved the problem from left to right without doing 
the division fi rst. This error increased signifi cantly ( z  = 2.3) from Year 4 to Year 6 
and declined signifi cantly ( z  = −6.2) to Year 8. If these selections were not thought-
ful, they would not show signifi cant changes of this magnitude. Whatever interven-
tion was used with respect to this error, it must have occurred later than Year 6 and 
has not resolved the error by Year 8. Questions designed in this manner show 
 powerful diagnostic capabilities. This item exemplifi es the unreasonableness of 
 ignoring the ¬A answers. 

 For option B, they treated the minus (−) sign as a multiplier (*) and solved the 
expression from right to left. This confusion occurred only with the Year 4 students 
and disappeared thereafter. Apparently, teaching intervention for this error was 
successful. 

  Fig. 16.7    Mathematics – Item 13       
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 For option D, students solved it from right to left without considering prece-
dence. Only a small number of students made this error at any level. 

 We suggest more practice in groups, where the students can discuss what they 
are doing compared with each other. Without understanding the order of prece-
dence, these students will have diffi culty with algebra where this understanding is 
critically important for solving equations. 

 The unique graphical characteristic is that the alternative answer proportions scat-
ter disjointly. Linear mathematical models do not apply to such discontinuous data.  

    5.2   Science (All Alternatives Functioning)    

 As a thought-provoking question, this item is superb! It requires the student to 
analyze two separate statements for their meaning and then to synthesize the result-
ing relationship (Fig.  16.8 ). 

 The dynamics of the answer selection shown support this presumption. All four alter-
natives function as viable alternatives and each represents a different thought process. 

 Alternative A is remarkable in that it shows no change with age. This answer is 
achieved by responding only to the fi rst part of the question. In other research 
(Powell  2010a  ) , such  simplifi cation  is the most common error. 

  Fig. 16.8    Science – Item 26       
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 Option B refl ects size confusion, suggesting reading problems. 
 Option C may come from complete lack of understanding of the question and 

simply reading the diagram as the only meaningful data. 
 The proportion of A answer increases from about one in six to a bit better than 

one in four, which is not quite signifi cant ( z  = 1.7). A ratio of one in four indepen-
dent thinkers in middle school (Year 8) was also found elsewhere (Powell  2010a  ) , 
which declined to one in fi ve in high school. These observations may indicate the 
international validity of this research. 

 When we teach for information instead of how to think, this outcome would be 
the expected for such questions.   

    6   Wrong Answer Dominates 

 In this problem type, at least one of the ¬A answers had the highest selection pro-
portion at all age levels. Four such items are present. 

    6.1   Mathematics: (All ¬A Functioning)    

 This question produced a fascinating answer pattern (Fig.  16.9 ). The visual anal-
ysis required is quite complicated. There are three steps to the solution. These are:

    1.    Realizing that the joining the blocks eliminates some corners.  
    2.    Counting the visible corners.  
    3.    Counting the concealed corner behind the fi gure.     

  Fig. 16.9    Mathematics – Item 9       
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 Only one in seven of the Year 4 students answered successfully. The surprise is 
that the Year 8 students did not do that much better (one in fi ve). 

 The major error (C) was not recognizing the fi rst step. The signifi cant drop of the 
Year 8 group ( z  = 2.4) means that at this level about half of them had acquired the 
fi rst step skill. 

 This drop was not offset by a comparable upswing in the choice of the correct 
answer. 

 This item could be improved by making option D have 11 as its choice instead of 
10. This change would pick up the people who had achieved the second step of the 
analysis and not the third step. This item illustrates levels of maturity as an increas-
ing number of steps can be entertained. 

 Here is a superb situation for the use of manipulatives.  

    6.2   Science: (All Alternatives Functioning)    

 Almost no one answered this question correctly. Their results began at about one 
in eight and dropped by half by Class 8 (Fig.  16.10 ). 

 The wrong alternative C increased signifi cantly ( z  = 2.9) by about 20% at each 
level. We presume that they do not understand the spatial relationships in our solar 
system. If teachers explained this concept to them, they did not understand the 

  Fig. 16.10    Science – Item 23       
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explanation. Evidently, they have learned a misconception that because New York 
is opposite to Delhi on earth they can generalize this relationship to the solar 
system. 

 Of interest, one in fi ve chose explanation (B) that is contrary to the facts. 
 The third option, alternative D is the opposite of C. Such scientifi c misconcep-

tions led to the development of concept inventories (Halloun and Hestenes  1985  ) .   

    7   Miscellaneous 

 This category includes the balance of the items that did not fi t into the other fi ve 
categories, with four such items in the two tests. 

    7.1   Mathematics: (All Alternatives Functioning)    

 Although the decline of the right answers was not signifi cant, being only about 
8%. It seems that the Year eight students had greater diffi culty with rotation-
comparison than did the younger children (Fig.  16.11 ). 

 On the other hand, the increase in the wrong answer (A) was signifi cant ( z  = 2.5). 
The match, when measured by any simple device is ¼ of the height of the candle. 
The confusion between the three and the four is interesting. 

  Fig. 16.11    Mathematics – Item 8       
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 Alternative C could be identifying students who have problems with visualizing 
rotations, as Gardner would suggest. 

 Alternative D, chosen infrequently, might represent guessing. 
 Once again, this sort of problem should respond well to the use of manipulatives. 

As in the previous mathematics problem, the transfer from hands-on to pictorial 
representation may need some practice as well. Does familiarity with multiple 
choice tests cause students to stop reading at the fi rst plausible option? Reversing 
option order might solve this problem.  

    7.2   Science: (All Alternatives Functioning)    

 This diffi cult item had one of fi ve students answered correctly in Year 8 
(Fig.  16.12 ). 

 Option A (that two of fi ve students selected in Year 4) probably refl ects a focus only 
on the size of the jar openings and not the “offsetting” diameter sizes of the jars. 

  Fig. 16.12    Science – Item 30       
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 Conversely, students who chose Option B (where the misconception  increases  
with age) seem to focus solely on the relative diameters of the jars and not the jar 
openings size where rain enters. 

 Students who chose Option D may have relied the time duration and made their 
own estimate of the amount. In this case, option D captures those who assume that 
2 hours of rain would be enough to fi ll them. Year 4 students may not distinguish 
between level and amount. This development explanation illustrates the diagnostic 
power of ¬A answers.   

    8   Conclusions and Implications 

 We originally presented this paper to the CELDA 2010 conference in Timisoara, 
Romania in October of 2010. CELDA stands for Cognitive and Exploratory Learning 
in the Digital Age. 

 We have presented 12 exemplary test items from two different tests given to the 
same students in India. There were three groups (Years 4, 6 and 8) taking this same 
test. These tests were administered only once to each group so that the within-indi-
vidual changes in answer selection behaviour are not available. Thus, the dynamics 
revealed in this compilation represents between-individual selection behaviour 
across age differences. 

 We began with three foci for investigation:

    1.    To demonstrate thoughtful patterns of ¬A answer selection.  
    2.    To connect selecting answers to child-development theory, as related to 

Constructivist Theory from Piaget  (  1985  )  for the role of disequilibrium to formu-
late insights, Vygotsky  (  1978  )  for the role of student activity in learning to think 
and Gardner  (  1983  )  for the role in alternative thinking styles, differentiating 
answer selection, and  

    3.    To identify the educational implications of gathering this ¬A answer information 
to inform teaching.     

    8.1   Do ¬A Answers Contain Performance Information? 

 Current practice suggests no meaningful information can be found among ¬A 
answers (Lord  1952 ; Lord and Novick  1968 ; Allen and Yen  2002  ) , implying that the 
direction of answer change should be uniformly from any wrong answer to the right 
one because these ÆA choices lack thoughtful selection. 

 As just stated, both these hypotheses require a single contradicting instance for 
refutation. We have shown that the majority of ¬A answers are chosen thoughtfully. 
These selections represent procedural errors, misconceptions, misreadings and 
insightful conclusions not anticipated in the question. Thoughtfully chosen answers 
are related to the ways students  interpret  questions and contain performance-specifi c 
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behavioral information. Thus, our fi rst major conclusion is that behavioral assump-
tion justifying considering only acceptable answers to be relevant for performance 
assessment is  false.   

    8.2   What is the Nature of this Information? 

 The selection of right answers does not always increase with maturity (age) and 
some errors can be attributed to the misconceptions taught in schools, such as item 
23 (Sect.  6.2 ) above. This statement is true terrestrially but not astronomically. This 
item illustrates that “right” answers may be context sensitive, as Heisenberg  (  1930, 
  2007  )  makes clear in his  Uncertainty Principle.  The particularity of “right” answers 
is the second major fi nding of this research. 

 Having shown answer selection is thoughtful, containing performance informa-
tion, the question becomes, “What is the nature of this information?” 

 We connected the evident rationale behind students’ choices to developmental 
theorists holding the  constructionist  perspective. Students’ answer selections per-
tain to their cognitive and metacognitive development. This conclusion replicates 
the studies reported in Powell  (  2010a  )  and in the teaching experiences reported 
anecdotally in Powell  (  2010b  ) .  

    8.3   What Are the Educational Implications of This Information? 

 Glaser and Strauss  (  1967  )  build a case for establishing theory upon data. In contrast, 
Classical Test Theory ignores a major portion of the available data from tests. 
Furthermore, Powell and Miki  (  1985  )  showed that giving right answers and under-
standing the concepts behind the problems could be unrelated. Therefore, perhaps 
we should distrust the equivalence presumption between selecting “right” answers 
and “understanding the concepts” (See: Sect.  2.1 ). 

 Alternatively, both A and ¬A answers provide direct information about the 
thinking processes employed by students. This diagnostic information is system-
atically ignored during current test-scoring. Table  16.2  summarizes the results 
from this study.  

 This table gives item types. Considering individual options produces fi ner granu-
larity, such as for 5.1. Concept inventories and propositional logic (Halloun and 
Hestenes  1985 ; Piburn  1990  )  used interviews, as did Powell  (  2010a  ) , to classify 
alternatives. 

 Piaget presents disequilibrium as the driving force behind advancing cognition. 
Vygotsky recognizes private conversations and Gardner recognizes cognitive diver-
sity to the same end. Powell  (  2010b  )  provides anecdotal support for the thinking/
learning option. 
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 Preschool children display curiosity leading to insightful learning. These 
characteristics diminish by the fourth grade (Powell  2010a  ) . Alternatively, Powell 
 (  2010c  )  has shown that the transitions through Piaget’s stages and beyond are driven 
by insights as these three theorists suggest. Hence, we can restore their natural curi-
osity and creativity by using the exploration of ideas and other insight-generating 
approaches. To achieve this end, we will benefi t from additional research about 
cognitive advancement from the ¬A answers. 

 We suggest there is an important connection to learning based on wrong answers 
and creative insights. 

 The difference between an exclusive focus upon right answers versus learning 
from incorrect responses is illuminated by contrasting the roles of algorithms and 
heuristics in learning and problem solving. A lgorithms  are “step by step procedures 
for solving a problem” (Woolfolk  2011 , p. 343) and  heuristics  are “rules of thumb” 
or “intuitive methods that may help to solve a problem but are not guaranteed to do 
so” (Moreno  2010 , p. 264). Heuristics are better suited for solving  ill-defi ned  prob-
lems with multiple solutions. Algorithms are suited for solving  well-defi ned  
problems with unique solutions (Tuckman and Monetti  2011  ) . 

 The question arises “Is our future comprised mostly of well or ill-defi ned prob-
lems?” If the former is true, the current way of scoring tests is counter-productive. 
¬A answers refl ect correctable algorithmic errors. If our future is comprised mostly 
ill defi ned or unidentifi ed problems, then the current scoring approach is anachro-
nistic. It fails to provide children with the cognitive strategies they need to accom-
modate the future. Learning from ¬A answers is both heuristic and algorithmic. It 
aids in discovering novel solutions, identifying situations that test the limits of cur-
rent paradigms (Kuhn  1996  ) . 

 These results suggest that we should be teaching students how to think and how 
to learn  instead of transmitting information,  over-emphasizing content and algo-
rithms, while under-emphasizing heuristics. Teaching for thinking and learning 
using subject matter as a vehicle accommodates both aspects of cognitive develop-
ment. This well-established alternative dates from Socrates. 

   Table 16.2    Diagnostic information from test answers   

 Answer valence  Diagnostic value  Text location  Description 

 A  1. Familiarity  2.1, 2.2  Recognizing the right answer 
independent of understanding 
the concept 

 ¬A  1. Common 
misconceptions 

 3.2, 6.1  Culture-based errors 

 ¬A  2. Diagram interpretation  6.1  Misreading drawing 
 ¬A  3. Graph interpretation  4.2  Misreading charts 
 ¬A  4. Maturity  2.1 B  Cognitive development sequences 
 ¬A  5. Misreading  5.2  Language complexity 
 ¬A  6. Procedural errors  5.1  Using wrong procedures 
 ¬A  7. Rotations  4.1, 7.1  Confused visual solutions 
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 Algorithmic focus leads to narrowing cognition, particularly with the higher-scoring 
students (Powell  2010a  ) . Exploratory approaches provide balance. Using all 
answers and scoring for response patterns will assist teachers to make improved 
use of test results, replacing a mind-closing form of education with a mind-
opening one. 

 Current test-scoring practices inadequately assess students. The assumptions on 
which these are built are not grounded in data. These data are available from current 
well-prepared tests. The interpretations of the ¬A answers need to be determined 
and used to investigate the dynamics of learning using answer-pattern scoring. 

 Finally, we need to train teachers to use exploratory teaching approaches and 
how to use ¬A answers information to support this paradigm shift.       

  Acknowledgement   We extend our thanks to Educational Initiatives – India for making these test 
items and response data available for this study and my wife Valerie for reviewing and editing this 
document.  
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           1   Introduction 

 In this paper, we describe an initial exploration of Number Blocks designed to 
support number learning in mathematics. Number Blocks are based on the generic 
user-confi gurable modular robotic system called I-BLOCKS (Nielsen  2008a  ; 
(Nielsen  2008b ) . The educational goal is to support children’s understanding of 
place value by allowing them to physically play with multi-digit numbers, the 
pronunciation of which is quite complicated in Danish (Ejersbo and Misfeldt  2011  ) . 
The target group is children aged 5–8. Development was carried out in an experi-
mental design process actively involving a class of 23 children and their mathematics 
teacher. This experiment is cross-disciplinary and combines the two scientifi c areas 
of robotics and pedagogical research. The tool combines physical interaction, learning, 
and immediate feedback. 

 Number Blocks can be labelled as a physical serious game (Majgaard  2009a  ) . 
The tool is inspired by prior work in the fi eld of physical serious games, e.g. by 
Papert  (  1980  ) , Resnick (Rusk et al.  2008  )  and Majgaard  (  2009b  ) . Resnick does 
research in LEGO Mindstorm and Pico Crickets, and he is currently working on 
how the learning process can become more creative and exploring. In both LEGO 
Mindstorm and Pico Crickets, the learner must build, program and execute their 
programs in sequences. During the execution, the robots give feedback and are 
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interactive (   Rusk et al.  2008 ). Number Blocks are different; they give direct feed-
back during the building phase, and the children do not have to program the tool in 
a separate environment. It is our intension that the tool should support participative, 
creative and exploring learning processes. 

 Thus, the questions explored in this paper are: How can technology that com-
bines building block interaction and sound modality, support place value learning? 
And what are the learning potentials? 

 The scientifi c method used is design-based research and action research (   van den 
Akker et al.  2007 ; Lewin  1946 ; Majgaard  2010  ) . The empirical foundation of this 
paper comprises six interventions, which took place in a second grade class during 
the iterative development of the system. 

 This paper includes an introduction to numeracy and interaction, followed by a 
description of the technological platform and an introduction to the way numbers 
are pronounced in Danish and a description of the iterative development process. 
Finally there is a discussion of the results and research question.  

    2   Theory 

 Comparative investigations have shown linguistically-determined differences in the 
conception of numbers and in understanding of place value (Dowker et al.  2008 ; 
   Miura and Okamota  1989  ) . One of the reasons for these differences is in the extent 
to which the words used to denote numbers refl ect base ten place value system 
(Dowker et al.  2008  ) . 

 Danish words for the numbers between 1 and 100 do not refl ect the base ten 
place value system in two ways: (1) the words for the teens (11,12,13 …) and the 
decades (20,30,40 …) do not in any signifi cant way relate to the names of the digits 
1–10, and (2) the decades and units are spoken in reversed order compared to how 
they are written as digits in the base ten system. In Danish you would say ‘fem-og-
tres (fi ve-and-threes)’ in order to express the number 65, ‘tres’ (60) is an infl ection 
of ‘tre’ (3), showing how the Danish number-words relate to long gone base 12 and 
20 systems (Ejersbo and Misfeldt  2011  ) . The reversed order of pronunciation of 
numbers between 20 and 100 also affects larger numbers such as 27,000 (in Danish 
pronounced ‘syv og tyve tusinde’ that is ‘7 and 20,000’). The algorithm to create 
larger numbers in Danish is described in Fig   .  17.1 .  

 It is broadly acknowledged that learning of mathematics can be considered an 
embodied activity (Johnson  1987 ; Nemirovsky et al.  2004  ) . Furthermore concept 
formation in mathematics relates intimately to the representations that are used in 
work with the specifi c concept (Duval  2006 ; Steinbring  2006  ) . The Number Block 
tool provides an embodied interaction with two representations that are crucial in the 
formation of a number concept: the number written as digit and the words used for a 
number. Digital manipulatives have been described as either Montessori-inspired or 
Fröbel-inspired (Zuckerman et al.  2005  ) . Fröbel-inspired manipulatives are based on 
aesthetics and allow users to express their ideas creatively and to interact with shape 
and identity, whereas Montessori-inspired manipulatives allow interaction with 
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theoretical ideas. Number Blocks can be viewed as a Montessori-inspired digital 
manipulative, because it highlights interaction with the conception of numbers 
and the place value system (Zuckerman et al.  2005  ) .  

    3   Technological Platform and the Number Blocks Tool 

 I-BLOCKS is a user-confi gurable modular robotic platform developed and tested 
through several prototype and application generations (Nielsen  2008b ). It consists 
of magnetic cubic modules that can communicate with each other when connected. 
Each cube can communicate with up to four of its six possible neighbours and is 
fully self-contained with respect to power, connectors and processing. At the edges 
of the four communicating sides of a cube are four RGB LEDs, which can light up 
in 4,096 different colours. The I-BLOCKS communicate locally via infrared light, 
and in some cases radio (Zigbee), which allow for interaction with a computer. Each 
I-BLOCK makes use of a 3D accelerometer to detect its orientation with respect to 
gravity. This makes it able to detect which side is facing upwards. 

 The I-BLOCKS hardware is encapsulated by a black polyurethane shell that has 
a soft rubber-like feel, with plastic fi ttings in top and bottom into which various 
sockets, connectors, sensors and actuators are integrated, see Fig.  17.1 . 

 The I-BLOCKS have been developed specifi cally to provide a general platform 
for exploring physical programming. An I-BLOCKS construction results not only 
in a physical structure, but also in a particular computational functionality which is 
dependent upon that particular structure. 

  Fig. 17.1    The standard I-BLOCK       
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 The Number Blocks implementation and instantiation of the I-BLOCKS technology 
allows children to explore the concept of number and the place value system in a 
tactile way, focusing on the way large numbers are constructed from digits and on 
the spoken names of these numbers. To create Number Blocks, each side of every 
I-BLOCK module is marked with a single digit label. Each I-BLOCK looks like a 
giant die. Morover six faces are not suffi cient to represent ten digits, so individual 
modules could only represent a subset of digits. The digit number labels are glued 
onto specifi c faces of the cube, so that their value can be registered using the built-in 
accelerometer. When a module determines which face is currently facing upwards, 
it also knows which number is represented on that face. 

 The user connects Number Block modules in lines to create large numbers, 
which is equivalent to writing digits in lines on paper. 

 The complete Number Blocks system consists of the above mentioned number 
modules, a Zigbee radio communication module and a PC with a Zigbee-USB don-
gle, which serves as an audio playback device that convert incoming numbers into 
spoken numbers. The spoken numbers are consecutive playbacks of samples of 
recorded children’s voices. A number algorithm plays the samples in the correct 
order. Figure  17.2  gives the correct spoken order for 16,458,432: by following the 
arrows from the left we get 16 - > ‘millioner’ (‘millions’) - > 400 - > ‘og’ (‘and’) - > 8 
- > ‘og’ (‘and’) - > 50->‘tusinde’ (‘thousands’) etc.   

    4   About the Research Method 

 The research method is based on action research and design-based research (Lewin 
 1946 ; Barab and Squire  2004 ; van den Akker et al.  2007  ) . Both methods focus on 
iterative processes. Action research traditionally focuses on the target groups’ 
change in behaviour, while Design-based research was developed for design of edu-
cational processes that involve digital media. 

  Fig. 17.2    The Danish system of pronouncing numbers       
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 There were four step in the development and research process leading to Number 
Blocks: (1) Planning and making an overall plan; (2) Iterative interaction design; (3) 
Interviews and (4) Retrospective analysis. 

 In the overall planning phase, brainstorming produced many ideas for discus-
sion. During this step it was decided to combine mathematics and I-BLOCKS. We 
did not decide on a specifi c learning goal, but a lot of ideas were aired. 

 Learning goals gradually emerged during the iterative interaction design phase. 
These were reviewed and adapted to fi t national curriculum goals, theoretical 
hypotheses about the place value system, and to be practical with respect to our 
technological platform. 

 We held six sessions with the children, as described below. These sessions 
ensured that our overall ideas were appropriate for our target group, that the chil-
dren enjoyed interacting with the Number Blocks, and allowed us to refi ne the edu-
cational content of the study and to investigate the learning potential of our 
technological platform. 

 After the six practical sessions, interviews were conducted with some of the 
children and with their teacher. Finally, retrospective analysis of the learning poten-
tial, design methodology, and technology used in this study is still ongoing at the 
time of this writing.  

    5   The Design Process 

 Our iterative design process included several 2 h sessions with our target group. The 
themes for the sessions were: (1) Getting to know each other and the technology; 
(2) Brainstorming and decision making; (3) Recording sound; (4) Testing the 
“Pronounce number Function”; (5) Testing the “Compare Numbers Function”; 
(6) The fi nal test and putting the teacher in control. 

 Session 1 (06-15-10):  Getting to know each other and the technology.  The children 
tried an existing I-BLOCKS music application (Nielsen et al.  2008b  ) . The goal of 
the session was to evaluate the potential of developing technology based on 
I-BLOCKS with the target group, and get to know each other, in order to make 
future cooperation easier for both children and researchers. 

 Session 2 (06-22-10):  Brainstorming and decision making . The goal of this session 
was to generate ideas for the creation of suitable educational tool based on the 
I-BLOCKS platform. The children had ideas about how to use the blocks for math-
ematics, e.g. that one could add and subtract using the blocks. 

 Aside from brainstorming with the children, we also had a session with a group 
of mathematics teachers from the same school. They suggested that one could use 
the blocks to help children by saying numbers. They told us that Montessori had 
some exercises with bricks and positional notation. In an earlier brainstorm the 
research group had had a similar idea. We decided to design a system that supported 
place value and to extend the system to include number operations at a later time. 
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 Session 3 (08-13-10):  Recording sound and development of the fi rst prototype . The 
next step was to record the number elements suffi cient to synthesise pronunciation 
of the relevant numbers. To involve the children as co-creators in the design pro-
cess, we chose to use the children’s own voices. 

 Session 4 (08-31-10):  Testing the initial prototype and the “Pronounce Numbers 
Function” . The goal of this session was to conduct usability testing and to assess 
whether there was suffi cient potential in the design to go ahead. Our initial observa-
tions suggested that the children were interested in creating large numbers 
(Fig.  17.3a ). They were clearly interested in using the blocks to make as large a 
number as possible, either with all the cubes or with a specifi c selection.  

 Our initial concerns about the Danish number names mainly concerned the fi rst 
100 numbers but the session showed children found large numbers appealing. This 
came as a surprise for the teacher, since the class was only using two-digit numbers 
at that stage. 

 Another observation was that the children managed to play with Number Blocks. 
The session showed that the children (in groups of four) were able to create small 
games and competitions with the blocks (see Fig.  17.3d ), without assistance from 
the investigators. They competed about who could make the largest number. This 
was a surprise in the sense that this prototype version of Number Blocks was 
designed without intended gameplay. 

 Our observations suggest that the size of the blocks supported physical play 
including group interaction and cooperation (see Fig.  17.3b ). 

  Fig. 17.3    Pictures from our fi nal session. ( a ) The children enjoyed making large numbers. ( b ,  c ) 
The handy size of the blocks supported collaboration and playful investigation. ( d ) The children 
competed about making the largest numbers       
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 Session 5 (11-2-10):  Testing the “Compare Numbers Function” . We tested two 
versions for comparing numbers. If the children put a “Compare” block between 
two numbers, the system could tell which number was larger. This worked well, and was 
easy to use and understand. We also tested another version. This version could explain 
the difference between the two numbers. This function was too complicated for the 
children, because they had not yet been introduced to subtraction at that point. 

 Session 6 (07-12-10):  Final test and putting the teacher in charge . This session was 
mainly held to confi rm the fi ndings of the previous interventions. We worked with 
groups of four children. In this intervention, the mathematics teacher participated 
in, and organized, the children’s work with the blocks. The teacher did identify a 
number of potential uses, and spontaneously developed didactical activities involv-
ing the blocks. The pupils responded in a very natural way to these activities, did 
what the teacher asked just, as if it was any other form of didactical activity. This 
was unsurprising in that, the class seemed very positive and hard working and 
showed much respect for the teacher.  

    6   Summary of Interviews 

 Six of the children and their mathematics teacher were interviewed about the design 
process and learning potentials. The fi rst two children were interviewed individu-
ally and after that we interviewed them in pairs, which made the more talkative. 
Different groups were represented in each interview. They were asked whether they 
had felt involved in the design process and how they perceived their participation in 
the technological design processes. In addition, they were asked how one could 
learn about the place value using the blocks. The teacher was asked about learning 
potential and how the blocks could be incorporated into daily lessons. 

 The children thought it was exciting that their voices were used as a part of the 
prototype. When the children were asked how they had infl uenced the study, it 
was particularly the use of their voices they mentioned. The use of their own 
voices gave them a special ownership of the project, which their teacher also 
underlined during the interview. The children could also recognise their own and 
each others’ voices: 

 Child 2: “… You have listened to our ideas, to use our voices …. I can hear my own 
voice and it’s fun … I say something with a 100 in the game” (6:44) 

 The teacher: “They’ve been looking forward to this enormously, there is no doubt 
about that. It has been on the top of their wish list. The children have also experi-
enced it as exciting and rewarding to be part of the process.” (teacher 1:02:52). 

 The children were asked how one could learn about the place value by using the 
blocks. This was diffi cult for them to explain, but they gave examples, of how they 
had pronounced large numbers, and how they had compared the number sizes. They 
also explained how they had competed to make the largest number. 
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 The teacher thought that one obvious use of the blocks was as part of the so-
called ‘math workshop’, where the children work in groups with physical artefacts, 
practical exercises, and games to improve their skills. 

 The teacher was asked about learning potential and if the blocks had some ben-
efi ts over pen and paper. He emphasized that the blocks could ‘communicate’ on 
several channels: “They (blocks) speak to many channels at once; they (children) 
are faced with blocks and feel them. So it’s something tangible for them, they get it 
aurally because they hear the sounds … It is so immediate – it is so easy to switch 
(the blocks) around.”(Teacher, 1:06:10) 

 The teacher felt that the blocks appealed to both auditory and tactile channels, as 
well as the visual channel through the string of digits that the blocks have in com-
mon with printed representations of number. In addition, the blocks’ physical form 
provided the teacher a good opportunity to talk with the children about fi gures, and 
the modularity made it easy to swap the digits around.  

    7   Learning Potential 

 In the following section we describe the learning potential of Number Blocks. We 
will argue that Number Blocks fruitful can be a way to integrate play and fun into 
mathematics education, and they can play an including role to support and engage 
pupils who typically fi nd little or no interest in mathematics. Furthermore, the 
blocks’ relation with the sound of number names sparked an interest to utter larger 
and larger numbers, and fi nally, the size of the blocks made them very useful for 
collaborative activities and allowed a different context for mathematical activities.

    1.    Play. The children obviously enjoyed to play with the blocks, and to put them 
together to form structures. The children also liked to create larger and larger 
numbers and to compete with each other. Children in the second grade usually 
work with hundreds and thousands, but in our sessions they produced much 
higher numbers just for the fun of it. 

 It is obvious that the block format helped the children to create numbers. This 
came up consistently throughout the session. The children described the process 
as: “It is so immediate – it is so easy to switch the building blocks around” (child, 
1:06:10). One of the children described the building process like this: “You can 
put the numbers together in new ways and go on and on” (child, 8:44). 

 The playful aspect fi ts nicely with Vygotsky’s ‘zone of proximal develop-
ment’ in play. In play, the child can pronounce bigger numbers than s/he can 
when not playing and the child will behave “as if it was older”. The zone of 
proximal development is the distance between what the child can learn by itself 
and what can be learned in collaboration with peers or with a teacher (Vygotsky 
 1978 , p.86). The playful approach in Number Blocks has the potential to bring 
the children to play and learn in their zone of proximal development.  
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    2.    Inclusion. During the interventions, it seemed that children developed an interest 
in mathematics when they played with these ‘digital blocks’. This is no surprise, 
since the interventions in the classroom represented something new and different 
from the typical mathematics class. The teacher’s evaluation supported the 
impression that the blocks directly supported the so-called “weaker” pupils: 

 “It has helped them, I’m quite sure it has. xx fi nds it really    hard to pronounce 
numbers and we get assistance from the learning support center to identify what 
is wrong. (…) But here she realized that if she placed a new digit in front of the 
number it became larger.…it became so real for her when she interacted with the 
blocks (…) Some of the brightest pupils, such as yy and zz, they could pro-
nounce any of the major numbers but the rhythm has now given them a structure.” 
(Teacher, 38:39) 

 Our observations and the teacher’s judgment suggest that Number Blocks 
can be an effi cient way to support mathematical activities because the typical 
power structure in the mathematical classroom is turned on its head, which 
supports the “weaker” students.  

    3.    Rhythm and number names: by allowing an interaction with the sound of number 
names, the blocks sparked an interest in saying larger and larger numbers. The 
teacher pointed out the special rhythm in the application: “They (the blocks) 
have such a rhythm, take for example 99.999, it becomes quite clear for them 
(the children) what are thousands hundreds and so on … and they start to use the 
rhythm, when they say the numbers. And I think it’s good for them, it becomes 
real for them and then they use the rhythm too … and the rhythm that has given 
them a structure for pronouncing big numbers. … The (system) has helped them 
to structure the pronunciation.”(Teacher, 52:00) 

 The rhythm is a direct consequence of the consecutive playback of the bits of 
the children recorded pronunciations of the individual numbers – such as “one”, 
“two”, “ten”, “twenty” and “hundred” along with the binding word “and”. The 
software combines these different recorded bits into a structured sequence, 
which makes the computer’s pronunciation much more predictable (rhythmic) 
than that of an adult. 

 Maybe the rhythm became important because the digital spoken numbers had 
a very transparent and rhythmic structure. The combination of the visual repre-
sentation and the transparent rhythm of the number words, made the combina-
tion of these two semiotic registers natural when playing with the blocks.  

    4.    Collaboration, Gesticulation and Building. The size of the blocks invited to play 
as a group activity. Experimentation was a big part of the overall design idea. We 
observed children who used their body/hands as part of a reasoning process; 
several times where a group of pupils were given three blocks with fi xed digits, 
and told to fi nd the largest possible number. Some of the children would use their 
hands to show how to move the blocks around, while they uttered the target 
number for their manipulation. This shows that the blocks can facilitate a math-
ematical activation of the bodily register in a structured way.  
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    5.    Bridging contexts. Creation of numbers from blocks was a new context for the 
children. In a ‘normal’ block context the children would have used blocks to build 
towers or quirky LEGO constructions; this can be described as a playful context. 
The new context for the numbers gave the children an opportunity to combine 
numbers and make them larger or smaller simply by manipulating the blocks. It 
made it clear to children that the digits were specifi c components. The learning 
tool combines a playful context and a mathematical context, and this connection 
between these contexts help the children to work in a new and fruitful way. 

 The children in second grade work normally with pen and paper. In this project, 
the children used their knowledge of numbers in a new context. This new context 
was tactile, interactive and auditory. Using knowledge in a new context made 
children adapt. Adaptive learning means that the child uses its knowledge in a 
new context. The child adapts to the new context in an optimizing manner. 
Bateson describes this as learning to learn or “Deutero-learning” (Bateson  2000 , 
p.159). In this process the learner’s learning strategy improves subconsciously. 
This is the most common form of learning, and planning and implementing of 
courses will often be based on this type of learning. The core elements in this 
type of learning are: adaptivity, optimization, new contexts, collaboration, 
processes of change, and qualities of interaction.      

    8   Technological and Interaction Insight 

 The development of the Number Blocks application added a few new features to 
the existing software framework for the I-BLOCKS. To be useful for this experi-
ment the Number Blocks had to support a higher degree of structure recognition 
than earlier applications. This structure recognition is the system’s ability to 
determine the sequential structure that a user has built. The solution was to make 
the ‘result’ or ‘master’ I-BLOCK record this structure when it was connected at 
the end of the structure, so it would transmit the correct number to the PC for 
playback. This solution also paves the way for new applications, such as work 
with letters, words, musical notes or other sequential material. Our experiments 
demonstrated that it is possible for the users to ignore the PC. This means that, 
in the case of the Number Blocks application, the PC is merely a playback device, 
with which the user has no direct contact – it might be placed at the opposite end 
of the room because of its radio connection to the master block. Conceptually 
speaking, the user might actually fi nd it more natural if the actual feedback came 
directly from ‘the master’ block. We did however not get any indications on this 
through our experiments. Making ‘the master’ block do the actual audio narra-
tive feedback would demand an electronic audio extension that would have the 
ability to play back sampled audio. Such an expansion is already planned and 
will in the future provide the possibility of working with many kinds of sample-
based audio feedback. 
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 Our studies demonstrated that the I-BLOCKS as a solid physical building-block 
platform has the potential to embody abstract learning material through playful 
interaction and collaboration. The children obviously enjoyed connecting and dis-
connecting I-BLOCKS, and appreciated the freedom and fl exibility that the build-
ing-block approach offers through its inherent modularity. From the fi rst intervention, 
we learned that the children were very curious about the actual electronic and 
mechanic functionality of the I-BLOCKS. They even asked us if we would take 
apart one of the I-BLOCKS, so they could see the components inside, which we did 
right away. This request showed us that the children’s curiosity was not limited to 
play only with the content we provided them, but that they wanted to explore and 
understand as much about the system as possible – perhaps to be able to better 
exploit its functionalities. In our view, the children’s extensive exploration of the 
system was a natural consequence of the interactive hands-on experience. The fact 
that the system is physical makes us relate to it in a very concrete way and to inves-
tigate it in a very concrete way – by taking it apart or handling it so as to experience 
its weight, material feel, smell, temperature and other physical features. The 
I-BLOCKS could be compared to a hand tool and it can be described as “a device 
for performing work on a material or a physical system using only hands”. Similarly 
the I-BLOCKS are a tool for performing work on digital material using only hands. 
The digital material is immediately instantiated as physical feedback, in this case 
audio, and thus gives the user the feeling of working with genuine physical 
material. 

 When we work with computers, the user’s curiosity is stimulated by the visual 
feedback provided by the screen. The screen of the screen-based technology is a 
window to the very soul of the device. In the users’ mind the screen directly refl ects 
the capabilities of the device – there is little point in a physical investigation of the 
device. All interactions are fed back through the screen. The screen is the main 
medium towards which we must direct our attention. 

 With the I-BLOCKS, the lack of a screen reduces emphasis on the user’s visual 
senses and thus gives more importance to other senses such as touch and hearing, 
and it allows the user to collaborate better with other users through a common inter-
action with the system.  

    9   Summary and Conclusions 

 The questions explored in this paper are: How can technology that combines build-
ing block interaction and sound modality, support place value learning? And what 
are the learning potentials? 

 The I-BLOCK technology combines audio and physical interaction. This gives 
the learners hands-on experience with place value learning. The interactive blocks 
gave the children new opportunities for active participation. We believe that active 
participation is closely related to successful learning processes, which is supported 
by Wenger and Schön, who also believe that new knowledge is developed through 
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active participation in a social context (Wenger  1998 ; Schön  1983  ) . Refl ection 
during and after the interactive learning activity also plays an important role in the 
learning process (Schön  1983  ) . That’s why the mathematics teacher has an impor-
tant didactical role. The blocks can add new ways of participation and the teacher 
can add to the learning process by helping the children refl ect. Our teacher felt that 
he did so when he guided the children through the I-BLOCK activities. 

 We found that I-BLOCKS contributed to the learning process in several ways: 
(1) The blocks combines mathematics and play; (2) They included and supported 
children at different academic levels; (3) The sound as a representation and the rhythm 
helped the children pronounce large numbers; (4) The size of the blocks made it easier 
for the children to collaborate and for the teacher to intervene, and the modular 
block concept gave the children a new perspective on building and combining digits; 
(5) Bridging contexts. The children were playing, interacting, building, and learning 
about place value at the same time. This created a new context for the learning of 
mathematics.      
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           1   Introduction 

 Computer-controlled fabrication – the design and printing of tangible, physical 
objects – has seen an explosion of interest, excitement, and technological innova-
tion in recent years. Laser cutters, 3D printers, desktop milling machines, computer-
controlled sewing machines, and the like are altering our collective view of 
computers: instead of disembodied “electronic brains”, it is now increasingly com-
mon to see computers as deeply interwoven with physical design and construction. 
In his popular book  The Long Tail , Anderson  (2008)  describes 3D printing as “the 
sort of radical technology that sets the imagination soaring”. (p. 247) Gershenfeld 
 (  2005  ) , in his inspiring book  Fab , discusses the implications of the burgeoning pos-
sibilities of personal fabrication:

  (C)onsider what would happen if the physical world outside computers was as malleable as 
the digital world inside computers. If ordinary people could personalize not just the content 
of computation but also its physical form. If mass customization lost the “mass” piece and 
become personal customization, with technology better refl ecting the needs and wishes of 
its users because it’s been developed by and for its users. If globalization gets replaced by 
localization. 

 The result would be a revolution that contains, rather than replaces, all of the prior revo-
lutions. Industrial production would merge with personal expression, which would merge 
with digital design…. Just as accumulated experience has found democracy to work better 
than monarchy, this would be a future based on widespread access to the means for inven-
tion rather than one based on technocracy. (p. 42)   

 Developments such as these have profound implications for educational comput-
ing and technology. In most educational discourse, the “computer” is seen as an 
entry to the Internet, or as a window to a “virtual universe” of information and 
abstraction; and the student is seen as someone staring at a screen (whether on a 
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desktop or held in their hand). With the increasing advent of fabrication, however, 
we can view the computer as the heart of a newly-conceived personal workshop, 
and the student as a hands-on creator and craftsperson. 

 Indeed, the rhetoric of student-controlled fabrication is now beginning to fi nd its 
way into educational research and discourse. As Lipson and Kurman  (2010)  write: 
“Educators want to serve different learning styles and offer hands-on learning: 
Personal-scale manufacturing tools serve today’s educator’s growing application of 
constructionist educational theory. Mainstream educators know that there is no “one 
size fi ts all” when it comes to classroom learning. Personal manufacturing tools 
offer students and teachers a wide range of pedagogical exercises and teaching 
aids.” (p. 32) Later in the same paper, they add: “Personal fabrication technologies 
provide a powerful educational tool that offers students the driver’s seat in the design 
and engineering process…. Computers and low-cost, small-scale manufacturing 
technologies, when integrated into science and technology classes, help educators 
craft physical models to help demonstrate educational concepts.” (p. 60) Likewise, 
Berry et al.  (  2010  )  observe: “The next generation of personal digital fabricators now 
make digital fabrication in schools feasible and practical for the fi rst time…. Low 
cost, versatility, and ease of use make this technology accessible to K-12 educators 
and students and can facilitate the introduction of engineering design and manufac-
turing concepts into early education.” 

 Despite the exhilarating possibilities of educational fabrication, however, there 
are still frustrating barriers to be overcome before these devices and systems can 
become commonplace in children’s lives. Design software is still too diffi cult for 
children (indeed, for many adults) to use; the various devices themselves are often 
too expensive, risky, or unwieldy for youngsters to play with; there is little in the 
way of supporting infrastructure (literature, websites, social networks, classroom or 
neighborhood laboratories) available to children interested in physical construction. 
Perhaps most important, there is a  cultural  shift that is needed: the designers of 
fabrication tools and systems need to re-interpret their products for children, and the 
educational technology community needs to expand its imaginative vision beyond 
the by-now-traditional combination of screen and Internet. A detente is called for. 

 This chapter is an exploration of several tentative-but-plausible ideas for creating 
“fabrication devices and techniques for children.” The essential turn in this explora-
tion is to begin with the sorts of materials and construction projects that children 
have traditionally enjoyed, and to bring the affordances of computational fabrica-
tion into that realm. Rather than thinking in terms of “industrial fabrication,” then, 
the goal here is to think of “playful, informal fabrication.” In a sense, the cultural 
shift being suggested is analogous to a similar, earlier shift that took place in the 
realm of computation: just as computers evolved from the industrial behemoths of 
the 1960s into the handheld browsers, e-book readers, phones, and game players of 
the current decade, we need to move our expectations about fabrication from the 
putatively “serious” world of adult professionals to the more playful (but in our 
view no less “serious”) world of children’s activities. 

 The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: in Sect.  2 , we describe a 
working prototype of a child-friendly fabrication device, the  StringPrinter , intended 
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as an example of the sort of innovation that we are advocating. The StringPrinter 
(Ludwig et al.  2010  )  is an early work-in-progress, but it illustrates the potential of 
a design stance that emphasizes fabrication for children. Indeed, our larger goal 
here is not to highlight the StringPrinter in particular, but rather to use it as a 
springboard – a starting point – for broader discussion. Sect.  3  unpacks this discus-
sion, as we present a wide variety of plausible innovations for children’s fabrica-
tion. Much of this section is frankly exploratory and (at times) perhaps a bit 
futuristic; the overall intent is not to promote any one single project, but rather to 
spark the collective imagination of the educational technology community. The 
fi nal section discusses current related work in the area of educational fabrication; we also 
outline our plans for the StringPrinter and other projects in children’s fabrication 
technology.  

    2   The StringPrinter: Purpose and Design 

 We begin, then, by focusing on one of the most venerable (and perhaps the hum-
blest) of children’s craft materials: namely, string. Children have of course long 
enjoyed pastimes such as “cat’s cradle”, played with nothing but a loop of string and 
(at least) two pairs of hands 1 ; while a variety of children’s craft books, both old (e.g., 
Winsor  1915 , pp. 76–77) and recent (e.g., Campbell  2008 , p. 66), illustrate how to 
tie knots. In the literature of mathematical education, there have been numerous 
compelling uses of string for the creation of mathematical models of curves and 
surfaces. Cundy and Rollett’s  (  1961  )  classic book  Mathematical Models  is an excel-
lent introduction to this genre of work; still other marvelous sources of mathemati-
cal string crafts include (Millington  2004 ; Pohl  1986  ) . 

 This, in fact, is an interesting place to begin our exploration of children’s fabrica-
tion. Let us imagine, then, that we can treat string (for crafting purposes) as a mate-
rial that can be retrieved from an output device. In this case, the output device will 
not create or alter the string itself, but will merely decorate it with user-controlled 
color patterns. 

 A string-decorating device would actually be a useful addition to the tool chest 
of children’s crafts. In all of the traditional sources on string crafts, the material is 
assumed to be uniformly-colored: that is, the student’s projects cannot make use of 
varied color patterns along the length of the string itself. The ability to vary the 
coloring of the string or yarn in projects of this type should allow for an infi nitely 
wider range of possible projects, and should allow string crafts (particularly of the 
mathematical sort) to serve as a much more aesthetically appealing medium than it 
does at present. (See also Eisenberg  (  2002  )  for an early discussion of this idea). 

   1   A cartoon from 1858, by the artist John Leech in the British magazine  Punch , depicts adults play-
ing cat’s cradle (called “scratch cradle” in the cartoon’s caption). The cartoon can be found on the 
Web at:   www.john-leech-archive.org.uk/1858/snowed-up.htm    .  
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 It is with this goal in mind – adding a novel output device to the repertoire of 
children’s crafts – that we created our fi rst prototype of the StringPrinter. The basic 
design of the StringPrinter is shown in the schematic in Fig.  18.1 . Essentially, the 
device consists of a computer-controlled inking device that can apply ink selectively 
to portions of string as the string is pulled through the device. The inking device 
employs motors that push ink-soaked sponges against the string; the motors close 
and open under computer control. Of course, this brief description effectively 
fi nesses many of the fi ner parameters that went into the construction of the device: 
the materials chosen for the various elements (primarily, acrylic plastic); the 
mechanical means for conducting liquid ink to the sponges, and for retrieving and 
recycling ink for later use; the programming of the computer controller (in this case, 
implemented in an Arduino device). Space limitations preclude a fi ne-grained 
description of all these construction choices, but a video of the current working 
prototype can be found on the Internet. 2   

 Figure  18.2  shows several photographs of the current device, highlighting dis-
tinct aspects of its construction. In the upper left of the fi gure, a full-color photo-
graph of the entire device is shown; in addition three similar photographs are shown, 
tinted to emphasize specifi c portions (upper right, the paths by which fl uid ink is 
conducted to the sponges; lower left, the ink spool, Arduino controller, and funnel 
for retrieving unused ink; and bottom right, the framework and sponge-controlling 
motors for the device). Again, the overall function of the device is to permit the user 
to specify a pattern for decorating string of the following sort: “2 cm blue; 1 cm 
white; 3 cm blue; 1 cm white; 4 cm blue…” and to produce a length of string with 
that decorative pattern. Much as one might think of a standard ink jet printer as a 
“paper decorating device”, then, the StringPrinter is a “string decorating device”.  

  Fig. 18.1    Schematic and design of the StringPrinter       

   2   The video can be found at:   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=33UV5E37RKU    .  
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 As already noted, the current StringPrinter implementation is a prototype only – and 
an early one at that. The device is currently controlled solely by an Arduino 
microcontroller, and the user can specify patterns of ink application by manually 
pushing buttons that are read by the Arduino; a full software interface, to control the 
device from a desktop computer, is currently under development. There are still other 
limitations to the current device: it only applies one color of ink at present (e.g., one 
cannot decorate a length of string with multiple colors), it is rather slow, and the reso-
lution of ink application is on the order of between 1 and 2 cm. Much more work has 
to be done on the current device before we can employ it in pilot tests with children. 
Still, the purpose of the current device is to illustrate a  style  of design – namely, a 
style in which children’s craft materials can become the focus of computer-controlled 
fabrication. Even in its present primitive state, the StringPrinter is capable, we 
believe, of expanding the possibilities of mathematical string crafts. Figure  18.3  
shows a couple of sample projects done with the printer. At left, a length of string 
with varying lengths of decoration (some employing one “length unit” and others 
two) can be seen; at right, a longer decorated string has been placed in a frame to 
display a central white square against a background of blue.   

  Fig. 18.2    The StringPrinter. At  upper left , a photograph of the device. At  upper right  and  bottom , 
we highlight the fl uid pathway for the ink, in  blue ; at  bottom left  we highlight the funnel, string 
spool (toward the  upper center  of the photograph) and Arduino controller ( bottom right  of the 
photograph), all in  yellow ; and at  bottom right  we highlight the framework and sponge-controlling 
motors of the device (in  red )       
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    3   Beyond the StringPrinter: Fabrication in Education, 
and in Children’s Culture 

 The StringPrinter of the previous section is – we concede – a prototype targeted 
both at a rather specifi c material (i.e., string) and at a specialized, if beautiful, corner 
of children’s mathematical crafting. The larger point of this effort is not so much to 
produce a commercial-quality fabrication device, but rather to illustrate the theme 
of child-friendly fabrication. In this section, we discuss a variety of potential design 
ideas building on the themes highlighted by the StringPrinter. The reader is encour-
aged to think of this section as an outline of many rough ideas–ideas which could 
conceivably be carried forward into working devices and techniques for children’s 
construction and engineering projects. 

    3.1   Arranging or Placing the Materials of Children’s Crafts 

 One way of viewing a fabrication device is as a tool for taking existing materials in 
“raw” form and placing those materials in complex patterns according to computer 
control. We might thus imagine a version of “child-friendly fabrication” character-
ized by the positioning or arrangement of craft materials. 

 To take a specifi c instance, a time-honored sort of classroom craft project is to 
begin with a collection of standard-sized multi-colored pieces: buttons, beads, mosaic 
stones, or even jellybeans might be used for this purpose. The pieces are then placed 
on a two-dimensional surface to create patterns or representational artwork; in effect, 

  Fig. 18.3    StringPrinter projects. At  left , lengths of custom-decorated string have been wound back 
and forth around opposite rows of pegs to produce (one or multiple) vertical stripes; at  right , cus-
tom-decorated string inserted into a square frame to produce a central white square       
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the various pieces are being used as discrete tangible pixels, analogous to the pixels 
of a computer screen. It would be plausible to create fabrication devices that can 
perform complex “pixel-placement” projects of this sort; this would enrich – but not 
supplant – children’s crafting. For instance, one might have a “button-placing 
machine” that, given supplies of standard buttons or discs of specifi c colors, places 
those items in a two-dimensional array to serve as a background pattern for chil-
dren’s work. Ideally, the design software to create the patterns would be simple 
enough for children to use: thus, a child might create part of a button-art project via 
output device (using design software to specify the pattern to be placed), and might 
create other portions of the project (perhaps using specialized buttons or other pieces) 
with her own hands. 

 The previous paragraph described a scenario in which children’s craft materials 
(e.g., buttons or beads) are arranged via computer control. One might go even a bit 
further and imagine devices that fabricate objects via placement in three dimensions – 
rather than only two, as in the previous example. Figure  18.4  illustrates where we are 
headed with this idea: the fi gure shows a pair of constructions made in our lab 
(unaided by machines!) using multicolored beads. The construction at left uses Perler 
beads, which can be fused together by the heat of a handheld iron; the construction 
at right was made from Pixos, which join together into solid masses when moistened. 
In both cases, it is clearly possible to use the beads not merely as “tangible pixels”, 

  Fig. 18.4    Two vase-like constructions made from multicolored beads. The construction at  left  
(made by Jeff LaMarche) is created from Perler beads, which are cylindrical beads that can be 
fused together by the heat of an iron. The construction at  right  was made with Pixos, which are 
spherical beads that stick together in water; in this instance, the shape was made by pouring dry 
Pixos into a vase-shaped mold, adding water, and then (after a time) removing the mold       
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but in effect as “tangible voxels” that could conceivably be placed by a suitably 
 constructed children’s fabrication device. A bead-printer in this expanded sense 
could translate screen representations of 3D objects into physical versions, printed 
out by the arrangement of numerous colored beads in successive vertical layers. One 
might think of such a device as a discrete, child-friendly version of a 3D printer, with 
the added advantage (beyond the capabilities of standard single-material printers) of 
creating objects in multiple colors.   

    3.2   Cutting or Engraving the Materials of Children’s Crafts 

 The previous subsection described potential directions for what might be called 
“fabrication-via-placement”. Another way of thinking about children’s fabrication 
is to use an output device to cut, slice, or engrave materials (e.g., through the use of 
a computer-controlled laser, as in standard desktop laser cutters). 

 A number of classroom craft materials are good candidates for this sort of proj-
ect. Consider, for example, the venerable classroom supply of ribbon. One might 
imagine creating a device whose role is to cut customized patterns in long strips of 
ribbon via computer control. The basic idea here is to use a computer-driven laser 
to “draw” complex high-resolution patterns of holes into the material. Figure  18.5  
shows a photograph of a recent prototype along these lines constructed by a team of 
graduate students in our laboratory. The students created a computer-controlled 
device that moves a spool of paper tape within a desktop laser cutter, allowing the 
cutter to create patterns in the tape. (In this case, the paper tape is playing the same 

  Fig. 18.5    A computer-controlled paper-tape spooler device has been placed on the table of a 
desktop laser cutter. The basic idea of the device is that it permits users to progressively spool 
lengths of paper tape that can be cut or engraved by a moving laser. Details of the device’s con-
struction can be found at the Instructables.com website, at:   http://www.instructables.com/id/
Scrollable-Laser-Cutting-Addition/           
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role as spools of ribbon in our description). Figure  18.6  shows a photograph of a 
length of paper tape in which patterns have been cut using the device.   

 The paper-tape-cutter of Figs.  18.5  and  18.6  is (like the StringPrinter) a proto-
type, but it suggests a type of design that might well be employed for classroom 
fabrication. That is, we could imagine a small-scale “ribbon cutter” (or “paper tape 
cutter”) geared toward children’s crafts, and accompanied by software that allows 
children to specify patterns to cut into the material. These patterns might be repeti-
tive “frieze” type patterns, as in the photograph of Fig.  18.6 ; or they might be spe-
cialized patterns such as snippets of cut-out text. Such an output device might also 
be used to customize materials used in mathematical crafts such as paper weaving 
(cf. Wigg and Hasselschwert  2001 , p. 316), in which strips or paper tape are folded 
or woven into complex constructions. 

 Nor are ribbon or tape the only craft materials that could be employed in this sort 
of cutting/engraving fabrication device. Another possible choice might be the com-
mon (we resist the adjective “lowly”) popsicle stick. These wooden “craft sticks” 
are routinely used in children’s construction projects; being made of wood, they 
could easily be cut or shaped by a small-scale, specialized laser-cutting device. 
Children could thus build with sticks into which specialized holes (or, again, text) 
could be cut; the sticks might be shaped along the edges to produce construction 
sticks with complex boundaries. In short, then, a classroom “popsicle-stick-cutter” 
would be a delightful tool for children’s crafting.  

    3.3   Extruding or Reshaping the Materials of Children’s Crafts 

 The previous subsections began by examining standard materials of children’s con-
struction – beads, buttons, ribbon, popsicle sticks – and imagining ways in which 
fabrication devices could arrange, cut, or engrave these objects. Still other chil-
dren’s craft objects might be extruded or shaped by innovative fabrication devices. 

 To take an example along these lines, consider the humble plastic soda straw – 
again, a staple of children’s constructions. In many classroom projects, straws are 
used much like wooden construction sticks – they are assembled as struts in larger 

  Fig. 18.6    A length of paper tape, spooled by the device in Fig.  18.5 , in which a succession of 
diamond-shaped holes have been cut       
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patterns and structures. Often, the straws are connected by threading string (or pipe 
cleaners) through the length of the straw, and tying together the ends of the string 
(or pipe cleaners) to link adjacent straws. One advantage of straws over wooden 
sticks is that the former can be easily bent into curved shapes. If the reader is in any 
doubt as to the remarkable versatility of plastic straws as a crafting medium, an 
Internet image search on “plastic straw sculpture” (using one’s favorite search 
engine) will prove an astonishing experience. 

 For children’s work, it is quite conceivable that a fabrication device could be con-
structed to heat and bend plastic straws into specifi ed curved confi gurations (say, a 
circular arc, or V-shape, or one cycle of a sine wave). Such a device alone would, in 
effect, expand the artistic range of this most-informal children’s medium. Even the 
classic “cube made out of drinking straws” could be made more interesting if the 
straws themselves were fashioned into curved arcs. A still more ambitious fabrica-
tion device might be able to join straws together at their ends, or to fashion custom-
made construction straws out of inexpensive plastic material, or (returning to the 
ideas of the previous subsection) to cut or engrave straws in complex patterns.  

    3.4   Decorating or Coloring the Materials of Children’s Crafts 

 It should be pointed out that the most familiar of all modern-day “output devices” – 
the desktop inkjet printer – does not so much output paper as it does decorate paper. 
That is to say, an inkjet printer (much like the StringPrinter) takes in plain or 
undecorated material and then elaborates that material with printed designs. Thus, 
one of the primary purposes of a standard output device can be described as the 
decoration of a physical substrate. 

 Children now routinely make use of inkjet printers to make various types of 
papercraft projects (though even here, it is worth bearing in mind how rapidly color 
printers have blossomed into classroom-ready devices; 25 years ago a computer-
controlled color printer was an expensive artifact, for professional use only). At the 
same time, there are other types of craft materials, besides paper, that are common 
to children’s projects and that could be decorated or embellished with child-friendly 
output devices. 

 Two materials of this sort are the soft sculptural materials made from (in the 
fi rst case) a mixture of sawdust and glue, and (in the second case) cornstarch and 
baking soda mixed with water. Both these media are familiar to classroom arts-
and-crafts teachers, and both are capable of being shaped into creative sculptural 
constructions. The former mixture is a kind of homemade wood putty; the latter 
more like a simple sort of soft clay, suitable for baking into hardened forms. In 
either case, it is conceivable that an output device could be constructed to tint or 
decorate the plain mixture (using, e.g., dyes or food coloring) in complex com-
puter-controlled patterns while the material is still soft and pliable. The idea here 
is to think of “fabrication” as a matter of custom-decorating the raw material with 
which children work. 
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 To conclude this extended daydream: there are numerous ways to think about 
computer-controlled fabrication – as a matter of physical arrangement of existing 
pieces, or cutting material, or reshaping material, or decoration. We have no doubt 
that there are still other modalities of fabrication that we have overlooked here; we 
make no pretense of completeness in this list. And – to continue in this self-depre-
catory vein – most likely, some of the suggestions in this section for creating novel 
fabrication devices wouldn’t pan out if attempted; but perhaps others would pan out 
spectacularly well. The larger point, again, is that the landscape of children’s crafts 
is abundantly populated with materials – buttons, straws, ribbons, homemade clay – 
that are off the collective radar of the “serious” fabrication industry, much as chil-
dren’s activities were invisible to early computer designers. There is a wealth of 
potential research and development in this area – and a lot of fun to be had by both 
designers and children alike – in re-imagining fabrication through the lens of chil-
dren’s crafts.   

    4   Related and Ongoing Work: The Growth of Child-Friendly 
Fabrication and Output 

 The work and ideas described in this chapter are infl uenced by several lines of exist-
ing research. It should be clear that, from the standpoint of educational philosophy, 
our examples draw strongly on the “constructionist” tradition in which learning is 
grounded in the design and creation of content-rich artifacts (see, for example, 
Papert  1991  and Noss and Hoyles  2006  ) . By and large, we see fabrication devices 
not exclusively, or primarily, in the role of “teaching skills”, but rather in the role of 
providing children with expressive, challenging activities and interests. For this rea-
son, we have not (in this chapter) highlighted the use of fabrication devices to teach 
standard content in areas such as arithmetic or algebra, though such uses are cer-
tainly plausible. Instead, we see fabrication as furthering children’s idiosyncratic, 
creative intellectual lives (cf. [Eisenberg  2011 ]). 

 This is not the occasion to revisit long-standing arguments about the merits and 
problems of the constructionist viewpoint. Nonetheless, the connection between 
fabrication and the constructionist educational philosophy is (to our way of think-
ing) quite natural. The tools with which children can build are now much more 
powerful than those available just a decade or so ago. It is time to revisit educational 
constructionism in the light of these new technological developments. 

 Indeed, the growth of fabrication promises to have educational impact beyond 
the world of children, or classrooms, alone. Most prominently, there is a recent 
explosion in affordable 3D printing that, we believe, heralds an increasingly democ-
ratized climate of personal construction. Examples such as the Makerbot (  www.
makerbot.com    ), RepRap (reprap.org), and Fab at Home project (Malone and Lipson 
 2007  )  collectively point the way toward a near future in which all sorts of people – 
professionals, hobbyists, amateurs, and youngsters – have access to high quality 
personal fabrication devices and techniques. Moreover – and here, the analogy with 
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the early home computer industry breaks down somewhat – this budding revolution 
in personal fabrication is supported by an infrastructure of Web-based services and 
information. Even for those without access to a fabrication lab, sites such as   ponoko.
com     and   shapeways.com     advertise their ability to print out high-quality customized 
objects from computer specifi cations. Other sites, such as that associated with  Make 
Magazine , offer advice, forums, and information to the apprentice user of fabrica-
tion devices; and still others, such as   thingiverse.com    , allow users to present and 
share their best 3D construction work. 

 In short, 3D printing is well on its way toward a prominent presence in home tech-
nology – including, without question, educational technology. Still, to return to our 
overall theme, it has been the argument of this chapter that 3D printing is only one (very 
powerful) element of a much larger potential landscape of child-friendly fabrication. 
We have 3D printers – how about “printers” for string, or straws, or popsicle sticks, or 
buttons, or beads? A suggestion of the type of innovation that we are advocating here 
is found in the marvelous “Eggbot” device created by Bruce Shapiro (  egg-bot.com    ); 
this is a device that decorates eggshells and spherical surfaces with complex patterns 
under computer control (it thus falls into the “fabrication-as-decoration” category of 
the previous section’s informal taxonomy). Still other researchers are exploring 
children’s projects using other types of fabrication tools such as commercial desk-
top paper cutters (see for example the project description at    www.DigitalFabrication.
org    ). These are wonderful developments, but what is really needed is a much greater, 
longer-term collaboration between the largely disparate worlds of children’s 
arts-and-crafts (on the one hand) and fabrication technology (on the other). 

 We intend to do at least some additional development on the StringPrinter (includ-
ing some software development for controlling the device from a desktop “string-
decorating” interface); and we hope to pursue at least one or two of the sample ideas 
described in this chapter. There is evidently no lack of work to pursue, and opportuni-
ties for a wide range of researchers and participants of all ages and backgrounds. As 
an initial step, we happily invite readers to pursue any of these ideas in their own 
design work, or to make up still other projects for children’s fabrication.      
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